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Sir Daniel Hamilton's Prize Essay. 

"The Indian Social Reformer'" of October~ 
1928 has asked for an Essay on "How the 
"Co-operative movement, confined with the 
f' issue of a Sound Paper Currency not based 
"on gold and silver, but on organized reliable 
"labour and the assets which labour 'wili 
"create, will provide plenty and employment 
"for all, and unify India."· '1' 

J~. !:-. ~ 
1. Sir Daniel's question contains its o;wu: 

answer when he speaks of Sound i.e.,· .v~lid· 
Paper Currency based Qn organized labour 
plus the assets it creates; so the problemi~ tp 
find some practical device which can conv~r~ 
such labour into banking assets on whichn.ew~ . . . , . . . ",,, 

money may be safely issued without distur~-:. 
ance of retail selling prices, until these assets. 
are redeemed again by . means of this ,n~w~ 
money then destroyed. . ... :,....,;;., 

2. But to prove. that such a device will 
provide plenty and employment for all' .both: 
rich and poor, and further will unify India, as, 
one country, is a more difficult task which will 
tax the imagination of the reader; neverthe-:
less such is the opinion of the writer after~ 



SUttle 40 years" work 'in this old civilisation, in 
connection with-trade and finance. 
";3~ The co-operative movement referred' to, 

in the question' consists of a' number of credit 
societies' and 'banks now established under 
Qq~e,rn~erit 'inspection and audIt for the pur
pose otl~n~ipg"money 'on terms belo~ tho~e, 
charge~,r by 'tl;1e professional sowcar, and 

:'0' '"1 I 

usually ori the personal security of the ~or-
rower supported by his neighbours and fdend~ 
with'or without sonie pecuniary consideration; 
the necessary funds being found by capital 
money subscribed. by members or shareholders 
in these societies 'and, banks which are per
mitted to; distribute limited dividends. 

4:. 'The idea taken 'from 'similar institutions' 
iIi Europe; has met with partial success' in" 
Indis. where ,the f1griculturist has become en-' 
sraved by' debt" to' the local sow car whose 
security and po~er has improved tinder British: 
rule b~t without sufficient' 'compensation to ~ 
the:borrower i~the matter of lower rates or: 
easier~ermsof repayment. ' 

5. " In·considering the question of security; 
for loans with relation to the rate of interest' 
demanded ;and coilceded~ it is always assumed 
that the better' the security offered the- lower, 
tlie 'rate, but 'if the borrower' holds good . 
marketable security why should he not' sell it ' 
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rather t.han mortgage;:it for interest payable 
to a bank temporarily?, In practice, ,the 
security offered to a bank is largely personal 
put backed by collateral in the shape of un~old 
stocks of' wares or products on which some 
market valuation is made by' the lender less a 
rpargin for depreciat'ion or fall' of price, or 
possiblybacked by the guarantee of 'so~e thb:d .- ' .' '. (. . 
p_a.r~y ,as join,tly responsible fo_r'r~payment 
with interest in due course. 

I ' ' . 

. 6. Bankers describe the high rates charged 
by sowcars as "risk rates" meaning that 
these rates include an ele~ent-, of risk which 
they themselves are 'nQt'.-prepared to. take. 
Their own ·rates, are 'based upon those quoted 
in the local money or commercial debt market 
which ra.tes vary with any' change in the 
official Bank-rate. The element of risk is 
pr,actically non-existent biit the term ~nd 
amount, of such loans is strjctly lirpited. In 
point of time, because. the .I1J.ain resources· of a 
bank are derived from current account de
posits withdrawable without, notic~.and. In 
point of amount by the financial standing of 
tlie b'orrower. . , - . 

': I 

7. Bu;t in spite of these considerationsaI}.d 
re~sonable safeguards, t4e lending of money 
is \alway~ attended by risk especially when 
competition among lenders for .busines!iresults 
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in any r.elaxation .. ofprudence or discrimina· 
.tion. The· mone~ profit motive urges the 
lend~r to accept !isks. 
1'8.c The subject ofmoney·lenditi.g is dis
tasteful to most people, it is condemned ',by 
both religion. and science but has come to be 
regarded as a necessary evil without which 
Progress seems impossible since without the 

. ,J .. ' . 

command.j9,fploney. no, capital outlay can be 
effected,. so the end in. view justifies the means . 
. 9~· . The . Co.operative movement can avoid· 

this risk and .odium by confining· its businesS' 
to the finance .. of. aQtual transactions bet wveen 
seUers, and. buyers i,e~ Iby paying the seller in 
cash·and by looking to the buyer for repay·· 
ment .within some reasonable time. The goods 
sold formipg the:collateral meantime. 
10. This· system can be effected either hy' 

the discountIng df usance drafts drawn by the 
seller i.e., creditor upon his buyer i.e., debtor or 
Bytlie purchase ·of,the debtor's promissory 
iiotei'n favour' of the creditor at full face value 
redeeIllable 'on some, fixea date plus interest; 
thereon~· Both these methods' ·are in daily' 
prftctice among banks but their rates of ·di~
count and interest 'Vary with the supply. of 
loanable ·oapital and the enquiry for it among 
trade borrowers.· ,Such variations· react upon 
alL.retail .prices and in the sam& direction i.e., 
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"dear money will tend to -raise selling prices 
'whileeheap money will tend to lower them. 

. l,am aware that this view is contrary to 
',accepted doctdne but ,.the reader must admit 
that, ,th..~ hire of money is an element of cost 
wlUch.. :ql~st be ,recovered from the consumel~ 
.if possible. 
,:11. These instruments of transre'r of goods 
sold on credit are negotiable by endO'rseirient' 
and',;may therefore be considered as liquid as· 
sets by the lender i.e.; discounter. They can be 
re-discounted for cash when endorsed by :hini' 
in favour 'of-another bank and on terms whioh 
are easier than those' originally granted, they 
then rank as bank bills instead 'of 'trade bills. 
Mr. John Matthai,professor of Indian Econo-, 
micA, has written iIi his book of 1925 called' 
" Agricultural Co-operation in India," on page 
107 in reference to the re-discount ofnego-· 
tiable instruments, as "so much 1iquid capital 
which it (the discounter) may use as equivalent, 
to cash in every emergency that may arise.'" 
But he continues that ., This question. raises 
financial issues of such. fa-r::-reaching and cQm-. 
plicated 9haracter as, to. put it ov,t.sid.e the 
scope of a work on ,co-operation." 
12. He also says that "The question has 

. therefore been raised ~hether it, is not ad
visable to·have a State Bank in every province 
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which will undertake to re-discount the bills 
of a Co-operative bank." 

The answer to this.question is in the affir~ 
matjve always provided thai the r'ate be in
'variable and "that new currency be issued for 
the purppse.. Such a device already exists 

I· .' -, 

under Section.20 of the Paper Currency Act 
whereby the Imperial Bank of India' can re
discolint-internal trade bills with .the Currency 
Office for new currency to the extent of Rs. 12 
crores @ from 6 to 8 % per. annum. The earn·~ 
ings of the Currency Office from this source 
during the last',financialyear, amounted. to 
.nearly·Rs.5 1akhs' in new money. 

'13. 'S~r Daniel Hamilton spe~ks of "Sound 
Paper Currency' based on organized reliable 
labour arid the fJ,ssets which that labour will 
create" so ~ere we- fjnd I -think, -in re-dis
countable trad&-.bills, the shortlived assets 
which can function.as sufficient reserves for. 
shortlivedcurrency in lieu of metal reserves. 
in support of permanent currency. 

14.N ow, since the.issue of such temporary~ 
money is limited _ only by the ;;discrimination 
of the re-di~counting. Bank, the rate must be: 
fixed arid ~ invariable" I_ow enough to ensure' a' 
sufficient r.evenue to the Treasury and high 
enough.to·offer a'sufficient reward to privat~IY;J 
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wned loanable capital. The rate I suggest 
s 4 per annum of which Y2 . per annum will 
o to the re-discounter, the Imperial Bank in 
onsideration of its liability as expressed by 
ts endorsement OIi such bills which inust also 
~arry the endors,ement of the disconnting bank 
Its further surety for prompt retirement in 
I' 
~~ash then destroyed. 

[15. Biils discounted by the' Imperial Bank 
'{self will earn no commission on their re
liscount with the Currency Office: this .pro,. 
rision is needed to prevent undue competition 
'lith other banks and jt can be reinforced by 
imitation of its dividend to 16 ;. per annum on 
he subscribed capital as soon as its reserve 
~quals that sum i:~., in order to eliminate the 
)rofit motive. ' 

f 16. These details however can be arranged 
~s soon as the guiding principle. ;is recognised 
[·.e.. that money must be allied to business 
lone and not to any unrelated entity such 
~s gold and silver or even to Government 
ndebtedness as to-day, if the general level of 
'etail prices is to be stabilized thus assuring 
)rosperityand progress to' all both rich a~d 
)001' so long as they are reli~hle workers. 

17. Whilst writing the foregoing I came 
,Lcross the following dictum of. the Registrar , 
, 
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of Co-op~rative Credit Societit'K ill Cl·ylon: 
"That cheap CTl'dit was one of tbe most 
dangerous things which could be placed at the 
disposal of any community. The experience 
of other countries revealed the fact that cheap 
credit .led tora.sh and unproductive borrowirlg 
while the direct financing of the' co-operative 
movement by the Government was a bad 
thing. It By" financing" he means here lond
ing money out of revenues to Co-operutive 
hanks or societies. He concludes by saying 
that such societie,s could place' themselves 
" in a. position to snap their fingers at Govern .. 
ment which could be donE! through the mediu"l 
of Central Banks.'" With this opinion I en
tirely coricur bui the vital dit;tinction betwel'n 
money-lending and tWance of actual trunsac .. 
tions hy means of new money may not be 
clear to the ca~uat.()b8erver. 

18. The subjec~ hand spl'aks of "orga
nized reliable labour tt as the basis of Sound 
Paper Currency through the Bssets then'hy 
created and the implication seems to be thut 
labour must be organized either by itselC us by 
trade unions, or by some outside power for the 
purpose of production. The latter view seems 
more reasonable since the word "reliahle tt is 
usod. An nmly i14 organizl'd hy the StlLte 
and rl'liability 'secured by militury disdpJine . . 
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through punishment but the purpose is des .. 
truction not production . 

. 19. An organized industrial army for pur
poses of production with its; reliability based 
upon reward instead of punishment does not 
meet the case because production in itself is 
not sufficient to secure economic equilibrium 
except through lower prices, the product must 
be consumed or it. will perish. 

20. In order to ensure consumption, the 
medium of purchase must be allied to the pro
duct as marketed for resale and distribution 
to meet human needs and at a" money profit 
without which the system cannot work. 

This marketing fixes the value in terms of 
the medium so far as is humanly possible, for 
if the original or any subsequent merchant 
puts it too high, the loss falls upon himself as 
to-day. If he cannot meet this loss, it wil~ f~ll 
upon his seller and failing hiin, upon the dis
counter. 

21. Sound currency cannot he based l1pon 
production alone but upon" production plus 
consumption which is the complete economic 
process. 

Labour need not then be 9rganiz~d in self
defence and its reliability will be assured when 

2 
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certain of it!J reward through opportunity I to 
serve aU known human needs', The 'organita
i.i9P of labau!' by producers will remain 'but 
theJnce'ntive'to work'will be transferred from 
the fear 9f pri~a'tiori to the' expectation' 01 
mateJ:iat" c'omfo~t~ The worker wilIbe free hi 
every sense of the word to find employment 
elsewhere unless under a time agreement with 
,h'ismaster enforceable by law, To-day he-;is 
free to seek..other 'worki ,but he is lucky:if he 
finds it; ~, ) 

'22~' ' When' prices are sfabilized by' the cons
tant ratio of"the flow of mohey tcf the flow 'of 
consu~able 'wares based on human rieeds, 
these time'agreements with labour ma:y' be
come the rille ratheI"- than the exception' ns 
under our present linil'ted money ,dispensatiOn, 
E~PIoyers tn.-day ,pnl~ss they enjoy some 
monopoly such as 'r:.¥1.way transport, will not 
~riterinto time agreements with labour neither 
:will' labour bifi~ its~lf to serve for long periods 
at nxed money ·i.e., variable real wages: both 
'sides prefer the fre~dom of short term arrange .. 
ments with option of dismissal or lockouts on 
the one side or strikes on, the other side. 

23. "'The' Indian Government is hampered' in 
its reJations with sound internal currenc}" by 
its s'terling indebtedness the interest on-which 
has to, be remitted annually to the extent' Of 
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'sorn,e .£;.35 millions, so that the question of the 
foreign exchange 'value of the ,rupee appears 
Jll~re ~mportant than the stability of rupee 
prjces~ Every effort has been made to stabi
lize the :r:ateof s'terlingexchange in order to 
limit this. obligation or to bring. it within the 
~mbit of calculable dimensions. 
". 

:24. The problem has been tackled by four 
Royal Commissions during the past ,30 years 
but the basic fact remaills that if the rate ef 
exchange be artificially controlled, the neces
J'ary adjustments must occur either in rupee 
prices or in sterling prices, since all paymen.ts 
of interest depend upO,l)., ,the flow of trade in 
w~res and commodities i.e., imports' into . and 
~~ports from both countries. 

25., Fortunately India is. usually a creqitor 
'Country, that is to say, her exports excee<l her 
imports as calculated in terms of money so 
that she is~ble to meethe-r money obligations 
to 'Great Britain which may be termed in
.visible imports in her own case or invisible 
~xports from Great Britain. Should this 
balance of payments become adverse to, India 
under existing conditions of exchange, tlle 
,only adjustment possible is through the ex
,Port of gold or by the reduction ,of imports 
.from.. abroad coupled, wIth downward I?~essure 
,on rupee prices .of exportable ,goo,ds .. 
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26. As matters' stand to-day the Govern.' 
ment· of India is prepared to take fine gold 
under Section 4 of the Indian Currency Act of 
1927 and to p!'1y ~or the same at Rs. 21-3-10 per 
tola. in newcurrenpy less certain small charges 
for' assay. .This standing bid prevents thE(. 
rupee price of: gold from falling and so. al~fl 
pr.events the sterling price of. the rupee from" 
risj1,lg~ be,YJ?n.d the, equival~nt asexpre~se~ ,~ql 
tile t~te of exchange, say 1 s. 6 d~, altho~gh ;~~: 
pra~t.i.ce sq fat theJ;~ h~ye.al~a'ys. been b\ly'~~~; 
wit1;l cAr:r:ent J;"llpe~s ~t mOI:e tpan. the ,Gove~l'h 
m,~p.~Jimit. ,But~t, present our Governmep~, 
is Un,q.~f nQ oblig&ti9J;1. tq sel~~ne gol~ ~ven at 
Rs. 2!~,1l-9,per tota.~& sugge~ted by the ,Royal. 
Co~mission of 1926, for delivery in BombaYi! 
agai~~t!:current money,tp:en destroyed, so that)' 
the nuuket .rate of ste.rling exchange may. fall) 
indepmtely. . i.~ 

27. If new currency based on marketed goods' 
and, issued without limit on fixed terms of re .. 
discount, could, not command the confidence 
ol!theflndian public nor stabilize the rate of 
sterling,.exchange through rupee prizes, I would 
sUggest: that 'holders of rupee paper currency 
be given the option of conver8ion into smaH 
bars 'of fine gold at some; fixed price ·.per: tola;. 
say Rsl. 21-8 .. 0;' but that Government be.under: 
no obligation -to- purchase: fine·gold,:w.hile f 
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'

.etaining the option to do so if wanted by the 
}ublic,at any price needful .to secure it, with 
~lew currency. 

! 28. This suggestion may sound ridiculous 
alid impracticable but it must' be realized that 
Bverypurchase by the public of gold frotri the 
Government means the destruction of an equi
v-aJemt s"um in rupees, the effect of which' 
defhiti'on' will tend to depress all prices of goods 
through scarcity of money arid "thereby 
~ti'mulate exports. This increase of, exports 
will in' its turn: support the rate of foreign ex
~hange.' 'Further that our Government' holds' 
~otne 30 crotes worth "of gold also'£ 40 millions' 
lOf'sterling securities in London which should' 
be (enough at the outset' to meet all 'demands 
;for~ gold'and if'not sufficient; it' could exercise 
it~'·optidti to acquire further supplies 'either 
from local sellers or by importation, by means' 
of Jlew issues. 

PI,' ,,' 

29, In this connection 'it. must be re-, 
membered that the relative' scarcity of pu~
chasi;ng·power.alluded to in the previous para"' 
graph ·could not· -lead to stringencY: ip., the. 
p-noney markets"of India becaus,e .the: Iy?p~x:ial, 
!Bank would always be ready to re-dlsCOU]1t 
Iwith the Ourr.ency.Office all approved .bills/ of. 
fexohange in. new money. (it). 4/~ per annum and, 
it hat these issues represent, actual supplies of 



q()mmodities~ .availa.ble, to consumers who H 
they preferred ,to buy. gold would ,thereby 
cau.se a plethora of other things and, thus 
induce a fall in the prices of them. ' 

30~ Cbnversely, it must be remembered that 
every purchase of gold by our Government 
with new currenoy is inflationary i.e., it tends 
to.raise all prices of other things, so that th,e 
obligation' on GovernIIl;ent to make such Pul"" 
chases should be confined to the demands -of 
the public for gold, it should not be a statutory 
obligation at any fixed, price to all comers as 
!'iuggested by the Royal Commission and now 
adopted by Government. 

31. The following ex;tract from the Report 
of this Commission, Section 116, supports my 
thesis ~'. It is evident that a limitation of the 
",monetary -circulation to the real needs of 
,. the cbuntry postulates contraction and ex.; 
"pansiori of the currency in accordance with 
"thpse needs. . In a mainly agricultural coun .. 
" try like' India those, needs. fluctuate widely 
" not;. merely according to the seasons of the 
"y~ar, but also according to the abundance or 
" otherwise of crops and the prices they com. 
" mand." 

"If that part. at any rate of the notes 
... which the bank issues to meet the need of 
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~ expansion is secured by assets of a character 
'. corresponding to this need of expansion, that 
.. is, if these assets mature and are liquidated 
"when the increased monetary circulation is 
"no longer needed, the process of expansion 
/, and contraction becomes almost automatic." 

, " 

i': " The true commercial bill; that is a bill 
U drawn in respect of a genuine commercial 
:,"transaction, has these characteristics ina 
;'t- pre-eminent degree. . It is a self-liquidating 
"t. Asset ·in the' sense that the liquidation of the 
~ commercial transaction· liquidates the bill." 
The Report conthlUes; 1.1 with a view to pro~ 
" mote the growth of these commercial' bills 
.. we recommend that the stamp duty on bills 
" of 'exchange be abolished.'" 

;, 

32. Under my scheme, the prices which craps 
can command would vary but slightly ,and any 
serious decline would constitute an infallible 
sign of overproduction then only available. ·for 
export. The int'ernal trade of India would be
come of vastly more importance than her 
foreign trade which will become one in surplus 
products only instead. of forced production to 
meet debt incurred abroad. 

Yours faithfully, 



" PINEHILL, It Kodaikanal, 
17th Octobe-r. 1928. 

JOHN MATT HAl .EsQ., H. LITT., D.se., 
Professor :of Indian Economics, 

University of Mac/raR. 

DEAR SIR, 

The Reverend Mr. Al C. Clayton of the 
Wesleyan Mission lent me your book of 1925; 
"Agricultural Co-operation in India" as 
'printed by the Christian Literature Society 
in Madras. 

As a student of Sociology & Credit,'! have 
'read this work with much benefit. 

1 have sent ypu. a copy of my lateRt 
pampplet: "l'he R~alm.'of Money" in which 
you will find a chapteif on Co-op~ra.tion in 
Madras, ~. result of my own experience, of 
40 years residence iri this Presidency and as 
~he ~resident of the local Co-operative Stores 
which give no credit eit1jer in money or goods 
tq consumers·and get no~e from suppliers. 

On page 107 you' come very near to the 
solution of the problem when you touch up'on 

.discouni of negotiable instruments by a bank 
of standing and re-discount of the same as 
.. 80 much liquid capital which it may use as; 
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equivalent to cash in every emergency that 
may arise." 

But you shy off the problem by adding: 
" This question raises financial issues of -such 
a far reaching and cOl1J.plicated character as 

.. toput it o\ltside the scope of a work on co
operation. " 

If you had written: 'l The question has 
therefore been raised whetherit is not· advis'a
ble to have 'a State 'bank in every province 
which will undertake to re-discount (in -new 
money) the bills of a co-operative bank ... ·· You 
would have found the clue you are seeking and 
I may add that there is nothing. complic~ted 
in the matter and that the financial issues 
although far reaching are already in existence 
in India but li'rnited in amount and restricted 

. . I - . - , 

in terms of re-discount as explamed in my 
pamphlet. ".,. '. 

At present the co..:operativecreditmove
mento in India and elsewhere'is only 'a 
cumbrous money lending institution in com
petition with private sowcars w:ho have in
creased in.power ancl influence under British 
rule although their exactions .may. have ,been 

.. r,educed in proportion to the reduction of their 
risks. 

3 
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What is a rate .of interest except amani
festation of the dire need of borrowers . .for the 
us~ of a. medium which is essential to com
merce and without which no business not: 
money profit is possible to attain by mere 
labour·or organization. The owners of stich a 
medium, are thus the masters of the situation 
in all matters economic . 

. I am sure you will agree with me as a 
D. Sc. that if money-lending can be superseded 
by Finance based upon actual dealings for a 
money profit between approved parties, that 
the economic· freedom of India may be attained 
to her immeasurable benefit. .. 

I have written another pamphlet called: 
"State Aided Finance" which is on sale «((

Re. 1 in Bombai by Messrs D. B. Taraporevala 
Sons & Co.~ of 190, Hornby Road, Fort which 
will give you pafticulars as to the necessary 
mechanism. 

If you will consider the unethical restric
tion of production to':day in order to maintain 
retail selling prices, I am sure you will fol
low up the idea that the orthodox law of Supply 
and Demand is a perversion of the true law of 
the power of production in relation to the 
power of consumption as expressed in human 
needs and the ability to provide them in terms 
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of hew money created for the purpose and 
destroyed again when such purpose is fulfilled, 
without vatiation of prices until actual scar· 
city or surplus intervenes temporarily. 

Mutual co-operation inciudes the agency 
:>f the State in the provision of ,a· medium of 
purchase allied to actuaJ transactions by mer
chants and not confined to the precious metals 
:>f little utility nOr to public indebtedness as a 
form of wealth. " 

Debt is the negation of wealth and the 
iischarge of it is also the negation of credit 
Go-day as conducted in the form of and in 
terms of an unrelated entity snch as m"etal 
backed currency. 

Your~"fai th(ully, 



An Ec'onomic Paradox. 

In the controversy and correspondence 
between "Arthurian'" of U The Referee" now 
renamed "Sunday Referee "' of last month,: 
and Brigadier General Page Croft Bt. C.M.G. 
M. P~ Chairman. of the Empire Industries' 
Association on the subject of Free Tra-de and 
the necessity for Safe-Guarding measures in 
England, the Jollowing quotation from John 
Stuart Mill is made and accepted by both sidet' 
in support of their arguments;" The .limit ot 
w~lth is never deficiency of consumers, but of 
producers .and productive pow~r ... 

, 'OIi the face of it such a statement seemR 
unassailable bui in aCtual daily'life to-day it is 
the deficiency of effective consumers in terms 

·ofmoney that limits the wealth of all countries 
simply because producers cannot employ their 
productive ,power e~cept by means of money 
profits. 

John Stuart Mill built his doctrine on the 
false assumption that the production of mate
rial wealth also produces pro 'tanto the power 
to consume it, but as every producer knows 
this is no~ SOt his majn difficulty lies in market
inihis produc.t which although needed canno\ 
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~'e sold for money at a price which will more 
,j I 

,han cover his outlay, except to some limited 
!lxtent. 

I ' He is therefore bound to work with one 
~ye on the capacity of his market and should 
ihe ,home demand fail him he has to look over~ 
,eas to find a purchaser or restrict his outturn. 

, ',< rrhe foreign purchaser cannot pay'him in 
rioney nor can he pay him at aU unless' he in 
)is turn can sell something somewhere for 
~urrency which he can convert into the 
~,urrency of theexport'er through ·the medium: 
)f the exchange market whose rates are boun~ 
led by the cost of moving gold ill' the last 
·esort. Any pressure of adjustment falls 
;herefore upon prices instead of upon. market 
oates of exchange outside these ar.tifiicial 
)oundaries. 

In reality the dynamic wealth of a country 
~onsists in its power to consume rather than: 
Ipon its ability to produce, even' though its pro~ 
lucts may be exchanged for those of 'other 
~ountries, since these latter in th~ir, turn fail 
o reach consumption unless the . .II).edium of ' 
mrchase be availabl.e am~ngs.t those in ,n~ed of 
;hepI., 

. It· must be obvious to all that any com~ 
Intmity which cannot find a market· within lts· 
I 
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oWn bo~ders for its own production of utilities 
catinot absorb the' production of any other 
commu'nity however cheap unless by some 
privatIon by the poorer section of it. 

The average reader will scoff at such 'an 
exposition of economic lawS" and at the absurd 
conclusions olthe present writer as not worthy 
of refutation ·in the face 'of world-wide trade 
and general prosperity. -

Trade of itself may b~ unprofitable hpw
ever large and prosperity or progress in 'lorn
fort and well-being is far from general for the 
majority of mankind. 

Money-fortunes made are lost against ex
cept thQs~ cOI:1cerned in the hiring out of the 
e~senii.al medium of purchase expre~sed in 
terms of itself and~ time, called interest on 
loans whereby the services of others. are en
slaved through del,>t. ' 

John Stua~t Mill would be a,s'afe guide in 
such matters if the business of .the world could 
be carried on without money which is im
possible, or if it were conducted through a 
medium allied to the constant creation and 
destruction of material wealth in all its various 
forms instead of only to gold and transferable 
debts as to.;.day. 
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I,' That .such an evo.1Htion is. pos.sible and 
~racticable without dislocation ·or disturbance 
IUd to the immeasurable benefit of -mankind 
il general is the firm conviction of the writer 
IUpported by ethics and by science although 
leglected by religion and politics, in the aboli
,ion of war or the fear of it but the orthodox 
'conomic teaching of to-day must first .be 
'ecognised as based upon an untenable assump· 
ion which vitiates its conclusions. 
i 
. 'To THE EDITOR, 

. "The Madras Mail." 

From 
. H. R. SCOTT, 

Kodaikanal, . 
10tl! October i928. 



Support Indian Industries. 

, If an industry cannot support itself on its 
own merits, no such appeal to the public will 
effect tbe desired result. What does the 
average reader understand by such a request? 
Is he or she to spend hard-:-earned money on 
any product ,of Jndian labour he may need 
irrespective of its quality and price as com
'pared to imported goods? Is he to invest his 
money savings or surplus in Indian enterprise 
rather than in lending them to our Govern
me~t or to some bank for annual'interest, ir
respective of the risk he incurs in such a 
venture in the form of rupee shares? Will 
·"his or her judgment be influenced by such an 
appeal'? -The rational presumption is that 
'being. an ignorant fool, he will follow the ad
Vice given by a paternal .Government through 
the medium of the Post Office in all good faith 
but the implication is that its citizens are to 
be swayed mote by blind patriotism than by 
per~onal self-interest. 

This appeal is truly a colossal misinter
pretation of the motives underlying all econo
mic ·processes to-day and iUs doubtl('sR copied 

, from the advertisement appearing in England 
to the same effect i.e., c. Buy British Goods," 

,without reflection as to its effects in practical 
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iapplication under the existing monetary sys
. tam of persorial money wealth allied to the 
gold standard of international exchange with 
. its mobility of capital. 

Mr. Hartley Withers, our leading expoilent 
on monetary mailifestations, writes in "The 
Referee" of London 3rd June in reference to 
a letter received from a Portsmouth docker 
named" Tubby." Tubby protests against the 
doctrine expounded by Mr. Withers, that un
less we buy from foreigners, they cannot buy 
from us so that it is stupid to pretend that it 
is unpatriotic to buy foreign goods. 

These appeals to the public are indeed 
stupid since their stupidity lies in a funda
mental misapprehension of economic laws as 
taught and practised to-day, but nevertheless 
on the face of them th~se appeals are sound 
doctrine so that one may well question our 
economic reasoning as in fault, and not the 
doctrine itself. 

It is curious that Mr. Withers, a monetary 
expert, should recognise that foreign -trade is 
in its essence barter and "therefore outside the 
realm of money; also that "Tubby," a simple
minded uneducated workman, should take-up 
the attitude of a monetary expert and should 
argue that by purchasing from abroad Great 

4 



:aritain increases her foreign obligations in 
terms of money which are already unduly 
swollen by: an adverse. balance of trade. Mr. 
Withers entirely overlooks the fact that Great 
Britain can and does pay the foreigner in gold 
or' the option of it, so that it is not necessary 
to export her goods in payment of his; and 
" Tubby" on his side although he professes to 
consider the problem as entirely a monetary 
one, argues that Great Britain should confine 
its consumption· to home-made products in 
order to relieve any m~netary strain on Eng
lish gold and so on her banking credit creations 
in favourof"industries; 

Where .such confusion of .thQught arises 
on both sides, it is. well-nigh impossible to 
divorce true economic reasoning from the dis
tortion .of the present money .medium of pur
chase .at home and. exchange abroad. 

Our Gover~ment is preaching pure econo·, 
mics when it asks for the support of Home 
Industries but it must learn that thissnpport 
is impracticable in terms. of a limited money 
issue as· constituted against reserves of metal 
plus-. debt and' that it is their duty to put their 
house in order in this. regard before they can 
reasonably expect Indian Industries to pros
per. 
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If our rupees are linked to sterling by any 
artificial manipulations of the rate of exchange 
through Council drawings and Treasury bills, 

; and if they are obtainable only from . their 
owners by the offer of high· quality wares at 
tempting prices, how .can Indian Industries 

: compete with the 'skill and organisation of 
: foreign producers even when handicapped by 
import rupee duties? 

, India's prosperity and progress are bound 
I 

up with her agricultural development and her 
surplus for export, not with indlist~ies unless 
these latter can rely upon a profitable internal 
market among her worker-consUmers' needs. 

These needs are great enough but the 
means to' give effect to them are withheld by 
the money monopoly of the sowcarswhose 
claims to usury 8or'e upheld 'by the same 
authority which appeals for public money 
support to the industries of her more enter
prising subjects. 

What irony is here when the State calls 
for loans of private money wealt,p. on the one 
hand and yet expects every patriotic citizen to 
spend his limited means and savings on State 
protected enterprise on the other handre
gatdless of the quality and price of the pro. 
du~t ? 
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Let.the State act as the national banker 
by the issue of new money in exchange for the 
negotiable· commitments of all traders' who. 
can ·offer the guarantee 'of their own com
mercialbanks to repay. the loan plus interest 
tribute thereon at some fixed and reliable' rate 
of re-discount on or before due date, and the' 
Treasury will find thereby an ever-increasing 
revenue in real money with which to defray 
aU. current expenses without recourse to taxa
tion or to borrowing from those who could. 
then be the mainstay of industrial and agri-, 
cultural develo~ment. 

Indian industries can only support them
s~lves when given a fair field -within the 
country, not through competitive prices i.e .. 
fractions of a pre-existing. currency but 
through the ability of her working consumers 
to, make new means' with which to satisfy 
their desires. 

The stabilization of rupee currency auto
matically correlated to daily transactions as 
financed at steady rates is more vital than 
the stabilization of sterling exchange and it 
would assist to that end but the latter can be 
also effected by the standing option of con
version into bullion at some fixed rupee price 
without legal limitation. 
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I Any rush to convert paper. currency or 
rupees -into bars of gold will entail the des
truction of such notes or the melting into 
silver and will be largely if not entirely offset 
by -the appearance of hoarded gold for con
version into new notes -at the option of the 
State. 

Every deficit in -or surplus of. gold- in the 
hands of the Ourrency Office can- be promptly 
adjusted by purchases.or sales -abroad· of the 
commodity at best market prices either in 
terms of new rupee notes issued for the pur
pose or by the destruction of existing issues 
received inpayment of it. 

H. R.. SCOTT, 
.. Pinehill" . 

Kodaikanal, 
1st· July 1928. 



The Effe~l. of, Moriey on Civilisation. ' 
.~ I • . ",J 

," The essential problem was how long we 
could make gold serve its old dual role of 
settling' the balance Of trade and loan in
debtedness between naiions, and also acting 
as the basis of credit in a partIcular country 

,and the governor of a stable. level of prices at 
the same' time." , " 

These are the words of Sir Josiah Stamp 
'of the Court Qf Directo\"EJ'of the Bank of Eng
land' 'and President 'of'.'the Royal Statistical 
Society of London, at Glasgow before a meet· 
ingof the British Association and of the 
Workers' Educational Associatiqn last month. 

He 'adds that: "the next decade would 
see whether international wisdom could find 
the, theoretical answer to the problem and 
apply it in practice" apart from the "panto
graph" action'ofbank-credit. 

Sir Josiah must know perfectly well that 
the answer has been found but that the ac
ceptance and'gradual adoption of it has been 
suppressed'as'iilimical to'the money-lending 
interests of those in a position to apply it 
without disturbance, 'also that the Press con
tinues to serve these monied interests 
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~ather than any ventilation of the subject 
for the benefit of all both rich and poor, 
~onsumer and producer, fellow-countryman 
~1.lld foreigner alike. 
L 

. The mechanism is already officially ac
c,lilpted in. principle in the creation and destruc
tion of emergency rupee currency reflecting 
the creation and the subsequent destruction 
of real values and yielding reveriue to the 
;3tate through the Currency Office but its re
cognition by the ·public has be'en thwarted by 
the very Agency which should be the first to 
proclaim its wonderfuI.far-reaching implica
tions and adjustments to . all human' relation
ships as reflected by a living and dying 
medium of transfer from ,producer to consumer 
on terms of the least possible variation in 
prices. 

I appeal to all who have the progress of 
India at heart and of the comfort Of themselves 
incidentally, to study dispassionately the 
underlying principles of bart!3r for the mutual 
benefit of both seller and buyer or of debtor 
and creditor, undistorted by a per~anent cir(;m
lating medium of limited volume and. speed of 
rotation which has little direct relation to 
human needs and desires now called "De
Illand." 
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From this rational view-point the feti~h 
of gold will soon become apparent but the 
option of it can be retained meantime RtJ the 
first step towards entire emancipation. 

That the State should borrow the medium 
of purchase from its own members or ot.herM 
for the purpose of passing it hack again to 
them plus usury thereon but· minu8 tribute fur 
services which it has the power to render in~ 
dependently of them by means of ' the creation 
and destruction of this essential to progret!l~; 
strikes the writer as the last word in humal( 
fol1y~ 

To ., 

THE, EDITOR, 
" The Madras Mail." 



The Rationalisation of Moriey. 

Whilst the leisured mind of the reader is 
devoted ,to the current problems of a new con
stitution for India and of unemployment 
.among the better educated classE;'s, coupl~d 
with dissatisfaction and ,the sympath~tic 
strikes among the ignprant working clas~~s in 
mills and on railways, one is apt to ove_rloo~ 
the vital connElction between the medhlrn of 
purchase and the purchasing power in the 
hands of our people. 

The rupee in its relation to the pound 
sterling has baffled the 'minds of four Royal 
Commissions in this generation largely be
cause the development of the. country with 
borrowed money capital in terms of sterling 
has caused the question of foreign exchange to 
look more important than the economic pro
gress of India in terms of the comfort and 
well-being of her workers. ' 

When sterling exchange has been sta
bilized by artificial manipulation of rupee 
currency, the necessary adjustments have to 
be carried in retail prices and partly by rates 

. of interest which react upon these prices. 
5 
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When ourmotley~is scarce in· relation to 
marketable products, all selling prices tend to 
fall but interest rates to rise and this rise 
mustbe·recovered in selling prices if producl 
tio.n is to be profitable in terms of rupees. 

, I 

It will thus be seen that prices p~i4 
depend mor~ upon the purchasing power of 
consUmers in India and upon the bartering 
power of foreign traders subject to competition 
from other sonrces of supply, than upon the 
monetary cost of production which in its turn 
is mairily dependent upon the general standard 
of conifortand welfare of the agricultural 
classes in India. 

A recognition of this basic relationship 
t:>etween money and welfar~ has appeared of 
recent years in the issue of emergency cur-:
reney supported only_by trade commitments in 
.the fonD of rediscounted bills of exchang~ 
but this rational evolution is hampererl by 
(1) stamp duties. (2) by a minimum rate of 
6% p. a. rising' to 8%, and (3) by a limit of 
U crores o~ . rupees, and finally (4) by the 
absence' of inducement to the rediscounter, i.~ .• 
the Imper~l Bank of India- to apply for new 
money from the Currency Office which absorbs 
the whol~ of such extra revenue and gives u& 
lia aCCrn! afit. . . }J 
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.I.! T.he Chairman of the Bombay office re-
ntly explained at the half-yearly mee~ing 

hat although the average rate of interest had 
>een above that for the corresponding period 
)f 1927, yet the nett earnings were smaller 

, lecause the Bank had to borrow more from the 
Currency Office this year in .new notes which 
proves that 'such borrowing is unprofitable to 
the Bank ! 

Another peculiar featUre of .the relation.;. 
ship between the. Government and the Bank is 
that the main source of profit to. the latter IS 
the holding and. trading in Government debts 
whereby the Bank lends without risk to the 
State at say 5/~ but cannot borrow from it 
belew6; .. 

I' 'Thus our traders' who need finance are 
forced to pay the same or more t1lan the lower 
raJe in consideration for the advantage of bor
rowing at llot above 8;: up to the limit of 

.12 CrOres on approved acceptances, plus stamp 
~~ty. . . . 

I; i In 1926 t.he Bank admits now that over 
Hh& ,of its nett earnings were derived from 
investments in tax free Govt. securities which 
fact -leads one to conclude that the Bank is a 
better servant and creditor of the State· than 
of the trading commtuJ,ity, in general. 
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'This irrational· position of aur,.bankers' 
·Bank established ostensibly to serve the public 
by assistance to trade in time of need through 
legitimate finance of transactions at low and 
.steady. rat~s, must convince theimpart\al 
critic that the public needs are being sacrificed 
to the ne.cessities of the State and .that thelie 
necessities :although. termed public debt .:are 
inimical to the welfare and progress. of,. the 
.community. " .. , 

j 

Under our existing· monetarr system, 
,there seems no alternative to the orthodo~ 
process of extracting purchasing power from 
the pockets of the people by taxation, to meet 
,not. Qnlycllrrent, expenditure but also' to dis
tdbute interest-dividends to those who 'have 
lSurplus mQney to lend to the State. . 

• . "'. ~ I 

511~h J~xaction!3 although utilized in Pl1Y:
ment .o( publi~ .services, are also expended in 
the qistribution ofin~ome's to institutions '~nd 
.to .individuals who are thereby supported by 
the effort.s of the remainder . 

. This monetary independence can only be 
disturbed through' higher retail prices iO· that 
an. influential 'andprivilegedsection of the 
·public is opposed to -any· reform which might 
encroach upon their purchasing power and con
versely,they'will support and encourage any 
movement or,'system which promises ·to en· 
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~arge it even at the expense of the remainder, 
Ithe large majority who are helpless although 
tessential to economic progress. 

r Certificates of public debt can· always 
ibommand a ready market for cash at Close 
iprices, free of stamp duty and thus become an 
earning asset of great utility to 'banks who 
1nay filid difficulty in employing their idle ac
cumulations, arid the yield thereon a miiliIimm 
to all other opE:)rations; It is practically 
]i1::>ll9Y at one relliove and 'its existence inter
feres with the' volume of savings seeking 
investment through enterprise. 

. Any new political' constitution however 
elastic and effective, cannot work smoothly 
hriless its main supporters, the agricultural 
classes, are comfortable and prosperous. Edu
cation which leads to want of opportunity to 
employ the knowledge thus acquired, leads only 
to 'disaffection and disappointment i the unedu
cated mass of manual workers have a natural 
instinct of fairplay and they realize better than 
the university student that their employers 
are responsible for the conditions under which 
they are' forced to live. N either they nor 
their masters are disposed to put them on the 
footing of salaried' and pensioned agreements 
for the ~rupture of which the· law could be 
enforced against them. 
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.,-, They become thsprey of the communistic 
agita.tor who although wrong to incite/them,to 
revolt and defiance .. of discipline, gives- them 
some eltcuse to protest against an economic 
.syste~ which. le~ves them no alternative. 
V~A.er a. r.ational money regime, this alterna.,. 
tiv~ 'Yould presentitselfin the form of oth~'l' 
.employment towards the needs of' the public ... 
~i;nc~ . the creation of new value~would m~all 
t.he.c~ea.tion .also of new; money, whilst the use 
or consumption of such values would mean. 
the destt:~ctio~ of an equivalent in current 
money. 

Rationalisation. of the' medium of purchase 
meanS that· morreymust be . cOrrelated to all 
lnarketed 'bommodities' as reflected by coin':' 
mercial bills of exchange, discountable afld 
rediscounta.ble 'at the discretion 'of 'the bank~ 
and' of the' bankers'· Bank 'in new money at 
some invariable and reliable rate withollt legal 
limitation beyond ordinary prudence based 
llpoh·h1r.Ilan needs thus endowed withetfeE:tive 
. demand. -.' ····f· 

. ,- .:. 

S.uch temporary instruments of credit will 
become the earning assets of our banks' also 
the rational reserve of the bankers' Bank 

. because they. are constantly redeemed and 
constantly renewed with the flow of conunerce. 
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! 
They -a-ould al~ {'Onstitute an eyt"f' grow

ngsource ofren'nue to the Sute in lieu oftax
ltion rills the gradual redemption of Public Debt 

ilhrough c(.)n'-ersion to iS5ues at lower rate5. 
t 

l Specubtion in the eS5entials of life will be 
Jiscouraged through steadier selling pric~ 
1used upon human de5ires as express€'d in a 
~ymp;Hhetic and intimateb- co-related medium 
.of ghing e!Tee-t to them. i. t'~ one that groW5 
and shrinks with eyery ,-ariation in supply 
.and consumption. 

The problem of the foreign exchanges is 
subordinate to internal tr-ade but can be met 
by remoyal of tbe statutory oblig-ation of the 
Currency Office to com-ert on demand all ten
ders of fine gold into new paper money at some 
fix€'d rupet" price per tola 0./ lib.- and c<-)nyerse
ly to convert all current money into bars of 
fine gold at some fixed price in rupees then 
destroyed.. 

At pre~ent, the dtC"5ire for gold is fc:>J. by 
the refuS3l of tbtl St~lte to part with it except on 
terms fixc:>J. by itself from time to time. also by 
its obligation to .lequire gold with new money. 

To 
THE EDtro~ 

.. The Hindu:' Madras. 



. . 

. The D.emonetization 'o~-.. Colcl1 

Recent legislation in regard to the amal
gamation of the British note issues, the 
.debates in Pai-liament and the discussion in 
the· Press on· the . cryptic wording of· the 
Currency.arid -Bank notes Act, have combine~ 
to shew that the poSition of gold to-day as a 
ppysicafbasis of monetary -confidence is far 
rromsatisfactory in the economy of national 
inter'e~ts and progress' .. 

. ..... .'. 

As Sir Alfred Mond now Lord Malchett, 
pointed out to the Chancellor of the ExcJlequer, 
there is such a thing as inflationary purchases 
of gold byihe Bank of England and the City 
of ~ondon seems afraid of the deflationary 
.effect of sales of goldbY"the Bank for export 
,allied as they are to. destruction. of currency in 
the ,Issue -Department. 

. .. ' 
Ininy last article I said that there are in 

.fact- two Loridon markets -for gold,i. e~, the 
: Bullion market w6rkingin current money with 
-large lots between 71-9d. and 77-101d. per oz. 
standard and' also in small lots of less than 
'400 oz.- troy-:-at-even higher papel! prices; 
-secondly' the Issue-Department· of·-th~ -Bank 
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bompelled by statute to accept and to part with 
gold in exchange for paper notes at these same 
limits ad libitum whenever requested to do so 
by its Banking Department whose cash reserve 
is thereby increased or reduced pro rata. 

Again there are three Reserves, firstly the 
bullion of the Issue Department say £ 160 
millions, secondly the cash reserve of the 
Banking Department say £ 42 millions and 
,thirdly the aggregate cash reserves of the 
commercial banks which always include any 
credit balances appearing as "Other Deposits" 
on the liability side of the Bank's banking 
department weekly statement, say £ 300 mil
lions. 

The interplay of these' markets and re
serves is complicated by the three kinds of 
money now in daily use in the money or debt 
market, firstly paper currency with its sub
ordinate metal token coins for internal circu
-}atjon, secondly cheque .currency upcrossed 
carrying the option of legal tender notes and 

. c,oin and thirdly marketable gilt-edged 'deJ?t 
• certificates or securities with fixed money 
incomes attached thereto. The first varies in 
purchasing power as its. aggregate issue pillS 

'.the circulation ofchequecurren,cy crossed 
6 
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arid uncrossed varies in its relation to the ag., 
gregate volume of physical commodities offer .. 
ing for sale from day to day; the second varies 
in ..cost .expressed in time percentages of itself 
in .relation to the ,need for it and relatively to 
the length of time it is wanted; the third kind 
varies in quo~ation w\th its income yield re· 
latively to that obtainable by the use of. bank 
cash.through lending and borrowing. .' . 

The substitution of cheque currency for 
legal tender cash has enabled the banks to 
expand their operations and earnings but their 
liririthas been now reached by a conventional 
prDportionoftheir command of ready currency 
partly in their own. holdings and partly from 
their command of the holdings of the Bank of 
.England in its banking department;s~y lIZ of 
deposits in all. 

There are again two kinds of prices, one 
for goods and services, the other for shares, 
s.tocks and securities; the first· is governed by 
the supply of goods· offering for conversion into 
money in relation to the effective monetary 
demand for them by consumers; . the second by 
the prospect of money profits from their pos
session also l?y . the command of bank cash 
temporarily oft terms, of interest and~ against 
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Jhe collateral or mortgage of stich securities 
~ess a margin for depreciation. 
I 
II. , 

~ r The absorption of bank cash by the Trea
sury against discounted short term Govern
ment obligations and by the Stock exchange 
tends to reduce the supply available to traders 
who are thus penalised by rates which if they 
cannot be recovered in prices to consumers, 
react upon producers and thus tend to restrict 
profitable production. 

There are also two separate banks within 
the Bank of England, the Issue Department 
which as Sir Joynson Hicks pointed out, is in 
reality a Government department, and the 
Banking Department a private institution of 
independent constitution subject to no audit 
nor public control beyond a weekly statement 
of account or balance sheet giving very meagre 
details of its actual position. 

I have always maintained that supersti
tion in favour of gold can be conceded by the 
option of it both ways at some paper currenty 
price as a workable compromise but demoneti
zation is more scientific if practicable in view 
of the unlimited variations in the foreign ex
changes that might ensue. 
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.. ,. These variations 'could be met through 
the operation of the exchange markets but 
might sometimes hamper foreign barter trade 
by its uncertainties. However, India has 
flourished in spite of the vagaries of the rupee 
even allied with sterling obligations, so tha' 
the fixation of rates. by means of gold as an 
arbitrary standard of price-values -in various 
currencies can be'dispensed with without very 
serious dislocations, ,but what system could 
take its place? 

The Economist writes recently: .64 This 
".(Om,ission tn. the. Act) is nothing less. than 
" the n~ws that as the Bill stands, mercantile 
~':biUs of exchange will be legitimatt" cover for 
"the .new combined fiduciary note issne. This 
".changeintraditwnal British currency polic;y . ," . ./ 

".is,not to put. too fine a point ,upon it, revo-
" iutioJIary." The statist says: "There are U 
"is·. true e~ceedingly. strong arguments in 
"favour of a.mercantilebill backing to a note 
" circulation. Theyjre .. self-liquidating and 
',',being an index of igenuine commercial; de
"mands.for . credit, they gjve the note. circula
" tion s<?me measure of. true. elasticity." _ , 

But such-a backing does not fit in ,with a 
filed amount bffiduciary issue as provided by 
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~he, Bill although it might work with' a propor. 
ttional'gold reserve. Here then it seems probable 
~and possible that the Bank in agreement with 
:the" Treasury under the' new Act can displace 
securities representingd~btof the Government 
by self-liquidating securities representing- the 
debts of. buyers to' seUersplu,~ bankers en~ 
dorsements. These will appear and disappea~ 
~o-terminously with genuine tradetransac,;. 
tions; so the standard of value will emerge in 
the bids of merchants who only buy to resell 
at a money profit to themselves. 

Gold as a commodity will then be subject 
to the same laws of supply and monetary 
demand like all other commodities; Mankind 
willthen be free from the shackles which he 
has forged for himself of useless gold and we 
may hope that -the Bank of England will stabi
lizeits i'e-discount rate and that the Treasury 
will earn an ever~increa~ing revenue from this 
iegitimate source allowing its banking agent 
some reasonable commission for its backing to 
such bonafid(3 trade bills as it may pass 
on to the Issue Department ,in' temporary ex-

; change for new'currency. The bullion market 
will then be free to bring buyers and sellers 
together at any price in paper currency which 

, the former may- care to ,bid and tlle latter to 
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acc~pt without .interference from the Bank. 
Production . will then breed consumption at 
steady prices and if consumption increase, 
pr,oduction will assuredly respond so long as 
prices be maintained withintbe borders of the 
home c.ountry. 

" 
Exports as .a, surplus, ~ill be bartered for 

imports in terms of money and should rates of 
exchange vary from day to day, they will al
ways tend to adjust theJDselves and leave no 
outstanding balances to be finally settled in 
weight of useless gold. 

If America insists upon payment in gold 
dollars she is welcome to it as a commodity 
since she declines our goods until they can 
clhnb over her import trade barriers in the 
form of dollar duties which are throttling her 
fa~niers' 'export sales-. ' 

The fluctuations Of rates in the money 
m.tket will tend to disappear since there will 
be little idle money seeking employment 
through debt; commercial credit based on 
market' valuations 'of collaterals will be super
seded by. fimince of actual transactions at 
competitive rates of discount among bankers 
and limited or controlled only by their pru
'dence not· of cash reserves but of the integrity 
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~nd judgment of merchants' commitments in 
l'elations to public needs and' activities. 

The Britain Stable Money Association ·has 
~ent an appeal to the Premier signed by orie 
hundl'.ed;business men asking that the ratio of 
bills of exchange as cover for currency should 
not be limited by holdings of gold. 

To 
THE EDITOR, 

.. The Madras Mail." 



Co~d Reserves and Industry.' 

It is encouraging to note from Reuter's 
telegram of 18th inst.: that the Trades 'Union 
Congress has sent a memorand'um to' the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer on the Gold Re
serve and its relation to industry through bank 
credit. 

Sir Alfred Mond has signed this appeal 
with Mr. Ben Turrier, the Chairman of the 
:Congress, and the l~tter has doubts of the 
desirability of the enforced prompt c()ntraction 
of the volume of trade credit by the movement 
'of gold out of, 'and the expansion when into the 
issue Department of the Bank of England. 

These movements are today however in 
great measure absorbed by the bullion market 
between 84'9 d. and 84'11~ d. per oz. troy fine 
except in lots of less 

1 

than 400 oz. troy because 
the Bank can stand out of the market with 
new notes at the lower limit and there may be 
other seners at or below the upper limit for 
current money. ' 

The memorandum asks for full enquiry 
-into the best form of ,credit policy fOf England 
before the existing £ 300 millions or 80 Qf 
Tr,easury.£ D9tes are redeemed by new Bank 
of Eng .. £ notes as now, impending. ' 
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These new Bank notes are already printed 
so I fear the Chancellor will be coerced by the 
City to leave this matter alone nor will he dare 
'td disturb the niindsof the money spinners by 
sanctioning any' enquiry into the tender 
mechanism of Credit; 

. Whether Bank notes or' '£reasury notes 
are used for the circulation of internal curren
cy is of small importance so long as their issue 
,Gtnd withdrawal be not entirely controlled by 
private vested interests without striet legal 
limitations as to the nature of reserves' held 
agains~ them. Ali such notes must carry t,itle 
to gold, on demand withperhaps some minimum 
as at present of 40.0 oz. troy ip. ba.rs,and all 
fine gold tendered must likewise be convertible 
into new currency on'the same terms instead 
'of at 2~ d. per oz. less a:~ at present. " 

Thls evolution' would . leave the bullion 
market fr.ee only to work in lots' of less than 
400 oz. for the arts and crafts; if more were 
needed, the ,Bank could supply it through its 
Issue Department @ 84'11~ d.payable in ;cur
rent notes then des~royed. 

: The Bank could- thus ke'ep its reserve of 
gold at any figure found to be expedient - to 
~upport its.statutoryobligations to the nation 
and in practice -the amount will b'e smaller than 

1 
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generallY-imagined. Any shortage eouid be 
acquired from abroad at£ 84·11~ d. per oz~or 
more if necessary with new paper notes; . any; 
excess could be disposed of abroad at the same 
or even at some lower 'price paid in current 
paper notes then destroyed .. ,Freedom to act 
in ,this way would have the psychological effect, 
of making such action unnecessary. ' , 

But the Issue and Retirement Department. 
must also be free to accept all re-discounted 
and therefore approved trade commitments. 
bearing the indorsement of its banking depart.,. 
ment as full cover for its issues and the re., 
discount, rate on such documents must be fixed 
at say 3 % p. a. without legal limitation beyo~dJ 
ordinary prudence hut subject to periodical 
Govt. audit. Such bills ar.e self-liquidating,' 
they will yield a large and ever-growing' 
revenue in real moner to the'Treasury. 

No risk of inflation could arise because 
every bill would reflect some actual creation 
of value in ,tet:nis of goods and no risk of loss 
to the State, could occur because the guarantee 
of the ~~king department would rest upon 
the indo,rsement of some approved commercial 
ban1c~(deposit whose managers are acquaint
ed with both ~arties to' each transaction and 
the pafufe of ~he goods in question. The loss 
if ajJr will'fall upon the merchants. Foreign 
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xc.banges will be fixed in terms of gold whic~ 
ill still form the basis of international settle. 

nents provided the creditor agrees to take it, 
fnot, they must be carried over pending his 
ption of some other commodity. 

If gold -be exported, the paper currency 
i. .. 

ill be 'deflated as at present, prices deflated 
loud exports stimulated pro rata; if gold be 

, mported, the paper currency will be expanded, 
'rices buoyant and imports of goods pro tanto 
'l1couraged. Thus export and import of gold 

'11 automatically counter·balance any ex~ess 
~ither way of foreign barter in goods. 

The inherent instability of bank credit 
~oupled with periodical 'stringency and price 
if1uctuations will be superseded by automatic 
;st'anilityof the price level and fixed exchanges. 
i"- . 

Yours faithfully, 

.To 
THE EDITOR, 

," The Madras Mail." 

T 



Currency and Credit Policy. 

The ~~thor .of the special article under 
this hea.dingjn your issue of23rd April adII\its 
tha~ something is w:rong so that it is only, 
reasonable to look for the cause or scapegoat. 
as he terms it. . I .• 

. . The iil.d~strialdifficulties of England t~~. 
day a~e due to other causes than currency and. 
bank'credit but the major· cause is the 
inter~erenc~ in economic laws by monetary 
factors. 

After all why should there be any policy 
at' aU in this matter beyond ordinary prudence 
in discounting and re-discountinggenuine' 
trade bills, wpy not leave economic forces free 
to work out their 10Wn equilibrum with the 

" ~ "1-

least possible disturbance. The instability of 
bank credit'i~' nptorieus. . ,-

If the man in .the street took little notice 
of such' questions, it was because their impor
tance was little understood. The War taught· 
us all many· things, among 'others, the vital 
importance of a ·true understanding of the 
func~ions of Ip.oney in connection with des
trucJive. ·consumption . which grew in such 
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E
Olume during that period and which move .. 

, ent was 'financed by new money freely 
:reated for the purpose by the Treasury to the 
. dvantage of the banks. 

t" 'The author admits also that currency and 
~reditpractice have not reached perfection but 
l1e seems to fear any change even in 'the light 
bf recent experience. 

l, Yes, the world needs freedom from uncer-
t .' .' • 

~ainty as' regards artificial interference by 
bUPlan 'administration of currency matters 
which must be left free to work out their own 
salvation unhampered by' self-imposed restric~ 
tions which aim at stability of prices and rates 
of exchange thrqugh correction, manipulation 
and management rather than from natural. 
causes and effects. 

Money is regarded as the master of affairs , 
[instead of the servant: it must be supported 
i,apparently by reserves instead of by the 
material wealth which it helps to produce and 
consume. 

The measure of. elasticity under the gold 
standard system is strictly limited by confi
dence in the ability of the individual to obtain 
gold if wanted whereas we well know that the 
possession of gold is' an encumbrance- and an 
idle asset. 'Tis a kind of confidence trick. 



,- 'We'have now ,reached a stage of monetary 
evolutioii' wherein the 'option of gold is better 
than the possession of it, yet we impose a fixed 
price in new paper currency upon the acquisi .. 
tiOll.of it by the issuing authority and leave 
~his a\lthority the'power to raise or lower the 
hireofit'in terms of itself. " 

Surely it were, wiser to grant freedom of 
acquisition and .to impose some fixed rate of 
liire instead, especially as any disposat of 
reser\fes in the form of gold entails, the des., 
truction of an equivalent sum in currency. 

Bank cr~dit is merely Ii temporary recur
ring substitute for currency and in practice it' 
has largely ousted the use of it but it' carries a 
v~ryingtribute payable i~ all prices collected: 
f,om consumers,fof'the benefit of its creators,' 
the hanks who colleotively have assumed en
or~o~s liabilities to t! provi'de currency which 
they' well know will not be required. But 
they have now' reached' the limit of' iheir 
tether'in this direction, hence theIr inability to' 
expand for the 'needs of the people. ' 

~ , ,1. • 

-" Bosses of capital sums by producers 'entail: 
merely'a; loss Of revenue to the banks unless: 
a'Ctual withdrawals of currency have occurred, 
under.these created credits. " ,-: 
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oj Any contraction of.credit caused by with-
rawals of gold from the Issue Department of 

.the Bank is largely mitigated -by. sales for: 
,. xi sting currency of new arrivals in the Bul
ion market below.the .upper withdrawal price 

tat which the Bank is forced to part .withit 
fand to destroy the proceeds, or by,direct sales 
lin S. Africa to the Argentine or to India for 
icurrent money there or new money. 
I 
t ,The burden of taxation and rates, the level 
~f wages and profits, the' output per unit, the 
degree of efficiency etc. are only attempts to 
make our ways fit into our limited means 
:instead of allowing our money means to ex-
• pand to fit our ways and de·sires. 
:' The ~ecessar~ factor 'of consu~ptionis 
overlooked in this article' and the bogeY-of 
foreign competition is exaggerated although 
we have ample means of 'providing ror all our 
oW,n needs when the money medium is assured 
and correlated to created values in: mercha~
dise as soon as marketed, instead Of to gold or 
marketable debts. ,. 

Production in itself is usele.ss u.nless a 
consuming market at a money profit can be 
found for it ; production by means of bor.rowed 
funds or on State guarantees is unsound fin. 
ance because interest must be paid ,even if the 
venture prove.unprofitable. 
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Production must be supported by ptivate 
accumulations and· all actual transactions 
must be financed with the help of new currency 
created for. the purpose of carrying such wares 
into consumption· at steady prioes until the 
requirements .of the population are satisfied, 
~ny surplus can thep be exported and thus 
exchanged for imports of goods or gold. 

This new currency can carry a title to a 
fixed ,weight of fine gold if needed, but the 
statutory obligation of the Bank to provide 
this gold cannot be faced unless it be free to 
41cquire new stocks for new currency at the 
lowest possible price outside the kingdom. 

In actual practice the price paid will nev~r 
exceed 84-11~ d. per oz. troy fine because 
every such purchase will inflate the currency, 
tend to raise . all prices and siimulate imports 
which must be paid:for with exports of gold. 
If with gold, prices will again be deflated 
thr:ough shrinkage of the currency as destroy
ed in exchange for the gold thus exported. v . 

As· the author truly emphasises, the use 
of gold since the War has become considerably 
more circumscribed even in international 
operations by the action of the central banks 
in co-o·peratio~ and' by the use of bank trans
fers and international securities. _ 
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. The gold standard can be retained for 
internal purposes at the present parity in rela
tion to the circulating medium but it can be 
safely abandoned in regard to external or in
ternational settlements where it appears en
tirely as a commodity of little value except in 
the arts and crafts. 

Rigid exchange stability will be secured 
for the market by·the standing option to con
vert currency into gold on demand· at the 
same paper currency price as to-day. The 
conversion of gold into new currency can be left 
to the discretion of the Bank of Issue. There 
is no such thing as an international level of 
prices, the cost .of tr!1nsport and of inslJ..ra.nce, 
the difference of quality, climate and general 
standard of comfort, tradition and religion all 
go 'to disturb the 'purchasing power parity in
vent.ed' by orthodox economists. 

There can he no well~balanced production 
unless consumption at steady prices is render
ed possible through opportunity and alter
native to eVery. willing worker at steady 
wages. 

It is not the promotion of industry ,that 
we should aim at but the material welfare· of 
our people and this result can only.be obtained 
from a ,scientific appli.cationof the currency 

i 
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medium to the needs of both consumers ane 
producers. ! 

'rhe issue' of such currency' backed by 
banks' endorsements on all genuine trade 
commitments would earn a. sufficient re-dis
count revenue (franchise tax) to enable all 
Government debts to be redeemed in real 
money and taxation in other forms to be re
duced to zero in the course of a few years. ..:..; 

The Central Bank dividend must be limit~ 
-ad to say 12% p_ a. the discounting commercial 
banks would do a much larger turnover ,at 
smaller risk than to-day. 

As Sir Alfred Mond truly says "currency 
systems exist for the benefit of the country 
and not the country for the benefit of a 
currency system n. He also says in his letter 
to The Times of 2:5th April last that .. some 
arrangement should allow the Bank of England 
to issue a certain proportion of currency 
against approved commercial paper" out he 
adds "or Govt. seourities" but here he is 
wrong ~because Govt. debts have no value 
beyond the money income they yield and this 
income is derived from some deduction of 
purchasing power in the hands of consumers . 

. Prices cannot be stabilized by means of 
credit, neithe.r can the value of gold be stabi
lized in terms of commodities, but prices can 
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,)e stabilized in terms of paper currency carry
ng the option of gold, since every conversi9n 
nto gold destroys an equivalent amount of 

. uch currency. 
In practice suchan option would rarely be 

jexercised, if it were, the resultant shrinkage of 
~he. volume of currency would force down all 
~rices thus stimulating exports which would 
isoon bring the gold back again in payment Qf 
~hesame. 

~: . Conversely,· every acquisition of new gold 
in exchange for new . currency would force 
up all prices thus stimulating imports which 
·would have to be paid for by the export of gold. 

THE EDITO;R, 

The· Financial Times, 
London, E; C. 



Industry and the Gold Standard. 

To 
THE EDITOR, 

"The Statist tt. London. 
Dear Sit, 

Your article of 21st April rightly points 
out that "there is nothing like a common 
enemy or a common danger to-cement friend
ship". The common enemy to both employer 
and employee' is here 'presumed to be the 
mechanism of the gold standard in reference 
"to banking credit, an enemy because it is 
restrictive when it should be expansive on 
sound 'lines of all marketed goods, not to gold 
alone. 

'.' rh~ independent paper standards of the 
last decade" stimulated production but at the 
expepse of the'tentier class, but the writer 
evidently ~egards the' problem entirely in the 
interests of the latter whose money must and 
should command greater services at the' ex
pense of industry, either .through economy of 
production or by lower money wages.' Indus
. try is combining to defeat this move by throw-
ing ·the . burden' on the consumer or through 
the' suppression of competition. ., : 
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The orthodox view of all economists runs 
on lines of economy rather than of a balancing 
of consumption to potential production, so now 
. economy of the use of gold as monetary re
serves is the main objective of sueh writers. 

The Gold Standard is, I take it, a mecha-
: nism by which paper currency is linked up to 
gold by the option to convert either way on 
demand at some arbitrary parity. This option 
,ensures publi'c confidence in paper notes and 
I serves as a link between sterling and all other 
ctirrencies which are linked up in the same 
way' to gold . 

. As a matter of fact new sterling can be 
obtained for gold @ 84-9 d. per oz. troy fine but 
it, cannot be turned into gold below 84-11~ d. 
per oz. and then only in lots of about 400 oz. 
Which of these two paper prices constitutes 
the parity is not clear nor why there should 
be any difference between the two currency 
prices unless the idea -is to encourage a brillion 
market to act as a buffer between the Issue 
department of the Bank and the world's de
mand and so,:!rces of supply? 

I cannot see how the amalgamation of the 
two note issues has. any kind of bearing upon 

. credit policy. Why should employers and 
employed suffer or benefit from the effects of 
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credit policy? Surely these men in their 
relation to consumers are the creators of real 
values, so- their operations should automati,. 
cally result in the expansion and contraction 
of currency and therefore of credit. in the form 
of necessary goods as. soon as rna rketed w hole
'sale for internal distribution. 

Their memorandum to the Chancellor 
harks back to conditions obtaining before the 
War: it refers. to changes in the supply and 
-valuf3 _ of gold as affecting price movements 
which "seriously disturbed the even fl~N·. of 
national development" etc. -

But the value or gold in terms of goods is 
the same thing as the value of goods in terms 
tif gold; or the option of gold. 

In what respect have conditions changed 
since the opening of the War in this regard? 
Treasury notes were legally convertible into 
gold at the· fixed parity although the percen
tas;e of such cover may be smaller now. 

Credit. policy )n England is governed by 
ordinary banking prudence, it has little to do 

_ with gold movements in the bullion market 
. nor is ;the rate of discount often moved now
adays but the power to move it may have some 
-psychologicai"effect on credit issues. ,_' I 



The new Bank Act cannot in any way 
affect its relationshipswith'other Central 
banks of issue in the matter of economy of 
:gold reserves since it has already carried 
economy of reserves to the utmost limit of 
safety under the existing liinitationof 84-9 d. 
as its buying limit in new notes. Perhaps this 
limit might be raised with general advantage 
to 84-11~ d.? Such power need not beexer
cised unless reserves were getting low, the 
Bank does not ahsorb gold even to-day @ 84-9d. 
if anyone else needs at . this price in existing 
currency. 

To ask for a full enquiry into the best 
form of inflationary credit policy is to miss 
the vital point that it i~ not money-cred,it' that 
they need but stabilizing goods-credit· on fIxed 
terms to the State in the form of re-discounted 
trade hills representing actual transactions 
and safely effected hy new· short-lived issues 
of the essential medium oLenabling home con
sumption at steady prices. Our exports 
should be confined to surplus production not 
to senseless competition with other nations 
which leads inevitably-to war. 

Sir Alfred· Mond recommends the issue of 
.currency against the reserve· of commercial 
paper and he . points out that .the-:country·s 



needs and desires should not be sacrificed for 
the be~~fit of an antiquated currency syste~. 

. . . . 
Hitherto you have taken no notice of my 

letters so that I am publishing them in sepa· 
rate pamphlet form for the information of an 
ignorant and misguided public who will awake 
one day to curse you and' other orthodox 
journals who have misled them either from 
ignorance or from ulterior ,motives of personal 
money gain .. 

Yours faithfully, 



The British Currency System and Trade. 

To 

i 
Sir, 

THE CITY EDITOR, 

" The Manchester Guardian to. 

Oithe many articles on the amalgamation 
~of the note issues which appeared. in the 
." Press" in May last, your article has im
pressed me most in its originality. 

Your quotation from Mr. Pearce before 
the Bullion Committee of 1810 was spoken at 
a' time when the export of gold coin was for
bidden. and when the paper sterling price of it 
was free and above the official parity~ 

This dictum is also mentioned in Dr. 
William A. Shaw's book: "Currency, Credit 
and the Exchanges '!, Harrap pp. 97-8 ~herein 
he refers to the c; intellectual conversion" of 
his fellow-directors by William Ward: before 
the Committee on the Bank Charter in 1832. 

This conversion refers to the admission of 
the principle that the bullion and specie 
Reserve should be. protected or regul~ted by 
the . discount rate f as guided by the rates of 

9 



foreign ~xchanges which indicate the probabi. 
lity of a Withdrawal of gold or the importation 
of it for new Ct1rr~ncy purposes. 

Nevertheless Mr. Pearce's principle is cor· 
rect to-day always (1) provided that the paper 
sterling price of gold bullion is the snme both 
ways instead of IH d. per standard oz. again~t 
the Issuing Authority or the Issue Depart
ment of the Bank, whereby the Bullion mMkt·t 
intervenes with the" arrivals and withdrawal" 
of the basis of sterling currency, and (2) ftl~o 
provided that the annual dividend of the Bank 
be limited to, say, 12',. 

In the last event, there would be no tf-mp
tation to se('ure (>xtra profits from larger 
circulations ari~ing from imprudent lending or 
disrount~ng. 

'fh~.risk, of an" extemlLl drain is hlrgt"ly otT
set b)" the fact tliat all currency converted 
into bullion ;is destroyed Corthwiihin the bsue 
department of the Bank thereby restricting ih~ 
volume and thus "ithdrawing Crom circulation 
the ~lsis of bank-credit to a very much larger 
.(>itent, say t Nice in regard to tbtl bftnking 
department which ill tum forms part of the ~~ 
'called bank-cash with the comme-rcial banks 
-where i~ rep-resents about one ninth oC tilt' 
volume of th~il' otltstanding erMit cfeations 
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on which. they collect interest tribute -from 
borr.owers. 

. It may therefore be hazarded ·that a des
,truction of, say, one million of sterling currency 
will involve the contraction of prudent bank
credit to the extent of2 x 9 or £ 18 millions 
with the result that the proportion of cash to 
liabilities on demand will- shrink i.e. all out
standing loans will be called in so far as possible 
to maintain the prudent ratio and that such 
'action by the banks will tend to lower prices 
of securities and goods by forced liquidations 
on the part of borrowers. 

Any rise in the Bank rate would amplify 
such a movement in the p~'ice-Ievel assuming 
that consumers are unable' to meet the extra 
cost of money or goods so obtained on credit. 

The nett result i.e. lowered prices tends to 
encourage the export of wares in exchange for 
foreign currencies and to bring back the 
exported gold if needed. 

Any and every purchase of gold by ·the 
Bank in new currency acts· in the -opposite 
direction so that the issue of an extra £-1 
million of notes against bullion will increase 
the possible volume 'of bank-credit by some 
£ 18 millions as based upon this initial acquisi-
tion of new gold. ' . -I 
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But the selJingprice ;of the Bank for 
existing currency then destroyed, is' £ 3-17. 
lOW d. per' oz. standard whereas its buying 
price with new notes is only £ 3-17·9 d. so that 
l_n actual practioe the difference of 1~ d. ,per~z~ 
permits the 'Bullion market to intervene, by 
actual trailsactipns in current money or the 
command of it within these limitations 'so that 
the Bank may be unable either to sell or to buy 
by: re~on Of, cash sellers below its selling limit 
and cash ,buyers' above its buying limit or it 
maY' even stand out of the market as' a buyer 
'and permit others to'take new gold at its own 
'buying limit.· 

None of the newspaper critics seem to 
,realize 'this hiatus in the so-called free market 
for gold and they assume that the Banking 
department's reserve which is composed aptire
'lyofnotes and coin must suffer if gold be 
withdrawn ,'from the Bank whereas it is in 
reality the Bullion Reserve, which takes the 
strain since all currency paid into the banking 
.d~partment as paY1Ilen,t for .gold is, passed on 
to the -Issue department' for its destruction and', 
:~xchange into bullion prsovereigns. , ' 

Conversely all ,itt!! acqu~sitions, of ne~ 
bullion are passed,on to the Issue department 

• :Ntlte.~SiDce_ thiS WQ written. JbeBaD~ haa acqui~ filJe gold. up 
'to 84-11% d. per ounee or the equivalent of £ 3-ll-10~ d. per ounce 
standard which is contrary to the spirit or Ole &nk Charter or 188+' 



for the issue of new notes to the same equiva
lent:at the lower official parity price. So that 
in practice the Banking department's' caScp. 
reserve is not affected either by purchases or 
sales except to the extent of its ratio to liabi':' 
lities on-demand. These liabilities to depositors 
ate increased ,as new bullion is ab~orbed into 
the system and they are ,reduced as they are 
abstmcted from the system. . 

It is only when depositors withdraw notes 
from the Bank by means of their cheques that 
the cash reserve is. affected and conversely 
'when they 'pay in notes for credit 'of their 
'current account. The Banking department 
merely-aets-as the:agellt for the Issue depart
ment whenever depositors purchase from or 
~sell gold to the Bank; The relationship between 
the Banking depart~ent and the Issue depart
,ment are conducted entirely in terms of notes 
-to be issued or of: notes to' be cancelled-in 
exchange for gold but at different paper prices, 
say 1~ d. per oz. standard. ' 

The Banking department may exchange 
old notes for new~notes with the Issue depart
ment and I helieve it always does so but this 
'exc.hangehas' nothing to do with gold1 it is 
merely to ke'ep the currency clean and to 
~l>revent reisslies and poss~bly' to keep a recor.d 
of notes in Circulation. . 
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. ~. ·The three. consequences of an export 'of 
gold from· the Bank are, (H the discharge of 
a.riy. ;:tdverse trade balance .against England, 
(2) a tendency to raise all prices based on gold 
iri the recipient country's currency which 
tendency has been defeated in the U.S.A. by. 
the exchange of Federal Reserve currency for 
gold certificates .vide "The Reserve. Banks and 
th~ Mpney Market." by .Randolph Burgess, 
1927, Harper and Bros., (.3) to induce the Bank 
of Engtand to rest'riet the volume of bank
credit by raisipg .the ,cost of it to all borrowers 
apd thereby forci~g .them to lower theirseUing 
quotations if they cannot pass on thIs j'n
.c'reas6d cOst to all their customers at home 
and abroad: ' / 

Do you consi~er such action as justifiable 
and-do you look upon bank-credit as a limitl'd 
COInTllOdity- the cost of which should be raised 
to· support rates of foreign exchange without 
,regard t~' home ·trade requirements? What 
have foreign exchanges to dO' with therespon-
.si'bilitf ot .theBank? / 

Would not a simpler and more efficacious. 
method be to'raise the buying limit olthe Bank 
.in ne'Y c:urr.ency to £ 3-17-10~ d. per standard 
oz. whereby.she eould. if desired control all 
~a.l'.rivFll§· FlIl4.' withdrawal~ of: gold· and at the 

~ .. ' 5aItl,e time fix:'the Bank~rate .permanentlyat, 
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"~ay. 3 % p.a. on all approved rediscouIit oPera.· 
'tions by the Banking department in new 
currency from the Issue department- if needed 
'and without any legal limitation on' such first 
class reserves bearing the Banking depart
ment's indorsement. 

If every Bank purchase of new gold be 
inflationary and every sale of bulJion defl~
tionary. transactions one way would be largely 
offset by transactions the reverse way, any 
:f\urplus or deficit could be adjusted either by 
raising the paper price to the full ~itent 01' by 
standing out of the market at. the lower limit. 
Th£l bullion market would always be aliv'e in 
small parcels of less than 400 oz'. troy for 
purposes of the arts and crafts. ," 

" The absorption by the, Indian· bazaars, or 
by .central ban~s !1broad is now largely met by 
the aGtion ,of the London' bullion ,market and 
these dealings could be controlled by greater, 
freedom of the Issue department b]..,t in prac
tice such control would rarely aris·e.in compe
tition with a buy~r who merely issues notes-
receipts in lieu of current money. " 

You say that "it is only thtollgh' the 
possession of part of these notes that a foreign 
holder of sterling can obtain gold' from the 
Issue Depart" by which -I presume you mean 



possession or the command of such possession 
through pank-credit balances: in London, 'a 
somewhat larger proposition' especially irt 
connection with French and American balances 
in London t6d~y.. 

Where such large figures are concerned, 
a small variation in the. ratio percentage of 
cash to liabilities will make a large· difference 
in the aggregate of currency available as a 
basis of bank-credit and' again a larger differ
ence of commercial bank-credit built thereon. 

, . . 

. , The cash proportion in the Banking 
Department has been 'low in recent years 
without arty visible influence on money market 
rates which reflect the general opinion ofth6~ 
concerned in finanCial' operations 80ipavtt 
'may well.be jIiferred that the influence e~e~e'd 
'by suchvariations have but little psy<1roJogi-
: cal effect. ' 

It is .assumed that 11 % of cashincIuding 
credit at the Bankis a sound and safe propor;.. 
tiQn 'jn the ca~e of .the commercial bank~ of~ 
deposit. but in daily practice the margin oftep' 
Jalls below. this figure and is redressed everY' 
.six months by ':' window dressing." The 
monthly statement of averages although taken 
:as unquestion~bre is subjected to no indepen
:qent audit.' . 
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Under the heading "Gol::l that goes

abroad" you write: "This kind of effective 
demand for gold orily: .comes into existence 
Whel1 foreign exchanges 'move against' this 
country either owing to seasQnal imports 9f 
commodities or because the prices of our 
export goods have been allowed to rise above-those 
prevailing in other countries from which the 
same goods can be obtained~" 

How can prices of English export goods 
be allowed to rise? Are not such' prices 'in 
competition with similar goods abroad always? 
When foreign exchanges move against Eng
land does it not ,mean that Engli&h goods 
become relatively ,cheaper as eompared to 
similar foreign goods ,by reason .of .such a 
movement in the rate i.e. that fewer foreign 
pnits of cU~'rency, ail,·.e needed to ,SeCJlre the 

. same numb~t\ of ,British pounds,sterling. Do 
you mean th<lot the controller of currency in 
London has not sufficiently. penalised exports 
by high rates of interest or discomit in order 
to depress the stei'lihg instead of the foreign 
prices of exportable wares. Do you consider 
that prices in England should not be 'allowed to 
rise On home demand or need of goods. which 
may be exported? 

Does not such a doctrine tend_ to sacrifice 
the interests of ~xpo~ters inord~~ to'maintain 

10 
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the price of O\lr currency in terms oC other 
~oneY.? In your concluding remarks you refer 
to .the "weaker brethreri " who cling to the 
superstition that gold is a matter of vital 
n~tional importance but I fear there is still a 
great deal of this superstition even in England. 

Your argument that if the Bank of Eng
land. does not· supply gold on demand ad li!Jitum 
that it wilt be supplied from some other mone
tary reserve and· thus cause a contraction of 
bank credit and a fall of gold prices there 
which would spread by competition through
out the whole system, is somewhat far-fetched 
in view of the difference ·in qualities, the loss 
of trme-interest and the cost of transport of 
goods from other sources of supply. 

The elasticity argument in connection 
with the £ 2"60 millions of fiduciary issuedoe~ 
not touch on the nature of the reserves to be 
held against any extra issue sanctioned by the 
Tre~sury which is indeed the vital point. 

As Hartley Withers points out in "The 
Referee" there is nothing in the Bank Charter 
of 1844 to prevent other securities in the issue 
depart being commercial acceptanct's and 
indeed we do not know today of what these 
£ 8% millions consist. 

The volume of national production cannot 
~XFnd at steady pric~s unless the. medium pf 
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purchase bf it at home also expands hut this 
medium must be correlated to the natureof 
such production and not a permanent addition 
to all unrelated entity whiCh distorts all values 
as expressed in fractions of it, such as prices 
are today. " 

This is where inflation comes into play 
and inflation is the bugbear of monied inte
rests although inflation of credit is entirely a 
banking evil. 

You point to the probability of the bank
ing habit as a form of economy of currency iri 
daily use. It would indeed -be well if the '2 d: 
cheque duty were shifted on to bankers who by 
means of enormous floating cheque currency 
are able to earn fabulous profits which strictly 
speaking should go 'to the Treasury. . 

Bankers never' complain of the ,expens,e 
of the clearing houses which-must he consider
able to them. The suppression of the "ch~que-

,let," a device for assisting the ,bankers. ,to 
exercise even greater powers than. today, ,w~s 
I think due to the, fact that the c}Iancellor 
recognised this growing power, as a danger t,o 
the state. ' 

I fancy 'you yourself write from fear of 
displeasing the banks' rather than of serving 
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,~he public by making the position clear H.nd 
the money mechanism understood. 

Banking progress will expand with produc
tion if they will confine themselves to the 
fina:qce of business done instead of to the crea
tion of credit for business to be done i. e. of 
!3pec.ula.tio~ but, they must have ,the option of 

.new cash temporarily against their rediscount-
able acceptances at some fixed and ·reliable rate 
up to the full extent of their cash,resources. 

Their liabilities will then become their 
assets and ,their present assets will tend to 
di~appear and be replaced by transferable loans 
'in the' form of first class bona fide commercial 
", . \. -.' .. . . '. 

~ill~!. 
It is not 'the function of banks to lend 

money'or to invest it but to finance all, sound 
trade transactions and to abstain from provid
,ng workiIig.' money capital for industry or 
agriculture. ' 

The present trouble in Lancashire proves 
this' contention also the great coal strike of 
1926 in both of which the enterprise was heing 

Jjorne on money borrowed from the banks! . , 
It is manifestly the duty of the state to 

I authorize the issue of new paper money so far 
, as the banks-will guarantee its repayment in 
.due course plus tribute thereon for its use 
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and in doing this the banks themselves will 
also benefit by a larger turnover with less 
risk but with lower percentage of commission 
on all operations. 

I would not take the· trouble to write all 
the foregoing if I were not convinced of the 
vital importance ·of the subject both in India 
and in England from whom all our ideas spring 
in this matter. 

Enterprise and trading risks must be sup
potted by the surplus earnings of the public 
and they would be supported today if these 
surpluses and more were not diverted into 
Government borrowing and Municipal loans at 
the expense of the tax and rates payers of this 
and the next generation caused by a money 
monopoly. 

Yours faithfully, 



Credit (bank-cash), Currency & Traders. 
I 

An answer to Mr. F. C. Goodenough, Chair
man of Barclay's Ba'nk Ltd. in his addres8, .to 
the'Lliton Chamber'of Commerce in July 1928; 

. . , . 

1. The relativity of the two factors o{ 
bank-cash. generally called credit and modet:n 
paper currency not only to traders but to all 
consumers who comprise the entire communi
ty, is of the greatest possible importance not 
only to Great Britain but to the whole 
civilised world, it is therefore to them that the 
foUO\~'ing remarks are addressed. 

~. The hue function of currency is pri
marily to provide a sympathetic and scientific 
medium of purch'.lse within the community to ,.. " 

whom it'is issued and from whom it is subse-
quently 'withdrawn, and secondly to provide 
meantime for its general acceptance and stabi· 
lity Qlvalue in' terms of all marketed wares and 
services involved in the exchange'of goods (or 
goods as expressed in any two currencies~ 

3.. The main object of currency therefore 
is to assist trade as effected both at'home and 
abroad. .Gold -has been adopted as the chief 
measure for pricing commodities and services 



Imt the Gold standard of price has now super
!Reded its use in coins by means of paper cur
!rency convertible at will on demand ad libitum 
,.into some fixed weight of this-' imperishable 
~metal. either way. 
I . 

4. As the available quaJ}tity of g'Qld proye~ 
quite inadequate to meet th~ q.eeds of circulat
ingmoney without undue pres,sure on prices, 
the Use of credit instruments has been greatly 
increased' and developed even to' inchid'epaper 
:currency itselfilciw called fiduciary. . -

. , 

, 5. Money:-cred~t.or bank-casp as the term 
implies depends up9n t.h~ confiqencereposed 
in the party to whom it is given or in. the case 
of marketed goods~credit in someqne ort ,his 
behalf who will discharge the money debt for 
which he has made himself regpO'~sible. 

6. Theext~ndeduse of credit-instruments 
is greatly facilitated and.eould ba .further en
couraged by .the growtl1 and development . of 
bank!) in the due recognition that marketed 
goods-credit is of greater service than money .. 
lending on collateral. 

7. The setting off of debits against credits 
by the banks has resulted in a large cr~ation 
of floating -cheque currency constantly redeem
ed and also constantly renewed and supported 
by the mutual obligation of- the' joint stock 



~anks themselves, thus enabling them to M,rn 
~nteI'est 011 large sums which in actual fact 
have no ;xeal existence. beyond a Jiability, to 
provide cash currency if needed. 

8. Thus gold has been relegated to the 
aettlement of international differences or 
balances in the last resort if wanted 'but in 
practice these differences can be largely met 
by the sale and purchase of international 
~ecuritiesand temporarily by bankers' accep
tances. 

9. If the existing system of an artificial 
link or price of fine gold in the various curren
cies were abolU3hed,the necessary adjustments 
in trade between' .eountries would appear in 
the rates- of foreign exchange instead of 
through pressure on prices of competing goods 
and no outstanding balances in account could 
occur as favourable in terms of money but un
favourable in terms of goods or vice versa. 

10. The total holding of idle gold in the 
Issue Department ~r the Bank ·of England to
-day is about £ 170 millions, this gold cannot 
be obtained except through the Banking De
partment which holds some £ 50 millions of 
Hs own notes and these only can be converted 
into Bullion on demand in Jots of not less than 
·400 oitroy 01; say'in exchange fOI: 1,700 paper 
:liounds. So that in practice only some £ 50 



~mions of gold is available for export unless 
~he public be permitted to convert its holdings 
:Of notes direct at the Issue Department! 
'I 

" ~ 
11. In practice gold is purchasable only 

with bank-cash i.e. by cheques on the Banking 
Department or on some commercial ·bank 
which has a credit balance thereat. 

12. There are some, £ 2.000 millions of 
deposits in the English joint stock banks of 
Iwhich only some £ 250 _IIlillions is in actual 
cash, the balance i.e. £, 1,750 millions being 

• bank-cash. Thus £ 2,000 millions less say 
£ 200 as till money with the banks, less £. 50 
millions, with .the .banking department of the 
Bank of England. The financial. machinery 
of the country is thus o'fer 85% bank-cash or 
credit! 

13: Thetotallssued currency both fiduci
ary and' gold : backed amounts to some £ 420 
millions of which say '£ 250 millions or more 
than half is in.' the banking system as reserve 
moneyusM to support a circulation of bank
cash of some £ 2,000 millions drawing interest 
in' terms of itself from all borrowers at from 
1 to 2 % p. a. above current ~ank rate and 
paying interest to time-depositors L~. lenders 
at 2% below Bank rate. 

·n 



14. This huge volume of cheque currency 
cannot be increased without reducing the pro .. 
portion of cash-money to liabilities on demand 
of the banks so that the volume of trade can
not increase unless it be effected at proportion
ately lower prices to the discouragement of 
enterprise and quite regardless of the needs of 
the consuming public. 

15. The new Bill will vest the entire issue 
of paper money in the Issue Department of the 
Bank of England by the exchanging of £ Trea
sury notes for new £ Bank notes but this ex
change makes no practical difference in the 
monetary system except that the dread of any 
further expansion of the issue of bank-cash 
. cannot be supported by a proportionate exten
sion of note issues by the Treasury. 

16. The war was financed by the conver
sion of Bank credit into new Treasury notes 
when demanded. The reverse operation is quite 
impracticable since currency once issued can
not be withdrawn except by sale of its reserves 
-i.e. Government debts for current paper money 
then destroyed. 

17. Such deflation of currency amplified 
by nine times its volume in terms of bank-cash 
would forcedQwn all retail selling prices obtai
nable through the resulting scarcity of the 
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'Vital medium of purchase, also all market per
centage quotations of Government borrowings 
the yield on which would rise in the same ratio, 
thus tending to raise the open market rate of 
interest on all borrowings to the di,scourage
ment of other forms of enterprise calling for 
money surpluses or savings. 

18. The banking department of the Bank 
of England is the controller of bank-cash and 
the Issue Department of currency on which 
bank-cash ultimately depends. The issue of 
new notes by the Issue Department against 
gold purchases by the banking department is 
unlimited except when absorbed by the bullion 
market with current money,'but the sale of 
gold by the banking department is limited to 

. its holding of notes. There is a difference of 

. 1~ d. per oz. standard in favour of the Bank be
, tween its buying and selling limits thus ham-
'pering its operations in competition with the 
bullion dealers except in small parcels below 
400 oz. troy when wanted for the arts .. 

19. The details of the internal organisa 
tion of the Bank as between the issue and the 
banking department should consist entirely of 
the exchange of new notes for gold at the offi
cial parity and vice versa, the total p.umber 9f 

: notes, in circulation will depend upon the num
, ber held by the banking department Ctnd these 
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will automatically control the extent of Ban}(:-, 
cash available to the market through the Joint 
Stock banks if the conventional percentage be 
maintained, say 1 in 4 or 25% but the proportion 
has been below this ratio since the war and is 
now nearer 50%. 

20. This creation of Bank-cash by the 
banking department must not be confused wit~ 
bank-cash issued by· the Joint Stock banks 
whose 10% till money consists largely of Bank: 
cre:Ht balances. The actual figures are not 
published now except recently by Lloyds bank 
in the hope that the others would follow suit; 
nor is it known what percentage of deposits by 
the public are. time or fixed loans or on current 
account i. e. withdrawable without notice. 

21. The limit of conversion of bank-cash 
into currency depends upcm the volume of 
Bank-cash in relation to bank-cash, and the 
vohiine of the former depends upon the policy 
of the banking department of the Bank of Eng
land· which can increase its liabilities to the 
other banks by increasing its own earning ass
ets in the form of securities bought in the open 
market and paid for by crediting the seller in 
its books. Or conversely-it can reduce its lia.f 
bilities by reducing its earning'assets through f 
the sale of its securities in open market and by: 
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debiting the purchaser in account called 
"4 Other deposits." 

! ... 22. These are termed 'open market opera
tions' but the prices obtained andpaid in such 
dealings may and probably always shew a loss 
to the Bank since it has to buy in a rising 
market or sell in a falling one if the object be 
to influence rates current in the discount mar
~et either through expansion of bank-cash 
supplies or pressure through any stringency 
thus caused. 

Hopen market rates for spare money are 
low, the yield on all gilt-edged loans is also 
low which means that their cost to investor 
is relatively high, so that any large sales by 
the Bank must be made in a weak market 
whose power to purchase is thus being under
mined: 

Conversely, if money rates are high, yields 
are also high and quotations relatively 19W, so 
that the entry of a big buyer tends to raise all 
prices and to induce competition through a 
larger supply of bank-cash. 

23. The monetary system is claimed to 
be largely automatic and free, from Govern
ment control because the notes' held in the 
banking department are liable to diminution 
through conversion into payments of gold to 



abroad and replenished by receipts of gold from 
abroad, whereas as a matter of fact, s\,1.ch p~y
ments are often made through the bullion mar~ 
ket in existing currency without any effect on 
the cash balance or ratio. If made by conver
.sion. of cash into gold from the Issue Depart:-
1I1ent, such notes .are . cancelled. Any. receipts 
of gold may be absorbed by the bullion market 
~n terms of current cash but when private buy
.ersare absent, tile Issue Department is bound 
by law to accept them at £ 3-17-9 per oz. troy, 
payable in new notes which mayor may not 
~nd their way into the cash holding at the 
Bank in its banking department ; they may 
'appear as an increase in the till money of some 
other .bank.· Large ·Government floating debt 
in the form of Treasury bills has cramped the 
system in its relation to trading requirements . 

. 24. The orthodox doctrine that the power 
to raise the Bank rate as a minimum market 
discount on first class trade or bank bills, or a 
rate of interest chargeable on loans backed by 
gqi-edged security, serves if used, to check 
tHe outflow of gold or to attract foreign gold 
money for use in the London money market, 

. also that it contracts the issue extant of bank
cash or help§ to increase the supply of Bank
cash in relation to the liabilities of the banking 
department, has no warrant in practice •. If 
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:the' Bank rate be raised, all traders using bot .. 
rowed money are penalized and forced to raise 
,their selling prices to cover the extra cost 
involved. If consumers are unable to respond, 
then and then only, these selling prices must 
come down pro rata and this fall may stimulate 
'export trade in such articles if ,suitable for 
. foreign use. 

; 25. In any case, the destruction of paper 
currency involved in an outflow of gold abroad 
~ili tend to bring down all prices through the 
necessary contraction: of bank cash in the 
ratio of 9 to 1 of cash, and this drop will be 
reflected in the exchanges which should soon 
recover under the stimulus of the increased 
export of cheaper goods, without any interfer
ence or help from the Bank rate. 

26. The immediate balance of debt to be 
settled abroad as reflected in the exchanges 
will adjust itself as soon as gold be exported 
and any attempt to check or prevent such ex
port by raising the Bank rate is to reinforee 
unnecessarily the intimate relationship bet
ween the currency and bank-cash. Gold will 
gravitate to countries where it will buy most, 
not to centres where interest is highest. * High 

• No/e.-America has avoided this squeI by substituting gold 
backed dollar 'notes for Federal Reserve notes issuf's backed by Trade 
bills. 
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interest means high prices since interest is a.rt 
element of cost when stocks are held on 
borrowed money. 

27. How can the general monetary posi
tion be disclosed by the amount and the ratio 
of cash to liabiHtiesin the· banking department 
if this ratio can be disturbed by any movement 
in the discount rate? 

. Take the position today when the ra.tio is 
.over 50% which proves that the ability· of the 
Bank to release currency by .the purchase of 
more earning assets (securities) is not fully 
utilized. . . . 

Gold movements need never call for such 
action if the system is largely automatic: the 
exchanges .will always adjust themselves if 
left alone and any interference with this 
delicate mechanism has been the cause of 
unemployment and trade depresRions although· 
London has remained the centre of financial 
·operations. The option of obtaining gold when 
required has been due more to the existence 
·of a large bullion market operating within nar
row limits of price rather than to the relatively 
·small cash balance in the .banking department 
of the Bank of England . 

. 28 .. The -foreign balances of bank· cash 
left iIi".London have often been a source· of 



anxiety if withdrawable at short notice in 
gold and thus the. money-lending intel~ests of 
th(> country and of the world in general have 
benefited at the expense of trade and industry 
which they profess to serve. ,Bank-cash can
not be expanded nor contracted by means of 
any movement of the Bank rate hut only by 
the discretion and prudence of lenders and 
discounters; any attempt to squeeze borrowers 
by raising the rat~ may cause serious difficul
ties although it may act as a deterrent to 
'further borrowings of a speculative nature. 

29. The large importations of gold recently 
from the U.S.A. have occurred under this sys
tem, they are assumed to have bee.n made 
without profit to the remitters but they demon
strate the fact that the Bank is or may be 
powerless to impose an, effective discount rate 
through its open market operations. Such im
portations and purchalJes of gold are inflation
ary since there is no acquisition of real wealth 
behind them. They have already resulted iIi 
an increase of some £ 45· millions of bank cash 
which may be reflected in a higher level of 
retail prices. 
. 30. The new fiduciary limit of £260 milli
ons to be covered by securities, permits these 
latter to consist .ofbills of exchange both of a 
;, home or foreign character which would have 

n 
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.the' efi'ectofbringing the issue of newnotesJ 
in direct relation tq trade conditions and the 
foreign ex:changetJ." Nothing "however is" said 
regarding the existing cover viz., securities 
composed of Government debt which presum~ 
ably 'ln1lst ~ cancelled as soon as replaced by 
more reasonable backing. This is a revolu~jo
nary change in British currency policy a~-: 
though alooady :repognized in the U.S.A., in 
Germany and in India within limitations and 
subjeGt" to penalties. ". " 

Such power is pot specifically mentioned in' 
the Act but may be regarded as true evolution 
and of vital importftnce in the future. Indeed· 
the tardy recognitJon of officialdom of the guid .. 
ing principle -that currency must be co-related 
to trade transactions and not to scarcity metal 
or state indebtedness howe.ver liquid, leads the 
writer to, hope that the authorities will ulti .. 
mately realise that with such backing as redis., 
cOllnted trade commitments which are 8elf~ 
liquidating, there ntled be no limit beyond dis..! 
cretion and discrimination to the fiduciaryi 
is Rue, particularly if the rate be invariable.· 

31. The creation of additional bank ca'sh' 
based on additional fiduciary-currency reflect2 
ing only transferable debts on the Sto"ck 
Exchange, ·might prove to be a temporary 
stimulus to· trade but at the expense ·of the 
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consumer through higher retail prices asketl 
and paid. 
:. r ;'If bank cash be used for the purpose of pro
dt1ctibn and for the purchase of raw material, 
the inanufacturers are spending this power on 
labour which adds to the g'eneral purchasing 
power in advance of any increase of commodi
ties in general available in the market, thus 
tending to raise retail prices meantime. Such 
enterprise must be promoted at the risk of 
money surpluses or savings 'of the people, not 
from bank cash weighted with interest; but 
actual purchases of raw materials can' and 
should be financed by means of trade acceptan
ces, discountable and re-discountable in new 
currency paid to the producer· seller and, then 
redeemable by the manufacturer on resale for 
the new cash thus injected into the monetary 
system after, not before new value appears for 
disposal in the wholesale market at home; the 
nlanufacturer in his turn can negotiate ,his 
bills on distributors who, if approved by some 
bank, are thus enabled to find a ready resale 
amongst consumers whose earnings are derived 
frpm this same source of ne~ currency paid out 
to distributors and spent bythemon~JargE:lr 
spread of wages plus salaries Or commissions., 

These larger retail purchases with cash 
can then be used to redeernthe acceptances'.of 
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"distributors on or before due dates or maY be 
even extended it desiraqle to all parties ·con. 
cerned. But the essential point in the whole 
process, is that the official re-discount rate 
must be reliable and invariable so that bankers 
in.competition will be content with a bare 
.commission for their essential services. ' 

.. These services will be limited by their per
sonal discretion guided by the financial stand
:ing of the parties and always subject. to their 
own financial credit in the eyes of the re-dis
counting decision in every case of the banking 
d~partment of the Bank of England. 

32. UJIderthe existing system of stahilized 
.exchanges allied to gold points and of variabl~ 
in,ter~al prices determined by a limited issue of 
up.relat.ed currency plu~ bank cash, foreign 
trade is of spedal importance to England 
because she can neitherfind home purchasers 
Jor all'she can produce nor can she supply all 
those· things that her people should be able to 
acquire from' abroad by means of barte'r in 
surplus ·productions. But if new home produc
tion as marketed meant new currency ill' the 
hands of her people, she could consume . all 
·that she pro:iuces and shecouJd barter any 
excess for ,her needs from other countries . 

. ; Home' trail.e must· be paramount but she 
'wilLnot_ beabfe to consume all sheproducei . ; , 
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alld needs unless the essential means fOf' such 
consumption is available witliout any shrink
age of retail selling prices asked and paid. 

Foreign trade cannot be real barter when 
prices at both ends are expressed in terms of 
scarcity gold or the option of it; if the exchan:' 
ges are stabilized in this way; the inevitable 
economic adjustments must take place in gold 
prices which are thus divorced from true 
'\ralues or human needs in both countries. 

Th~se adjustments may be deferred in 
terms of .debt carrying interest until dis
charged in gold but such obligations' will tend 
to persist and accumU:lateuntil they become 
intolerable to the debtor country thus leading 
to war and repudiation or perhaps to internal 
:strife among the working classes in their fight 
,for greater purcp.asing ·power. 

33. If bank' cash be created jn .order ~o 
stimulate industrial activity and employment, 
there must also .be a reasonable cert.ainty thq,t 
the additional .goods can b~ ~old at a money 
profit. Under our existing system no such 
~ertainty is possible even with greater eco
~omy per unit of the pro~uct. 

Even if goods· be sold on extended periods 
~-credit, the consequences may be harmful so 
it· is for bankers to limit the usance of- bills 
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discounted relatively. to the nature of the good~ 
in.question ·and their probable depreciation int 
the hands of distributors.- .J' I 

"Economicus" of "The Review of Re
views" 'for July-August writes in this conJ 

nection' that" The source of prosperity lies lrJ 
ability. to· .produce and to sell goods at ai 

profit." "Excessive currency and ~xce8sivel 
credit (bank cash) would prevent manU.;) 
facturers doing that, for their 'prices would' 
rise to an uncompetitive level." Here he is 
looking at . competitive foreign business;. he; 
should have said to a point where- consumersl 
are unable to. pay them, since bank cash is; 
termin3.ble at th3c3.pric8 of the lender, or its f 
c<>!'t may be increased as a pe:lalty against i 
borrowj3rs. who are holders of goods for sala Of' 

r~sale. . l 
He goes on to say that" The exchanges I 

form the only,tl'ustworthy guide as to whether 
c\lrrency is redundant or scarce" but here he! 
errs a~J.in; he is c:mfusing bank cash with: 
currency because currency cannot be redun-: 
dant,. it must be absorbed by current prices" 
althou:Ih through an extended use of cheques, 
and '~ih9quelets~',' .it. may accumulate in the' 
hands of bankers and thus tend to lower rates) 
quoteJ in the debt- or money· market for short! 
t~tm . accommOdation or to reduce· costs . of; 



goods carried on bank cash or· it maytaise 
lhe quotations of all 'gilt-edged H stocks" and 
~hus reduce their yield to theinv~stor·lender. 

Mr. Goodenough admits that" the curren
cy and creiit (b:1nk cash) structure should be 
based ,on realities" and he affirrrls .. that any 
increase should be accompanied and justified 
by. .a . corresponding expansion in real resour
ce!'!," by which term he doubtiess means, 
marketable or marketed goods. 
i,. '34" Again, he points' to Great Britain "as 
a leading international trader" whose prices 
must be below those of her competitors yet he 
asserts that·" No one would wish to see any~ 
thing in the nature of' a substantial fall in 
prices" (query) but only'reasonable stability' 
with the understanding that the price level in 
England must at all times be such as to enable 
her.to competeiri all world markets·!'. 

These two aims are incompatible under 
our 'present monetary system,either selling 
prices must be brought down' to a point where 
production is discouraged through money 10ss
eS,ortheymust remain too. high to permit 
of·competition with foreigners' 'on a lower real 
wage basis; It is this attempt to square the' 
circle and to blow .hotand cold at the' same 
time which· proclaims the monetary system 
as impracticable. Personally no doubt hewant& 
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to 'see-prices lower whereby the value ,0£ his and 
everyone's money is enhanced but at the same 
time he, realizes that such amovetnentwould 
result in unemployment and privation mean
time ainong workers' and thus react on the 
volume of tradebt'which 'the bank benefits. 

: 35., .The' suggestion _ that England ShO'111d 
abandon her system as described above and 
gradually adopt a more rational one of cC)~ 
relati1:1g curren<:y to marketed wares through 
re-discounted trade acceptances at some fixed 
rate backed by bankers, he discards as an ex
perimental 'method of no definite relationship 
to gold except for a smliler reserve to meet 
temporary net deficits including th'e Govern
'me~t's 'foreign debt. But~e relation to gold 
could be preserved by the statutory obligation 
on the part of t,he Issue Department to ex
ch'l.nge Bank notes for bullion wifh:the public 
dir'ect at the present paritY-of Bay84:"11~ d. 
'\ler Oz. troy fine, but with power to pay' more 
for bullion if need be; The bullion 'market 
today wilt. sometiines pay this price or more 
in' cU1'l'ent notes without disturbing exchange. 
ThE! foreign' debt could be discharged lothe 
extent of over £ 100 millions by substituting 
.a~ _ reserves; _real living -value8~ constantly 

/I·edeemed. and, constantly renewed, in -lieu of 
"·ildle gold which no one can ~get at' from the 
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tssue Department- today even if they want it 
rhich is -doubtful. . 
~ The low. percentage of. gold cover thus 
!carried has been the admiration, of the world 
~efore the war and all occasions to ,provide 
~afeguards against excessive issues of c~rren· 
ICy are stultified today by inflationaryacquisi
tions of new gold whenever the bullion market 
is unable to absorb it with current currency, 
on forejgn account. 

35 A. London is not so much an interna
tional trade centre as an international finan
cial market nor has England's economic equili
brium been maintained in view of constant 
labour disturbances and trollbles dUring the 
present and last century since the introduction 
~frriachinery to take the.place of wage-earners 

[who are also consumers. 
~ If it be essential that price levels of commo-
I . 

idities at home and abr·oad should approxir.nate 
,each other for the same class of wares, how 
'comes it necessary that English selling prices 
should be below those of all others.? 

36. No inflation of currency or prices 
could eventuate if the former be dependent upon 
actual transactions in new goods and the.sta
bilization of prices resulting therefrom. would 
also tend to .stabilize the exch.anges. . OUf 

foreign obligations today are far: great~r tha.J1. 
13 



the"money cost of our· importations·yet ·n( 
drain uporrour gold 'reserves has occurred, 
indeed they have recently grown to awkward 
proportions and threaten to cause the "ery 
inflation so much dreaded by the' wealthy 
classes. 

37. At this point, Mr. Goodenough. trje.s 
to hedge his arguments, asking for a reasonabl~ 
amount of elasticity of. currency and depreca .. 
ting the rigid limits in force before the war. 
The power of the .Bank and the Treasury i~ 
agreement to increase or reduce the .fiduciary 
limit in order to overcome difficulties. short· of 
suspension of the Act, is mentioned but .. it,is 
not clear how the limit is to be reduced unless 
the' intention be to sterilize gold arrivals jn th~ 
Issue Department .by taking it as cover in)ieu, 
of securities then ~ancelled or sold for eurrept, 
cash then destroyed. ' -.. , ; 

.' The well-tried principles referred to, so. far: 
from proving of value in the past, were the j 
prime cause of much,trade dislocation through 
changes in the general price level not tomen~ 
tion the suspensioI\ of ~he Bank Act on three
O(~casions., but England was. t.hen ahead of all: 
competitors as regards quality of her wares . 

. ' 38. TradJng development means consump-. 
r lion at a profit to producers and the law .ot -.J . • . 

progre~s means· 'expansion as population and l 
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leeds expand but these .things are impossible 
vithouta corresponding expansion of the me
lium of'purchase with less interference from 
;~mk cash carrying-tribute at varying rates 
o 'capitalists. 

The world's purchasing power is expressed 
1 goods and products for barter. not in money 
ted by the leg to gold but if the exchange 
larketcannot evolve the necessary machinery 
~ 'relieve the trader of the risk of unlimited 
'ariations in daily rates, the o~ligation of all 
Jentral BanIes to maintain the parity is ess~n,
ialmeantime although' prices may suffei· 
mdiHI pressure thereby. 

International 'trade is of the highest im
ortance to reduce to a minimum the risk of 
rarso that tariff barriers and gold standard 
egrilatibns'must combine to exercise a restric
lve influence which threatens to make 'all 
rotestations and treaties against war a mere
r pious aspiration of little practical value. 

Economies through organisation and amal
amation 'Of iIiterests may be- carried to the, 
::>int of monopoly and powerful coml;>inations 
ith pOlitical influence which Government may , 
:l lielple'ss to withstand especially when aimed
; fore'igncombinations or Trusts of even 
~eate:r strength as witnessed recently.in the 

fOil'war of prices and concessions and privileges. 
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To search for markets and the needs of 
purchasers in competition with other countries 
has always been a source of political intrigue 
and although there may be Empire possibilities 
by sending goods to the Colonies and India in 
exchange for their raw products, such barter 
business is hampered 'by money based on gold 
alone plus interest thereon payable in the last 
resort in terms of gold which commodity has 
little orIio connection with the needs of man4 

kind in general. 

39. In th~s representing the overwhelm
ingcase for marketed com.modity money as a: 
first step towards the further demonetization 
of g<;>ld,' I have not touched upon the vast 
impqcations oi'imch an evolution in regard to 
the gradual ~edemption of national debt coupl
ed with the practical abolition of taxation by 
means of the 'growing revenue to be derived 

~rorfr the re.discounting of all trade commit
D1Emts by the accredited agent of the State. I 
commend this letter to all retired bill brokers 
and "exchange brokers .who have the knowledge 
plus the' leisure to study this vital question 
from my point of view. 



The purchasing power and the earning 
power of Money; . 

Qu 'est que c 'est done Zes affaires?-asked 
the intelligent French woman of her banker 
whose reply was the classic utterance: .. Les 
off aires, Madame, sont Z'argent des autres." In 
this short sentence we find the key of the 

'riddle which confronts us today whenever we 
have spare money to invest. We have to 
weigh the. risk of loss of the principal sum or 
its depreciation in market quotations, falling 
and rising with the .prospect of dividends, 
against the sweet simplicity of Government 
paper or the fixed deposit rate for a term of 
months in the hands of some bariker of repute. 

It is indeed .. Z'argent des autres .. or the 
volume of spare money seeking ~mployment as 
passive capital in search of active spendable 
income of the least probable variation in per 
cent per annum, in. relation thereto or per
chance offering a possibility of unearned 
money increment to the venturesome or en
terprising person. 

To those who by reason of small means, 
cannot afford to take a risk or indulge in 
speculation, the various methods of money
lending appeal and it is mainly because they 
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have such' an alternative ,that enterpriseb&J 
chmes difficult and more risky whilst 'loans' 
based on 'taxation increase and multiply;'" .:', 

The unemployment of money in productive) 
ventures lea4s to the unemployment of labour! 
arid the misuse of -qIoney by lending leads to) 

• . " . ". I 

preS~l,Ire on all workers through the increased 
cost of his necessities or to reduced income! 
through taxa'ii<?n;' I 

The purchasing power of money rises with 
fulling retail prices 'paid and it faUs whenever 
retail prices rise; the :obvious effect of money-' 
le~ding at interest is to raise, all sellillg prices, 
by reason of'the fact that this interest is an . 
element of cost so must be recovered through! 
retail price~ paid." , , 

': The ability to pay such prices depe~ds 
upon the purchasing .power Of the ,consumer 
so, the heavier his taxes, the less he can spend 
upon his needs or ,desires. The smaller also, 
b~coines the market for the producer. ' 

The nett result therefore emerges .that 
prices are driven up by money-lending .~nd the 
ability top3.y them is reduced ,by taxation in 
any-form. 

It was evident during the Great War and, 
soon afterwards that the higher prices deman- , 
d~d and_paidappeaI:ing as the :cost of living,. 
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lvere largely mitigated to many by the increas-
I' 
ej earning power of money througl). larger 
dividends and higher yields from the better 
class new securities available. It was only 
those who had purchased this latter class of 
debt before the War who found that although 
their money incomes remained the same, the 
purchasing power of them was grievously 
reduced and the capital money value in open 
market had receded in like proportion. 

Here then is a link between the earning 
power of moriey expressed in terms of itself 
and the purchasing power of it expressed 
in goods at current price~: as the latter shrinks 
through higher prices, the former swells 
through higher yields in . terms of money both 
as to principal arid interest thliscbmpensatirig 

. in' large measure the loss of its power in rela
,tion to commodities. 

This process ,however cannot be reversed, 
for should the power of purchase rise by reason 
of lower prices, the earning power also tends 
t6' decline by reason' of discouragement to 
enterprise and trade which live only hy money 
profits; furthermore the yield on interest bea
ring stocks in the market tends to fall through, 
the greater ,search ,by iQle funds to findiJ?terest 
income in lieu of declining djviqends. c~used 
by depression i.n commerce ,and industry. 
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When money is· scarce in relation to stock 

Of goods offering for sale, wholesale prices are 
bound to sag and then bring retail prices after 
them thro~gh ·competition of sellers i"ter se 
but b&nk credit or the hire of other people~ 
:ploney, tends to stiffen and thus to raise the 
cost of goods held back for better times, so 
here we see the purchasipg pQwer rising 
whilst the earning power. also is raised to the 
detriment of trade which findsjtselfbetween a 
smaller market and heavier charges. The 
result may· be forced sales and insolvency lea
ding to unerp.ployment of workers and general 
distress. . 

Th~t the majority of con'sumers will bene
fit from such a position i.s a somewhat trite 
and superficial view which overlooks the fact 
that Illost of them derive their purchasing 
power from the earnings. of trade and industry 
in the guise of wages, salaries and profits. 

It may be safely said that the quality of 
our mop.ey depreciates when rates of interest 
rule high quite apart from the substance of it 
as shewn in reserves and quite apart from the 
volume of it unless that volume be intimately 
allied to the volume .of actual transactions 
effected by means of new money paid to sellers 
and recoverable from approved buyers in due 
course- '1!lu8 soine fixed and reliable tribute to 
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f. 
~he accredited agent of the· State. who will be 
rresponsible that such assistance will. not be 
;abused. 
~ 
~ This principle is recognised today in India 
but the practice of it is discouraged by the 
accredited agent w~o derives no benefit from 
~he application of it,indeed his main ·source of 
profit accrues from lending to instead of bor~ 
rowing from the State! . . , 



The Ethics ot Restri~tion. 

DEAR MR. EDITOR, 

The Following is an extract from your 
occasional notes on page 8 of your issue of 18th 
inst: "The question as to the ethics of the 
"restriction, in the interests of the producers, 
"of any commodity which is a necessity or 
"almost a necessity has often been debated. 
"Certainly on the surface it seems wrong 
"that producers should combine to keep up 
"prices at the-expense of the consumers who 
"are naturally in the majority. But it has 
"been proved again & again that when prices 
"fall below a certain margiq there is great 
"risk of the producers J>eing ruined and 80. 

"being unable to prQ£illce any more." In the 
end, consumers h~ve .to pay more so you con
clude that; " It is all a question of d~" I 
Restriction of production in order to mjtintain 
selling prices which consumers have to payor 
go without, is to be found on all sides today; 
viz., Coffee valorisation, Rubber restriction now 
broken down, destruction of fish, Oil combines 
and quasi-monopolies all over the world. 

It is certainly bad ethics but the Churches. 
take no notice 'of it. It is all a question of 
purchasing power in the hands of consumers' 
in the form' of money and the fact that all 
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r
" roduction is ~arried on for a money profit and 
;or no other purpose although some benefit to 
~onsumers may be incidental' to the process. 

, In other words, the economic processes of 
!the world today are carried 011 "at the expense 
~f consumers" because the money we use is 
.lot allied to production and sale of necessities 
but 'to the command of the precious metals 
phis public'debts tra;nsferable for ready cash, as 
, I . 

currency reserves. If it seems "wrong on the 
surface" that production should be restricted, 
it should also seem wrong that consumption 
should be restricted whenever the power to 
produce exists, so we must look to our econo
mic system of purchase through money to find 
:the cause of this absurdity. There must be 
some powerful vested interest opposed to any 
change in our monetary methods which impose 
such restrictions upon themselves and every
body else through' prices which are but 
numerical fractions of the limited medium em
ployed to move necessities into consumption. 
Let us rather assume that their opposition if it 
exists is due more to ignorance or shortsighted 
wisdom than to avarice or money greed. The 
economic adjustment caused by " a fall of prices 
below a certain margin" creates a risk to pro,. 
ducers which they should not be called upon to 
face when they know that their product is 
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needed: such an' adjustment could· he 'effected 
by a corresponding increase in the volume and 
speed of eire til at ion of the'medium and .could 
he so adjusted until the product grows beyond 
the needs of human consumption which can be 
more readily gauged if prices are steady mean
time. 

The principle involved is already recog
nised in India with its emergency or seasonal 
currency but the application of it has been 
dw~rfed and hindered· by legal restrictions and 
limitations imposed by orthodox doctrine relat-· 
ing to in~erest or the hire of private money in. 
terms of time and of itself. 

The hire of the essential medinm of pur- ~ 
chase on fixed terms subject to all necessary 
safeguards, is the prerogative of the State and 
it can be exercised with the paid .assistance 
and discretion of its accredited~" p,. t the Im
perial Bank of India working fo . .and with the 
aid of all other hanks of deposi .irithis country 
In their daily relationship to/producers and 
distributors of the necessaries of life .. 

Public debts and sterling exchange would 
then be subordinate to the progressive welfare 
of the conSUIOOr in. India. by giving Mm the 
opportunity nnw withheld, of acquiring a suffi
ciency of purchasing power. 
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If scarcity be accepted as a standard of 
value, we must also accept it as a standard of 
comfort and progress, a reductio ad ab~urdum. 



Danger. 

I was struck by the following warning; 
from your leading article on . 12th July last 
under the above heading; "The only danger 
,; which the majority are called \lpon to face in 
"our civilisation is not of an immediately 
"physical kInd. It is economic. Men and 
"women go in peril not so much of their lives 
".as of their livelihood. There is too much or" 
"this danger and too little of the cleaner risks 
"which we take of choice. Our city populations 
"live dangerously enough, but without accep
"tance of PQverty or any ple~sure in its risks. 
"They strive towards a better life in which 
"they will have economic security and in pro
" portion as they reach it, we may hope that 
" they will also attain that freedom which has 
"ever been one of the glorious privileges of the. 
"well born and the wealthy ... " 

It is this economic security I wish to' 
preach and which I believe to be attainable by 
all if- our citizens and countrymen can shake 
themselves free of the enthralment of a limited. 
or restricted -volume of metal-backed money 
and of the scourge of public debt. ,-

Our lives are a constant economic problem 
soluble only by ~he practice of economies with
ill our present money system, reinforced as it-
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; is by tribute levied by the State to meet the 
interest on its obligations to som~ of us who 

i have preferred to avoid the risks of enterprise 
'by handing over our savings from earnings to 
the Public Debt Offices. 

·So far has this evil grown today that the 
yi~1.d from such lendings is now less than can 
be obtained on equal or better security in 
London as pointed out by your commercial 
correspondent this week; so the strain will 
fall upon the rate of sterling exchange if ad
vantage be taken of this inducement to remit 
our savings to England. 

I 

India is now in the throes of currency 
evolution: the subject of credit and finance 
has occupied our minds to the exclusion of 
other less pressing problems which are in 
great measure dependent upon sound currency 
and banking facilities at steady rates of ·in.;. 
terest. 

But we are apt to lose sight of first princi
ples and to be swayed by the teachings of 
orthodox economists who owe their position to 
do(~trine absorbed in universities where sa
laried professors fear to indulge in heresies or 
so called fallacies of original thought. 

Money is regarded as an independent in
strument and as such can only maintain its 
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'Value or spending power if of limited or ra .. 
stricted volume. . But it can be economized in 
use through banking facilities and it is towards 
such economy that our Government looks for 
the expansion and encouragement of enterprise 
~nd also for the maintenance of its own ven
tures in the field of- public utilities when the 
loss if any can be shouldered by increased 
taxation. . 

There is confusion between bank credit 
granted to sellers in advance of market reali
~ations and" finance" granted to buyers sub
sequent to market commitments; there is 
ignorance and prejudice in favour of "Re
serves" consisting of values which are of little 
value in use or which derive their valuations 
from daily market quotations based on limited 
transactioris and correlated to returns in the 
shape of income or- anI}.ual net yield to the 
holder in terms of current money. 

It does not seem to be und~rstood that 
rupees are not wealth but merely a means of 
transferr~ng it, so that prices cannot represent 
values unless these latter expand or shrink to 
fit the available flow of the mediu~ which 
remains largely in the hands of lenders to the 

_ exclusion of spenders. 
Sterling eJchangeis. regarded rather as 

~he ~overning factor of rupee prices. whereas 
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it is the price of "Bradburys" in terms of 
Indian commodities available for export as in .. 
fIuenced by the prices of Europe and American 
goods and gold offered. in exchange for such 
necessities. 

Currency then must be related to perish
able wares as marketed and must also be 
perishable or subject to cancellation coinci
dently with consumption or service in use of 
these necessities. 

Permanent revolving currency cannot by 
nature of its varying speed of circulation ex
pressed today by the market rate of inte
rest and subjected as it is to friction caused 
by holding and hoarding, correctly reflect every 
expansion or contraction of the supplies needful 
to our daily comfort except through fractions 
of itself in the gUIse of arithmetical. units of 
account. 

It is then the primary function of the 
State working by its independent but responsi
ble agent, the Central Bank, to certify the 
value of its currency as legal tender. This 
certification 'canonly be founded upon the 
guarantee of the banks as reflecting the volume 
or value, of goods passing into consumption, 
and ·returnable to the State plus. tribute for its 
use as soon as liquidated in such cl,lrrency. 

IS 
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." The danger referred t.o., by your contri:" 
butor shews itself in unemployment. strikes, 
discontent; sedition 'arid wasted effort towards 
economic freedom deriied by the monied classes 
in the guise of monopolists or daring sports
men where the livelihood of others is con
:cerned. " 

The remedy.is within our reach" it cal1~ 
·for no sacrifice from anyone and it can be in
troduced withOl~i disturbance of prices or,dis'. 
locatiori of exchanges since the option of gold 
bullion at a fixed price in rupees is open to all 
who care to buy it and the Central Bank is 
then free to secure fresh supplies abroad, as 
,needed at the lowest possible price in new cur· 
rency. Such necessity should never arise in 
,practice although in theory it might happen on 
the false assumption that 'the Indian' demand 
for gold in any form is insatiable. But gold 
if desired must be paid for with marketable 
~oods or products~ 

I would ask your readers to ponder this 
aspect of economic equilibrium. 

"'" 
H. R. SCOTT. 

, Kodaikanal, 
9rd Augu8ft If)~'l. 



The Amalgamation of the British Note Issues. 

_ . To all students of economics it seems ex
Jra.ordinary how little intElrest is taken by the 
general public in this vital matter of the trans
fer of some 260 millions of £ & 10,'- notes to 
the control of the Bank of England from the 
Trea.sury in the near future on some appointed 
day, also the ignorance displayed in newspaper 
-articles on the subject of British money mee-ha.
nism beyond the bare details as embodied in 
the bill now before the British Parliament. 

The House was not more than half full at 
.the time of the debate on 14th May and the 
only criticisms offered were by Mr. Snowden 
the late Labour Chancellor of the Exchequer 
and by Mr. Pethick Lawrence the writer on 
. Socialism who called this measure "a baek
. ward and disastrous movement." 

Taken in conjunction with the recent add
ress by Mr. Reginald McKenna of the Midland 
bank to the Royal Institution in London early 
the same month wherein he explained the re
lationship between the volume of bank cash 
and the powers of the Bank of England's bank
ing department in buying and in selling gilt
edged securities in the open money market or 
by the acquisition or withdrawal of gold from 
its- Issue Department, one would conclude that 
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public interest'would have been aroused in thiS 
extension of the legal powers of the Bank in 
relation to the volume of fiduciary or confi., 
dence money. 

Mr. J.M. Keynes, C. B., wrote a two column 
article in "The Times" pointing out that 
since~gold was not a circulating medium now. 
large reserves are unnecessary and that £ 260 
millions of paper 'currency as a fixed' fiduciar1 
issue in, add~tion to some £.130 millions of old 
ban~notes or say £ 390 millions in all,js not 
§ufficient to permit of expansion of trade so 
that it mi'gIit b~well if the commercial banks 
copverted. ~me third of their cash holdings 
which 'he estimates to be£ 100 millions into 
Bank cash so as to enable the Bank to meet 
a:ny sudden large demand for gold without con
traction 'of.trade'credit issues by that Central 
institution. ., 

.How he arrives at the. figure of £ 100 mil-
o I. • ." • • '.. 

liops sterling as t,he aggregate of till mone, 
with the bank~ is impossible to say ~ince no 
separate figures are published in their balance 
sheets. Nor ,how he concludes. that the addi-

I • •. • 

tion of some £ 33 millions to the cash balance 
of the banking department of the Bank would 
help matters in connection with the ratio of 
eutrentcash'to liabilities on demand of that 
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linstitution, is not clear seeing· that any with
;drawal of gold falls· indirectly upon the Issue 
:department's stock by cancellation of its s10ck 
of notes in Circulation to the same extent.' 

N one of these criticisms take any notice of 
the Bullion market which meets the demand 
for gold against existing currency without any 
call upon the Bank unless arrivals happen to 
be. less than demands for export. 

Nothing is mentioned either by any of the 
critics of the low price limit in new currency 
imposed upon the Balik i.e. 84-10 d. per oz. fine 
whereas its selling limit of lots approximating 
400 oz. is fixed at 1~ d. per oz. higher in' cur
'rency then destroyed. 

The full text o{ the Bill itself makes.no 
mention of these arbitrary paper prices except 
a reference to clause 4 of the Bank Charter 
Act of 1844 which provides that the Bank "be 
under obligation to buy gold in exchange for 
(new) notes at the rate of £. 3-17-9 per ounce 
standard" which is the equivalent of 84-10 d. 
per oz. fine. 

All the critics agree however that elasti
city is the obj'ectto be aimed at although in 
practice this is more a matter of bank credit 
than of the volume of currency of whieh "we 
only.use rather less than one percent of the 
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total payments-made' in this country; the 
rest is made in cheques or ba.nkers' money," to 
quote ,Sir Hilton' Young in the House of. C~m
mons-

But. this bankers'money carries the option 
of currency so that if the volume of the latter 
be limited, the volume of- credit must also be 
limited, hence the "straight jacket" which re
sults the ,currency is ," not the servant but the 
master,of trade and industry", as pointed out 
by Mr.. Snowden. 

Sir E'. Hilton Young touched the spot when 
he said: "I IShould like to see a general enquiry 
into .that. proble,n (some other standard of re
lation) ,on the widest basis and availing itself 
of every, possible rpeans of knowledge and 
infolIl,lation because I believejt. will serve tbat 
high end of removing this topic from party 
politics:-

H. R. SCOTT. 



thIs Money~iending Business. 

Although usury is contrary to Christian 
:pfinciples and'to Mohamedan religion, we ,are 
all more or less either money-lenders i.e. inves
,tors or borrowers at interest; from the State 
i itself down to the'smalldepositor with banks 
• or holder of transferable loans. 

Money-lending and b'orrowing is the curse 
6f civilisation, it threatens to destroy all 

:num3.n relationships and iUs the prime cause 
of war or ciyil disturbance including' strikes, 
\ockouts and general discqntent a,t the social 
inequalities of our rigid money system. 

It is called by varioUs name's such as fin
ance, bank' 'credit, cash-credit advances, over
drafts, investment, earning assets, obligations, 
security, mortgage and pawn. ,These things 
are considered~necessary and vital to human 
progress and development. They are really 
offshoots and sequelae of the existing money 
system. 

Our bankers are sometimes' regarded as 
the arbiters of commerce, the promoters of 
enterprise and the supporters of the economic 
State also as the best friends, advisers and 
servants of the public although by any impru.
dence they may be~ome the cause of wide
spread ruin and distress. The State itself a,s 
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the largest borrower and debtor extracts from 
its own members the money tribute necessary 
to discharge its obligations to its creditors 
mainly banks who themselves are also contri
butors of the larger portion of this tribute. 

To receive interest from the State and to 
pay back again to the. State a part of this in
terest, is regarded as a rational and inevitable 
proceeding theresultof which is justly reflected 
in the market quotation for such transferable 
'investments ill relation t9 all other more risky 
employment of surplus funds at the command 
of individuals. 

To facilitate the transfer of the medium oC 
purchase and thereby to mobilize private 
money wealth, the foreign exchanges are 
linked to some weight of the commodity, pure 
gold. at some arbitrary price in different paper 
'currencies with the result that in the absence 
of purchasing power among consumers at 
home, goods may be exported and imported in 
retllrn, any balance either way being finally 
adjustable by weight of gold. 

This extra. mobility of money enables the 
home investor to risk his surplus abroad with 
less hazard and is therefore· considered as 

. essenti~ to world-wide commerce. 
International trade and mutual indebted·· 

ne~.yii terms of .goldmay be regarded a~ 
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'l'romoting international peace and goodwill by 
the free exchange of products and wares also 
"bY' assistance in terms of ·money debt with in
terest thereon but we all well know from ex
perience that the reverse is nearer the truth. 

When exchanges are thus stabilized all 
adjustments must be through what are termed 
'gold or world prices. 

We find then international rivalry and 
'competition for consum~r markets as. the 
prime cause of war. We see the mothercoun
try of the British Empire lending her money 
to Colonies and Dependencies at interest which 
can' only take thefarin at their material ex
ports often in direct cOtIlpetition with home 
growers' of agricultural products. 
. 'We see this same mother country lending 
her 'money to foreign states tor the 'promotion 
pf industries in competitioll with her ow:q. and 
we are told that unless we lend' money abroad 
we cannot expect foreigners to buy from us! 
The crass absurdity of this last statement in 
reference to true barter business with foreig
ners must be manifest. 

, Barter is carried on for the mutual benefit 
of the parties concerned, money does not enter 
into the equation at all but if money profits 
-are the sole object of such exchanges, the 
:a.rtifioial-link with gold tends to cramp, to 

16 
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hinder and "sometimes to prevent" such inter
change of desirable goods as unprofitahle and 
therefore impossible. 

Trading in debts has become ~n adjunct of 
commerce in products and wares and the com
mand of money more important than the 
consumption of material comforts which are 
thus withheld from use by want of the means 
to acquire 'them through service or co-opera
tion. 

How then can the bu'siness of the world 
be .carried on without individual and corporate 
money-len,diIl;g in all its various forms without 
enslavement brihe workers,. the enforced idle
ness of the few and the creation of· money or 
debt markets for the employment of idle tem
porary balanGes? The answer lies in the 
:nature of inoney itself not as. an imperish
able commodity or personal possession but as 
a temporary living medium of purchase and 
scientific expression of vahle available to all 
Wl;lO have effected.a sale of perishable commo
dities in terms of such mon~y. 

The birth.of new money will occur with 
.every approved transaction and its death at 
~very aet of fi~al consumption. Provision' of 
the means of payment there must be but only 
by the State itself on fixed. and reliable termll . . ~ . . .. 
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of tribute to all who can command the confi .. 
dence of their bankers who in their "turn can 
command the confidence of the State as 
represented by the Central Bank of Issue and 
Recession. 

Existing currency issued against gold and 
Government debt will thus gradually become 
the property of the State and may be with
drawn and cancelled by the sale of its reserves 
for new currency then destroyed as ·useless. 
El.nd possibly redundant or it may be shipped 
El.broad in discharge of foreign debk 

These reserves now belong to holders of 
the currency issued against these reserves; 
but the State through its revenuefroIn the 
steady daily rediscount of 'all approved com
mercial commitments which constitute suffici
ent reserves during the life of all new issues, 
will acquire all the old permanent currency 
and therefore also its reserves unless some of 
the gold be needed by private parties which is 
unlikely to any large extent. If it is, thBn 

. currency is destroyed under the present regime 
at the parity price expressed in paper money. 

The enormous creations of debt now 
quoted in the Stock markets of the world will 
be convertible on due dates at lower and lower 
rates of inter.est by the borrowers who will. 
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fiild" the market quotations mounting "from 
competition among lenders. 

These lenders finding their opportunities 
of investment largely expanded through the 
stimulus of trade and industrial ventures yield:' 
lng bu~ meagre dividends by reason of smaller 
risks in- a world of steady prices, will- turn 
their attention to public" loans and thus bring 
down the yield on these to the same or lower 
ley~l i~ view of the certainty of early repay
ment._ 

The borr9wers by reason of general 
prosperity and expansion of taxable money 
~ea1th will finally prefer to redeem their debts 
rather than to incur the annual burden of 
interest payirients. -

.. This may;be a slow process at first but !t 
is the. only road by which deb}, can be 
abolished, and the power of money diverted 
from passive lending into active spending on 
all fonns of enterprise both public and private. 

-How will the .value-price of land be affec
ted by such an evolution in the nature of 

"money which offers no inducement to hoard or 
to' 'save? Will rents tend to rise -through 
"general prosp~ity expressed in terms of larger 
consumption . and of a higher standard of 

't'C?mfortto tho:se who are willing to acquire it? 
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The answer depends upon the attitude of 
bankers towards all transactions in immove
able .property. If they are prepared to dis
count bills of long usance drawn against the 
transfer of real estate, the value of this form 
of property may rise and with it the rentals 
demanded but since their current obligations 
.and liabilities to their clients are mainly 
:withdrawable on demand i.e. in the form Of 
current accounts, it is improbable that they 
will care to lock up their resources except for 
short periods and then only in bills readily 
rediscountable in new money from the Central 
Bank of Issue. 

All such business will tend to pass into 
the hands of Insurance Coys. who must seek 
safe employment for their capital accumula
tions in the . increasing absence of gilt-edged 
securities available on the Stock Exchanges. 

The name 'Stock Exchange' j s indeed a 
misnomer since 'stock~' are never exchanged, 
they are in truth largely debt markets bUt will 
gradually become share markets dealing in 
fractions of the subscribed capital of various 
undertakings without any face money-values 
to mislead the public as to intrinsic merits so 
their dividends will appear as per share 
instead of as per cent. 

---



Rationalisation of Industry . 

. A reply to Mr. A. E. Toirilinson by H. R; Scott. 

, Yes; the future prosperity of the Empire 
hinges on the expansion and development· 
of home tra.de plus barter in Telationto 
the exchanges of surplus goods and products' 
through the purchasing medium of national: 
currency ittintimate correlation to. all trans
actions at home or within the Empire, in 
simiiar currency carrying a fixed title to fine 
goldin the 'last resort. . 

A thorough understanding. of national 
currency and how it works through credit, is 
essential to every thinking person in .the 
British Commonwealth. But economic laws 
must have free play through individual com
p~tition; any interference with these laws 
~tth~r (1) through limitation of ~hemedium of 
purchase, or (2) through restriction of produc
tion, or (3) in regulation of output must lead 
soo:p.er or later to disaster since consumption 
ca~not be gauged correctly unless prices are 
stea.dy. Prices cannot remain steady if sub
jected to the law of material supplies in rela
tion to. monet~ry dema,nd, both of which 
factors are constantly -shifting their relative 

.,positions in, real life· from day to day • 
.t, • • 
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"Unification on a national and imperial 
hasis" is a high-sounding phrase of little 
ineaning unless standardisation of quality is 
referred to here. This interpretation means 
limitation of choice to the consumer who has 
power to- buy. Our consumers to-day are 
people who wish to consume, not only those 
who are able to do so through the medium of 
the fraction of currency at their command. 

There must be of course a gradual transi
tion from rough and ready methods of esti
mation of needs, to more sdentific organisation 
of marketing but science requires a scientific 
unit of value which at present does not exist 

• and without it all forecasts must be faulty and 
,- unreliable. 

The" old played-out theory of cut-throat 
competition" is by no means universal to-day, 
it cannot be suppressed even by organisation 
into large economic units, Vide the oil rate war 
in India to-day where our Government is 
entreated to interfere on behalf of indigenous 
producers who are threatened with extinction 
in the struggle between conflicting highly 
organized economic units of world-wide power. 

Meantime the needy consumer with his 
limited power of purchase benefits temporarily 
at least by such cut· throat competition. 
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Is this the final outcome of rationalisatiort 
which threatens to shift the economic struggle 
among individuals, to nations and thus lead to 
the cut-throat politics, war and general des
truction! 

Mr. Tomlinson is evidently a journalist 
who is paid to "boost" the gospel of exploita
tion of a long-suffering public under the guise 
of beneficent monopoly of supply controlled by 
brains and co-operation within the field of 
money power and credit limitations working 
in an ever-shifting market of usury and trans
ferable debts; 

"The full application of science and 
scientific method to industry secured by uni
fication of the processes of production and 
distribution" does not touch the vital point 
i.e. that such- distribution cannot be effected 
unless the recipient can find the necessary 
medium of purchase, but it aims no doubt at 
giving more power to existing fractions of this
medium by means of limitation of choice to the 
individual consumer. 

Mr. Tomlinson admits in his zeal that 
under the (>xisting order of things every 
manufacturer is out to beat his rival even to 
the point of bankruptcy and . that his neigh
bour's money profits "are supposed :' to be his 
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Own money losses which indeed they are and 
must be under our limited money regime but 
offset by consumers' benefit in lower prices of 
the product. 

Under his ideal system of practical Empire 
. monopoly, the interests of all consumers are 
not regarded as worth any consideration 
although we are very limited consumers from 
necessity rather than from .choice. If free 
:competitiol1 be suppressed, we live at the 
'mercy of organised production to the point of 
going without or ,the alternative of growing 
and making necessities for ourselves. Vide 
Captain Petavel's crusade for" Bread & Free
dom " from the thraldom of-money; 

"Lunatics never combille ", the dictum of 
Mr. J. M. Keynes. C. B., a paid authority on 
economics at Cambridge, implies that wise 
men must combine 'to overcome, our lunatic 
system, a limited, unrelated entity of metal 
and debt backed paper currency, in which to 
express real values and unreal wages. 

When the current of the circulating 
medium is limited in volume also in velocity, 
the earning power of money becomes a scram
ble so that profits must be counterbalanced by 
losses. Even if the modern combine aims at 
service and efficiency, there is such a thing as 
sufficiency and surplus. 

11 
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It is not so much the f~rther.tnca of th, 
Empire's industries but the welfare of h3 
subject!'! which should be our gO:ll and in thi: 
respect Mr. Tomlinson would have us ha.rte 
the liberty of the subject for the subjection ( 
the individual to so-called economic force 
wielded by organised industries which deman 
our money and our service. 

In short, Mr. Tomlinson is dreaming ( 
economy not of economic~, whereby consuml 
tion can automatically ba.lance productio 
through finance instead of being hinderc 
as today by the instability of bank-credit aid( 
by variation in rates of usury as imposed upo 
all credit borrowers. 

Research and new inventions ('an 1 
suppressed by vested monetary intere!'lts 1\1 
have been so suppressed to the general det 
ment in recent times as any inventor Ct 

testify. 

Amalgamations and Trusts }lave power 
effecting economies which mas bring lowl 
prices within the realm of practical businei 
but it is doubtful if these benefits will be co: 
ferred on an ignorant people in the absen~ 
of any' working alternative open to them • 

• ' I 

Yes, stabilization is the crying need ' 
industry today, it is upheld by all profess1 

I 
I 
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economists but so far the latter have failed to 
point the wa.y without some radical change in 
the nature of currency reserves. 

Unrestricted production finds its limit in 
the needs of consumers, not in monetary 
demand which is determined by opportunity to 
earn money from others, whereas it should be 
governed by the power to create value. 

It is the enforced limit of monetary de
mand today that is archaic and which leads to 
violent booms and slumps in industry through 
want of confidence in markets. 

Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. has still 
to prove its efficacy in serving the public and 
this may prove to be impossible in spite of 
efficient organisation and .control of selling 
prices to cover costs. 

There are indeed many difficulties and 
dangers in the way beyond the habitual apathy 
of the Briton on questions of first importance 
such as the establishment of a scientific unit of 
value allied to all marketed goods including 
gold, instead of to gold alone. 

The two great economic groups forming 
on both sides of the Atlantic threaten to 
culminate in a financial war of monied in
terests which may set the whole world by th~ 
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ears and so substitute destruction for con
sumption. 

The organisation of the British Common
wealth of nations on the lines adumbrated by 
Mr. Tomlinson is a superhuman task, but 
rationalised money based on trading operations 
backed by banks and again by new paper cur
rency carrying the option of fine gold in bars 
if wanted and paying a steady tribute to all 
State Treasuries in current money, is within 
the range of practical politics and without fear 
of disturbance to de facto price levels. 

When prices are stabilized automatically 
by adjustment through the current volume of 
currency prior to subsequent adjustment 
through monetary demand then reflecting 
actual needs, any movement in prices will con
stitute a true and reliable guide to the relation
ship between potential production and human 
desires. 

H. R. SCOTT. 



Scund Currency. 

HAROLD Cox ESQ., 

c/o "The Sunday Times" 
London. 

DEAR SIR, 

From reading the enclosed article which 
has just reached me through the General Press 
Cutting Association, I am stirred up to write 
and tell you what mischief-leading publicists 
like yourself do in upholding orthodox doctrine 
in the matter of sound currency for which ad
vocacy you are paid by the monied interests of 
the world although you can see the baneful 
effects every day. 

You attack Sir Alfrel Mond who has 
greater practical experience of the mechanism 
and function of existing money than yourself 
and you misquote and misrepresent him by 
asserting that he is out for inflation which ex
pression you evidently do not understand in 
relation to an increased supply of wares. 

I have his letter here of 25th April to 
"The Times" so I attach it for ready refer
ence. When he' says that: "Currency sys
tems exist for the benefit of the country and 
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not the country for the benefit of a currenry 
system" you may begin to realize that he is 
wiser than the economists who live as he truly 
says in vacuo as economisers. 

I have no objection to the return to the 
Gold Standard nor to the transference of con
trol of the currency by the Bank of England 
which indeed is very necessary. It is the 
application of the Gold Standard system I 
object to. 

Bank notes issued before the War carried 
no risk to the Bank itself nor was London a8 
the financial centre of the world of much com
mercial value to the whole of Great Britain, 
rather the reverse in some respects. 

Prosperity cannot be created by any in
terference or limitation of the" currency 
even when amplified by ba.nk-credit, these 
methods be termed as .. p!aying tricks with 
the currency", but it may be given full scope 
when currency is correlatpd to business done 
and to consumption as f1ffected, instead of as 
now, to business to be done or to • assets' such 
as debt plus a small percentage of gold in 
reserve. 

There is -today no automatic control of 
currency by the movements of gold except 
when the London bullion market is unable to 
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snpply it below the Bank's selling limit per oz. 
filW, or when sellers of it cannot get even the 
Bank's buying limit for it in new currency. 

In the first instance, the Bank will part 
with a.bout 400 oz. ~( 84-11-~ d. per oz. against 
destruction of the paper proceeds and in the 
second instance, it will acquire it in new 
currency so that every such delivery is 
deflationary and every such acquisition is 
inflationary. 

Sir Alfred Mond seems to overlook this 
cushioning effect of the bullion market i.e., 
that the reported arrivals and withdrawals of 
gold at the Bank do not constitute the total 
movements of gold in London. 

I do not plead for a "politically controlled 
currency" nor do I a imit that inflation is 
caus8d by every expansion of the currency or 
of bank-credit always provided that a counter
balancing expansion of material marketed 
wealth accompanies such a movement. 

I believe that Sir Alfred's ambition is to 
see "a certain proportion of currency issued 
against approved commercial paper" but he 
spoils his case by including Government 
securities which have no material value. 

It is obviously impossible for trade to 
expand at steady prices within a limited sphere 



of' currency ! credit;: ·the only alternative 
under our present·· monetary system is fOf! 

prices to fall. pro rata. Falling prices ,dis-
cour.age production. " 

If I make 2 blades of grass grow 'where; 
only one grew before, t4e price of grass will 
tend to fall bY'50 % assuming that the effective 
monetary demand is doubled: such production 
then becorn_es unprofitable to me in terms of. 
existing money. And. this .is. the· position of 
all producers of essentials i.e., that it does not· 
pay them in money to ,increase their o1!tpnt. 

Currency must expand as transactions 
expand and it must shrink again as the volume 
of trade transactions shrink; every transac
tion must create its own equivalent in new 
money and every act; of consumption must 
destroy an e<l'ulvalent sum of such money or 
of pre':existing ~oney. 

There is nothing im)Jssible about this 
method, indeed it happen.:! every d3.y in con
nection with gold at the Bank where every 
purchase creates new money and every sale' 
destroy& it.} 

The newly created money which I sugge~t 
can. and must c!trry the title to gold.on demand 
at. the present artificial parity, and every· 
parcel of new gold offering for sale· ~ust; 
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,command the same parity hi new currency, 
,not 2~ d. less per oz. fjne as to-day. 
! 

The existing gold standard mechanism 
does 'not automaticaliy adapt the movements 
of currency and credit to the movements of 
internal trade, it forces trade to conform to 
the system either through prices which are 
but fractions Of pre-existing money although 

,expressed in numerica,l units, or by pressure 
: of the rate of 'interest ~ for the hire of money 
for productive purpose~ or for speculation. 

This tribute of interest has to be recovered 
in selling prices and if the consumer of goods 
cannot pay them, the lpss of money falls upon 
the producer. ! 

Bankers are unable to extend their' credit 
operations beyond the limit of prudence how
ever good the security of their customers may 
be a.nd.however high the rate of interest may 
be. 

It is not the proper function of bankers to 
make advances to tht:lir clients; they should 
confine themselves to the financing -of all 
sound trading operations to ihe mutual ad
vantage of sellers and buyers. Bankers have 
already lent too much especially to agricul
turists who in reality need supplies rather 
than money. ." 

111 
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,Let the bankers ,pay the .sellers of such 
supplies ,and .recover their money frQm the 

. ~gricult)lrjsts plus.inter~st thereon aasoon as 
~heyhave marketed thEiircrops; .It is not the.. 
function of ban~s ,~o I pro'~Ide working money
capit'a,l to industry or~ to agriculture, such 
capital must conie' from the surplus earning~ 
of thep.eople i,e .. . in~estors. ." , .. , 

. The. ""Mond mentality" is. based upon an 
apprehension of the truth that furtherbusines8 
depends'upon further currency facilities carry .. 
ing a fixed, franchise tax to the Treasury, in 
the form of re-discounting commercial papet 
which can be withdrawn again "so ,soon as 
these documents are redeemed in current 
~~.>ney. , , 

. . The industria} prosperity of· a nation de~ 
pends more l,lpon its ability to consume aif. it 
c~ ma.;k6 than upon any ~'hard facts '! re'~ 

,lating to industrial produetion which is only 
o~e side of Qur economic problem., ProRperity 
dpnotes th~ enjoYII?-ent.ofcons~m'p,tiQn not the 
nardship of production. " .- . '" , ' " 

.'" "The" 'well~k~ow~ fil,1anci~f~Writer in th~ 
Press \v'ho said that : "'Currency and Credit 
are not substitutes for work, and wealth" 
should learn that these are the tools by means' 
of which work can produce and consumf 
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wea.1tti, tro that. more work and thus more 
woolttf 'iire impossible under any restricted, 
alysteni such as you and other orthodox: econo
rnistsadvocate. ' 

';'r, , Sound cur~ency through -finance mU,st be 
eorrelated to all 'real ma.terial values as created 
t)yll Wii:rrchatHs and destroyed by" consu~ers 
from day'to day. ' " 

'ff; -Money is a human device inventedJor the 
'usel ofmankiIid; to lend it tor uS'Q,ry ipstead 
of to spend, is to abuse 'it. The Churoh 'ree<;>
gilised the evil of usury till the middle of ·~he 
last century but it ·,tolerates it now pecause 
it believes .thatmankind cannotprogI:es's 
.without it. ' 

1 have shewn you above that' credit IIi the 
form of goods to all approved merchants, is 
~liLftl\l' and cheaper .bank finance than: any 
III\Oney-lending also that it has the inestiniable 
~~vantage of creating revenue to the state, 
,\ ,', In other words, the state muSt be a lender 
of new public money instead ~of tl. borrower 
of private money.: M.oney 'is the Comrnon
w.~alth of the people who w'?rk, not.the private 

. wealth of the individual. 
'" 

Yours faithfully and sincerely, 
~, .. 
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"PINEHILL," KolJaikanal, S. India., 
2.9th March, IfJZa. 

O.J?AMPIER-WIlE~HA:M ESQ., F.R.S., 
• < Th:e F~rmer'8 Club, 

Whitehall rooms, Hotel Metropole, 
, L~ndon, VV.C. 

P~ARSI~, 
The .effect ,of ~onetary Instability upon 

Agriculture. 

I enclose.a cutting from The Times of 6th 
Inst. which.has just reached me here so I feel 
compelled to write arid ask you if your words 
.are correctly reported therein. 

The title of' your lecture would lead one 
'to suppose that money has not been stabilized 
'iIi' terms of wares and products whereas the 
reverse is the case in almost every country in 
the world today, but by artificial means which 
Tequire careful a.ttention and occasional inter .. 
.ference 'with natural economio laws as ex~ 
,pressed through prices, 

How can present depression be partly due 
to & smaner demapd or need for food: food is 

. always < in de~nd and although Europe may 
, be' impoverished, it is not due now to the late. 



War but to monetary causes which prevent 
growers from realizing money profits on their 
crops. 

So far as farmers can feed themselves, they 
are indepen,dent of the realm of money, but 
everything they buy is weighted with bank 
interest on borrowed funds. 

You recognise this fact when you refer 
to the sheltered industries not subjected to 
international" competition whose prices and 
costs of production were raised during the post
war boom and never reduced again. 

You must be'well aware that England has 
'lent money all over the world especially to 
'her Colonies and that she receives her interest 
thereon in the form ()f foodstuff's such as 
,wheat, meat and cheese. so that the British 
.farmer can only compete in more perishable 
.lines of produce such as milk, blltter and 
,eggs etc. 

Yes, a great deal could be done to ptevent 
the "great tidal ,drifts in prices" by libe
rating gold from the arbitrary ties imposed 
upon it through our Gold Standard regime in 
relation to international sett1ements whereby 
the Bank of England ill' its Issue department 

Js·bound to acquire in 'liew money all that is 
,offered to her @ .84,.9. d. per oz. fine, and to 
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part with 400 oz. -lots at .84-11~ d. per oz. hi: 
current, money. : i 

But the standing option to .convert current' 
currency into gold and gold into new currency' 
must remain, und,isturbed in. order to ensure 
c(jnfide~ce by the public in their own paper; 
mOney but the price mus,t be left to the ,dis. 
cretionof the B'ank. 

It is only the option of gaid we need. not 
the -possession of it, ·so that if supplies are. 
short, the external buying price in new notes 
could be rah~ed and if in excess, lowered with
out disturbing foreign telationships based 
on gold shipments as a fin~l settlement of 
international indebtedness. 

In practice no such change would ever 
oCcur, the freedom to make it would be suffici
ent to prevent the exercise of it, even in secret. 

"The belief in the unrestricted market for 
gold is an article of faith in t~e City of 
LoIidon" but their market is in .very fact 
res'i'ricted by artificial price limits although 
thebretically free as to volume above 400 oz. 
The Ba.nk ,does not acquire . new gold in
DOW mon~y if there be any other buyer to 
take it in existing current money and she is 
often unders-old by producer.3 of raw 'gold. 
'Amerisan gold reserves~are redundant,' she is 
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practically independent of it as a basis or 
money or of credit and that is why we are 
largely in the hands. of New York in the 
matter of price~values. 

As Mr. Reginald 'McKenna explained, we 
are now on a ! dollar' standard: Business 
demands an expansion of currency irrespective 
of a gold basis. . , 

, The recent rjse of H ~~ p. a. in the Federal 
I Reserve rediscount rate, was caused by indivi
. dual Reserve Banks of issue and ,is intended 
to reduce the level of prices whereas it will 
have the opposite effect. . 

. This relation between the direction' of any 
movement of the, rate of . interest and the level 
of prices of goods, is not understood;. the out
flow of gold from, the U. S. A. is not permitted 
to effect the debt (money) market since extra 
bank' credit 'can be created at will by these 
Reserve Banks within the legal limit of gold 
l'eservesimposed upon them. 

The distress a:ll011g American farmers is 
dne to the fact that all their purchases are 
weighted with import duties' or with their 
fepercussions on locally made articles of use 
but their 'sales are made in competition with 
farmers in other countries where the standard 
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of· comfort and Workihg costs· ai'e lower per 
unit,. . 

. Yes, farming is away of lite indepe~dent 
of money considerations since an amateur 
farmer can feed himself and fa,may .and he can 
dispose of his surplus as profit for money after 
covering expenses. 

I have not heard tell of Sir Daniel· Hall 
w:ho, you say,·teaches that because the area of 
unused suitable land is limit~d ~I).d b~cause 
the need for food is a growing one and becaus., 
peasant proprietors are leaving their fields for 
the towns, therefore agricultural prJc~8 are 
likely to rise. . 

If agricultural prices r~se. all other prices 
must also rise pro rata ~nd all costs also· 80 

\ /' 
this new adjustmeilf;-, will benefit nobody 
except temporarily. ~:. ' 

Of course, any and every variation in the 
value of money as expressed in terms of goods 
is pernicious, a fall means hardship to consu· 
mers, a rise means hardship to producers. 

,.,: J Prices ing~.neral should remain stable 
Iv'until affected.1>r surplus commodities or 

famine caused br drought or flood; this stabi~ 
lity is wi~hln ilIe reach of all governmentif'" 
t~ro?~h.· their independent agents the Banke 
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of Issue and withdrawal, as soon as they 
conceive t.hat current lawful money must be 

. correlated to values as created daily between 
sellers and buyers, and also to values as 
destroyed by use or consumption of the goods 
in question. 

The method exists already but money
holders are afraid to lose their control of 
'labour by adopting any new system whereby 
workers are rewarded by opportunity and 
prosperity instead of coerced by fear of pri
vatiori. 

Yours. faithfully and sincerely, 



"PINEHILL," Kodaikanal. S. India. J 

29th May, l!J:':S. 

C. DAMPIEa-WHETHAMEsQ., ~.A., F.R.S.,· 
Trini~y College,:.) 

Cambridge. 

DEAR SIR, 

I am. much obliged to you for the printed 
extract from the Journal ofThe·Farmers· Club 

. which reached me last night and which I have 
read more than once with great benefit • 

. r presume that this report was sent in 
response to my letter to you of 29th March 
last on the subject of Monetary Instability 
especially i~ regard to Agriculture, the 
cinderella of wi<:ked economic laws or rather 
of monetary conventions. 

I send you to-day a copy of a printed 
pamphlet by Dr. Ernst Dick to whom lowe 
-my insight into true economics as divorced 
from the distortion of values through prices. 

I hope you will pass this on to Mr. R. R. 
I Enfield of the Ministry of Agriculture. I don't 

know his address; neither he nor you are 
members of _ the Roya] Economic Society so 
I presume that you did not see my appeal ,to 
all the Fellows in 1926. :.) 
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I was particularly pleased to read your 
dictum on page 23 i.e., "that Money is not 
wealth ,j nOl' is it to-day even a true measure 
of consumable or usable material wealth ex
cept of gold which is not consumable, and un
usable save when mixed with some alloy. 

I build my 'thesis upon the simple theory 
as expressed by Mr. .Anfield on page 29" 
of your pamphlet: "that the general price 
level depends' upon an equilibrium estab
lished between the total volume of money in a 
community and the total volume of goods 
and services which are marketed." 

The total volume Of money should and 
must be used to finance or carry out the equi
'valent volume of transactions if prices are to" 
remain steady, so this volume must vary as 
the aggregate of transactions vary . 

. Theapplicatioll of this principle is simple", 
it ,could be introduced. at once without any 
disturbance and almost without the knowledge 
of the public, the link with gold can be retained 
as explained in my last letter. 
. . '..' 

The implications of such a simple "evolu
tion are incalculable j in effect it means that 
the State should" be a lender of new currency 
. at 'some fixed rate in current money, instead 
of a borrower of private property as today. 
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. It also means that every approved tran
saction would automatically create its own 
currency and the reserve against it, also that 
every act of consumption would automatically 
destroy an equivalent in current currency. ." 

:' 
·Self-liquidating bills of exchange have. 

been deprecated by R. G. Hawtrey and by 
Hartley Withers but neither of them have had, 
sufficient practical experience of trade to; 
appreciate their significance. in relation to new· 
currency. Edwin Cannan calls them the 
finest security extant but he preaches scarci· 
ty:of the currency as necessary to support its 
vi:tlue in terms~f goods ,. He cannot see that 
scarcity of the medium means scarcity of 
everything. else. 

Fiduciary currency can' be destroyed as 
its resetves are liquidated and can be replaced 
with new currency- against re";discounted 
commercial paper at say 3 % p. a. for the bene
fit . of the State as a franchise tax which will 
go far to reduce all other forms of taxation. 
The National Debt cannot be redeemed in any 
other way without deflationary effect on 
prices. 

Yours faithfully and sincerely, 



The Reserve Bank Bill. 

. In spite of the agitation over the new 
Statutory Commission and its personnel, the 
following extracts from the Report of the· 
Royal Commission on Indian Currency and 
Exchange, will doubtless be of some interest 
to your readers and will go far to support the 
Ruggestion made by several important wit
nesses that a separate and distinct Issue 
DE'partment of the Imperial Bank of India 
would fully meet the case, if legally consti
,tuted by special charter and not subject to 
any interference by the Governors or Board 
of Directors. 

A weekly statement of Assets and Liabi
lities in the daily Press.is all that is needed to 
convince the public that the business of the 
country's currency is correctly carried out. 

Such a return would be supported hy the 
signature of the Controller also of the auditors 
every six: months. 

It is gE'nerally admitted and agreed that 
ollr Government should not he entrusted with 
the issue and control of _currency. The 
Government itself is desirous of heing relieved 
of this duty, it therefore welcomes thesugges
tion of the Commis-,ion that it shoulrl he 
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entrusted to an independent body but at the 
same time Government is not prepared to put 
th~ issue and control into the hands of politi
cians working through a board of directors of a shareholders or a stockholders Bank. . 

The idea being that sectional interests 
might" prevail and thus injure the general 
economic welfare of the community. This is 
a reasonable possibility~ 

Section 114 of the Report reads as follows: 
". The goal of all monetary policy is the 
"achievement of stability of the purchasing po
'4 wer of the monetary unit., and the «ondition 
"under w}lich the sole right. of note issue is 
" entrusted to the Bank must be t.he obligation 
" to maintain stable the purchasing power of 
"the rupee both internally and externally. 
"This stability will find expression internally 
.. in the stability of the general level of com
"niodity prices, and externally in the stability 
"of the purchasing power of the monetary 
"unit in relation to gold, and consequently in 
"relation to all exchanges with countri('s 
" whose currencies are linked to gold through 
"either a gold or a: gold exchange standard. 
"To assure this stability, it is indispensable 
"that the ob~igation should be put upon the 
"Bank at·all times to buy and sell gold at 
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" fixed prices which are laid down in the 
',' charter ....... " 

It was not realized by the Commission 
: that this obligation to sell gold for pre-existing 
currency 'at some fixed price which has since 
'th~n been fixed at Rs. 21-3-10 per tola or 
: say Rs.13-3 to the sovereign and which cur-
rency must then be destroyed, must be also 

,supported by the power to buy a~ 01,' even 
,above thi.s price in newly issued currency 
"when necessary to replenish stocks from out-
side 'India. 

They e'ndeavour to arrive at a compromise 
'by allowing the BaAk'to vary its selling price 
of gold in sympathy with the open market 
l'ate of sterling exchange up to say Rs. 21-7-9 
per'tola for delivery iIi London orRs.21-11-9 
per tola i.n Bombay. Vide-Schedule II where 
they state that U when the Bank to avoid 
,u having its gold' reserves depleteo, in these 
"circumstances (to satisfy non-monetary pur
.. poses) and to replenish them when a drain 
'0 occurs, the Bank has at its command but 
.. one weapon, that is credit control.'" 

How the Bank is to know when gold-in 
bars. is: wanted for purposes of export i.e. as 
money or for purposes ,of the arts i.e. as 
JUetal", is not explained. 
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Nor is it feasible for the Bank to attract 
gold merely by raising the rate of interest 
on all outstanding trade loans in the hope 
that owners of gold will ship it here to secure 
such higher yield. Such holders do not know 
how long the rate of higher interest will 

. obtain nor would they incur the expense of 
'moving gold to India and afterwards of moving 
'it back again when the Bank rate is lowered. 

The cruel weapon of credit control. if by 
. that somewhat vague term it, is meant that 
the Bank can raise its rate for the hire of 
money or the option of the use of money from 
(itself and other banks, then it must be ad
'iiliti'ed' that such a proceeding penaJises all 
merchants then working on borrowed funds 
and it tends to raise their selling prices in 
order t"o cover the' extra burden thereby im
posed ·uponthem . 

. Such action may discourage new borrow
-ing: it may also bring pressure on existing 
borrowers to realize their stocks of wares at 
lower pric,esso as to escape this extra tax 
upon them, 'but it· certainly will not replenish 
any depletion of the gold reserve. 

Hoarde.rs of gold may be tempted to lend 
or sell it to {he Bank when. the rate of interest 
on 'w~n-s(Jc~red loans is high but they must 
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ifeel confidence'in their option of buying it back 
iagain at the same price. 
, ' , 

The wri ter of this Schedule agrees with 
the foregoing remarks since ,he continues 
,thus: "It (the Bank) ,would have to follow a 
.. mor~ or less permanent policy of so restrict
'" ing the monetary circulation by a contraction 
~. of credit as to cause the rupee to.appreciate 
"beyond the upper gold point of exchange. 
" That is the only way in which gold can be 
U attracted from abroad to make good the loss 
"of reserves due to an internal drain~ It is 
,n obvious that, such; a state of things would 
"have highly injurious reactions.o~ the inter
"nal 'economy of India and should conse-
d quently be avoided;" . : ' . ,. , 

In writing thus the Report. unconsciously 
condemns the system of the Gold Standard as 
worked in London but wht)nhe '. speaks of 
"internal" drain he Teally means' ~ drain 
for the purpose of export as money. ., 

He goes on in para 4 to say that the 
currency of Great· Britain is freely convertible 
hlto gold at statutory prices and exportable 
'in that form, but that there is also an exten
sive bullion market. 

This statement . requires qualifications in 
that sterling currency is not freely convertible 

2Q 
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':below the- 'weight of 400 :o~ troy in bars and 
the "extensive" bullion market has to wDrk 
between say 84/9~ and 84/11~ d. per oz. troy 
fine which prices are the equivalent' of 77/9 d. 
and 77/10~ d. per oz. standard of 11/12ths fine 
gold, the statutory buying and selling limits 'of 
the Issue Department of the Bank of England. 

- If the Bank 'could buy at the higher limit 
, also.1he bullion market would disappear since 
, all arrivals of new gold would beabsorbea by 
,the Bank for new notes and all sales to foreign 
countrie~rwould be made by her and the equi-
valent in Bank notes destroyed. ' 

, TO,:,day foreigners can :outbid the Bank in 
; pre-existirig sterling currency or the option of 
it iIi the form of bank credit derived from the 

-sale of wares somewhere~ , ' 

~at are the "highly injurious reactions 
,on the int~mal .economy of India?" It WE 
r~adthese words in conjunction with thE ... 

,- preceding para: of credit restriction through 
high!' rates of Bank inte'rest on loans 01 

,through 'high discounts, the author tacitly 
adniits the evil Of a varying Bank rate. The 
-restriction af trade by forcing down prices 
through the pressure on, borrowers caused 
finally by the inability of retailers, and of 
(:onsumer~ t~ pay more than before. 
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It sometimes happens however that con-
. .Burners can and will pay more when the 

U weapon" . of dearer money does not function 
unless pressed to extremes. So it is rather the 
,morar·effect of the power to raise the rate still 
further which results .jn lower selling prices 
of exportable goods. 

Section 115 talks of the power "to impose 
"upon the countryajudicious cr,edit policy
,. this gives the Reserve Bank the means to 
•• contrql the volum; of the monetary circu
"lation in, India and thus to stabilize the 
" purchasing power of the monetary unit." 

What constitutes a judicious credit policy? 
and how is the directorate to know that "the 
•• volume of the monetary cirqulation does not 
" exceed or fall short of the amount of money 
"at any time needed for the exchange of the 
"quantityof goods and :services which have to 
'" be exchanged (regard being had to the' velo
"city of circulation' and the frequency with 
"which goods and services are exchanged)." 

I 

Surely this is an impossible and super
human task for the board of Governors i ' 

In any case they can only watch the 
markets and correct any tendency to chang~ 
of prices which may occur, but correction is 
not control, it may come'too lat~ and it may 
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. be' too' severe or perhaps insufficient to 
t counteract the natural course of events as 
J expressed in current wholesale prices reported 
: daily. . 

. The market movements may be purely 
'specula.tive induced b)- ill-judged anticipation 
backed by imprudent lending by banks the 

'result of which ma.y cause a sudden reaction 
-before the Reserve Bank has time to interfere. 
,Delayed interference may provoke a greater 
--evil than help to put matters straight. 

The composite wisdom of the best brain8 
of the century commands our respect but the 
'conclusion forces itself upon the writer that 
1here· must be some hidden influence behind 
·this propaganda. 



ERRATUM. 

Page 31, last line :-For implicity if not explicity, 

Read implicitly if not explicitly. 



THE RELATION BETWEEN T~E OF 

L INTEREST AND THE LEVEL OF PRICES. 

By ERNST DICK, BASEL. 

I. Economic science is agreed on two points 
regarding the relation between the rate of interest 
and the level of prices: 

( I) That variations of the rate of interest 
have power to influence the level of 
prices, and 

(2) That the level of prices changes in the 
direction opposed to that .of the rate of 
interest. 

Such is not only the unanimous opinion of 
science, it is also the rule by which the Central 
Banks the world over conduct their discount 
policies. It will facilitate our discussion of the 
problem if I point to a few instances of this policy_ 
When, in 1925, the British Government decided 
to re-establish the gold standard, the Bank's rate 
was raised from 4 to 5 per cent; the rate of ex..; 
change of the pound sterling being slightly below 
par, it was supposed that the higher discount rate 
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would raise the value of the currency by depres
sing the level of prices. In 1926, on the adven t 
of the Poincare cabinet, the French rate of dis
<count was raised from 6 to 7 per cent. with a view 
to inaugurating a policy of deflation. And again, in 
1927, the German rate of discount was raised from 
'5 to 6 and fom 6 to 7 per cent, when it seemed 
necessary to check certain inflationary tendencies, 
This theory and practice of discount has neve. 
been seriously contested, so far as I know, sinc( 
the time when the rule was established by Macleod 
in 1856, and if a doubt as to its validity has 
been uttered now and then, at the present time at 
least it seems more firmly rooted than ever .• ) 

2. In my book "The Interest Standard of tur
rency", published in 1925, I attempted to show 
that it ought to be possible to stabilize the level 
of prices within reasonable limits by keeping the 
rate of discount fixed at a certain medium point 

• Karl Helfferich. the author of a hook "Da, (".old". and later on 
governor of the Reichsbank. wrote in an article (1900): "It j, 
doubtful whether any body could furnish the proof that risinl!" rate!! 
of discount cause an enhancement of the value of money." In 192:2 
one of the directors of the National Bank of Switurland sai<l: 
"Anyone who has heedcd the discount policies of the various Central 
Banks must have observed that the effect of raising or lowering the 
official rate of discount on the quantity of loans demanded, and in 
consequence on the quantity of the circulation, has become 
exceedingly probleftlatic." 
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to be ascertained by experiment. As to the part 
assigned to gold in the system, all that I need t,) 
mention in this connection is that the fixed bank
rate is to stand in the place of the fixed price of 
gold, which has to be given up. The scheme, then, 
is based on one of the above tenets: the rate of 
interest governs the level of prices; but it elimi
nates the other. However, this elimination is 
reached through an inversion of the tenet: Vari
ations in the rate of interest cause the level of 
prices to move in the same direction, prices rising 
as the rate is raised, and falling when it is lowered. 
In the present paper I propose to furnish . some 
fresh points in support of this conception. They 
have presented themselves to me as I studied certain 
works dealing with the subject. In doing so I have 
been struck by the very curious faCt that none of 
these writers have seemed to think it necessary to 
inquire whether their premises are really doubt
proof. In their abstract reasonings at least on the 
subject they all take it for granted that prices arid 
rates of interest do I!l0ve according to the tradi
tional conception-in very much the same· way as 
up to a certain event nobody ever thought· of 
questioning the idea that the sun moved round the 
earth. 
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3. Let me adduce an instance of this strangt 
trustfulness. I find it in the latest work of om 
pf the most penetrating, circumspect and best· 
versed writers, Professor A. C. Pigou's "Industrial 
Fluctuations." The passage in question is intendec 
to prove that in any circumstances the Centra: 
Bank can alter its rate of discount. 

"There is no iron law that, other things remain· 
ing the same, bankers must retain the discount ratc 
at 5 per cent. ~nd cannot, on their own initiative 
shift it for any length of time to 2 per cent. 0] 

II) per cent. The only iron law is that, if the} 
do either of these things, certain consequential ad· 
justments must take place in the prices of long· 
term securities and of commodities. If the 
discount rate is. dropped to 2 per cent., fixec 
interest securities will rise in value and the mone} 
yield of interest on long loans will be dropped tc 
correspond with the drop in discount. . . . The 
adjustment in the prices of commodities is in thi~ 
wise. So far as the facts of the situation are knowr 
and . their consequences fQreseen, prices musl 
change' at once in whatever degree is required tc 
make the money rate of 2 per cent. representativf 
of a real rate or 5 per cent. . . Prices must ris( 
at once ... ,!. (pp. 251-2). 
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The passage very conveniently places in con
junction the prices of long-term securities at fixed 
interest and commodity prices. It is asserted that 
a given move of the bank rate will affect these two 
prices in the same manner: when the rate of dis
count. is reduced. both the general level of commo
dity prices and the price of bonds rise. Is that 
true to the recorded facts? According to Prof. 
Pigou's Table X. the Index of General Prices in the 
United Kingdom was at 128 in 1870. when the 
discount rate was 3.28 (Table XVII). and at 83 
in )895. when the discount rate was 0.96: in pro
portion as the rate went down the level of prices 
~·ent down also. As to the price of securities I 
find in Prof. J. 1\1. Keynes' "Tract on Monetary 
Reform" (p. 15) the following figure~ (base year 
1914): money price of the capital value of Consols 
in 1869-127, in 1896-150: in proportion as the 
rate of interest went down, the price of Consols 
rose. The passage under cons ideration thus affirms 
with the same unsuspecting assurance what is true 
to the facts and what, though true to a dogma, 
is contrary to the facts. It is borne out by all the 
statistics that have came to my notice that secu
rities at a fixed rate of interest rise as the rate of 
interest and discount ·falls. and with equal force 
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statistics contradict the dogma that price should 
rise as the rate of interest falls. No doubt Prof. 
Pigou knows the statistical facts and records as 
well as I do; but when he reasons on the subject, 
he is in the grip of the dogma which I have cast 
off. 

4. It is intensely disconcerting to find one 
writer after another belying the dogma which is 
the foundation of his creed, when he comes to con
sider what really happens. Prof. Pigou, for in
stance, says in the very first place where the matter 
is mentioned (p. ,29). 

"When the expectations of profits are good, they 
lead business men to increase their borrowings, in 
part from the banks, thus directly pushing up the 
rate of inte're~t and indirectly, by bringing more 
purchasing power ,into circulation, pushing up 
prices." 

Nothing could be more logical and convincing 
than "this argument, and what it amounts to is 
neither more nor less than that the same cause that 
raises the rate of interest also raises prices, so that 
the two quantities are found to vary in the same 
direction, and not inversely, as the dogma pur
ports. The argument is repeated on p. J 21. 
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"Business men are able to achieve extra borrow
ings of this type because the banks. . . are ready, 
in response to offers of higher interest, to allow the 
ratio of their reserves to their liabilities to decrease 
. . . (These extra borrowings). . . set forces in 
motion which cause the general level of prices to 
rise. " 

The case is stated most appropriately. and I shall 
not mar the argument by making any comments. 

There are, then, cogent reasons for questioning 
the validity of the dogma, and we are led to query: 
how did it originate. and how did it succeed in 
casting such a spell on the minds of men? I have 
alluded to Macleod as having established the rule. 
Whether that is so or not I do not care to investi
gate now, all I know is that he himself claims the 
merit of having first enunciated "this great law of 
nature." He says: ("Theory and Practice of 
Banking", vol. II. p. 346, 3rd. Ed.): 

"Now, this principle was certainly not generally 
understood at the time when the Bank Act of 18~4 
was passed; and in the first edition of this work 
(1856) we stated this as the fundamental principle 
of the currency-
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"An improperly low rate of discount is, in its 
practical effects, a depreciation of the currency. 

We therefore shewed that the only true method 
of striking at this demand for gold is by raisin~ 
the rate of discount, and that the true great power 
of governing and controlling the paper currency. 
or credit, is by carefully adjusting the rate of dis
count to the state of the foreign exchanges, and to 
the state of the bullion in the Bank." 

The fundamental law of the movement of gold is 
stated by Macleod as follows (p. 344): 

"When the rate of exchange between two places 
differs by more than sufficient to pay the cost 'of 
transmitting bullion from one place to the other, 
bullion will flow from where discount is lower t:) 
where it is higher." 

, This is part Qf the dogma which I am impugning, 
and so a few remarks on the subject of gold may 
not be out of place here. Macleod qualifies his 
assertion by saying: "the state of credit at both 
places being assumed to be equally secure." Now 
it is clear that the state of credit is expressed in the 
current rate of interest; hence the state of credit 
can be the same in two countries only when the 
rate of interest is the same. The events of these 
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last years have proved more than amply enough 
that gold will flow from the countries with a higher 
to countries with a lower rate of interest. The 
observed facts, therefore, prove the contrary of 
what the theory asserts. Neither can it ever have 
been otherwise, notwithstanding the great vogue 
and universal recognition which the theory of 
Macleod has enjoyed. 

5. In the preface to his work Macleod proudly 
affirms that it was under the irresistible force of 
his proofs that France amended one of her laws so 
as to render the practical application of his great 
principle legally possible. Since this principle is 
held as a veritable, and venerable, axiom to this 
day, it may be useful to look at his proofs. 
Obviously the subject can be approached from twn 
points of view: the a posteriori and the a priori one, 
either historically (satistically) or logically. 
Macleod is satisfied with the a priori or logical 
examination; he allows no statistics to interfere 
with his argument. When he does produce figures 
he omits to use them as a test of his theory, with 
the result that a reader who has emancipated him
self from the dogma,is easily brought to discover 
some very palpable contradictions. 
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Our quotation affirms that "an improperly low 
rate of discount is, in its practical effects, a depre
ciation of the currency." That is to say, when 
the rate of discount is .low, prices will rise. How
ever, there is a qualification: the rate must be 
"improperly" low. When does it apply? It is 
certainly true that prices will begin to go up when 
the rate of interest has been depressed below a 
certain level, and so I cannot quarrel with this 
statement. Macleod is more definite when he dis
cusses the laws of price. His theory of price 
.culminates in this principle (I vol., p. 58): . 

"The value of money varies inversely as price. 
and directly as discount." 

The first part of the statement expresses a truism 
which by this time has come to be fairly generally 
understood. The second part of the statement 
is the dogma against which my criticism is directed. 
It 15 the inverting of it that constitutes the main 
contents of my theory of currency, the essential 
result of my investigations. I say:-interest is 
an affection of the human will; it is desire, appe
tite and the rate of interest is an expression of the 
url'Jency of the desire: if the desire is strong, and 
~ 

consequently the rate of interest tends to rise, the 
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prices of goods must also rise. But if the price of 
goods rises, the value (purchasing power) of 
money declines: it varies inversely, not directly, 
as discount. 

6. Now let us pass under review the argument 
on which Macleod bases his principle. He ,vrites 
(I. p. 57): 

"Now the value of money is the quantity of any 
commodity or service which can be got in exchange 
for it: the greater the quantity so obtained, the 
greater is the value of money; the less the quantity 
obtained, the less is the value of money. Or if the 
commodity be taken as the fixed quantity, the less 
the money given for it, the greater is the value of 
money, and the more money given for it, the less 
is the value of money. 

Debts or credits, however, are commodities 
which are bought and sold like any material 
chattels, and for the convenience of sale, they mu:>t 
be divided into certain units. 

The unit of debt is the right to demand £100 tc 
be paid one year hence. The sum of money given 
to purchase this unit of debt is its price, and of 
course, the less the price given to buy the fixed 
unit of debt the greater is the value of money. 
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What does Macleod mean by "the sum of 
money given to purchase this unit of debt?" 
I t depends on which party is considered as the 
buyer and which the seller. Macleod introduces 
the banker as the purchaser of the debt and pre
~ents the case so as to imply that the banker buys 
£100, to be paid to him a year hence, with the sum 
paid out to the borrower to-day; the price of £100 
a year hence is 95, or 94, or 96 to-day. He says: 

. 'The difference between the price paid and the 
amount of the debt, is the profit made by buying 
it. This difference or profit is termed discount. 
And it is clear that as the price of the debt 
decreases or increases, the discount or profit 
increases or decreases. In the commerce of debts 
it is always usual to estimate the value of money 
by the discount, or profit it yields." 

This is extremely puzzling. The difficulty of the 
case arises from the fact that in the transaction 
in question money does not buy goods, but money, 
whether the lender buys the service of H-or 
6 or 4-by paying the sum lent. To me it 
seems more natural to say that the banker 
buys the bill (or other security) rather than the 
discount. While the borrower pays the cash (or 
the credit) "The sum of money given to purchase 
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this unit of debt", then, would be the rate of dis
count. Surely, it is the borrower who acts the part 
of the buyer. Borrowing and buying are cognate 
acts. Macleod himself, in the closing sentence 
of the last quotation given, suggests this interpreta
tion: "estimates the value of money by the 
discount." For he defines value thus: "Price is 

. therefore, always value expressed in money 'or 
credit"-i.e. value, when expressed in money. is 
price. In the present instance, discount is the 
money paid for the hire of money; it is a price, 
namely the quantity of money or "the price given to' 
buy the fixed unit of debt." We may, therefore,. 
reasonably substitute the term discount. for the 
phrase just repeated. The statement of principle 
will then read as follows: 

"Of course, the less the discount, the greater is 
the value of money." 

The money of a loan obtained at 4 per cent. has 
a higher purchasing power than money, obtained at 
5 per cent; the discounting bank sells its commo .. 
dity, or service, at a lower rate or price, which 
means a higher value of money. From the point. 
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of view of the borrower: if he consents to pay only 
4 instead of , for the service, it is because he values 
the money so much more highly; he has compara
tively little use for the loan, which means that he is 
not eager to buy goods, which in its turn signifit.s 
that he does not count on a rise, but rather on a 
fall, of prices: the lowered rate does not cause 
money to depreciate, but to appreciate. 

Macleod remarks in a closing paragraph: 

"Hence it must be observed that the term Value 
of Money has two distinct meanings. There are 
two great branches of commerce: the com
merce in goods or commodi ties, and the com
merce in debts. And the expression, 'Value of 
Money,' has two distinct meanings according as 
it is applied to these two branches of commerce. 
In the commerce of commodities the value of 
money means the quantity of the commodity it 
can buy; in the commerce of debts it means the 
~rofit. or disc~mnt made by buying this debt." 

Here again the discount appears as the value, 
or . price. of money. The passage imposes the 
question as to. how the two distinct meanings are 
connected an( merge into each other: l\1acleod 
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was not, we know, the last economist to assume 
that the value of money, considered as the pur
chasing power of money in the market of commo
dities, is the less in proportion as the price of 
money, in terms of discount rate, is less; in other 
words: that commodity prices are higher in pro
portion as the rate of discount is lower. Hence 
the rule: when the discount rate falls, the prices 
of goods rise. I t is a delusion so flagrant as to defy 
explanation. Money is borrowed with a view to 
obtaining the means for buying goods; borrowing 
and buying are the two stages of one and the same 
operation: their purpose is identical. How could 
it ever he imagined-for it is unimaginable I-that 
the price paid by the borrower and the price paid 
by the buyer, who are one and the same person, 
should develop in opposite directions, the one 

. rising as the other falls? 

7. The absurdity of the discount theory, our 
dogma, shines out in bold relief when viewed in 
the light of its practical consequences. Supposing 
that the raising of the rates of discount and inter
est be followed by the fall of price, and vice versa, 
the effect produced on the fortunes of debtors and 
creditors must be cumulative. 
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( 1) The rate is raised, and prices decline-( a) 
The debtors, that is, the owners of goods 
and labour, lose in a double ratio, their 
incomes from the sale of their products 
diminHhing, owing to the fall of prices 
and wages, at a time when their disburse
ments are increased owing to the rise in 
the rate of interest. (b)The creditors
that is, the owners of money and money 
claims-profit in a double ratio, their 
incomes from the sale of their money and 
credits increasing, owing to the rise in the 
rate of interest, at a time when their ex
penses are diminished thanks to the fall 
of prices. 

(2) The rate is reduced, ·prices rise: (a) The 
debtors profit in a double ratio through 
the increase of their earnings in conse-, 
quence of rising prices and the decrease 
of their payments of interest. (b) The 
creditors lose in a double ratio, because 
their cost ~f living grows while their in
comes shrink. 

The shorn l~mb is exposed to the fiercer winds, 
that is what tbe traditional theory of interest and 
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prices amounts to. There is no compensation, but 
existences are ruined and fortunes are amassed 
double quick. An economic order of this sort 
would be in a perpetual fever; it could not last. 
Things have never happened the way the theory 
has it. Still, the theory has been practically 
applied for 70 years: in 1856 it was enunciated by 
Macleod and in 1926 the discount rate in France 
was raised from 6 to 7 with a view to improving the 
value of money. This practice cannot have failed 
to produce some of the consequences which it was 
intended to prevent. We may attribute to it a 
large share of the responsibility in the increasing 
frequency and virulence of the alternating booms 
and slumps. Sure it is that while this absurd prac
tice is persevered in, there can be no hope of any 
stability. 

8. The proof put forward by Macleod is of the 
flimsiest complexion (but I value Macleod very 
highly for all that); it cannot be credited with 
having taken possession of the reasoning faculties 
of economists so as to keep them spellbound for 
70 years. The spell is much older than that. If 
I may venture a guess as to how it might possibly 
have been produced, here it is. 

\! 
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The theory of interest is a sort of atavism. Fllr 
many centuries interest was under an interdict. an.1 
people were taught to considtr it as usury. a wrong 
and a sin. Interest was thought to exploit the bor
rower. whom Christian pity considl!red as a Lazarus 
to be shielded from the wicktd Dives. When inter
est came to be permitted. recognition was accordcll 
only half-heartedly: to prevent it from exploiting 
the borrowers it must be kept low. A low rate of 
interest was supposed-and is still supposed-to 
favour enterprise and all those who depend on work 
for their livelihood. lienee a low rate appeared 015 

a stimulant and a help to the needy. From this 
purely ethical. or sentimental. interpretation to a 
full-fledged "scientific" theory was only a little step. 
Had it not been for this emotional inhibition. eco
nomists might have broken the spell of the d()~m:l. 
However. there is another reality which has kept 
it alive and in force. 

The theory of discount simply describes the 
traditional practice: because the banks have al
ways managed discount in that particular way. that 
way must be the only right and possible one. its 
justification lying in the fact that it has never 
failed to find, the turning point and bring the 
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wandering movement back to familiar ground. In 
the long run, after many successive raisings of the 
discount rate, the boom would come to an end, 
and after repeated reductions of the rate the slump 
would be overcome. Developments, either one 
way or the other, had to be carried to the bitter 
end, to death's door, as it were, before the remedy 
could be expected to work. As to the practice of 
the banks, nothing could be more natural. The 
bankers consider themselves as shopkeepers and 
act like shopkeepers, always taking the best price 
they can obtain for their wares. jealous of one an
other, and essentially unscientific in their mental 
attitude. That is as it should be, we have no right 
to blame them. They cannot be held responsibl:! 
for the stability of the value of money. which is an 
essentially scientific, and a very modern, notion 
But the "ery fact that the notion is modern should 
suggest to economists the necessity of reconsidering 
its foundation, or rather of abandoning a foundJ.
tion which was, established before the notion 
existed. Must developments be allowed, nay 
made. to go to the bitter end; must equilibrium be 
disturbed to the farthest limit? If so, we are 
bound to approve of these economists who advise 
us to persevere in the old course, but to improve 
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it by going it one stronger, probably so as to reach 
death's door somewhat sooner. If not, we shall 
have to discard the traditional method altogether. 
In order to make our choice we have to begin by 
establishing the facts of reality: is a rise of prices 
of appreciable magnitude normally associated with 
a fall of the rate of interest, or is the contrary true? 

9. I reproduce from Prof. Pigou's book a pas
sage summarising the conclusions of "an elaborate 
study (by Mr. T. T. Williams) of the relation bet
ween rates oC'discount for three months' bank
bills and the movements of Sauerbeck's indtx 
number over the period 1845-1911." 

"The result of this investig~tion shows that for 
every maximum rate of discount there is a corres
ponding maximum of prices --Out of fourtee'l 
pairs of maxima twelve pairs have both maxima 
dur~ng the same year, ,and in the other two the 
maximum prices come in the year preceding the , 
year of maximum discounts." 

Perhaps I ought to point out that Prof. Pigou 
makes use of these findings for a different purpose 
from mine; he wishes to show that more often than 
not the turn in the price-movement precedes the 
turn in the movement of -interest' rates; whereas .I 
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merely wish to stress the parallelism of direction 
between the two movements. I t seems to me that 
!lhis latter observation has been lost sight of, no 
doubt owing to the pre-occupation of investigators 
to settle the question of precedence. Thus for in
stance, the publications of the Harvard University 
Committee of Economic Research are entirely 
devoted to this side issue. They stress the devi
ations from the main trend, and the result is that 
they do not see the wood for the many trees: the 
essential parallelism escapes their notice. Let me 
introduce an analogy. Notwithstanding the fact 
that for a few weeks after the shortest day the 
weather is usually rather colder than on that parti
cular day, we know for certain that as the davs 
lengthen, the temperature will rise, and we attri
bute the double change to a common cause, the 
fact that the sun attains a higher position day by 
day. In the same way I maintain that, although 
the turn in the price movement and the turn in 
the movement of the rate of interest do not 
synchronise exactly, yet the movements of price 
and of interest run parallel; . effects of a common 
cause, inseparable, so that whatever inhibits one. 
or starts one, must also inhibit, or start, the other. 
I f we had, like old Joshua, power to control the 



course of the sun. should we push it higher up into 
the sky if WQ wanted to keep the temperature low? 
But we do push up the rate of interest with a vieN 
to checking a rise of prices. albeit we are aware 
that in precisely the same way as the temperature 
will rise as the sun goes higher. the price level will 
rise along with the rate of interest-all the while 
pretending that our intention is to keep the price 
level steady. What has become of common logic? 

10. I cannot very well spare myself the un
gracious and ungrateful task of exposing the incon
sistencies into which the explorers of the currency 
jungle have been betrayed. so it seems to me. by 
adhering to the ancient dogma. Out of a very 
considerable mass of material collected from all 
the important writers on the subject. I shall Quote 
a few representative passages from Knut Wicksell, 
Prof . .Irving Fisher, Prof . .J. M. Keynes and, Albert 
Aftalion, with a few remarks by Alfred Marshall 
thrown iff. 

Knut Wicksell's book "Geldzins and Guterpreis;! 
(I nterest on money and Commodity prices") 
appeared in 1898. Its main subject is the 
identical one under discussion here. Wicksell wao; 
evidently promPted to undertake his investigation 
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by the unfortunate effects of a prolonged period 
of falling prices. Had he chosen to build his 
theory on a direct observation of events he woulJ 
ha\-e recognised as the outstanding feature in the 
relation between interest and commodity prices the 
fact that they move on parallel lines: in 1870 the 
English price index stood at 128, the discount rate 
at 3.28; in 189; the figures were 83 and 0_96. The 
ratio was approximately the same in all countries 
with a gold standard. But Wicksell built his 
theory on a preconceived idea, and so he reiterates 
in twenty variations, the ancient dogma that 
interest and commodity prices move inversely. 
He says (p_ V): 

""-hen the banks offer their money or cr~dit on 
cheaper terms than usual, the logical consequence 
must be that more money is demanded by the pub
lic and that prices rise." Again p. 76: "If we 
admit-and indeed we cannot help doing so--that 
it is in the power of the banks to diminish the 
quantity of circulation by raising the rate discount, 
it is poor logic to deny that the banks could increase 
the criculation by the contrary measure." And once 
again, p. 79: "It is not the increased issues of 
banknotes in themseh-es. but the cheapening of 
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credit which causes them, that must be considered 
:as the cause of a rise of prices." 

While insisting on this conception Wicksell was 
well aware that it clashed with the observed fact'. 
He admits it repeatedly, one passage being to this, 
.effect (p. 152): 

"In reality, however, we observe a continuous 
rising of the rates of interest as prices rise, and a 
continuous fall of rates as prices fall." 

Naturally he is forced to strain his ingenuity to 
account for the discrepancy. He introduces into 
his equation a quantity which he terms "the natural 
interest on capital", and of which he says speci
fically that it cannot be ascertained-a quantity, 
therefore, which must remain unknown. I t is 
what .English economists' call "the real rate of 
interest." I shall have occasion to remark on the 
subject below. 

The writings ~f Wicksell are even to-day 
accepted as a fundamental contribution. Our 
famous contemporary, Prof. Gustav Cassel, has 
made their conclusions quite his own ("Theoretische 
Sotial Ske.nomie") and so late as 1928 the "Jabr 
bucher fur Volkswirtschaft und statistik" pub
lished a contribution "Kredit und Ken;u1lktur" 
which is entirel~' based on WickseIJ. 
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II. The point at issue is stated by Prof. Irving 
Fisher in the following manner. (I am forced to 
retranslate from the German edition of "The pur
chasing Power of Money.") 

• "A trifling initial rise of prices starts a series of 
processes which have the tendency to repeat this 
rise of prices. One rise of prices always brings in 
its wake another and that so long as the rate of 
interest lags behind its normal figure." 

Before we can can proceed, we must try to under
stand what is meant by the normal figure of the rate 
of interest. Obviously it is not a definite figure--
3 or 4 or 5-but a relative one, namely that higher 
figure which would prevent the level of prices from 
rising. In fact it is Wicksell's "natural rate of in
terest on capital." (I do not mean to suggest that 
Prof. Fisher borrowed the notion from the 
Swedish author. Wicksell in his book refers to 
Prof. Fisher's study "Appreciation and Interest", 
so that he may have been the borrower). Prices 
rise because the rate of interest lags behind. is not 
high enough: the rate of interest appears as res
ponsible for, as the cause of, the price movement. 
and we are led to assume that the initial rise of 
prices must have been induced by an insufficie!lt 
rate of interest.. However, such is not the concep-' 
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tion of the author. He repeatedly describes the 
chain of events as follows: 

(I) Prices rise (the causes can be various). 

(2) The rate of interest increases. but not 
enough. • 

(3) Entrepreneurs. encouraged by large pro
fits. expand their loans. 

(4) The circulation of deposits increaes in it~ 
proportion to cash. 

(5) The rise of prices continues. i.e .. phcl1u
menon No. I is repeated. next No. 2 is 
repeated. and so on. 

Quite unmistakably the development of the ratl! 
of interest is here represented as an eITect. and not 
the cause of the change of prices: price leads the 
way, it determines and governs the rate of intere~t. 
Alfred Marshall. in a "Note on Changes in the 
purchasing Power of Money in Relation to the 
Real Rate of I nterest" accepts the proofs and con
clusions advanced by Prof. Fisher. lie writes. 
Priciples 0/ Eco1lomics. p. 677: 

"When we come to discuss the causes of alternat
ing periods of inflation and depression of com
mercial activity. we shall find that they are inti

. matel}' conne('ted with those variations in the real 
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rate of interest which are caused by changes in the 
purchasing power of money." 

~Iarshall throughout the 1':ote insists on the 
"real rate" being affected. In spite of his illus
A-ations of the case, I utterly fail to understand 
what a real rate of interest may signify. I see the 
necessity of distinguishing between real interest 
and money interest, or between the rate of interest 
and the real yield of interest, i.e., the };eld of 
interest in terms of commodities. But what Prof. 
Fisher and Alfred ~Iarshall seem to designate as 
the real rate of interest, has no existence in reality: 
it is a mere abstraction arrived at by statistics 
and computation. 

The two passages from "The Purchasing Power 
of ~Ioney" agree in so far as they point to the 
parallelism between the mO\'ement of prices ar.d 
the movement of the rate of interest. Prof. Fishe:-. 
howe\"er, takes this fact for granted. and he centres 
his attention on another aspect of the problem. to 
wit the question of precedence or of cause and 
effect. ~ow it seems to me that it is a mistake 
to speak of the "real rate of interest" as being caus
ed by anything. From the manner in which 
Wicksell e~-plains the phenomenon. the real rate 
of interest is the profit-whether positi\"e or 
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negative- 9f borrowers added to the' money 
rate of interest. Considered in this light, the 
variations in the real rate of interest are not 
caused by changes in the purchasing power of 
money, they are the same thing as these changei. 
only under a different name. The real rate of 
interest is the result of an addition, and nobody 
would think of considering a result of this kind as 
being caused by. the addition. Only through this 
faulty mode of reasoning can one be misled into 
supposing that the rate of interest is both cause 
and effect of the price movements. We cannot 
admit two rates of interest of quite a different 
character. I have said that the real rate of inter
est is an abstraction, an unreality. The only 
effective rate of interest is that which is quoted in 
the lists of the money market; it.. is this that busi
lles~ men a~d speculators go by and that counts 
is 'a reality. Obviously, too, Prof. Fisher himself 
-is thinking of the actual, or effective, rate of 
interest, as we shall see more clearly below. 

] 2. Now the question of precedence. Although 
the second quotation represents the price move
ment as preceding and originating the movement 
of the rate! of interest, the very manner in which 
the fact is expressed suggests that interest must 
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! be the governing factor after all. It is contended 
I that the rate of interest rises in consequence of a 

rise of the price level, but does not rise enough. 
Not enough for what purpose? The answer is 
given both explicitly and implicitly in many places: 
not enough to prevent a further rise of prices. 
Now this is to invert the original position as to the 
relation of cause and effect. For by saying that 
a heavier increase of the rate of interest would tur!'! 
the tide of the price movement, Prof. Fisher affirms 
that the rate of interest determines the movement 
of prices, and does so in the sense assumed by the, 
orthodox dogma, namely, in a countering direction 
if the rate of interest were raised higher; prices 
would not rise-the rate of interest reduces prices 
in proportion as it rises. 

So then we are back at our tenet agaIn. This 
tenet has some show of reason about it so long as 
i~ not coupled with an admission of the fact that 
prices and interest rates practically move in the 
same direction. For a priori there is no objection 
to the assumption that they should move in oppo
site directions. If the connection between them 
were of a polar nature, they would needs do so: 
as the days grow longer the nights grow shorter. 
If the money paid out as interest were thrown 
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away and not, as it really is, returned to the 
payers, no doubt prices would fall as the rate goe<; 
up. However, the money is not thrown away, nur 
does anybody now dare to affirm that prices do 
fall. But to affirm that prices and interest rates • 
rise together and fall together, and then to con-
clude that prices would not move if interest but 
moved more: well, it simply defeats my power of 
comprehension and baffles my sense of logic. 

] 3. The expression "not enough" introduces 
the question of magnitude or amplitude. Properly 
speaking this is irrelevant in a discussion of· the 
direction in which prices and interest rates change 
relatively to each other. Still it may help us to 
apprehend the latter point the more clearly if we 
put the assertion to the test of facts. We will 
let Prof. Fisher's "Purchasing Power of Money" 
supply the statistical data. ]n a later chapter he 
tabulates the figures-of the movement of prices 
and interest in New York from 1904 to ]908. , 
From this table I reproduce the columns showing 
the index numbers and the rates of discount for 
New York, first class bills at 60 days', with two 
signatures; as_ a third column, I add the develop
ment of the index numbers in per cent., and as a 
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, fourth column the movement of the interest rat~ 

expressed in per cent. 

I. "'Ict II. Rat. of III. Price IV. Ra&e la 
ladea. lat.rea'. la per oea'- per oea'. 

If)O'" 113.2 ·1.2 
I <)(); 114.0 4.3 0.7 2.4 
Il)06 120.0 ;.7 • ? ,.- H 
Il)Oi 127.9 6.4 6.6 12 
1908 12;.7 4.4 - 1.7 - 30 

The rate of interest rises. though not enough. 
after the index of prkes has risen: su\:h is th!! 
burden of the theoretkal statement. But the 
figures collected by Prof. Fish~r himself pro\'t~ th~ 
contrary: the movements of the rate of interest 
art.'-pwportinnally-inwmparably larger than 
those of the price index. It follows that the alter
ations of the rate of interest must also precede and 
induce the alterations of the price index; the heavier 
rise of the rate of interest one year furnishes the 
impetus for the rise of the price index the next year. 
The rates of discount are the leading and decisive 
factor, so that we need not stop to investigate how 
other rates (long term loans) may behave under 
the circumstarKes. The fact that the moveme'1t 
of the rate of interest precedes is further confirmed 
by Prof. Fisher. implkity if not explicit}'. where 
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he writes: . "It has been shown that loans and 
deposits expand before prices rise." Loans and 
deposits: that signifies that people, before they 
increase their purchases-which raises prices
borrow money to buy with-which raises the rate 
of interest. It is as Alfred Marshall says in his 
Note above mentioned: 

"For when prices are likely to rise, people rush 
to borrow money and buy goods, and thus help 
prices to rise; business is inflated, and is manage.:! 
recklessly ... " 

The rise of the rate of interest both precedes and 
exceeds the rise of the price level. It is only in the 
later and more excessive stages of inflation that 
prices may shoot ahead of the rate of interest, es
pecially so when the Government perverts the cur
rency to finance its expenditure. The rate of in
terest precedes, because interest leads the way. 1 . . 
cannot admit Prof. Fisher'~.~opinion that "the 
causes of the rise of prices 9i be various." The 
rise of' prices follows invariably on an increase oi 
interest! that is, of the desire for goods, which 
can only be satisfied through a more intensive 
use of money and increased borrowing and 
diminished lending. 
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14. Professor Fisher does not say how large 
the risc: in the rate of interest would have to be 
in order to suffice to arrest the price movement. 
The answer to this question is given by Professor 
Pigou in "Industrial Fluctuations." In discussing 
the manner in which past contracts are modified 
by alterations in the ,purchasing power of money 
he says (pp. 157-8): 

"Let us first consider contracts for loans. I t is 
evident that, if these are made in terms of money, 
and if, after they have been made, the general level 
of prices ~lters in a way that was not allowed for 
when the contract was drawn up, borrowers will 
pay, and lenders will receive, a different real 
return (whether in interest or principal) in terms of 
things than they originally contemplated. In so 
far as the change of prices which is going to take 
place is foreseen, it will, of course, be allowed for 
in the terms of the contract. Thus, supose that 
the conditions of real demand and supply at the 
time the contract is made, point to a 5 per cent 
real rate of interest for one year. If lenders and 
borrowers both expect prices to be unaltered at 
the end of the year, the contract will be made at 
the rate of 5 per cent. If both sides expect prices 
to have risen 15 per cent. it will be made at 

9 
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(approximately) I 5 per cent .... I n actual fact, 
however, experience shows that the joint judg
ment of the market almost always under-estimates 
future price changes, and does not make sufficient 
allowance for them. Thus, supposing 5 per cent 
to be the real rate of interest at which contracts 
aim, when prices are rising they will almost always 
hit a real rate of less than 5 per cent, and, when 
prices are falling, a real rate of more than 5 per 
cent. The evidence which Professor I rving Fisher 
.has collected leaves no doubt that this is so." 

I take it that the evidence of Professor Fisher 
here invoked concerns the assertion that the rate of 
inter~st does not rise enough. Professor Pigou's 
interpretation is to the effect that when the price 
level rises from 100 to 110, a 5 per cent rate of 
interest ought to be raised to 15 per cent in order to 
maintain the proper proportion. To me it seems 
that for the rise in the interest rate to be pro
portionate, it should be 10 per cent of itself, i.e., 
of 5, not 10 per cent of 100. That would bring it 
to 5.5. The purchasing power of £5.5 at the end 
of the year would be equal "to that of 5 at the 
beginning of the year. Of course the lender would 
not, at this rate, be compensated for the loss in 
purchasing poWer of the principal, but surely that 
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is not a question of interest, but a question of profit 
and loss. However, in a latter chapter Professor 
Pigou, in discussing the means by which discount 
policy might be employed to stabilize the currency, 
once more makes use of the above argument· 
(p. 244), and in this connection it sounds so para
doxical that practitioners and politicians may be 
excused for scoffing at the idea of stabilization 
altogether. 

It is well worth while to enlarge on this point. 
The manner in which certain economists combine 
the rate of interest with the f1u~tuations in the 
level of prices is, to say the least, misleading. 
The passage under consideration is intended to 
convey the same idea as the following one from 
Mr. Keynes' "Tract on Monetary Reform," p. 20: 
"Economists draw an instructive distinction be·· 
tween what are termed the "money" rate of inter
est and the "real" rate of interest. If a sum of 
money worth 100 in terms of commodities at the 
time when the loan is made, is lent for a year at 5 
per cent interest, and is only worth 90 in terms of 
commodities at the end of the year; the lender 
receives back, including his interest, what is only 
worth 94i. This is expressed by saying that 
while the money rate of interest was 5 per cent, . 
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the real rate of interest had actually been negative 
and equal to minus 51 per cent. In the same way, 
if at the· end of the period, the value of money had 
risen and the capital sum lent had come to be 
worth 110 in terms of commodities, while th~ 
money rate of interest would still be 5 per cent, the 
real rate of interest would have been 151 percent." 

This is right as far as it goes; but we must beware 
of generalizing the point and imagining that 
a 10 per cent rise of the general level of prices 
makes interest negative all down the line. Such 
generalization, ~owever, occurs and is accepted 
even by cautious writers. On the occasion of his 
lectures delivered at the Institut des Hautes 
Etudes Internationales at Geneva, in September 
1927, Professor I rving Fisher circulated the follow~ 
ing figures. "An eminent American statistician. 
Professor W. ]. King of the National Bureau of 
Economic Research, has computed that in this 
manner within a short period of six years. in the 
United States alone capital to the amount of 40 
milliards of dollars has been transferred from one 
section of the population to another section:' 
Obviously such tremendous sums can only result 
from a cQmpti~ation based on the assumption that 
·all investmen"ts of ~ny sort are affected in the 
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manner of Mr. Keynes' hypothetical one-year 
loan. But surely nothing of the kind can have 
taken place in reality; the property representing 
those sums did not actually pass from the losers 
to the winners, and the gains, in so far as they are 
calculated on the principal rather than the in
terest, are purely nominal figures to be written on 
paper and circulated in default of anything more 
conclusive. 

Interest does not fall to negative, nor shoot up 
to treble its normal figure, through general price 
fluctuations. It cannot do so for the very natural 
reason that the supposed winners are not in a 
position to realize the profit. Consider the case 
of profits from inflation according to the case pre
pared for experiment by Mr. Keynes. In order to 
realize the profit, the borrower would have to buy 
real goods (or industrial shares) on receiving the 
loan and be sure to dispose of them by the end of 
the year when the loan is due for repayment. It is 
easy enough to imagine one man succeeding in 
accomplishing the feat; but you are floored SO 

soon as you try to visualize what would happen if 
,all borrowers undertook to do the same-sell 
cut while prices are still high. How prices 
would tumble, if stocks, instead of being c,:>ocealed, 
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as is usual in times of boom, were thrown on the 
market! Why do not all manufacturers and dealers 
escape the ruinous fall of prices? Why are so 
many caught with large unsold and unsaleable 
stocks? Because all cannot be first or second and 
the hindmost have to be bitten by the dogs. 
Indeed, if the creditors were so minded, i.e., if 
they could be united to some sort o( concerted 
action, it would be possible for them to recover 
the loss suffered from inflation; they only need to 
call in their loans. This move would force the 
borrowers to dispose of their mortgaged property 
or hypothecated goods in some haste and be satis
fied with very moderate prices, even though they 
would thus relinquish those fine profits which 
ingenious computations have projected on the 
screen of economic make-believe. So much for 
profiteering through inflation. 

The same holds good in the opposite case, when 
prices have fallen 10 per cent and a money rate of 
, per cent according to Mr. Keynes is doctored int·,) 
13. 1'1 per cent real rate? creditors cannot realize 
the profit. I n order· to do so they would need to 
exact the payment of their loans and then to invest 
the money in real goods. Let them try. There 
are two alternatives open to them. Either creditors 
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must give notice for their loans before they 
begin to acquire real property, or they must bid 
for property before they give notice. In the for
mer case their debtors cannot but go bankrupt. 
which is likely to damage the creditors, even though 
they may obtain the property at a very low price. 
It is property which they have no use for, property, 
that is, which can only yield some benefit if it is 
let out to some one able to pay for the use of it. In 
the assumed situation these potential users of the 
property are all ruined, bankrupt, expropriated 
debtors, and in order to enable them to resume 
their businesses, creditors would be forced to con
cede very reasonable terms. In the other case 
the demand for property arising from the specula
tion of the creditors will force prices upwards to 
the point at which the previous fall is retrieved. 
A few individual speculators may succeed in 
netting a handsome piece of profit by this method. 
and such profits are always made under the circum
stances. But the imitators always find the oppor
tunity gone; they have started too late. 

Forty milliards of dollars-it is an impressive and 
imposing figure. I am far from wishing to 
minimize the evils· of monetary fluctuations, but 
surely there is nothing to be gained for the idea 
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of monetary reform by a distorted presentation of 
what. really happens. With extraordinary acumen 
Professor Pigou in his study of industrial fluctu~ 
ations has discovered the compensating. or cancel
ling reaction that will take place. and I am greatly 
surprised that he should have failed to do so in the 
present instance. Is it because the problem of in
terest is less well understood than others? I guess 
so. Those negative real rates of interest. and 
those 15 per cent real rates which we meet with in 
the books are mere computations. unreal because 
unrealizable. It will not do to confound interest 
with profits. however nearly they may be allied. 
the whole conception of real interest ought to be 
discarded. 

Nor is this all. Professor. Pigou argues that if the 
rate of interest were but raised sufficiently. prices 
would not rise. How. then. are we to apply his 
rule? I am at a loss how to explain the case. Or 
rathpr. I see it all the other way about: price .. 
would rise all the more. For. evidently. these 15 
per cent contracts are meant to be binding on both 
parties. and the borrower will have to pay 15 per 
cent. whether prices do rise or not. But no one 
carl contract to pay so much interest. unless he is 
asSlired 'of a c~TI'esponding rise in the price of his 
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products. Therefore no money will be borrowed, if 
would-be borrowers are not assured, and the result 
will be that prices not only do not rise, but fall. 
For as increased borrowing is admitted to force 
prices up, so a cessation of borrowing must cause 
prices to fall. Thus then a 15 per cent rate of 
interest is bound to force prices either up or down: 
that higher, and therefore sufficient, rate which is 
generally pronounced to be the means of forestal
ling inflation and keeping prices steady, throws the 
structure of prices all the more violently out of its 
equilibrium. 

Suppose a 10 per cent rise of prices were foreseen 
and loans were contracted at a 15 per cent 
rate: would the expected inflation stop at 10 per 
cent? I doubt it. Everybody would rush out to 
buy at once and for months ahead; dealers would 
conceal and withhold their stocks of goods; bonds 
would be sold at a heavy discount by people 
eager to secure some real property; labour would 
strike for a rise of wages, and within a few weeks 
the price level would have leapt up by 20, by 30, 
by 50 per cent. I t would tend to rise in the pro
portion of 5-15, i.e., by 200 per cent, and if the ] 5 
per cent rate were maintained, the price level would 
rise indefinitely, because such a charge is bearable 
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only so long as it is reduced by the rise of prices. 
The 'proper solution of the question of amplitude 
thus also answers the question as to the direction 
of the price movement: when the rate of interest is 
raised, prices cannot fall. they are bound to rise. 
So long as the issue of bank notes is not forced to 
finance the Government. but is determined by the 
demands of trade, the rate of interest will keep 
ahead of the price level; rather than "not enough", 
it is always raised or reduced too much. See the 
figures for the United Kingdom: while the price 
level fell from 128 to 83, the discount rate fell 
from 3.28 to 0.96. Another instance: during the 
Great War the note issues were forced by Govern
ments and the interest rates were kept artificially 
low; therefore 'price levels rose proportionately 
more. But since the time when interference by the 
State ceased, the rate of discount has in many coun
tires dropped below the last pre-war figure. wherea-; 
the level of prices has remained some 60 per cent 
above: the rate of discount has travelled both 
faster and farther. 

J 5. Here is Professor j. M. Keynes' contri
bution to our problem. He says in "Tract 011 

Monetary Refot~" (pp. 21-2): 
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"I t is true that, in so far as a rise of prices is 
foreseen, attempts to get advantage from this 
by increased borrowing force the money rates of 
interest to move upwards. It is for this reason, 
amongst others, that a high bank rate should be 
associated with a period of rising prices, and a low 
bank rate with a period of falling prices. The 
apparent abnormality of the money rate of inter
est at such times is merely the other side of the 
attempt of the real rate of interest to steady itself. 
Nevertheless in a period of rapidly changing prices, 
the money rate of interest seldom adjusts itself 
adequately or fast enough to prevent the real rate 
from becoming abnormal. For it is not the fact 
of a given rise of prices, but the expectation of a 
rise .... which affects money rates, and .... there 
has seldom or never existed a sufficient general 
confidence in a further rise or fall of prices to cause 
the short-money rate of interest to rise above 10 
per cent per annum, or to fall below I per cent. A 
fluctuation of this sort is not sufficient to balance 
a movement of prices, up or down, of more than 
(say) 5 per cent per annum,-a rate which the 
actual price movement has frequently exceeded." 

Mr. Keynes considers the fact that a high rate 
of interest is associated with rising . prices as an 
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abnormality; that is to say, he believes in the 
tenet according to which the two quantities move 
in opposite directions. But is not this associa
tion the general rule, and do we call that an abnor
mality which-will happen in nine out of ten cases? 
We cannot arrive at a satisfactory interpretation 
·of the real facts until we freely accept them and 
submit to their logic, rather than suspect them a~ 
deceptive. Once you surrender the old dogma and 
yield to the teachings of the recorded and well 
attested parallelism between the two factors, it is 
all plain sailing, whereas a suspicion of abnormality 
plunges you into an impenetrable fog. From the 
manner in which Mr. Keynes presents the case the 
necessity of the parallelism shines forth very 
clearly: the circumstances ·which create an expec
tation of a change of commodity prices merely 
reflect a certain development in the general direc
tion of interests, which must inevitably be trans
lated into a movement of the rate of interest. And 
so, money and credit are only the means to the end 
of acquiring real goods; it is natural, normal, neces
sary, logical, that the price of loans should deter
mine the price of goods. and determine it in the 
sense of its own< direction. 
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16. I n his very detailed study of monetary 
fluctuations in the recent volume" Monnaie, Prix et 
Change" Professor Albert Aftalion presents our 
subject as follows (p. 243): 

"Hence the movements of credit, the cyclical 
movements of issues or of deposits, rather follow 
on the cyclical variations of prices, they do not 
create them. They are rather effects than factors 
of price. Demand for credit increases in periods 
of expansion and falls off in slumping periods. And 
the higher rate of discount prevailing in the boom 
makes no difference. It is when the rate of dis
count is at its highest that the demand for credit 
is mUltiplied, because a 2 or 3 per cent rise in the 
rate of discou'1t appears insignificant as compared 
with the rise in sales prices. It is in the phases of 
depression, when the rate of discount is at its 
lowest and credit most easily obtained, that banks 
are the least called upon for loans, all because the 
advantage of a 2 to 3 per cent reduction in the rate 
of discount is of little importance beside the 
dreaded continuance of a possibly very pronounced 
fall of sales prices," 

This passage is highly instructive. It gives 
away the secret of the meaning. of Professor 
Fisher's "not enough" in the most outspoken 
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manner. A 2 to 3 per cent raise, or reduction, in 
the discount rate it is, if the rate goes up from 5 to 
7 or 8, or down to 3 or 2; in other words: 2 per 
cent of 5 per cent is 2, and I per cent of I per cent is 
I-for a per cent is per cent. M. Aftalion conceives 
the case in exactly the same manner as Professor 
Pigou. The bad logic involved drives him to the 
desperate shift of making prices precede and 
determine the mo·vements of credit and money, 
which amounts to saying that prices are formed 
before the factors of prices have come into exist
ence-the pudding is finished before the ingredi
epts have been procured. I am not a stickler for 
the niceties of causality; but here I do say that 
when you depart from the strict observance of the 
laws of causality in one particular, there is no limit 
to your further departures. 

17. The main thing in the present connection 
is that Professor Aftalion, like all the others, ad
mits that prices and interest rates move together, 
their maxima and their minima synchronizing. 
Indeed the evidence of records on this particular 
is so unanimous, if we disregard the deviations 
which will happen at the turning points (the heat 
'of summer growing while the sun is alread}' 
declining), that ..flo· one would care any more, to 
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support Macleod's proposItIOn, as quoted above. 
The marvel is that everybody still adheres-as it 
were with a fervent' credo quia absurdum-to the 
practical conclusions resulting from that proposi
tion. Here are a few quotations to show that econo
mic science, on this head, has made no progress 
since Macleod. Says the author of "The Theory 
and Practice of Banking" (II. p. 281): 

"We may feel sure that if during the various 
rises .... there had been more attention paid to 
observe the natural rate of discount, instead of 
thwarting the course of nature, though the varia
tions would have been more frequent, they would 
have been less violent and extreme. If specie is 
coming in with too great speed it is good to lower 
the rate of discount quickly to prevent it getting 
lower; if specie is going out too rapidly, it is good 
to raise the rate quickly to prevent its being 
higher." 

Macleod criticizes the Bank for not having acted 
promptly enough and boldly enough. Says Knut 
Wicksell : 

"The more promptly these changes were made. 
the less scope would there be for any considerable 
fluctuations in the level of prices to take place, and 
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the slighter and less frequent would the alterations 
in interest rates themselves need to be. so that 
finally the money rate of interest, with the general 
level of prices remaining almost constant, would 
only move pari passu with the inevitable rising 
and falling of this natural interest on capital." 

Act more promptly, in the manner recommended 
by Macleod, is his advice. The following is a 
passage from my own book (pp. 126-7), the co~
elusion of a criticism of l\~r. Keynes' criticism of a 
"mistaken bank-rate policy" ("A Tract on Mone
tary Reform", p. 136): 

"Thus Mr. Keynes affects to criticise the Bank 
while simply contradicting his own truer insight. 
The Bank does practise the method which he justi
fies and advocates, it raises the discount rate when 
it wants to put on the brakes, and it relaxes the 
valve when it wants to make things go full steam. 
I t does what the expert pronounces to be desirable. 
He can only criticise it for not acting promptly 
enough· and thoroughly enough." 

The following passage is quoted from an article of 
Mr. Keynes' ("The Interest Standard of Currency". 
(p. 12l. note): . 
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" .... we shall make our first experiment in the 
form of putting on dear money at a very early date 
compared with previous occas,ions, and avoiding 
the impending boom." 

Act more promptly, is the advice of Mr. Keynes; 
act, that is, in the traditional manner, only more 
so. The chapter "A Discount Policy directed to
wards Price Stabilisation" in Professor Pigou's 
book is a plea for prompter action on the tradi
tional lines. I quote (p. 257): 

"Though, however, it is not true that to convert 
a reserve discount policy into a stabilising discount 
policy, price movements should be substituted for 
proportion movements as the signal for action, it is 
true that action would need to be taken consider
ably earlier than it is taken now." 

p. 261: "If a discount policy directed toward;; 
price stabilization were adopted under conditions, 
such that it was not possible to set the corrective 
discount changes to work at an earlier stage than 
that at which they are set to work under a reserve 
discount policy, it is evident that the discount 
changes, to be effective, would have to be much 
larger than they have usually been under the reserve 
discount policy. Granted, however, thatihe 
correctives are applied at an earlier stage, it is -not 

~ 
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certain that they would have to be larger than 
the actual changes that occur now. For a small 
change applied in good time may welt prove a 
stronger stabiliser than a large change applied 
later. on when the forces tending to push prices up, 
.or down have gathered way." 

To end up with, let us hear the advice of the 
French economist, Professor Aftalion, .. Monnaie. 
Prix et Change," p. 245: 

"'Hence a policy of price stabilisation through 
-credit control. •.. might not be unefficacious .... It 
would no doubt give better results during the boom 
than during the slump .... A heavy elevation of the 
discount rate during the boom would work more 
5trongly than heavy reductions during the depres
sion .... Moreover it would not do to defer action 
until the boom has declared itself. ... It is mainly 
in the first stages of the boom that credit policy 
could best serve to exert its moderating influence." 

18. The idea underlying all these passages is 
that prevention is better than cure. But what if 
the preventive measure is of a nature to bring on 
the disease? Supposing that inflation is akin tfJ 

inflammation~ and knowing that a rising rate of dis
(aunt is a sure symptom of inflation, shalf we raise 
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the rate to prevent the evil? We do "accinate 
people against small-pox, and vaccination does 
cause some fever. But the two cases cannot be 
compared. Vaccination introduces into the sys
tem something that endures, whereas the discount, 
when reduced again, would leave it open to the 
contagion as it was before. And just consider what 
the consequences would be if the rate were main
tained above its nonnal figure: prices would have 
to rise to compensate the borrowers for the in
creased interest charges. 

I f we agree that general prices and the rate of 
interest normally move concurrently, it is impossi
ble that the remedies recommended in the above 
passages should produce any effect but the oile 
contrary to what is aimed at: if the discount rate 
is raised earlier, prices \\ill rise all the earlier, and 
if it is raised more, they \\ill rise all the more. 
The remedy must be sought, not in exaggerating 
the traditional methods, which we hold responsi
ble for the fluctuations, but in a method that shall 
strike a different line of action. • 

Shall it be simply an inversion? There can be 
De> doubt, supposing that my argument as to the 
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effects of the ruling practice is correct, that an in
version of the policy would counteract. the tend
encies of prices: an incipient rise of general prices 
can be checked by a reduction of bankrate. This 
question is dealt with in "The Interest Standard of 
Currency", though not as fully as I could deal 
with it now, thanks to a riper knowledge of the 
matter. I shall not enlarge on the subject here 
except in so far as Professor Pigou's book contri
butes to it. In the chapter "Credit Rationing 
'Versus Discount Policy" paragraph 2 reads as 
follows (p. 247): 

"In one respect it is evident that selection by 
rationing is at a disadvantage. Resort to it implies 
that in times of boom, sellers of the rationed article 
a<;cept an artificially low price; otherwise there 
would be no surplus demand to which the rationing 
could be applied. Hence the production of the arti
cle-fn this case not merely credit creations by 
banks but also voluntary savings by the public
will be reduced below what it would be in a free 
market, and, therefore, we may presume, below 
what is socially ~esirable. This objection is on all 
fours with the corresponding objection to fixing a 
!l1aximum price, lower than the "natural" price 
tor wheat, and.distributing supplies by rationing. 
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The stimulus to farmers to grow wheat would 
necessarily be weakened, and the presumption is 
that less wheat would be grown than it is socially 
desirable should be grown." 

Rationing an article signifies "an artificially low 
price"; it weakens the stimulus to producing the 
article, whether it be wheat or credits. The ques
tion is, whether a low price for credit can be main
tained, if there is no conscious and organised 
rationing. I t is commonly supposed that credit is 
manufactured by the banks; but that is a delusion. 
Credit is created by the expectations of business 
men-see above § 4 the quotation from Professor 
Pigou, § 15 the quotation from Professor Keynes. 
The rank and file of business men are warned that it 
is time to borrow money and buy stuff when the 
lending terms are raised; so long as the discount rate 
is kept low there is no need to hurry, and should 
the rate be reduced against signs that prices tend 
to rise, the odds are that loans will be deferred, the 
less credit produced. A very striking instance of 
this effect might be observed in Germany early in 
1927-the rumour of an impending reduction of 
the discount rate caused a marked diminution in 
loans, and the returns of the Reichsbank for some 
time after the reduction showed a very considerable 
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decrease of discounts. When such a universal 
artide as credit is .cheapened, demand for it i5 
never stimulated. The measure contributes an 
element of uncertainty; people stop to see on which 
side of the fence the cat will jump. Credit is 
cheapened to all demanders alike; there is no ad
vantage to anyone in particular, so that no one is 
induced to avail himself of the opportunity in a 
hurry. We must also consider the repercussions 
on the expectations of the consumers-they will 
argue that cheapened credit ought to make for a 
cheapening of goods, and so they defer purchases; 
also they have some ground for reckoning with a 
diminution of their incomes, from bank dividends 
whieh will check their desire to spend their means 
prematurely. 

On p. 243 Professor Pigou quotes with approval 
the following opinion of Mr. Hawtrey concerning 
cheap rates of discount to counteract depression-

"Even lending money without interest would 
, not help if bgrTowers anticipated a loss on every 

I:onceivable use that they could make of money." 

In proportion as the interest rate is lowered, 
prices must fall-they have always done so; for 
the rate falls because people save to invest. 
IIVld when people save in excess, business suffers. 
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So long as there is any possibility of a further 
reduction, no one can borrow with safety, because 
later borrowers have the advantage (of him.) 
Most emphatically I contest Professor Pigou's 
contention, which he makes on the same page, that 
"a drop in the discount rate in general will tempt 
additional borrowing;" it deters from borrowing, 
and the inhibition endures until prices and general 
business conditions have adjusted themselves to the 
lowered rate anq all apprehension of further reduc
tions is removed. 

19. A case in point has already come up for 
discussion in § 3; we may suitably return to it 
now. Professor Pigou says, assuming that th~ 
discount rate is dropped from 5 per cent to 2-
"Prices must change at once in whatever degree is 
required to make the money rate of 2 per cent 
representative of a real rate of 5 per cent. "He 
adds that the change would be a rise of prices. 
According to the theory here set forth it would be 
a fall. The real rate of interest is expressed in the 
quantity of goods which the money yield of a loan 
will buy. Now a money yield of any sort will buy 
the less as prices rise, and so it would seem tha~ for 
a money rate of only 2 per cent as against 5 per 
cent, to be equivalent to 5 per cent real interest. 



prices must fall-you get less money, but the 
money is so much more substantial, backed by a 
correspondingly increased quantity of real stuff; 
it . has appreciated. This interpretation agrees 
with Professor Pigou's demonstration that against 
a 10 per cent rise of prices within a year, the real 
yield of loans has to be improved by a rise of the 
rate of interest; for if compensation in this case IS 

brought about by an alteration of both the factors 

in the same direction, a drop in the interest rate 
must be compensated for by a drop in the price 
level. 

20. We arrive at the same cocclusion if we 
consider the case from yet another point of 
view. We are told, and on this head I 
fully agree, that "fixed interest securities will rise 
in value." They can do so only because they are 
sought after more eagerly: the public hasten to in
vest their savings in bonds, rather than in shares, or 
in real property, or in commodities for consumption. 
As the demand for securities grows, the demand 
for these other things must shrink and their prices 
mus~ fall, as sure as the one scale of a balance 
must go down as the other goes up. Prices must 
fall to bring a~out equality between the new 
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goods to be produced with the help of the cheap
ened money and the goods already in existence. 
Take for an instance' the building trade. It is 
generally admitted that a high interest rate in
creases the cost of building and owning houses; 
hence houses built after the rate has been reduced 
from 5 to 2 per cent must be cheaper than those 
built when the rate was 5 per cent, even though 
the materia!s and wages have not yet fallen in 
price. The result is that all the existing houses 
must fall in price. They fall so much that the 
new ones are soon found to cost too much and have 
to be sold below cost of production. Everything 
must fall in price, and enterprise be at a stand
still, until "the money rate of 2 per cent has be
come representative of a real rate of 5 per cent." 

Here I must add from the passage under review, 
a conclusion which I have hitherto withheld. 
"Prices must rise at once," i~ what we have heard 
so far; however the argument closes on this further 
statement: "They must rise at once in a certain 
definite measure above the level at which they are 
expected to stand a year hence." 

That is to say that prices after their leap upwards 
will come down again before the year is over. 
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Frankly, I fail to see how this could be. If prices 
rise at the outset, it is because many people rush 
to buy goods, impelled by the desire to make pro· 
fits and driven by the fear of having to buy at a 
greater expense later on. Now if business men 
expect that prices will be down again before the 
year is over, they will not rush to buy; for they 
would be producing .at a higher cost what they 
would be forced to sell on a falling market. But 
if they do not rush to buy, there is no ·reason why 
prices should leap up so suddenly. Professor 
Pigou's argument is based on the assumption that 
the low rate of 2 per cent is "expected to last for 
one year," and so the fall of prices at the end of 
the year is by implication attributed to the renewal 
of the original rate of 5 per cent. It follows that 
if the lower rate were permanent, prices would not 
only not fall again, but keep on rising, while secu
rities at a fixed rate of interest would do the same. 
Before such a conception can be accepted, the proof 
ought to be forthcoming that the prices of bonds 

, and the prices of goods have ever tended in the 
same direction for any length of time. That proof 
will not be forthcoming, and therefore the concep
tion must be rejected as. fallacious. It is a strict 
application of the inveterate dogma, and so the 
dogma itself m~st stand condemned. 
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21. Professor Pigou, just because he has 
grappled with his subject rather more closely than 
his predecessors, is faced by considerable difficul
ties in his attempt to clear the path for a policy 
of currency stabilisation. If the present criticism 
of his fundamental conception is well founded, it 
is impossible that his line of attack should lead to 
the overthrowing of those obstacles, in spite of all 

'his great ingenuity. He fails most signally where 
he has made light of the 0pposing forces. He 
writes (pp. 248-9) : 

"For the Central Bank, though it does not, 
when it alters its discount rate, by that very fact 
compel the market to follow, has means at its 
command by which it can do this whenever it so 
desires. If it wishes to lower discount generally 
from 5 per cent to 4 per cent, and a lowering of 
its own rate to 4 per cent does not accomplish this. 
it has only to purchase securities in the market, 
thus increasing the cash holdings of the other banks 
and enabling them to follow it in reducing rates. 
Per contra, if it wishes to raise discounts generally. 
from 5 per cent to 6 per cent, it has only to sell 
securities in the market, thus draining the market 
of money and forcing the market rate to follow its 
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()wnrate; for the joint stock banks will not be will
ing to allow their cash and balances at the Bank 
of England to fall much below the proportion (say 
1 to 9) in which these usually stand to their 
liabilities." 

This procedure is also recommended by Mr. 
Keynes in "A Tract on Monetary Reform", and I 
have found it mentioned in Wicksell's "Geldzins. 
und Giiterpreise". A fairly comprehensive de
monstration of its impossibility is furnished in 
'The Interest Standard of Currency" (pp. 
161-2, 175-9. My objection is, briefly, as follows:
The Central Bank cannot buy and sell securities at 
its own liking. If it lowers its discount rate-. 
whatever the end pursued-securities go up in 
price, which means that their holders are unwilling 
to part with them; this effect will be enhanced if 
the Bank makes a heavy bid for gilt-edged. Even 
though the money with which the Bank buys them 
.cost the Bank no more than the printing of the 
notes, the securities will be too dear at the price. 
And vice versa, when the discount rate is raised 
securities fall in price; they will drop out of the 
bottom, if, to strengthen the effect, the Bank pro
ceeds to throw ,quantities of them on the market, 
as suggested by.Professor Pigou. The transaction 
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is desperate enough if we judge it by my theory 
that a higher discount rate causes money to 
depreciate; the difficulty arises from the fact that 
depreciating money would have to compete with 
bonds which depreciate rather more heavily than 
money itself. But the case becomes altogether in
conceivable if raising the discount rate brought 
down prices, according to ''''hat I have called the 
dogma. Money would then appreciate as secu
rities depreciate, and the Bank would have to 
induce the public to buy depreciating securities by 
surrendering appreciating money. In the case of a 
reduction of discount, the Bank would have to 
entice the public to sell appreciating securities for 
depreciating money. 

22. One very serious difficulty of a discount 
policy on the traditional lines, seems to have 
escaped Professor Pigou's notice--or he may have 
considered it as lying outside the scope of his 
treatise. I mean the question how a dislocated 
currency can be re-established on a sound founda
tion. The problem has created much anxiety of 
late years, and though it appears to have solved it
self somehow, it cannot be said that it is theoreti
cally settled. Reference has been made (§ I) to 
the case of countries endeavouring to prevent their 
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~urrencies from drifting into (further) inflation. 
One of the means employed has invariably been a 
raising of Jhe discount rate. There is only one 
exception that I know of: in Switzerland inflation 
was checked in August 1919 by a reduction of the 
rate'. Whatever the motives of the Swiss autho
rities may have been, the fact is that the tendency 
of prices to go up was broken in Switzerland many 
months before the change declared itself in any 
other country. This practicar object lesson, then, 
proves conclusively that the proper way of counter
acting inflation is to reduce, not to raise, the dis
count rate. The success of this remarkable experi
. mnt passed unheeded and the method has not been 
imitated-except perhaps in France, 1925, when M. 
Caillaux, in order to facilatate a contemplated 
national loan, had the bankrate reduced from 7 
per cent to 6 per cent; it is noteworthy that after 
this move the French franc behaved better than 
it had done for a long time, and if the improvement 
was not permanent, it was because a further reduc
tion was not applied in time. However, these 
exceptions only prove the rule. The writings on 
the subject take no account of such haphazard 
departures~ anq. the dogma. remains unshakeIL. 
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In 192, the English pound sterling was a trifle 
short: to make it full weight against the intended 
restoration of a gold standard, the rate of discount 
was raised from 4 per cent to 5 per cent. If this 
procedure were correct, it would be impossible to 
bring the rate of discount back to normal. For it 
is based on the fonowing assumption; reducing the 
rate of discount creates facilities· for an increased 
creation of paper money, with a consequent rise of 
prices, when prices are already too high. If they 
were not too high; the pound would not be found 
short. What is to be done? Can the rate be per
manently maintained at 8, at 10, at 12 per cent? 
Certainly not. But what is to bring it down? The 
accepted theory has no answer to this question; it 
cannot teach us how to arrive at a natura-l state. 
It must be worthless theory. 

See what contradictions it .involves us into! 
You raise the discount rate in order to depress 
prices. This would be reasonable enough, if 
prices were high-and therefore needed to be 
depressed-when the rate of discount is low. But 
the situation is far otherwise: when prices are 
high, the discount rate is invariably high also. In 
France fO>F instance, it was 6 per cent when it was 
raised: to 71 per cent at the begmning of Augnst 
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1926. Even if it were true that the raising of the 
rate depresses the price level, it would be imposs
ible to restore equilibrium by the method under 
consideration (or indeed by any method what
ever). For supposing that the price level had 
fallen in consequence of the raising of the discount 
rate, we should be having an abnormally high rate, 
and it would be necessary to lower it again. How
ever in doing so we should cause a renewed rise 
of prices. Thus there would be no chance of 
steadying the balance. We should be alternating 
between periods of abnormally high prices and 
a.bnormally high interest rates-and just consider 
the absurdity of it: it would mean that the signs 
of plenty and of penury would always appear 
simultaneously, since one sign (say interest) 
would always be high while the other (the price 
level) is low. A mechanism of this sort is against 
nature; it cannot exist. For tl1e mechanism to be 
true to nature it must be so contrived that what 
readjusts the rate must also readjust the price 
level. 

It may be objected that the English pound, and 
the French franc, and the German mark, and the 
Italian lira have all been stabilised, and some of 
them made to appreciate, through the imposition· of 
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high discount rates. Do not let us be deceived. It 
was not discount that did it, it was the application 
of main force. A fine example of the methods 
employed is furnished by Dr. Schacht, the governor 
of the Reichsbank, in his book "Die Stabilisierung 
der Mark" (1927). In the early part of 1924 the 
German currency expanded very rapidly under 
an abnormally high discount rate. Prices rose 
vigorously, and the unemployment figures fell. 
But Dr- Schacht was determined not to suffer in
flation to undo . the work of stabilisation. He, 
decreed that credits should be granted only in 
proportion as old credits were returned to the 
Reichsbank. This measure naturally made an end 
of expansion. But it also set the laws of discount 
at nought-it was what Professor Pigou terms 
"rationing". Why was the exorbitant rate of dis
count not sufficient to bridle the demand for 
money? Not only did it not curb the demand, it 
stimulated and exasperated it, as it always does~ 
because it cannot be otherwise. So discount had 
to be suspended in its functions altogether. The 
demand for money now was not regulated by dis
count any more; it was constrained by an entirely 
arbitrary decree, and it would have made no differ
ence at what figure the rate stood. The same 

5 
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methods are always resorted to when a resolute 
effort is made to stop inflation. In 1925 the French 
currency depreciated rapidly after the rate of dis· 
.count was raised to 7 per cent; in 1926 it appreci· 
:ated rapidly, when the rate was raised from 6 to 72 
"per cent. It was not the extra ! per cent that 
"made the difference, but the extra measures which 
the Poincare regime imposed: arbitrary interference 
with the normal mechanism, rationing, the same as 
Dr. Schacht's dictatorial decree. And I contend 
that no despotic decree nor any busybodying 
interference would be required if the rate of dis
count were lowered rather than raised. The 
currency can be regulated through discount in any 
circumstances and in any way that is desired; but 
the mechanism. must be handled rightly. 

23. In a certain sense the inversion of the pro
cedure gives rise to similar difficulties. If reduc· 
ing the rate of interest reduces price, it must be 
impossible to bring the rate down without at the 

, same time causing a fall of prices, which would 
seem to defeat the attempt at stabilisation. For 
"all that, it ought to be possible to keep a currency 
stable while t~e rate of dicount is being brought 
down to normal. " In countries where the rate of 
oiscount is abI!ormaIly high, the level of prices 
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exhibits an almost irresistible tendency to rise-
instances of this have just been mentioned. The 
effect of lowering the discount rate, if the measure 
is cautiously applied, will not consist in bringing 
down prices, but merely in counteracting the rising 
tendency, which is exactly the thing aimed at. 

In the case of a currency that has to rise out of 
deflation and depression, conditions are somewhat 
qifferent. Supposing the rate of discount and 
interest has fallen to below normal, the turn will 
come of its own accord provided that the discount 
rate is not reduced any further: prices will begin 
to tend upwards again even while the discount rate 
is stationary. To raise the rate at the moment 
when this takes place would accelerate the price 
movement. If, therefore, it is desired not to let 
the price level rise, the way to proceed would be to 
preserve the lower rate until prices begin to decline 
again. which they are sure to do after a short time. 
Raising the rate in this juncture will not reverse 
the downward movement but merely stop it, unless 
of course the change is carried too far. 

2.f. Thus, then, discount manipulation wouid 
seem to be necessary when a currency is out of 
joint; somehow the rate must find its only proper 
level, which I consider as a natural necess~ty no 
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less than a normal temperature of the living body. 
Practically the level of prices wi11 not keep per
fectly, rigidly stable under any circumstances, and 
while the gradual adjustment of discount is still 
proceeding, fluctuations can be avoided all the 
less. But they need not go very far. However. 
once the rates of interest and discount have attain
ed what may be regarded as the normal level. any 
sort of further managing to meet possible swerv; 
ings of the price level must be deprecated and 
shunned. It is quite inconceivable that move
ments should exceed a certain very narrow limit. 
now a few points up and now a few points down. 
Curative. or preventive. alterations of the rate could 
never be applied till after the event, which it is 
impossible to foresee. If it is admitted. and' no 
one would care to gainsay it, that changes of the 
rate of interest naturally induce changes in the 
level of general prices-no matter whether in the 
same direction or in the opposit~the idea of 

~ changing the rate with a view to stabilising the 
'pric~ level is a contradiction in I itself. The only 
way to obtain stability must be to keep the rate 
of interest stable in that one of its forms which is 
amenable to official or legal control. i.e .• the rate 
of discount of the Central Baok. 
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I have quoted (§ 17) Professor Pigou to the 
effect that small changes applied early might possi
bly produce more-effect than larger but tardy ones. 
Leaving outtof consideration the precarious nature 
of the signals for action which he suggests, I would 
say that he is right. The smaller and the speedier 
the change, the more efficacious it is. Reduce the 
.amplitude to zero and increase the speed to infinite, 
and you have the ideal. The only rate of dis
count that is always "there", pat in its right place 
at the right time, is an invariable rate. Only the 
constant rate can be trusted to anticipate every 
conceivable flutter of prices. If it is fixed at the 
natural figure--the normal economic temperature, 
which it should be possible to ascertain with the 
same accuracy as biological science has determined 
the normal temperature of living organisms-the 
price level may vibrate, oscillate; but it will be no 
more than the heaving and sinking of a breathing 
breast. 

Professor Gustay Cassel is one of the stoutest 
upholders of the dogma; but he also believes in 
currency stabilisation by the discount method. In 
connection with the latest move of the American 
discount from 4 to 31 per cent, alleged to have been 
made with the purpose of arresting the sinking 
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tenciency of the price level (it has fallen by 10 per 
cent within the last two years), he discusses the 
problem in the monthly bulletin of a Stockholm 
bank. His demonstration of the ctCtion of dis
count policy leads irresistibly to the conclusion 
that only a pennanently fixed rate can achieve 
stability of the currency, and so he deliberately, as 
it were to repel my thesis, remarks: "This price, 
the discount rate, cannot be constant. I t must 
vary with the conditions of the market, and a safe 
criterion for the complete correctness of a discount 
policy is only to be obtained after its effects on the 
general level of prices have become manifest." 
Why should the discount rate be adapted to the 
conditions of the market? Does not the money 
market heed the behests of the discount rate? 
Which of the two shall lead and which is to be 
controlled? We must decide this question and 
know whether the discount rate is to be paramount 
ruler or merely one of the followers. According to 
Professor Cassel's system the offkial rate and the 
market. rate would be dodging each other all the 
time, neither of them ever knowing what turn the 
other is about to take. The idea might do for a 
kinematographic film, but it cannot serve in ;) 
'solution of' the currency problem. I f you will 
look' close at his argument you will discover the 
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flaw in his reasoning. He seems to consider the 
currency as a cake the proof of , .... hich is in the 
eating. I prefer a household that shall be so well 
regulated th.at we can depend on the excellence of 
the cook's performance. 

25. The American experiment just alluded to 
reminds me of one more point which I consider as 
essential-fiscal policies. If for the last two years 
the American price level has been steadly depress
ed, it is because the United States Government is 
pursuing a policy of sinking the national debt. It 
is universally admitted that a State which aug
ments its public debt must drift into inflation; then, 
why not be sure that a State which sinks its debt 
must be exposed to the rigours of deflation? Th<! 
American Treasury is not only paying off debt, it 
is also converting high-rated loan into low-rated; 
the effect on the price le,·el is as indicated abo,·e, 
and it agrees \\ith the main theory here set forth. 

I believe the problem which forms the subject 
of this paper to be fundamental. No one \\ill deny 
that economic theory has been of very little practi
cal use to the world during the troubled times that 
We ha,·e passed through. and truly economist's 
themseh·es are conscious enough of the unsatis
factory condition of their science. The present 
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article, though far from exhaustive, shows all the 
recognized writers on the subject just repeating the 
same formula over and over again. There is no 
progress, and it seems as if the work of refining on 
the old error were just wasted effort. However 
that is not quite so. The book of Professor Pigou, 
more than any other, has the great merit of 
emphasising the fallacy to such good purpose as 
to bring it to the point of explosion. There are 
grand opportunities toward for the workers in the 
vineyard of economics. Once the true relation 
between the rate of interest and the level of prices 
has been grasped, the work of construction can 
begin. The bearings of a newer and truer inter
pretation of this relation are unimaginably far 
reaching. As interest is the fluid which envelops 
all economic life, an altered conception of interest 
cannot but change the face of the whole of economic 
science. Dr. Dick's reply to Professor Pigou; 

I shall consider your criticism point by point; 

1. "It seems to me, however, that at the root 
of it there is a fallacy in formal logic. You sa}' 
'e promotes both A and B and A and B are in fact 
as a rule found together. Therefore it is impossi
ble that an increase in A taken alone should dis
courage B.' Th~re is surely a fallacy in this:' 
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I fully accept your manner of stating my funda· 
mental proposition. Leaving, for the moment, C 
out of consideration, the fact that A and B, say 
interest rate and commodity prices, are as a rule 
found together is confirmed by you where you say, 
in your letter: "The positive correlation between 
high prices and high discounts is, of course, well 
known." We are, then, agreed, on this point: 
interest and price move together, and in the same 
sense; they are correlated, inseparably connected, 
dependent on each other, like the horses of a team; 
whatever moves one, also impels the other. Is it, 
then, bad logic to say that to inhibit a movement of 
one is to inhibit a movement of the other, 
or that to move one is to move the other? 
This conclusion is not indicated in your above 
statement. but it is strongly emphasised in my 
paper. In order to invalidate my argument, you 
have to contest the premise that the two factors 
are inseparably connected, that is to say that both 
depend on some C (common cause), "a third thing 
which affects them both in the same sense," as you 
say in your letter. You would not think of con· 
testing that, seeing that you believe in the connee· 
tion and the positive correlation. 
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However, you say that this positive correlation 
"seems to you to have no bearing on the question 
what is the direct effect on prices of raising the rate 
of discount, the correlation being due to the fact 
that a third thing affects them both in the same 
sense." "If C promotes both A and B. can it be 
conceived that A should be increased with the 
consequence that B will decrease-"other things 
equal", or even uneqqal? Let Cbe the state of 
supply on the commoditiy market, out of which 
those expectations are born which are supposed to 
determine the movement of prices and interest 
rates. When supplies are insufficient the signs of 
penury will be manifested: rising prices and rising 
rates of interest. And I do maintain that it is 
"impossible that an increase in the rate of interest 
should discourage prices. Penury must be over
come, the wanting goods have to be produced. and 
the producers want to be remunerated for their 
exertion, which is brought about by remunerative 
prices. I might object to your proposition in so 
far asH suggests that A could be increased inde
pendently of any alteration, the cause. A cause 
is always an alteration. If A is determined by 
C, A cannot ~hange without a change in C. But 
B too is deterf!1ined by C. Hence an alteration in 
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C must alter both A and B; it is impossible that A 
should increase while B is discouraged. Once you 
admit that the correlation between high prices and 
high discounts exists, and you do admit it very 
positively, you cannot but admit that an alteration 
of one must be accompanied by an alteration, in 
the same sense, of the other. 

lsi t a fall acy in formal logic? If it is, there are 
a great many fallacies of this kind current. For 
instance the contention that the price of bonds 
varies inversely as the market rate of interes[, 
which you accept. I fail to see that there is any 
difference between this case and the case of com
modity prices and interest. Statistical records 
prove a natural connection between interest and 
the price of bonds; you accept the evidence of 
these records in the same way as I do. But you 
reject the evidence of the statistical proofs in the 
case of commodity prices and interest. Why 
should the logic of events be different in the two 
cases? This then is your position: (a) You 
admit the records to prove that commodity prices 
vary together with, and in the same sense as, the 
rate of interest. 

(b) You admit the proof of records that 
bond prices vary together with but inversely as the 
rate of interest. 
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(c) Your theory as to bond prices tallies with 
what you admit as to the'records. 

(d) Your theory as to commodity prices inverts 
what you admit as to the records. 

How do you justify this departure from consist
ency? For so long as I do not see clear reasons 
for discriminating between the two cases I cannot 
but consider discrimination as inconsistent. You 
admit the validity of two evidences, but you pass 
judgment in favour of one while you condemn the 
other. 

If you will read my German article "Zum Begriff 
der Effekten" you will see that my theory of interest 
has suggested to me an interpretation of the move
men~ of security prices widely different from the 
accepted one. I find you sharing my own view, 
at which I am very sincerely pleased. But how do 
you reconcile this view with the dogma? Bond 
prices must vary inversely as commodity prices, 
because bonds are money pure and simple; they 
appreciate and depreciate together with money, 
though more heavily. 

I might have, and ought to have, emphasised in 
my paper more. sharply the fact that all your logic
al proofs go to support my conception, whereas 
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your only ,attempt to support the dogma by a logic
al consideration is contained in the sentence quot
ed near the end of § 18 of my paper. It is as J 
have said-the dogma is used in the place of a 
proof. So soon as one really tries to find a logically 
consistent foundation for it, down one goes into the 
quicksand; it will not bear analysis, and you he
come a heretic straightaway. 

After what has been said you will readily under
stand that I cannot accept your analogy of plague 
and inoculation. The cases surely are not com
parable. Inoculation does not go with plague as 
a natural necessity in the way prices go with 
interest-or vice versa. Although the occurrence 
of plague does call for inoculation-since the dis
covery of inoculation-it cannot be said that inocu
lation is naturally caused by the plague; remedies 
against diseases vary, and therefore the disease 
cannot be the cause of the remedy, it is an induce
ment to find a remedy. Also inoculation does not 
cause plague, as rising prices do cause a rise of 
interest rates. 

2. "If this is so, I should have thought you would 
have needed to attack the arguments by which 
advocates of discount policy try to show that high 
discount, other things equal. will tend to depress 
prices . .. " 
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Here I am made aware of having misdirected my 
attack. I have overlooked the reservation "other. 
things equal." Whether this reservation is really. 
or usually, or at all, made in the discussions of the 
problem I do not know. Supposing it was made, 
it would of course, render the argument unassailable 
but also utterly meaningless, because !'urely an 
alteration of the rate of interest cannot leave all 
other things except prices unaffected. Such a 
reservation would also suppose that the alteration 
in the rate of interest was made without any neces
sity-merely for the sake of depressing price!'i, 
which in its turn would produce no further effect 
w:hatever. In your hypothetical crases you cer
tainly, and very rightly, do not make the reserva
tion-see my first quotation (p. 2 of paper). The 
number of "consequential adjustments" :s 
unlimited, there is nothing that is not affected. 
The only question that remains is to know the 
direction in whiCh the adjustment will tend. 
Statistical data prove that in 9 out of 10 cases a 
rise of the interest rate is accompanied by a rise of 
prices. In my quotation on p. 16 you base your 
argument on that fact, and in doing so you ob
viously contradict the conclusion of the former 
passage. For you say: when prices are expected to 
rise, borrowers will concede, and lenders exact, 
higher rates oJ interest: first comes the higher 



rate. and in consequence come the higher prices
my theory in its purest form and a flat denial of 
the dogma. In the first passage, a rise of prices 
is predicted to succeed on a lowering of the rate of 
i.e .. in the second passage a rise of prices is predict
ed to succeed o~ a raising of the rate. In the 
former you reason on the dogma. in the latter on 
observation of what actually happens and on the 
logic of the case-which places you on my side. 
If I had written my essay for you personally, 
rather than as a criticism of the dogma, I shouLl 
have stressed the cases in which you agree \\ith 
me: the present once, the case of bond prices, and a 
few others besides. It was precisely the OCCu(
rence of these agreements that emboldened me to 
approac"h you. They seemed to me to point to a 
similarity of method and logic. and I haw not 
words to say how delighted I was to find a re.:og
nised authority ha\ing mO\'eJ across to my lin.!. 
on the point of becomjng my ally. I am almost 
confident that this correspondence \\ill detach you 
from the dogma and make you a heretic \\ith me. 

3, 'To show somehow that the machinery of 
action which they speak of is not really, ... , to dis
cre.:lit modem forms of the quantity theory of 
money in fact." 
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I ndeed, my reading of the problem of interest 
and prices makes havoc of the Quantity Theory as 
presented by the advocates of discount policy. I 
did not, in my paper, enter upon a discussion of it 
because this paper is a chapter from a book iil 
which the question is otherwise. dealt with. I ad
mit that my treatment of the Q.T. in the "Interest 
Standard" is altogether inadequate, and I hope to 
do better on some other occasion. I consider the 
Q.T. as a mere definition: the quantity of money 
does not cause the price, it is the price. I thus 
eliminate the causal element, which is all impor
tant with Professors Fisher and Keynes. 

I can sympathise very heartily with your reluct
ance in conceding to my point of view. I t took 
me a year's hard thinking to overcome my own 
resistance against the budding idea of inverting 
the old theory. When it first flashed upon me it 
gave me regular shock, so that I wa~ afraid I was 
going crazy. I tried to argue the new insight 
away. I read book after book to re-establish my 
faith in the dogma. But I found so many contra
aictions in those books-because suspicion had 
made me more alert-that my faith vanisheJ 
more and more and I was more and more con
firmed in my ~eresy. As I turned the case over and 
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over again to make it reveal all its various aspects, 
I became convinced that the flash had been a 
revealer. For five years now have I tested the 
worth of my theory, anxiously and diffidently for a 
long time, but more and more confidently as, one 
after another, the arguments linked up and clench
ed the matter. I would entreat you to disentangle 
yourself, for experiment's sake, from the toils of 
the dogma and consider whether my interpretation 
makes sense, or nonsense. All scientific progress 
has begun with an act of doubt in some accepted 
formula; why, then, shrink from the act in this 
instance. Progress in this momentous question 
would mean more to humanity than the transition 
from ... the Ptolemaic to the Copernican system. If 
you will read in the "Interest Standard" the 
chapters relating to the subject, the essential points 
that have to be considered will present themselves. 
Here are just a few of the more obvious ones: 

1. Does it make sense to say that interest is an 
item in the cost of production, money being the 
universal basic material of all production, and that 
consequently rising interest charges must normally 
raise prices? 

2. Does it make sense to say that alterations in 
the rate of interest should be accompanied by com
pensating, rather than accentuating, or cwnulative. 

6 
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adjustments (see § 7 of my paper. and your own 
passage as quoted on p. 16)? 

3. Does it make sense to say that a higher rate 
of interest should cause money to circulate more 
rapidly-in the same way as a higher temperature' 
causes molecules to circulate more rapidly? A 
4 per cent loan yields I per cent in 3 months; a 3 
per cent loan yields I per cent in 4 months: the 4 
per cent loan must yield quicker returns than the 
3 per cent loan. which it can only do if money 
circulates faster and so returns to the user more 
speedily. As a greater velocity of circulation is 
admitted to make for a rise of prices, the higher 
interest rate which causes the velocity to increase. 
must be the cause of the rise of prices. 

4. Does it make sense to say that as borrowing 
precedes buying-which you too admit to be the 
case, as by my quotations on p. 3 of paper-altera
tions in the T<~.te of interest must precede. and 
therefore are likely to cause prices to alter in the 
same sense? 

5. Does it make sense to say that a measure 
intended to be preventive should not have to be 
repeated a number of times before it becomes' 
effective? I am alluding to the fact that interest 
rates are raised'from 3 to 3!. to 4. to 5,to 6 and to 7, 
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and lowered in the same way, before the turn in the 
price movement is brought about (see my argu
ment p. 9); it is like putting on more pressure in 
order to stop a movement. 

I might also apply the test of sense to the dogma 
and say: does it make sense to say that an altera
tion in the rate of interest causes prices to move in 
the opposite sense, although, as a matter of fact, it 
is well known and now generally admitted, that as a 
rule prices move in the same sense as the rate of 
interest. I might point to the contradiction, 
flagrant, tangible, abysmal, that I have detected 
in the works of such writers as Alfred Marshall, 
Gustav Cassel, Rober Liefmann, Bohm-Bawerk 
and others, all caused by their adherence to the 
dogma; contradictions which are repeated in one 
text book after another, because the premise is 
simply taken for granted and never put to the test 
of events or simple logic. 

Associated Printer., Mount Road, lbdras. 
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FROM BARBARIC TO CIVIUZED 
MONEY 

Into the truth of lhings-
Out of their falseness rise, and reach thou, and remain I 

• R. BROWNING. 

EACH kind of work demands its own equip
ment: each home its own maintenance. These 

embrace the sole universal and rightful claims of the 
individual upon the common wealth annually 
produced within the nation by the sum of co~ 
operative effort. The new function of Money is the 
accurate measurement of the varied kinds and 
volumes of this wealth for its more efficient and just 
apportionment among the domestic and occupa
tlonal units of the community. And this is its 
Social function. 

The past clings heavily upon the feet of progress. 
Custom in its old age becomes no longer open
eyed, but dim of eye, preventing a people from 
seeing things as they truly are and from doing things 
as they may best be done. Witness our bondage 
to the customary beliefs of a primitive past. In 
many spheres science has broken in the common 
mind to look for and accept realities in place of 
fictions. It has taught us to set aside a fetish, or an 
abstraction, as a child sets aside its toy for the 
practical instruments of adolescent endeavour. But 
we have only to enter the sphere of money to find 
men of mature years still holding sacred the baubles 
of man's babyhood-the shells and bright bits of 

5 
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metal that {>rimitive man stored and treasured as 
objects of highest worth. We see magnates of the 
city steeped to their eyes in the superstition of 
magic; worshippers of a fetish; blindfolded by an 
abstraction; mistaking in their most serious moments 
of business a mere fiction for a veritable substance • 

. We hear the words ·'money" and "value" slipping 
off the tongues of these worshippers of the golden 
calf all through-their devotions between 10 and 4, 
five days out of seven. Not one of these men but 
lives, moves and has his being in a world of symbols: 
ignorant of how money docs actually function in 
these more socially spacious days: blind to the 
universal basis upon which Nature has made value 
or valour. to rest. This being so, how can such 
men know why money is dear one day and cheap 
the next, much less know how to control its peren
nial vagaries? They see the general price-level 
rising and falling as frequently as the barometer, but 
take it as the trick of some wizard', wand. Their 
spokesman, Sir Josiah Stamp, voices from time to 
time their distress in his call for some power to stay 
their disturbing variations. In his address at Morley 
College he said: "Some of the best brains in the 
country were now being occupied with the problem 
how to make the money-measure that we had as 
good a measure and as reliable a measure as other 
measures were. Olanges of money upset the whole 
organism of trade and commerce. We had to try 
to introduce a stable kind of money. It was hot>ed 
that by new means being' introduced in banking 
policy the pound would be kept reasonably sure." 

What a depth of incompetency is here disclosed in 
the mind of the financial world. What an ignorance 

. , 
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of the principles of their own craft t What an un
certainty as to the result of anyone of their monetary 
policies 1 Yet, this S.O.S. call comes from one of our 
sanest and most competent of administrators. At 
another time he says that the most pressing of all 
questions to-day, not excluding unemployment and 
agriculture, is the problem of a stable measure with 
which to measure the values of those things with 
which commerce deals. In all these and the like 
statements there is no sign that any financial expert 
has dared venture behind the veil of the abstraction, 
value. Can we imagine any such distressful call 
coming from the body of astronomers for a stable 
measure of Time? Such a call did come many cen
turies back from the star gazers who saw nothing 
more than a sun, moon and planets running their 
variable courses over the heavens each day. But 
from those who now see facts where before only 
phenomena were seen, such a call is unthinkable. 
The Money Market t What an inditement this of 
the financial world t What better proof can we have 
than, in these daily quotations of the money markets 
registering its changes of value, its variations of rise 
and fall in demand and supply, that money functions 
inefficiently: indeed, has no efficient function what
soever? 

Throw aside the fetish; look beneath the pheno
mena, see the facts and what then? In this spnere of 
money, we shall find lying to our hand in the clear 
sunlight of reason, a measure of value meted out for 
our use by Nature: a measure whose stability is 
guaranteed by Nature's law as are all her other 
measures meting out parts of universal properties. 
When cleat sighted enough to make our practise 
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tally with Nature's law of value and with her biologic: 
processes of consumption and production, not only 
-shall 'We free this sOCIal instrument, money t from the 
manipulation of the money market, but we shall 
release the more important vehicle of daily commerce, 
credit, from the monopoly of the money lenders, to 
give the people, through their mutual aid institu
tions, a wealth-distributing instrument of amazing 
power-flexible to every changing need of commerce. 

Not until money is stable ana credit free, can a 
people reap the full reward of its labour; be free 
from serfdom, not to the capitalist, but to the money 
lender, who is slave owner in chief. 

In 1914, before the War, when writing upon 
money, I pointed out the necessity of basing its 
-.regulation upon wheat consumption. As I am now 
sending this essay to the press eighteen years after
wards I notice the publication of two so-called 
discoveries. One, made in Italy by the financial 
advisers of Signor Mussolini,. that wheat must be 
the basis of any stable monetary system. The other 
is a discovery made by the Financial Committee of 
League of Nations, that wheat determines the move
-ments of the general price-level; and this Committee 
suggests a solution of the price-stabilization problem 
by associating money with wheat. But bankers 
attempt to stabilize price by tying Money to Gold. 

There is no sphere where the advance is not due 
"to a fai.r play of the Moral Factor within that sphere. 
In the sphere of money an advance is about to be 
made by raising the function of money from that 
of a bartering instrument in the ~rivate interest to 
~ instrument reliablr apportiorung the Common 
W calth in the public Interest. 
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Here, then, is laid before the public, for the first 

time, the social stage of monetary science, in its 
theoretical and its practical aspect. 

The Integration of Communities now proceeding 
and manifest in every corner of the world is part of 
the process of Evolution. Under the influence of 
this process every human Institution is undergoing 
a radical change. The Institutions are being more 
securely based upon Nature's methods as man comes 
to know more of these methods. But not only is 
their base being made more secure upon Nature's 
bed-rock foundation, but their functions are becom
ing more socially organic. In the language of the 
day they are being Socialized. Nowhere is this 
process more evident than in the sphere of Econ
omics. The whole sy~tem of wealth-distribution is 
undergoing a radical change. Its roots are striking 
fresh soil. They are more richly feeding Social 
efficiency. The institution of Money is not escaping 
from the influence of this socializing process. 
Money as the vehicle of wealth-distri15ution, is also 
being brought under the same evolutionary process 
of Socialization by which it may more fully serve 
its purpose as an instrument of wealth-apportion
ment in the process of its distribution. In this 
radical change of function from that of a medium 
of exchange to that of a measure of value, money is 
passing from its Barbaric to its Civilized stage; 
from its metaphysical to its positive character; from 
a token of fictitious value to a measure of vital 
value. Each progressive stage in this evolution 
requires a more perfect instrument. 

There is an invariable order in the movement of 
:a 
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Ute human mind in its progress toward knowledge. 
rthe first stages are wholly subjective. They start 
!with fetishism, following on through theological 
ibeliefs to metaphysical abstractions, until they rest 
iat the stage where investigation confines itself to 
; the sequence of facts observed in the external order 
. of the universe. Man's investigation of all classes of 
: facts with which the sciences deal, from those simple 
facts dealt with by Astronomy and Mathematics, to 
those more complex facts dealt with by Biology, 
Sociology and Ethics, has followed this order of 
Fetishism, Theology, Metaphysics, and Positivism. 
We may trace this order In the history of every 
institution. The institution of money has not ret 
.freed itself of these rudimentary and subjective 
stages. No attempt has yet been made to J>lace a 
monetary system upon a soli~ objective basIs. No 
present monetary system can therefore satisfy the 
tests which Science applies, nor can any such system 
satisfy a mind trained to regard things from the 
point of view of the world-order. Hence, the 
insecurity, the questionability, the inefficiency of all 
monetary systems up to. the present day. Witness, 
changes in its value; frantic efforts to steady its 
purchasing-power; dubious reversions to a gold 
standard. 

Throughout the past, all money was used as an 
aid to A, in driving a bargain with B, and in enabling 
the winner of the bargain to pocket his gain in the 
shape of some small and precious object: shell, or 
metal disc. Its use by these two parties concemed 
no. third party. This Barbaric money came to us 
through the· Romans, and belongs to the era of 
Power. It is not Democratic money, nor is it 
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suitable for civil dealing. In its gold basis it retains 
its Barbaric character. Its metaphysical character 
is manifest by the terms used in connexion with it. 
For instance the term "a gold standard" is used. 
Now, there is no such thing as a gold standard. It 
does not exist except in the brains of certain Rersons. 
Others speak of gold as a measure of 'value," 
thereby making "gold" a fetish, and "value" a 
metaphysical abstraction. The day is arriving when 
the reason will no longer accept for solution of 
everyday problems metaphysical abstractions in 
place of realities. Our present knowledge of the 
world demands that all our deductions and systems 
be framed, as far as possible, upon an objective and 
demonstrable basis. Our monetary system is still 
confined within its metaphysical boundaries. It is 
a system founded upon a purely subjective notion of 
"value"; a notion that has no objective counter
part nor logical meaning. Consequendy, our system 
is powerless to secure a general conviction of its 
soundness; and its stability can be maintained only 
by perpetual manipulation. The system in use has 
neither logical soundness, nor has it a positive basis, 
yet, its function requires that it accurately and 
spontaneously respond to the sternest realities of life. 

Time now calls for a scientific monetary system
a system established upon some reality and organized 
in accord with some demonstrable law in the external 
world. Industry also calls for something more 
substantial than a fiction for the commerce of the 
nation. It calls for some instrument whose logical 
soundness shall have the exactness and incontestable 
character of a mathematical formula. An instrument 
that shall answer to all the changes and varieties of 
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man's needs without continual manipulation. A 
money that shall be as simple as it is exact. Neither 
industrial organization, nor social integration can 
make substantial advance till industry is no longer 
penalized; society no longer victimized by ups a.nd 
downs in the price-level. "The problem of the long 
run stability of the price-level is therefore funda
mental," says Sir Josiah Stamp, "to all other 
problems of the day: unemployment, foreign ttade. 
industrial co-operation, and peace, and the burden 
of taxation." This problem IS only to be solved by 
a scientific money; that is, a money based upon no 
mental fiction, but upon an invariable fact in the 
external Order to which every human activity is 
subject. 

Moreover, Civilized Money, the money of the 
future, must be Democratic Money in the sense that 
it will serve a Social purpose and not an Individual 
interest. 

Hitherto, he who was able to gras~ much of this 
money in the general scramble for Its possession, 
used it as a means to extort somewhat more from his 
neighbour; and so eventually release himself and his 
heirs from the common necessity of labour. 

Civilized money will effect its larger social purpose 
by acting as a more effective instrument ora re~
lated wealth-apportionment; an instrument enabling 
the citizen, first to measure his requisite portion of 
the common wealth, and secondly, to procure this 
measure of it for his personal use. Through its 
social service, that is, through its making our social 
system work more evenly, this new money will also 
the better serve the individual interest; since every 
member of the community has to procure his dinner 
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by some ordered system, which his fellow citizens 
by common consent make workable; a system of 
which money is constituted the "mainspring" and 
"regulator." Hence, as Sir Josiah Stamp has put 
it, all the world is waiting for a measure of value 
as stable as our other measures. To put it more 
exactly, what the world is wanting is a unit of 
money which shall be a non-varying measure of a 
unit of vital value, or real wealth. This requisition 
has never yet been put forward in lucid terms. The 
perception of the precise nature of this universal 
want has heretofore been clouded by theories con
nected with barter-money, or fictitious values. 
Oearly, and objectively seen, it is not more difficult 
to establish a stable measure of wealth than to 
establish a stable measure of length, or weight. 

We shall find that as soon as money has been 
constituted a reliable measure of wealth, it will 
automatically act as a reliable purchaser of wealth. 
Thus to endow money with a property and a power 
upon which every man may at all times and places 
rely is of great social importance. Every man is 
profoundly interested in its efficacy to bring to his 
larder all that the ticket vouches on its face. 

Before proceeding further, it may be well to re
mind ourselves of the elementary Biologic and 
Sociologic facts forming the basis of our Social 
organism, since these facts must rule any real and 
permanent monetary policy. We must meet both 
the biologic and sociologic demands upon which 
economic demands rest. 

Monetary science, then, is confined within the 
world of human effort-its Generation; Expenditure 
and Renewal. 
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Within this world of effort a biologic law rules. 
which law is the physical basis of 0\1% Social or
ganism. From this law to which all men are subject 
an equation has been deduced. an equation radically 
fundamental to all monetary formulZ. these formula: 
having for their subject-matter the generation, ex
penditure and renewal of human ,florl. 

This biologic law in its bearing upon monetary 
science may.be stated thus: 

I. Man gets his bread by sweat of his hand and 
head-by energy expended. 

~. Man continues to woik by being continually 
fed. 

3. The "economic-unit" of society is the creative 
trinity-male and female parent with their 
offspring. 

4. All human energy is the JmplM.t product of the 
- energizing foodstuffs consumed. 

From these biologic facts is derived the following 
equation of realities: 

A. B. 
The total vital fOOdstuffs} {The total marketable 
of consumption. = surplus of production. 

or 
The food eaten = The work done. 

[The period of consumption and production being 
the same.] 

In every re,Peated cycle of consumption and 
production this equation holds good. the like 
volume of food having been again consumed, the 
like volume of stuff may be again produced. Or, 
we may put it thus: to repeat the production we 
must repeat ~e consumption. 
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The statements that follow are the logical 

sequentia: of this Equation. Which means that 
these statements are beyond question if their 
premiss be true. 

The "economic cost" of the total marketable pro
ducts derived from the consumption of vital food
stuffs within a given period of production, cannot 
physically exceed nor be less than the "economic 
cost" of these vital foodstuffs; which foodstuffs are 
themselves the surpills product of previous con
sumption. 

By whatever term we may designate this cost; or 
by whatever instrument we may measure it, this 
logically derived physical equation: 

Physical 
A. Equation. B. 

labour-cost of stuff } _ {labour-cost of food 
produced - consumed 

underlies and determines all equations of purchase, 
sale, and exchange of new stuff and services. 

Social man living to-day in a co-operative com
munity systematically obtains his apportioned 
maintenance . out of the hotch-pot of the total 
co-operative product-the work of the many hands 
and many heads; in no other way can he get it, 
unless he steal it, or fight for it. 

One of the implications arising out of these facts 
is this. That each citizen-unit in a rationally 
organized society has periodically to receive out of 
the common stock of wealth annually produced by 
this society, so much as will enable him to continue 
living his domestic life and fulfilling his communal 
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task. This "domestic" and "vocational" main
tenance constitutes his share or portion of the 
common wealth, and consists of Foodstuffs, Goods, 
and Services, which must very justly be measured, 
or he will get less, or more, than his equitable share. 
Our scale for measuring these life-maintaining 
realities is provided by money. This, then, sums 
up in preCIse terms the present social view of a 
nation's economy. For, the view that the product 
of a nation's labour is for the enjoyment of those 
who are most successful in a general scramble for it, 
is no longer the view of thinking men. 

Since man does all his work upon an energy 
derived from the consumption of food, as an engine 
does its work upon a power derived from the 
consumption of fuel, if, as we have said, the whole 
nation be fed to-morrow, as it has been fed to-day, 
the nation will again be able to do to-morrow all 
that it has done to-day. To grasp this basic fact 
~derlying and overruling all industry is of immense 
social importance. It is by.reason of this fact that 
the cost of renewing expended energy, or of re
placing a thing used up, is truly add precisely the 
cost of renewing food-consumption. Thus we ~et 
down to this cosmic fact, that, collectiyely, the pnce 
of our dinners rules the price of all we do upon our 
dinners; or, the price of goods and services is ruled 
by the price of foodstuffs. Hence, the problem of 
the IIIttZSllrtllltnt of life-maintaining realities is 
simplified when we get down to its physical 
basis. 

To make this quite clear it is well to restate it. 
The only thing which is a "measure" of that 

energy which i~.the sole factor of all human work, 
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is the food that man eats. Consequendy, if we have 
to measure the value of this work, we must measure 
this work in terms of vital foodstllffs consllmed. This 
is, then, the physical basis upon which we must 
construct any system for the measurement of values. 
In the nature of things there can be no other. It 
follows, therefore, that money, in order to act as a 
measure of values, must be fixedlY related to the 
foodstllffs consllmed. Such a conclusion admits of no 
argument. It is a conclusion as surely founded as 
that the three angles of a triangle are equal to two 
right angles. Upon the method by which this 
relation of money to foodstuffs consumed should be 
secured, there may, however, be some difference of 
opinion. That it should be so related there can be 
no difference of reasoned opinion. 

We have, then, to make money a stable and 
accurate measure of "life-maintaining-food"; a 
measure of the immutable physical factor of human 
energy. This is purely a mathematical problem, 
involving the establishment of an equation constant 
under all circumstances within a nation. The 
equation may 5riefly be put thus: 

x Money=x vital foodstuff. 

The term "Yalue" as now used by Economists, 
signifies this equation, or it means nothing. 

Henceforth then we must regard Y alue in its 
true sense, as valour, strength, energy. 

In constituting a Measure of Yalue we have, then, 
something which differs from every other scientific 
Measure. Measures of length. weight, time, etc., 
are measures of properties unlimited in their 

3 
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universality. They are measures of abstract proper"; 
ties; not physical factors, and so they have no 
external limitations. 

Value represents not -a J?roperty, but a concrete 
substance; a substance which is strictly limited in 
its amount; since the amount of vital foodstuffs 
consumed for the renewal of energy, is a definite and 
measurable quantity. However, when we include 
all the sorts of vital foodstuffs upon the consumption 
of which man can live and work, this definite 
quantity cannot be exactly known nor precisely 
predicted. We cannot found a measure upon an in
exact basis. We must, therefore, follow the method 
adopted in fixing our scales of length, weight, time, 
etc. To obtain a basic unit for our scale of time, 
we pluck from boundless time a second, minute, or 
hour, and fix the measure of this basic unit upon our 
temporal scale; from boundless space we pluck a 
yard, and fix the measure of that basic unit upon our 
spatial scale. To find a measure of energizing food, 
we may in like manner pluck from the boundless 
variety of foodstuffs, the one staple foodstuff of the 
country, and fix this basic" unit of value upon our 
evaluating scale, money. In doing this we shall 
establish a physical unit of human drort upon our 
national standard, or scale of value, that is non
varying. In taking the staple foodstuff, wheat, as 
the unit for our measure of value, we must fix the 
volume· of the wheat which is to be measured, 
valued, and consumed, if we are to stabilize the unit 
of money as a "measure" of its value, and as a 
"purchasing-power" of this same value. A thing 
to be measurable must have fixed limitations. And 
we can fix these ~tations by taking the estimated 
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volume of wheat- to be consumed within the nation 
from harvest to harvest. We shall then get the 
following constant equation: 

x national money=x wheat, nationally consumed. 
(the period of this money-circulation, and the period 
of this wheat-consumption, being identical). 

Let us suppose that the volume of the total wheat 
of all sorts to be purchased and consumed within the 
nation during the next year to be one thousand 
quarters; this thousand quarters of wheat will 
constitute the fixed unit of value to which the fixed 
unit of money must unshakeably be related. Let us, 
then, suppose that the Board of Agriculture shall 
have fixed the price of this wheat in its diverse kinds 
to average 40s. per quarter, or £2,000 for the total 
volume, then this £2,000 must become the fixed unit, 
for the year, of the National-Iegal-tender-standard 
money. To complete the establishment of the 
measuring scale, the Treasury will issue a volume 
of legal-tender-standard money whose parity-pur
chasing-power shall amount to £2,000, that is, the 
price of the total wheat to be purchased and con
sumed by the nation within the year. 

From these three fixed premises it must follow 
that every pound note of the Standard Money will 
purchase at any place within the nation, and at any 
time within the year, one half-quarter of wheat, and 
never more and never less, than this amount as a 
mathematical certainty. The fact being that beneath 
all our complex phenomena we are dealing only 
with exact quantitative measurements of a known 
physical reality. 

• Throughout the West, wheat i but throughout the East, rice. 
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Upon this solid basis of fact, not fiction, there 
will be established a constant equation between the 
two items, '_'money" and "wheat," irrespective of all 
conditions external to these relationships, whereby: 

(a) the wheat-purchasing-{'ower of all the Money 
issued and circulating, will be absolutely 
stable throughout the ensuing year: 

(b) the money-purchasing-power of all the Wheat, 
kind for kind, will for the same period be 
equally stable. 

Now, what is true of the whole, must be true of 
any fractional part of the whole, therefore x loaves 
will always be purchasable for x pounds, or x 
shillings, or x pence, of this standard money. 

It is this very fixity of the relation between a 
definite speculative unit, money, and a definite 
physical unit, wheat, which establishes the former 
as a true, or non-varying measure of the latter; 
and equally, a true measure of every other market
able thing in which the latter has been embodied 
by the expenditure of hu.ma.ri energy in living and 
working. The price of wheat by Nature's Law rules 
the {'rice of trousers. Only by the manipulation of 
the l1lterested merchant can It be made to appear 
otherwise. 

This stabilization of price will have a basis as 
biologically sound as it is mathematically sound; 
since the physical factor of the equation will always 
be something having life-maintaining value; a value 
nationally constant, and biologically unalterable, in 
its energizing power. We are thus far on solid 
ground. The equation arising out of these relations 
will be 
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x food-purchasing money=x money
purchasing food. 

Taking money as the measuring instrument of 
this cost of (B) "consumption" and (A) "pro_ 
duction" in their repeated cycles, the speculative 
equation will be expressed thus: 

A. Speculative B. 
Equation. , 

The normal "money-cost'~ {The normal "money 
or "price" of the total _ cost" or "price" of 
marketable products or - the total vital food-
services stuffs consumed 

[Period of consumption and production being the 
same.] 

Referring this equation to the process of purchase 
and sale by means of a self-regulated money, it may 
be expressed thus: 

Speculative Equation (approximate only). 

B. c. 

The total "money-pur
chasing Jower" of the 
total vit foodstuffs con
sumed 

The total "food
purchasing power" 
of the total money 

- instrumenting such 
purchase and sale 
(excluding credit in
struments ). 

[Always provided such money is exclusively 
national and not international.] 

The process of exchanges-a process into which 
goods and services alone enter-neither determines 
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nor alters this equation. The result of the above 
statement is thiS: hO'Y'ever much money or however 
little money we may put into the one scale of the 
. balance, this scale is automatically brought into an 
equilibrium with the other scale containing the vital 
foodstuffs to be purchased, sold and measured, by 
the money contamed in the other scale, so that the 
"purchasing-power" of the instrument C may 
balance the "purchasing-power" of the thing B to 
be sold or purchased. E;ach scale-content B or C . 
does actually purchase the other scale-content B or C. 

From the nature of the case it follows that if 
"price" B is to be stable, the national money G 
must in some way be definitely related to the vital 
foodstuffs B consumed by the nation. The question 
whether there should or should not be this conven
tional relation does not arise. 

Since the period or cycle of consumption and pro
duction of food is settled for us by cosmic law, 
which in our climate makes the harvest an annual 
event, any question will be confined to the method 
by which this relation of money C to foodstuffs B 
may be effectively established and stabilized for the 
year in ativan&e. . 

For the purpose of a measure of "food-built
energy" [consumption must always precede produc
tion], the fixed relation of the measuring instrument 
(money) C, to the fixed volume of food B, which 
is to be measured, may be reduced to the relative 
quantities of (a) the "staple-food" consumed, and 
(b) the "legal-tender-money" in circulation for food 
purchase, Juring the year and within the national 
boundary. 

The efficacy o~ this limited relativity for purposes 
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of measuring values, being a mathemetical matter 
and demonstrable, is not a matter of opinion or 
debate. But, whether an amount of legal-tender
money equal only in nominal purchasing-power to 
the total-sale-price of the staple foodstuff (wheat) 
consumed by the nation within the year, is an 
amount sufficient to effect the purchases of all the 
vital foodstuffs consumed by the nation in this period 
is properly a matter for debate. We have not here 
to consider the monetary volume of exchanges be
tween goods and services, . since the operation of 
these exchanges are outside the economic process 
we are dealing with when establishing a stable 
monetary measure for those forms of· human effort 
which are stricdy purchased and sold. 

First, then, a stable measure of value necessitates 
a stable price of that thing which constitutes value, 
namely, wheat. For the Board of Agriculture to fix 
the sale price for the ensuing year of home-grown 
wheat is a simple matter. This Board will also fix 
the sale price of imported wheat over the same 
period. The total of home wheat may be approxi
mately estimated. The total consumption of wheat, 
per capita, is known. We therefore know how much 
wheat to import. These amounts of wheat (in
cluding flour) at the prices fixed by the Board of 
Agriculture will give the total purchasing-power of 
the legal-tender-money in free circulation for the 
period from harvest to harvest. This issue of 
national money is our national measure of value 
which cannot, during the year, vary. 

The establishment of a stable measure of value 
has, however, a larger purpose than mere stabiliza
tion of price-level. A stable measure of value pro-
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vides the community with an implement thoroughly 
efficient for the flt1II sOfia} folK/ion of monty, that is, 
the just apportionment, family by family, of the new 
wealth annually created by the nation, and so ar.por
tioned to each family by the use of the nation s un
alterable measure of this wealth. This new social 
function of money has tremendous significance for 
us as a people, and as individuals. It is at the 
bottom of the call for a stable measure of this wealth 
within the nation. 

With the introduction of a naturally stabilized 
representative money, a money whose purchasing
power has been fixed by the estimated national con
sumption of the stable foodstuff, it may be asked 
whether such reduced volume of money will suffice 
for the larger volume of purchases daily effected. 
The volume of legal-tender-money now in circula
tion, excluding silver and bronze coins, is about 
£2.78,000,000. Will not so small an amount as 
£80,000,000 bring about a money famine, starving 
every industry? Not so. There is no known, or 
mathematical, relation between the total volume of 
legal-tender-money in free circulation, and the total 
volume of purchases made by the public upon any 
one day within the year, much less durin~ the whole 
year. The volume of daily transactions varies 
enormously, altering on days of debt and dividend 
payments to a volume exceeding a/I the legal-tender
money in circulation. Yet, no inconvenience is 
experienced. Moreover, the volume oflegal-tender
money in circulation has been in the past subject to 
enormous increases and reductions in volume, while 
the real volume of transactions has remained fairly 
constant. In I9~4 the money in circulation was 
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£116,000,000. In 1920 it was £536,000,000, the real 
volume of sales and purchases probably not exceed
ing those made in 1914. No one has yet ventured 
to estimate the amount of money that this, or any 
nation, requires for its every day buying and selling. 
Such a fluctuating quantity could never form the 
basis of a monetary system. The total wealth 
created within the nation in the last year did not 
exceed £1,300,000,000 in value-a sum slightly in 
excess of the "vital-food-cost" which determines 
the value of all wealth produced upon this food
consumption. A very small proportion of this 
wealth changes hands by cash transactions. In 
these days of daily banking and weekly wage-paying 
the circulation of money in cash transactions is 
exceedingly rapid; one pound note changing hands 
many times in one week. The expansion of trade 
does not expand the volume of cash transactions: 
it tends to reduce this volume. But such expansion 
requires an expansion of credit transactions, an 
expansion which the banker knows how to throttle 
to his own advantage. 

In making the change from a money whose 
general purchasing-power is not stable, but varies 
with its varying volume to a money whose general 
purchasing-power has been standardized, should 
a people, in consequence of this change, experience 
an inconvenience through an actual shortage of 
money for cash payments, this can be remedied. 
The remedy will be an issue by the State through the 
banks of a series of current notes convertible on 
demand into standard money. There might also be 
an increase of coins in nickel and bronze. While 
such supplemental money will be accepted on public .. 
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account as were Bank of England notes, its issue 
cannot alter the general purchasing-power of the 
standard money. When once the purchasing-power 
of money has been stabilized there can be no such 
~hing as inflation or deflation of the standard money 
by an increase or decrease of credit money, or of a 
convertible money. Inflation and deflation can 
arise only with an alteration in the volume of legal
tender-money whose general purchasing-power has 
not been standardized. Alteration in the supply and 
demand for cash cannot, therefore, alter the value 
of a pound note when the purchasing-power of that 
note has been unshakeably fixed by a definite 
measure of wheat. Further, the coins minted by 
the State need have no intrinsic value, indeed, better 
not, under a stable monetary system. Coins are 
merely convenient fractions of the representative 
money issued in a more durable and pocKetable form 
than paper notes of small value. However, one may 
be madiematically sure that whatever the ex~sion 
of home trade the money whose volume has been 
equilibrated with the volume of wheat annually 
consumed, will not by the smallness of its volume 
hamper the process of wealth distribution. Almost 
the whole of the distributing business of the country 
will be done by credit money freely issued to the 
extent business may from time to time demand. 

• The main use of legal-tender-money is not to 
effect purchases and sales. Its chief purpose is in 
establishing a national sfale of value to which the 
hypothetical value of "credit-instruments" may be 
adjusted, and by which they may be estimated at 
maturity. All these instruments, sometimes totalling 
in one dtzy. the· total volume of our legal-tender-
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. money are figured and valued by the valuation 
scale which has been established by the legal-tender
pound note. And as there is no limit to the books 
that may be written with the use of the twenty-six 
letters of the alphabet, so there is no limit to the 
credit-instruments that may be issued with the use of 
our small issue of pound notes as standard types of va/ue. 

The money which in its total volume functions as 
an accurate measure of value, that is, the total sum 
of legal-tender-money, can neither be increased nor 
decreased without a corresponding decrease or 
increase of the general-price-Ievel. But the hypo
thetical money, or credit instruments, may be 
increased or decreased on public, or private account, 
to any extent without altering the purchasing-power 
of money, or its measure of value. So litde is this 
understood that while Sir Josiah Stamp and others 
were calling for a stable currency, the Bank of 
England was reducing the legal-tender-note issue, 
thereby altering the price-level and bringing about 
that variation of prices which Sir Josiah Stamp said 
the best brains of Europe were endeavouring to 
stabilize. 

If we apply to the notion of value the illuminating 
graph of general logic invented by Professor Patrick 
Geddes, we get a sequence conforming with the 
successive phases through which the notion of value 
has passed from its fictional to its positive basis. 
It will also illustrate the phases through which 
money has passed in its evolution from a bartering 
instrument to a metrical instrument. 

Taking A to represent value as a subjective 
fiction: and B to represent value as an objective 
thing: we get this graph: 
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hAl B 
A aBo 

From this graph we are able to fill in the transitional 
stages of the progressive movement. Thus: 

A. Any thing personally appreciated. 
bA. Any thing commonly appreciated. 
aBo Any r.roduct of energy: as gold or silver. 
B. A bUllder of vital energy: as wheat, or rice. 

This same graph gives us the changes through which 
money has passed in its progress from the sea shell 
prized by primitive folk to the measure of wheat, 
rice, or oil of civilized man. 

Our contention is that an amount of "legal
tender-representative-money" equal to the total 
. purchasing-power of the wheat, annually consumed, 
is an amount amply sufficient for all purchases and 
for all exchanges. And if this be so, such a regula
tion of the volume of money will not bring about 
any restriction of either agricultural or industrial 
production, nor impede the distribution of this 
production. 

More than this: our contention is that with an 
unstabilized currency the volume of "national
legal-tender-representative-money" C in circulation 

, as a "food-purchasing-power" automatically brings 
itself approximately into an equilibrium with the 
volume of the vital foodstuff B to be purchased by 
this money between harvest and harvest.- This 
fact accounts for one cause of variation in the 
"general-purchasing-power" of this money as and 

• See Table, p. 109 in my work, The Human Hive, itll Life and 
Law, by the author. 
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when any alteration of the volume of money C is 
made in relation to the volume of foodstuff B 
nationally consumed. This means that any fractional 
part of the "national" money C, taken over a long 
series of years, is found to purchase a like fraction 
of the vital foodstuffs B nationally consumed from 
harvest to harvest: e.g., one-hundredth part of the 
money purchasing one-hundredth part of the food
stuff' (wheat). The truth of this statement can be 
tested by taking the gold price of wheat from the 
repeal of the corn laws in 1844 to 1874, when an 
international money was'introduced; or the period 
between 1915 and 1915 when Britain used an ex
clusively national and representative money, which 
varied in its volume Gom 178 millions to S 36 
millions. 

Hence, variation in the general-price-level is a 
sign of a new adjustment of the equilibrium between 
the volume of money and volume of food consumed. 

As an example of the automatic rise and fall 
in the "wheat-purchasing-power" of unregulated 
money in order to bring about a rough adjustment 
of (a) the "volume of the wheat to be purchased" 
with these vouchers. we may give the following 
figures for this country the year before the War, 
with the like figures for 1910 when the increased 
volume of "wheat-purchasing-money" had gravita
ted to the granaries and bakeries of the country. 

1913. 192.0. 
Millions. Millions. 

Volume of money of all kinds 178 B6 . 
Wholesale price of commodities 100 3 S 2.·9 
Food prices (retail) . . 102. 2.91 
Cost of living (Index No.) 102. 2.76 
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Observe the close tally between these four items in 
each column. 

The excess of profiteering in the wholesale trade 
caused the price to rise above ,00, while rents were 
artificially prevented from rising, thus keeping the 
cost of living below the ,00 per cent. rise one would 
expect. 

The volume of wheat to be consumed during the 
ensuing year within the nation is the most constant 
per tapita consumption, and may be estimated 
accurately enough for the purpose of adjusting the 
issue of legal-tender-national-money thereto. 

So established and regulated, a national money 
is assured. Under this national money our imports 
mllst be paid for by home-made goods, or by home
extracted materials, as was the case from 1844 to 
1874 and from 191' to 191,. Under a system of 
international money, imports may be and were paid 
for from 1874 to 191" and since 1916, by inter
national money causing our per tapita export of 
made goods to remain stagnant. Loans also were 
paid during terms of national money in national 
~oods, and during terms of international money in 
lOternational money with consequent loss to indus
try but gain to bankers. 

A scientific method of dealing with this new 
purpose of Money will have a sigiillicance that has 

4 not yet been clearly seen, reacting, as it must, directly 
upon our national food production, no less than 
upon our personal food-consumption: that is, upon 
the source of wages, no less than upon the destma
tion of wages. 

The varying climates of the globe, together with 
the regional dis~ibution of the eanh', varied 
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products. are unalterable variations which make it 
unpracticable to establish an international unit of 
value that will be stable under the free operations 
of Nature for more than a few days. as impracticable 
as to prescribe an international dietary. Life is 
physically maintained on different terms in different 
climes. Civilized money must, therefore, be national 
money. Moreover, civilized money unlike barbaric 
money, must be a representative of real value, 
convertible on demand into fixed and foreknown 
quantities of local or national sources of energy. 
Barbaric money is accepted as possessing in itself a 
real equivalent in fictitious value for whatever thing 
is exchanged against it. Measurement in a true 
sense does not, and cannot, enter any function 
performed by barbaric money. In international 
trade the balances are paid in national products. 
For a country that cannot feed itself, the advantage 
of having a purely representative money that cannot 
be exported is immense. Our country has to 
purchase four loaves out of every five it eats. If we 
have an international and exportable money such 
as gold, then will payment for these loaves be taken 
in gold, which gold will be used in purchasing goods 
from some other country producing them at a lower 
cost than can be done here, thereby putting out of 
employment men working in our factories and 
mines. Our surplus gold we do not wholly buy 
with goods; much of it comes to us as "tribute
money.n On the other hand. so long as our money 
has no value outside our own country, so long as it 
is purely a national money, the foreigner must 
accept in payment for the foodstuff he sells to us, 
sundry goods, raw materials, or services, that are 
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British. And as long as we have a surplus of goods 
we can always obtain a fair exchange for these with 
a country having a surplus of foodstuffs which it 
must dispose of. We run no chance as now of being 
victimized by the scramble for gold. 

To show how injuriously our industries are 
affected by an international money we give the 
following figures: 

During the national money period 1844-74 the 
average annual exports of BrItish goods nearly 
quintupled, while the rates of export per head of 
population nearly quadrupled. The former is 
represented by a rise from 100 to 449; the latter by 
a rise from 100 to 381. 

During the subsequent international money 
period 187,-1914 our annual exports barely doubled 
(100 to 19') the ratio of exports per head of popu
lation having risen from 100 to only 137. 

From 1870 the year of Free Trade with an inter
national money to the end of the century the 
average annual exports rose from £2.34.72.7,000 to 
only £2.37,782.,000 but fell from £7 7s. 4d. per head 
to £s 18s. lid. per head. During these years of 
world-wide expansion in progress the whole of the 
new demand for manufactures was supplied by 
foreign exporters not by British importers. 

, Had we retained a national money the former rise 
of exports would have been proportionately con
tinued and reached £812.,1,2.,000 a year, with an 
average per head of £2.2. 13S. led., nearly the whole 
of our increased population being absorbed by the 
manufacturing centr~s.-

• See .. The true cause of the commercial difficulties of Great 
Britain." By C. B. Phipson. p. :no 
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During periods of metallic money, of all the 

wealth produced in Britain no part of it is available 
as legaf-tender in discharge of any debt in Britain. 
To discharge such debt we must first sell some 
national article for gold, or silver, produced outside 
the Kingdom unless the tribute-gofd suffices. Those 
possessing the gold or silver will always stand to 
gain by contracting its supply, producing the 
finandallanics, or money famines, of 1873, 1890, 
1893, an 1907. 

Further, another disadvantage of a metallic 
money arises from the loss incurred by the public 
in being obliged to purchase many million pounds 
worth of gold to be locked up in bankers' safes and 
serve no useful purpose. 

The stability of prices brought about and resting 
securely upon a money representing under all 
conditions a fixed and foreknown real value, will be 
a boon to the working man whose wage has been 
periodically fixed, and to the pensioner whose 
pension does not accommodate itself to periodic 
variations of price. In trade, where time transac
tions enter so largely, variations of price 'play such 
havoc that much industry is strangled at its birth. 

When we have a stable measure of Value there 
will be an end of disappointments on setdement 
day in time transactions. At present with an 
unstable currency the buyer of goods who pays for 
them by a bill maturing in six months makes either 
an unmerited gain if prices rise meanwhile, or an 
unforeseen loss if prices fall; while the· seller makes 
an unforeseen loss if prices rise and all unmerited 
gain if they fall. But with a stable money the 
transactions between debtor and creditor over any 

5 
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period of months, or years, are at maturity prrdst!J 
III prrarrangttl behlletfl th, parties at iIKtptiOfl time. 
The interest upon consols, or war loans, will year by 
year bring to the investor (as creditor) precisely the 
same amount of food, goods, or servIces: neither 
State, nor citizen making loss, or gain, out of a 
change in the general-price-Ievel. 1bis is a very 
important matter. 

With the bankers' need we have here nothing to 
do. We have only to consider the need and interest 
of the public. These public needs and interests are 
opposed to the exclusive interest of the banker. 
The debtor-interest and creditor-interest can never 
be identical, where creditors are out for a personal 
gain. The bankers' function in the future when 
this Social instrument, money, is used solely for 
social ends, will find its social purpose in the 
administration of the free issue of credit instruments 
by the Mutual Aid Societies, the Co-operative 
Societies and Trade Unions, as indicated in my paper 
upon Credit in the Future. 

Indeed, so little do those know of the science of 
money who traffic with credit instruments that, 
when the proposal was made to re-introduce the 
gold standard, the bankers were unable to agree as 
to the result of this change upon the country's 
industry. Some were of opinion it would be 
beneficial, others that it would be injurious. Polit
icians knew no more than bankers, and so in the 
absence of any light, a leap was taken in the dark, 
but it :was a leap for a fall as we shall see. 

Our present unscientific money issued and con
trolled by Banks has the following defects: it 

is subject to -export, 
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is an obstacle to fair international trade, 
is a cause of fluctuations in prices, 
automatically increases every man's debt to 

his creditor, 
automatically increases our debt to America, 
frequendy robs every man of his savings, 
confiscates personal property, 
is no measure of value, 
is causing our land to go out of cultivation, 
is causing unemployment in mines and factories, 
its purchasing-power alters while its debt-

paying-power remains fixed by legislation, 
encourages the private accumulation of this 

social instrument-the property of the 
people. 

While we are working toward a co-operation and 
harmony of interests among the personnel of 
production, our barbaric monetary system is be
getting a competition and conflict of interests among 
those who are distributing the products of this 
industry. This expanding and contracting Money, 
the blind instrument of distribution, sets the manu
facturerunwittingly against the financier, also against 
the fixed-wage-earner, his associate. 

Gold money must vary in value week by week" 
notwithstanding the machinations of politician and 
banker, for Nature herself creates these changes in 
the varying cost of extracting gold, and to Nature 
we cannot dictate. 

A money which accurately reflects the volume of 
the staple food of the country J:equired for con
sumption, Wheat in the West, Rice in the East, will 
at all times and under all circumstances guarantee 
to the holder the exact amount of real wealth as 
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marked upon its face. It carries a State guarantee 
that the wage and the pension, week by week, will 
obtain for its holder, the precise amount of life 
maintaining stuff that has been pre-arranged by the 
parties concerned. In all time transactions, such as 
credits, loans, rents, etc., this standard moneY' 
guarantees the just payment due upon settleme1'lt 
day, thus eliminating any unforeseen loss or un
merited gain by either party through changes in ·~e 
price-level. For the price-level of the staple 
foodstuff, which normally rules all other prices, is 
fixed for the ensuing year by the Board 01 Agricul
tUre. This standard money thus regulated in its • 
volume and based upon Nature's unalterable law of 
the conservation of energy, is always in agreement 
with Nature's conditions of Place, Work and Folk, 
under which human energy is periodically renewed 
fot the maintenance and work of life. In its stability 
it registers the unchanging value of human energy, 
as the sole factor of all human production. 

So soon as the public mind becomes conscious of 
the social importance of an. instrument that will 
accurately measure any fractional part of the new 
wealth brought into being, year by year, through the 
c;o-operative effort of the entire people, then will the 
call come from the people fot such an instrument. 
Further, the national character of this instrument 
of money will become apparent as its essential 

, feature, and will be made secure when its social 
function is clearly visualized. The true function o' 
money being concerned solely with the measurement 
of the national wealth, en rOllle, to its equitable 
apportionment, demands that each nation have its 
own measuring instrument strictly related to its 
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own volume of staple foodstuffs apportioned and 
consumed within its boundaries. 

Moreover, a clear understanding of the social 
source of the power of money with a comprehension 
of its social function will alter the whole economic 

. outlook of those who, for private gain, have 
habitually trafficked with this social instrument by 
using it for extorting from Esau his mess of pottage. 

"Under any system of international money over a 
wide. region of climatic variations, the money
purchasing-power of food must vary in each zone 
according to climate, producing unstable prices. 
These variations are extremely detrimental to a 
country whose urban population exceeds its rural 
population, inasmuch as the foreign food exporter 
takes advantage of it, by only taking payment in 
goods when the goods stand at a lower gold price 
in Britain than elsewhere. There can be no assured 
reciprocity in international trade where an international 
money rules. 

The fundamental distinction between barbaric and 
civilized, or progressive, money is that the former 
is a real equivalent in value for whatever is ex
changed against it, the latter being nothing but a 
representative of value, convertible into fixed 
quantities of local, or national, real values. Inter
national money must be barbaric, since nothing but 
an equivalent in value will be accepted in the 
discharge of a debt between nations. National 

'. money can never be anything but civilized, or 
progressive money, since such money alone has no 
purchasing-power outside the national boundary. 

International money upon a gold basis has been 
introduced by bankers and politicians in order to 
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stabilize international exchanges, in ignorance of 
the fact that international exchanges can only be 
permanendy stabilized by the use, in each nation 
trading beyond its boundary, of a national money 
related to fixed quantities of vital foodstuff-the 
basis of all real values, and with which real values all 
debts national and international are ultimately paid. 

Lasdy, when each nation shall have adopted a 
national money based upon this same natural law; 
a money useless to hoard and idle to gamble for; 
a money that will serve every citizen's daily need, 
jusdy and reliably, and for whose reliability the 
issuing state shall have accepted responsibility, the 
strife among nations of the West for gold, and 
among nations of the East for silver, will be allayed. 
Then also will be encouraged that human harmony 
which is the aim of the new civilization now 
emerging. For, not until material order and econ
omic harmony have been securely established within 
a community is social progress on a loftier/lane 
possible. And of this structure of order an har
mony money is the comer-stone; a common ethic 
the cementing principle. 

The matter in a nutshell is this: 
I. The only Measure of human energy is one that 

measures volumes of its raw material-food. 
2.. Any Artificial Standard of Value or Valour, 

~ ~uch as metal or shells, will ultimately be 
replaced by a Natural Standard-the staple 
food ordained by Nature for each Oimate. . 

The Logical Aspect oj the Problem. 

Sir Josiah Stamp has asked for a Measure of 
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Value as stable as are our Measures of length, time, 
etc. 

Throughout these papers the term Value is used 
in its positive or scientific sense, namely, as the 
quantum of food which has to be consumed by all 
parties to the production of the item valued, the which 
quantum of foqd has to be renewed for further con
sumption before the item can be again produced. 

The term Money is used definitively as legal
tender-money not including any form of credit or 
hypothetical money. 
1. Everything done by man is done upon, or by, 

the power of the Food which he eats and cannot 
be again done until food is again eaten. 

Wealth is therefore a by-product of man's vital 
energy. 

It follows that Vital food is the Capital source 
of all substantial Wealth and marketable services. 

Food being the Capital and Sole source of 
Wealth, food must also be the sole Measure of its 
Value. 

The Logic of this is unquestionable . 
.1. . Since for practical purposes this Value has to be 

quantitatively expressed in terms of a quantitative 
Money, 

A Money to act as a Measure of Value must be 
unalterably related to, or quantitativelY represen-
tative of, a Vital foodstuff. . 
The Logic of this is unquestionable. 

3. Since a fixed unit of Money must be unalterably 
related to, or be quantitatively representative of, 
a fixed unit of vital foodstuff 

A quantitative equation between the two Units 
x Food andy Money has to be constituted. 
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The Logic of this is unquestionable. 
4. Since a quantitative equation between the two 

Units x Food and)' Money has to be constituted 
A fixed quantum of a Vital foodstuff as IMb

stantia/ Unit has to be equated with a fixed 
quantum of a Money as IpuM/ativI Unit. 

The Logic of this is unquestionable. 
The two unalterable Units x Food and.J Money 

that may be adopted to form a stable Scale by 
their fixed co-relation are: 

(1) As substantial Unit, the quantity of Wheat 
to be purchased and consumed between harvest 
and harvest in the given Re~ion. 

(2) As Speculative Umt, the quantity of 
Money reqwred to purchase this quantity of 
Wheat, issued within. and exclusively for the 
given Region as standard, or legal-tender-money. 

Thus x Wheat at.J Money-prifl in one scale of 
the balance and)' MO:Gn at x· Wheat-prifl in the 
other scale of the b ce, by their fixed co
relation and mathematical balance will constitute 
an unalterable Scale for the measurement of 
Value in any and every human product within 
the economic field-a value registered either in 
terms of Money, . or in terms of vital food as 
required. 

In the several countries of the West no fixed 
quantum of vital food can be adopted as a pl?Yska/ 
unit other than Wheat, in the East it will be Rice. 

The physical and mathematical conditions of 
the problem dictate, as always, the method of 
its solution. 

Above is the argument set out in its logical 
stages. 



GENERAL-PRICE-LEVEL 

.. Money-the total volume of 
fetal-tender-money to be i •• ued 
by the State for one year, II,. 

£08,000,000 

" Wheat =the total volume of 
wheat to be e' consumed by tho 

nation in the one year, •• Y 
7,000,000 tOI1l at 14/- per cwt. 

Owing to this Equation 

Any fraction of x money will to the last pound 
buy a like fraction of x wheat. . 

Any fraction of x wheat will to the last sack buy 
a like fraction of x money. 

This General-Price-Level consequent upon the 
stabilization of its basic el~ment must remain 
physically stable over any period of time: and 
consequent upon its level resting upon a mathema
tically exact and immutable Measure of Value it 
must remain speculatively stable and exact over the 
one Region to which the Balance has been adjusted. 

Every year there will be a new adjustment of 
figures to stabilize the Balance. 

Price is the expression of this Measure and 
Balance in terms of Money • 

.. ' 
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Vallie is the expression of this Measure and 
Balance in terms of Food. 

The Reality common to all products of human 
Ener~ which Money has to measure or re~ister is 
the VItal food consumed during the production and 
which food has to be renewed. 

Therefore 

We need to find a non-varying Unit of vital 
foodstuff on one hand and a non-varying Unit of 
Money on the other hand and to bring the two 
Units into unalterable Balance or Relation: each 
Unit available everywhere and always. 

With these Units in perfect Balance we have a 
perfectly stable balance or relation between Price 
and Value in whatever by-product of human Energy 
that value may be said to be resident. 

The Wheat to be consumed between harvest and 
harvest provides us with a physical Unit answering 
all the conditions of the problem. 

The legal-tender or Standard Money to be issued 
for measuring purposes during the same period 
when immutably.rdated to the food Unit provides 
a speculative Unit answering all the conditions of 
the problem. 

Each fraction of the Money will act as a guarantee 
for the delivery of Value to its face value and so 

, fulfil its second function. 
Each climatic Region must for biologic reasons 

establish its own Balance or Measure of Value on a 
like scientific basis. 

x Wheat throughout the West. 
x Rice throughout the East. 
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By these local adjustments to a Universal Value 

every Interregional Exchange is rendered unalter
able. Gold is required only as a make-weight when 
exchanges of goods between nations are of unequal 
value. 

Thus is laid the positive basis of a Scientific 
Money (a) as a Measure of Value and (b) as a 
Guarantee of delivery. 

Note. It stands to reason there can be no relation 
between a Measure and the quantity of things to be 
measured at one time and in one place. It is equally 
clear that the number of credit-instruments in 
operation at one time and in one place will have 
some relation to the number of Commercial trans
actions being operated by these instruments. At 
the close of each transaction the credit instrument is 
extinguished. Hence the amount of Money must 
be fiXed. While the volume of credit-instruments 
must be elastic. 

The real iSSUe! shorn of metaphysical terms are these: 
Economics are based upon life as a rhythm of 

consumption and production: an alternation of 
energy-expenditure and energy-renewal. 

Hence, we view the marketable thing as a by
product of expended energy; and we view money, 
first, as an instrument for measuring the energy 
expended in life and work; 'secondly, as a ticket 
securing for its holder the lI).eans of renewing this 
energy for further life and work: a recording-power 
and a purchasing-power. 

Value therefore means human energy in esse or 
in posse: valour. 

Price means the quantum of this energy as measured 
by money. 
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When money acts as an agent of exchange--an 
exchange of one energy-product for another energy
product of equal value, it acts solely as a measure 
of energy. 

When money acts as an instrument for the pur
chase of vital foodstuffs-the raw material of energy. 
it acts not only as a measure of value but as a state 
guarantee for the delivery of this raw material to the 
holder of the money and to an amount stated upon 
the face of the money voucher or ticket. 

Money acts as an effective Measlirl of Value when 
it registers and also represents an available volume 
of vital foodstuffs. 

It acts as an effective GlJIJrantll when it secures for 
a holder of it, the delivery of vital foodstuffs to the 
exact fjlJlJntlll1l of its face value. 

How to enable Money to function in this dual 
capacity, (a) of a stable measure, and (b) of a sure 
guarantee of delivery, is the problem before this 
nation and every other nation. And there is but one 
solution mathematically demonstrable. 



A FURTHER NOTE 
entitled 

THE COMMON WEALTH AND ITS 
MEASUREMENT 

THE Wealth periodically created is of three 
kinds. I. Foodstuffs. 2.. Raw materials and 

goods. 3. Services. 
Imagine a nation to consist of three Families, the 

adult male of each being occupied in producing one 
of these kinds of Wealth: A, Foodstuffs; B, Raw 
materials and goods; C, Services. 

Each will consume so much of his product as he 
needs for life and work. 

Each will pass on to the other two, the surplus of 
his product of work. 

Each thus secures all life's needs. 
It is the type of all that takes place within the 

economic system of a Social Body. 
In a large nation of specialized workers the 

portion of Foodstuffs which a family requires is for 
biologic reasons fairly constant and strictly limited. 
The kind and volume of food consumed, per head, 
varies with climate. Hence an economic unit can
not serve two climatic regions. 

The portions of other forms of wealth which 
families require vary very largely. This variation is 
determined in kind and quantity by functional activity. 
And this also climate by climate, or region by region. 

That the outputs of the common effort may be 
thus variously apportioned to each according to his 
need, it is necessary that any fraction of any kind 
of wealth be measurable upon a common scale. 

45 
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Such scale is termed a scale of V alue-V alour
Energy. 

To establish such a scale of Value apElicable to 
every kind of human product a common oenomina
tor, or factor, has to be found. 

There is but one factor, or property, common to 
all products of human effort. This factor is Energy. 

It is also a factor of Life. 
The Energy which has to be measured is the 

,Energy which has been expended during a given 
period in living and working, such amount of 
Energy having to be periodically renewed. 

The only practical method by which human ' 
Energy may be measured is by the measurement of 
Energy at its source, that is, in vital foodstuff. 

Our Scale of Value must therefore be a scale of 
vital foodstuff. 

The basis of such a scale will be a fixed "unit" of 
Energy-value resident in a given foodstuff. 

H we select from all vital foodstuffs the staple food 
of the country, wheat, we may obtain a fixed unit. 

This fixed unit will be the 'amount of wheat to be 
consumed by the nation within the next food-year: 
say 7,000,000 tons of wheat. 

H the Treasury issue a volume of Money exactly 
balancing this volume of wheat we have a scale of 
Value in terms of Money. 

X Wheat at Y per bushel=X Standard Money. 

Any fraction of this Money in its free circulation, 
will measure off from the common stock of available 
wealth a like fraction of real value in any form of 
human {'roduct. And this scale will function with
out vanation under all circumstances, and in all 
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places within the nation. It is automatic; exact, and 
unalterable. 

Each year the monetary issue will be readjusted 
to the estimated consumption of Wheat for the 
ensuing food-year at a given price. 

This volume of Standard, or Legal-tender-money, 
will freely circulate till it has purchased the last loaf 
for the last meal of the year, also acting, en route to this 
final purchase, as a vehicle for the delivery of such 
other foodstuffs, articles; and services, as will replace 
those that have been consumed, such being available 
for delivery by exchange of things, value for value. 

When the velocity of money circulation is not 
rapid enough to operate every purchase and 
exchange of value, then will credit instruments be 
employed and cash transactions be replaced by time 
transactions. These credit instruments will be 
drawn in terms of the measuring instrument and in 
each case they will be extinguished when, in the 
round of circulation, money comes to hand. 

These credit instruments will multiply with the 
number of commercial transactions. Their terms 
of extinction at maturity being rigidly fixed by the 
measuring instrument and recorded on their face. 
Their number therefore cannot affect the measuring 
scale, which will continue to purchase X volume of 
wheat, or its equivalent value in some other com
modity. 

There cannot be for biologic reasons any alternate 
method of establishing a Measure of Value that will 
remain stable and applicable to every kind of 
commercial transaction within a nation. 

Its accuracy and truth is capable of mathematical 
demonstration. 



THE MEANING OF CREDIT 

A MULTIPLIQTY of movements and ex
changes are necessitated by our modem 

methods of production and distribution before any 
single thing comes to the hand of the consumer. 
From earth extraction to human consumption there 
runs a long line of manual and mechanical processes. 

At every movement or change of process some 
payment for services is made and frequently by 
duplicated transactions. . 

A few only of these payments are made in cash, 
the bulk of payments being implemented by 
hypothetical or bank money-credit-1llstruments. 

Every credit-instrument is drawn in terms of the 
measuring instrument, that is legal-tender-money 
and at maturity each credit instrument is ex
tinguished by the creditor either upon receipt of this 
money, the receipt of value or alternatively by default. 

No credit instrument is legal tender, nor has it 
necessarily any legal-tender-money behind it. It is 
a private or personal instrument and therefore it is 
no publicly accredited voucher for the delivery of 
value as is the case with money. 

In addition to the various payments incidental to 
the creation and distribution of new wealth, food 
and services, there is a large body of payments made 
for the movement of old wealth. These latter 
payments are generally made by credit instruments 
and not by cash .. 

. ..a 
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The actual cost of the entire volume of new 

wealth annually created including all services cannot 
exceed and is probably somewhat less than the cost 
of the total vital foodstuffs annually consumed: 
wealth being a by-product of the food consumed 
and renewable only by further food consumption. 

The estimated amount of vital foodstuffs annually 
consumed by the nation is £1,300,000,000. This 
same figure would therefore represent the actual 
value of the new wealth produced together with 
all services rendered for one year. This body of 
wealth and services having been sold the proceeds 
of sale as they came to hand would provide the 
means for purchasing a further volume of foodstuff, 
thus completing the ceaseless rhythm of consump
tion and production till the last shilling has bought 
the last loaf. 

Measured by bank clearings the credit instru
ments daily attain on the average an amount equal 
to one half the total money circulating within the 
nation. Each day they average an amount equal to 
forty times the value of the new wealth each day 
created. 

It is clear that the economic efficacy of credit in
struments does not depend upon their being 
warrants or presentations of value. Their efficacy is 
entirely restricted to the facility which they can 
afford for the rapid movement of material and 
services from one person to another en rOllte to the 
public mart of wealth. They perform a function 
similar to that of the railway trucks. But unlike the 
trucks, when they have fulfilled their function of 
movement from A to B, they are destroyed: their 
efficacy of function largely depending upon the 
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velocity and promptitude of their honourable ex
tinction by the rotary transmission of money. 

Again, the volume of money in circulation does 
not vary from day to day, neithet does the average 

. volume of measurable wealth produced from day 
to day vary. But the actuating volume of credit 
instruments does vary from m~& to day and at times 
to an extent exceeding ,0 .. ons or fifteen times 
the amount of the new wealth daily produced, or to 
an amount exceeding one sixth of the total pur
chasing power of the national money. 

Such a fluctuation were it to take place in the 
volume or purchasing-power of money would re
act upon prices in such way as to make the price of 
bread and everything done upon this staff of life 
14 per cent. dearet on I, per cent. cheaper as the 
case may be on the Tuesday than it was on the 
Monday. 

But the general-price-Ievel is not in the least 
shaken by these fluctuations in the volume of 
credit: proving if proof were wanted that there is 
no warrant for the statement that in the interests 
of industry and commerce there should be some 
restriction upon the expansion of credit. 

There is no law limiting this expansion: it should 
freely follow the expansion of trade. ~ach ~edit 
instrument stands not upon any actual or CX1stent 
value. It stands on its own bottom. It stands 
. upon the credibility of the acceptor, that is, on the 
estimate of his power to honour it at maturity. 

Credit and Money belong to two different and 
wholly independent categories. 

The economic tendency freed from the restricting 
.hand of pro6.tee~ is toward a stabilization of money 
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on one hand and an expansion of credit on the 
other hand: the one as stable as the other is fluctua
ting: the one a measure, the other a vehicle of 
movement. 

Further, the name of these instruments vouches 
for the fact that they constitute no guarantee for the 
delivery of value as is the case with money. They 
merely promise a payment of speculative value to a 
particular person at some future date. 

Their usefulness is in their advantageously bridg
ing the interval between some process in the creation 
and distribution of wealth and the ultimate sale of 
this wealth to the consumer or payment therefore 
by him. 

In days of barter a system of restricting credit to 
the area of a gold or silver base was established by 
the Medici-the Jews who founded the institution 
of money-lending for profit. Of this system modern 
banking is the direct descendant. 

To-day the Banker strives to restrict it to a metal 
base about one sixth the area of his edifice of credit, 
while Industry struggles to expand it to the econ
omic needs of the hour, an amount beyond reckon
ing. 

In view of a possible reduction in the volume of 
legal-tender-money it is necessary to draw attention 
to the above facts so that the complete independence 
of credit instruments with regard to the volume of 
money in circulation may be understood. 

Note. It is not questioned that the general
price-level is strictly, automatically and definitely 
related to the volume of legal-tender-money in 
circulation: that is that price is synonymous with 
the purchasing-power of money. Nor is it disputed 
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that any alteration in the volume of purchasing
power is quickly and automatically registered upon 
the price-level, by an inverse movement. 

It has, however, been the contention of a certain 
school of thought that the volume of credit is in 
some mystic way related to the price-level, and that 
unless credit were restricted prices would rise. 

Were it true that the volume of credit instruments 
had anything to do with this purchasing-power of 
money, the daily creation of credit money to an 
extent equal to half the total volume of legal-tender
money would reduce the purchasing-power of the 
money ,0 per cent.: whereas the purchasing-power 
of money and the price-level of things is unshaken 
by this enormous and varying issue of credit money. 



CREDIT IN THE FUTURE 

Credit i. a vehicle hired by individuals to carry a man or team 
from the atart of work to its finish. Hence its capacity for extension 
to meet every sound demand is a social necessity. 

IN our country we actuate the "machinery" of life 
under a system differing essentially from any 

system under which this was obtained in the past. 
The conveniences of life were of old supplied by 
handicrafts carried on by isolated and skilled crafts
men in workshops attached to the home. Place, 
Work, Folk, constituted a closely knit triad. The 
present system of industry is in all respects funda
mentally different from this system it has displaced. 
The centripetal force of finance has broken up this 
triad. constituting in its place a system of specialized 
processes executed by mechanics. unskilled in the 
old sense of this term. who drive automatic machines. 
The several substantial parts produced by these 
mechanicallrocesses are assembled by men working 
in teams an possessed of little or no craft skilfulness. 
This sub-division of work has intensified collabora
tion. has introduced the sense of a "labour-group" 
ministering to a public equally enslaved to finance
a public which keeps the machine running. 

Every change in the system by which a group 
satisfies its everyday needs reacts upon its personnel 
by brin~ing upon the horizon new ideals, and 
introduClllg new relationships. habits. and institu
tions. Among the many features introduced by this 
new system of mass-production is the institution 
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of credit. The necessity for credit has arisen in 
response to the larger part which time and space 
play in our system of mass-production and mass· 
distribution; also to the necessity of storing a larger 
stock of mltterial and employing more costly plant. 
The production of tbiri.gs by highly specialized 
processes introduces a large number of isolated 
operations, some of which cover a considerable 
period of time before the thing is complete for .sale. 
The distribution of this common product or com·, 
mon wealth also introduces the element of time; 
the distribution being periodic-weekly, monthly, 
quarterly, and yearly. These periods of time between 
one process of manufacture and another, also be· 
tween the supply and sale of the. product, have to 
be bridged, and they are bridged br credit-instru ... 
ments. By the machinery of credit are factories 
supplied with material, workers with their food and 
other necessities, long before the finished output of 
the factory is sold on the market. In other industries, 
and in the services, where money, not to hand, 
has to be anticipated, credit-instruments give the' 
necessary facilities for the employ of these industries 
and services. Even the state has to anticipate 
receipts by the use of credit-instruments. 

Credit-instruments consist of cheques, bills of 
exchange, promissory notes, mortgages, bank drafts 
and overdrafts, etc. They are bonds entered into 
by borrowers who in course of time will extinguish 
these bOnds by the payment of the legal-tender· 
money represented on their face. In themselves 
they are not money, nor are they legal-tender. 
They are IIndertakings to pay money when the bond 
matures, or upon demand of the drawer. Upon 
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acceptance of each bond there is placed to the credit 
of the borrower a sum of hypothetical or bank
money which enables the acceptor to issue cheques 
his bank will honour. These instruments anticipate, 
or forestall, the receipt of legal-tender-money by the 
acceptor from a sale of his goods, or services. 
Credit-instruments can be created therefore by those 
who either have in hand surplus money, or by those 
who can create hypothetical money as can the bankers, 
or any corporate body in possession of funds. 

The distribution or apportionment of the periodic 
output of new wealth is entirely effected through 
the agency of money. Were the circulation of 
money to cease, the circulation of food, etc., would 
cease. Money has been introduced by society as a 
vehicle for the movement of its new wealth from 
workshop to store and from store to family. Owing 
to the periodicity of this distribution there are many 
people who have in hand money which they do not 
need to convert into goods for some months. This 
money is deposited in banks for safe keeping. Those 
in need of cash find these deposits ready channels 
for the advances of cash. In this supply of passive 
money and in this demand for active money, has 
the credit-system grown up. 

Since the deposits of passive money are to-day in 
the hands of bankers, the machinery of credit has 
become a monopoly of the bankers, and to the great 
detriment of our national industry. In making 
advances of money to their customers, the bankers 
issue instruments of private account such as drafts, 
bills of exchange, promissory notes, and what not. 
Against these instruments the bankers make ad
vances by using the money deposited with them by 
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their customers. These advances of credit-money 
far'exceed the amount of the real money which the 
bankers hold. The bankers, through the magic of 
the ledger, create what they call "bank-moner." 
It is phantom-money. It does not actually eXIst. 
The banker bases his credit-business upon the 
general experience that all depositors do not demand 
their deposits at the same time. They are drawn out 
bit by bit, and at variable intervals. In the majority 
of loans, money does not actuallY pass from lender to 
borrower, these loans are matters of ledger account 
only. For the work connected with these loans a 
fee is properly chargeable, but the banker charges 
more than a fee against his expense and administra
tion. He says he.has "an interest" in the borrower's 
business, and for taking this "interest" he makes a 
percentage charge upon the loan. The money paid 
for the "interest" does not go to the depositor whose 
money, if any, is risked in the loan, it is kept as 
banker's profit. Owing to this accidental circum
stance ot our economic system; or owing to the 
imperfect organization of our monetary system, the 
banker has been able to climb to a position of 
vantage. He is able to fevy a tribute upon the 
borrower's industry which brings vast gains of the 
"heads I win, tails you lose" type to the banking 
fraternity. Where the loans take the form of invest
ments, . the tribute is a perpetual payment to the 
money,;.lenderby the indebted industry. With this 
tribute levied upon industry I have dealt elsewhere. 

The money which is lent by the money-lender on 
long or short term loans is in a true sense not a. 
private instrument. Money is an instrument brought 
into being by ~he state for the convenience of its 
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citizens in their exchanges one with another, not for 
any member to make a gain by accumulating it. Its 
service is in its purchasing-power and this power is 
derived entirely from the fact of its being a public 
instrument, legal-tender at all places, and at all times, 
with a value assumed and guaranteed by the State. 
In the paper upon Wealth Distribution the ethical 
r.rinciple underlying and governing all kinds of 
'pay" has been explained. It follows from the 

principle, or law, of social right, that if anyone has 
public money to lend on his own account, he must 
have overcharged the public for his services. When 
the periodic distribution of the annually created 
wealth is regulated by a moral principle, no private 
purse will have money 10 lend. Yet advances of money 
will always be required, and more frequently in 
the future than in the past. There are many tran
sactions in which both space and time enter, and 
these need to be bridged. To bridge these sales, 
exchanges, and purchases the credit-instrument 
comes into use. 

Who will in the future furnish this credit? 
There will be but one source and this source 

ample for a credit more extensive and expansive 
than that of to-day. 

The Public Institutions now organized for various 
kinds of Mutual Aid and Insurance-fire, life, 
accident, robbery, storm, flood, illness and old age 
pensions, purchase of homes, etc., will increase their 
membership till every adult member of the com
munity has become a member of one of these 
Friendly Institutions. These bodies regularly taking 
weekly payments from their members, will always 
have at their disposal large sums of money, of which 
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only a small proportion need be in hand to meet the 
daily cash outgoings. These Societies. therefore. 
will be able to make advances to their members as 
and when required. Actual and hypothetical money 
will be lent, and upon the security of credit-in
struments drawn by the lenders and accepted by the 
borrowers. For these loans nothing more than the 
cost of administration would be charged, the 
Corporate body or Friendly Society being the 
banking house of its members. and controlled by a 
Board chosen by its members. Every facility would 
be given by such a body for loans to its members; 
yet. would no undue risks be taken. To extend 
these credit-facilities the several Insurance, Building 
and C<H>perative Societies. with the Trade Unions. 
and Professional Societies, would probabl,. establish 
some federal union, by which the loss ansing from 
any loan would be spread over a basis u wide as 
the nation. 

The principle of mutual aid is the comer-stone 
of these beneficial institutions; therefore, any 
trafficking for gain could not be thought of. More
over, were there any gain arising from this financial 
aid given to the several members, the gain would 
automatically go back to the whole body of mem
bers, that is, to the adults of the nation. 

In America one Trade Union, the Amalgamated 
Oothing Workers, has established a Bank. This 
Union. Bank has given credit to b:ls employers 
hard pressed by the commercial and thus 
saved their business from bankruptcy and their 
employees from unemployment. A fact. this. of 
great significance. 

Advances made by Societies of this kind would 
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not be limited as they have to be limited by the 
banks. The bankers who reap what others sow tell 
us that some limit must be put upon the creation of 
credit. They do not tell us why, nor do they give 
any logical theory of its necessary limitation. This 
is so, because the bankers view both money and 
credit only in terms of their own interest, which is 
not the interest of the national industries. As they 
charge heavily for the credit they give, they must 
maintain an urgency of demand for this credit, or 
this heavy charge would be resisted. 

From the nature of credit no rule arises which sets 
a limit upon the volume of credit at a given time, as 
in the case of legal-tender-money. This latter, 
which functions as a measure, must necessarily 
remain at the exact amount of its issue, since any 
change in the total volume of money necessarily, 
and automatically, changes the purchasing-power or 
measure of the unit pound. Money is a measuring 
scale which we can no more alter, than we can alter 
the length of the yard without a consequent con
fusion. Credit is no measure; has no relation to, 
or bearing upon, Price!. Whatever its volume, it in 
no way affects the measurement or purchasing
power of the totallegal-tender-money. The pound 
will purchase the same volume of wheat, whether 
the credit of individual borrowers runs into millions, 
or only into hundreds of pounds. On this point we 
have to be very clear. The banker builds upon 
ignorance of this indisputable fact; but to support 
his fiction he makes money cheap to-day and dear 
to-morrow.· The volume of credit may quite safely 

• At. I write this, Til. Ti_s announces that money is very dear in 
New York, the bank rate being as high as 10 per cent. Yet, America, 
whose money is gold, has her State cellars almost bursting witb this 
gold. July 3rd, 19a5. 
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be as large as the potential rower of the nation to 
create new wealth; indeed, It may be larger. for it 
may cover the value of old wealth created in the 
past and still existing; such as that of a picture by 
Rembrandt sold and bought for seventy thousand 
pounds. 

When we bear in mind the fact that under free 
and normal conditions every credit-instrument gives 
some one worker an additional facility for the 
creation of a new asset in which the whole com· 
munity parti~· test it will be seen that n(J m(Jr, 
subtle method 0 restricting indllS/ry can b, devised than 
the praftke 0 the banking fraternity in ill arbitrary 
restriction of credit, through the monopoly which it 
has so insidiously acquired since the apothecary 
turned pawnbroker and the pawnbroker turned 
banker. 

For reasons given in my paper upon Money, the 
control of the monetary measure. like that of any 
other public measure, should be in the hands of the 
State, while the control over the issue of credits 
should be in the hands of Mutual Benefit Societies 
and Institutions which are public bodies responsible 
to their own public. 

No limit wliatever should there be to the volume 
of credit-facilities given by these bodies for the 
creation of new wealth within and for the com· 
munity. But, since a limit will necessarily be set 
to the aedit given to anyone borrower. this limit 
will. be ultimately fixed by what is believed to be 
the borrower's ability to make good upon the 
maturity of the loan; his credibility in this respect 
being estimated by the Advisory Board of the 
lending Societf •. 
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The system of credit actuating through banks 

has grown out of our factory system, which drove 
out of the field all the old sources of credit, and is 
losing for a while the cosmic trinity of Place, Work, 
Folk. 

The Societies mentioned above will undoubtedly 
become at some future day the bankers of industry 
and the creditors of the people. The enormous 
funds now deposited with them, instead of being 
lent to those having other interests than those of the 
mutual aid societies, will be used for temporary 
advances to their own members, and thereby they 
will the more completely realize their capital 
objective. Until interest upon loans is again made 
illegal, or has become not customary, some low rate 
of interest will probably be charged by these 
Co-operative Societies.'" 

We may be certain that. the whole system of 
lending money 'and restricting credit for private 
gain will go the way of all systems which fulfil no 
social function, or which render services on terms 
that are disadvantageous to the common welfare. 

By extending the issue of credit over a basis 
co-extensive with the working population, and with this 
credit given, not for private gain, but as a social 
service, the notion that any fragment of the great 
body of industry by which the life of the communi" 
is maintained is the property either of its administra
tors, or of its executive, will be slowly dispelled. 
With this false notion of ownership over any whole, 
or part of, the social machinery scattered to the 
winds, personal initiative and ability, in the control 

• The Friendly Societies have assets exceeding £230,000,000, 
and the Trustee Savings Banks have deposits exceeding £160,000,000. 
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and improvement of this machinery, will have a 
more open road: the complaint against capitalism 
will be silenced; nationali2.ation of any industry or 
material averted. Ownership will only be thought 
of in connexion with such personal conveniences as 
shirts and arm-chairs. With the departure of the 
myth of ownership of anything in which the public 
is interested, the responsibilities of lI.urship will be 
better realized, while the control of mdustrial 
associations by representative councils will be 
another step toward this realization, as is the recent 
system of "profit-sharing" and "co-partnership." 

Further, the Administration of Credit being taken 
over by these great Societies, Unions, and Institu
tions, whose basic princir.le is mutual aid and 
mutual burden-sharing, will forward the coming 
transformation of the nation's economic machinery 
from that of so many private ventures to that of a 
unified public service, in which every occupation 
will be regarded as an organ of the collective body, 
and one whose end is the common weal, though, for 
the best of reasons, freely controlled and operated 
by individuals,. or groups of individuals. 

A free and liberated system of credit will thus 
help to bring about that co-ordination of the several 
active organs, together with that integration of the 
whole social organism, which has its counterpart in 
the human body. . 

Meantime, until credit is liberated and placed 
upon this free and wide basis, nothing is to be gained 
by c:omplaining of the heavy burden upon industry 
through our heavy taxation of incomes. We are all 
parties to laying upon industry a tribute far exceed-
109 in. its am<:>unt the whole national revenue. 
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From this levy industry can only be relieved by 
a free and liberated ,rystem of credit. A move in the 
direction of instituting credits outside the recog
nized channels will soon be made by the political 
system of agricultural credits. These advances will 
be ultimately furnished by the whole body . of. 
industry whose life is maintained by this one basic 
industry of agriculture. If the Trade Unions and 
other Mutual Societies do not liberate credit, the 
State may have to institute a national system of 
credits for secondary industries, if these industries 
are successfully to compete with less highly taxed 
industries overseas. But, the better way is for 
democracy to emancipate credit in its own way and 
by its own institutions. And further, since through 
the workers only can the obligations of credit be 
met, the workers should create their own machinery 
of credit by means of their own Mutual Aid 
Societies. 

Bearing in the forefront of, our mind the truth 
that for every thing which one enjoys, however it 
may be got, some worker has sooner or later to pay 
its full cost of production, one may comprehend how 
essential to the common good it is that the life of 
each member in a community be lived in balanced 
relation to the three determinants of human pro
gress. 1. The place on the earth where one lives. 
z. The work. wruch one does as a service to the 
common weal. 3. The folk. by whose gifts the 
personal life is enriched. And then the deeper truth, 
that the integrity of this relation may be broken by 
the power of money and the monopoly of credit, to 
the injury of Civilization. 

Itis to-day being so broken. 



THE UNEMPLOYED PROBLEM 

THE unemployed, broadly speaking, are a body 
of SlI1"plm labour thrpwn off by a mechanized 

industry. As machines become increasingly auto-
matic less human work is required, and new in· 
dustnes are unable to absorb the surplus thrown out 
of employ by this development of mechanism. 1bis 
increasing stream of unemployment flowing from 
mines and factories we cannot stop. But we may 
divert the stream into channels of wealth production. 

How thus to divert it is the problem of to-day. 
Many the theories, many the contentions as to the 

solution of this problem. 1bis is so, not because the 
problem is in itself difficult or complex. It is 10 
because the facts determining its solution are con
cealed beneath the surface of things. The situation 
has not been analysed so as clearly to reveal its 
remedial measures. 

Our aeroplanes flying a thousand feet over the 
fields have discovered and photographed wall 
foundations under the soil unseen by the man 
walking over them. A similar penetrating view of 
the nation's industry will bring into prominence 
facts generally unseen by those within the industrial 
field. 

These basic facts which give the key to the solu
tion of the unemployment problem I will endeavour 
to lay bare. 

(x) The labour-cost of everything made or done 
• 6t 
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within the nation is mathematically equal to the 
1abour<ost of the vital foodstuffs eaten by the 
,nation within the same period. 
; This means that every economic problem is at 
bottom, not a money problem, nor an industrial 
'problem; but a food problem. 

(1) This nation, Unlike any other nation, is to
, day physically unable to feed itself. It must purchase 
i the bulk of its food overseas and pay for this food 
i by products of factory and mine. 
o This means that the products of our factories and 
I mines, in part go abroad to pay for our imported 
i foodstuffs, and 10 part are distributed at home; and 
l in the exchange of this thing for that thing we are 
isupplied with the amenities of life. The more 
I things therefore we have to set aside for export, the 
i less things we have for home enjoyment. 
. h) The home policy for most communities to
day is 'one of self-development through the use of 
national and natural resources. 
. This means that the world markets for buying our 
shirts and tin-tacks are shrinking. 

(4) The British climate necessitates a heavier and 
more cosdy food<onsumption, per head, than is 
necessary in any other country taking our pots and 
pans. 

This means that our pots and pans measured in 
food<ost are, for causes outside our control, more 
cosdy than the same wares made in more genial 
climates. Nature for ever prevents our competing 
with any other nation (taking our goods) on equal 
terms. Climate creates a tariff which is against us. 

". These facts all tell against England in her com
mercial relations with other nations. The slightest 
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consideration of these facts will indicate the direction 
in which this nation may find some relief. This 
.relief lies in the nature of the work which we find 
for the -surplus labo11% thrown aside by our mech
anized industry in increasing volume evety year. 
Indeed, we may say, the larger the surplus labour 
thrown aside, the better for England'. position. 

The above facts clearly indicate whit we should 
no/ do. They point out the abs11%dity of sending 
back to mechanized industry the surplus labo11% it 
has thrown off through machines requiring fewer 
hands and markets needing fewer machined wares. 

We have left, then, these two alternatives. 
(I) Extra expenditure oflabo11% upon the production 
of public amenities. (1) Extra emplOyment of 
human labo11% upon the production of foodstuff. 

The facts brought to view tell us that the nature 
of the economic struggle England has now to face 
is one centred round her food supply. It is a 
struggle whose coming severity the townsman will 
be the first to experience. Hence, it will be im· 
prudent to turn back from fields of food-production 
any surplus labour which industry can spare: 
imprudent ev~n to employ it in creating public 
amenities whose benefits will be remote, and when 
realized do little to relieve the food situation • 

• There remains the alternative of an increased food 
supply from 011% -home lands. 

How will this affect the employed and how will it 
affect-the nation? 

The first basic fact we referred to made this 
disclosure, that the labour-cost of what we produce 
upon 011% dinners is fixed by the labo11%-cost of 011% 
dinners. If, then, the nation's land with the nation's 
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~ds produces more dinners, the real cost or food
.icost of all its fed labour is relatively cheapened. 
;Hence, the export price of our goods may be reduced 
twithout reducing the real wages of the mechanic, 
;Iess also' of our machined products need we sell 
foverseas fot food: we may have a larger proportion 
i of these to be exchanged one for another among our 
: home-folk. No employed mechanic nor agricultural 
: labourer is put out of work by this employ of our 
[surplus labour. 
r And here comes an additional gain. Every extra 
I man employed in food-production is feeding nine 
: others: he is thus directly increasing the real wealth 
of the nation available for distribution in. wages, and 
indirectly relieving our export trade from pressure 
of adverse markets and adverse climatic conditions. 

This, then, seen in. all its implications is the 
whole matter. Anyone turning over these facts iil 
his mind will plainly see there is but one thing for 
us as a nation to do. We have to organize lotallY 
the re-employment of the surplus labour from 
factory and mine, and set it upon our uncultivated 
fields; . 
· . It should not surpass the wit of man to do this. 
· If we fail here, we are at the beginning of the 
end as a nation. Since the first days of party govem· 
mentno party has had straight before it such an 
'opportunity as now presents itself to the Party in. 
power. 
· Will the Labour Party use it? 
[Written i1l1930.] 



ECONOMY, THRIFT, SAVING 

ALL lovers of their country will in these days 
, do what each may toward the national welfare. 

Our mode of living and working should be planned 
to this end. Public men, however, in calling atten· 
tion to this duty mislead us when they let empt}' 
phrases slip from their tongue. They talk of 
Economy, Thrift, and Saving; each as a special 
duty on the part of the Individual and the State. 
Let us see what these terms mean and how far these 
sacrifices will help the present situation, if at all. 

This is important as all will soon be brought to 
face a reduction of real income as the unemployed 
increase. 

Etonolll.J. This means the. wise provision of 
material supplies, whether, in the domestic or the 
national household. It means the employ of all 
available labour for the adequate supply of life'. 
needs, household by household and community by 
community. 'The purpose of all work is the produc
tion of good and useful things. The end of this 
production is the enjoyment of these products by 
the whole community. To use up every product of 
work is a gain and not a loss to the mtion. Sacrifi~ 
for the country does not mean not using up 
every bit of the fruits of the nation's labour. The 
economy we should practise lies in everyone making 
the best use of his power to contribute to this 
common wealth, also the best usc of such portion of 

, " 
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it as he is able to enjoy, and to enjoy every bit of 

~- it. 
Thrift. This means nothing more than the 

thrifty-use of whatever we have. This is at all times 
a duty. The unthrifty use of anything which 
labour has produced is truly a loss for which 
everyone someday pays. 

Saving. This refers only to money. It is not 
possible to save any real thing unless we bury it as 
a dog buries its bone. This would help no one. 
The saving of money means this: A, B and C lend 
their surplus income to D, E and F, who spend it 

, upon their needs. All is spent to the last shilling. 
There is no saving. Nor can the nation save. Every 
penny raised by national or local taxation is spent 
in the national or local employment of labour. The 
more the State spends the more labour it employs. 
The amount of taxation does not reduce by a penny
piece the amount available for expenditure upon 
either national employmen:t, or upon national 
industry. There is exactly the same amount of 
money expended, the same amount of food enjoyed 
by the Community as a whole, whatever the taxa
tion. But, what is spent by public bodies for the 
public welfare cannot be also spent by the individual 

• for his exclusively personal welfare. And the 
public welfare - must take precedence over the 
personal welfare since the best interests of the 
individual finally depend upon the condition of the 
public welfare which is a man's environment. Were 
it not so, that we are members one of another is 
nonsense. Seeing things as they really are, the 
truth is forced upon us that neither Economy, Thrift 
nor Saving, are matters that are going to help the 
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situation to-day. They are platform phrases. They' 
are as dust in our eyes preventing our seeing the' 
real evils. But, after an explosion of these phrases, a 
speaker leaves the platform mightily pleased with 
himself, and his audience hypnotized.' . 

It will be said that public men when they advocate 
economy are advocating a reduction of ~ublic and 
private expenditure. Here clear vision will disclose 
a popular fallag. There is a common belief that 
high taxation for public expenditure in some way 
reduces the national wealth. High taxation for 
public expenditure may be a good thing or a bad 
thing. High personal expenditure may be a good 
thing or a baa thing for the public welfare, but thil. 
is not· the point. The popular belief is that the 
money spent by the State is money lost to Industry. 
Nothing could be more untrue. Every purchase 
by the individual, or by a public body, is a purchase 
or employ of labour 1Q some form. Were public 
eXpenditure doubled or halved, in neither case would 
the employment or unemployment of a single man 
be thereby effected. In one case more persons 
would be employed on private account, ana fewer 
on public account; in the other case more would be 
employed to serve the public weal. and fewer' to 
serve the private weal. The trend of Ovilization is 
toward an increase of employment on public 
services. By the very nature of OVilizatiOD it mus1 
be so. 

The question at bottom of any public policy u 
not therefore can we, 'as a community, afford II 
particular expenditure' of human energy, but will 
such expenditure give us some benefit which private 
enterprise does not supply. If it will. then it shoule 
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!be supplied by a public body and every citizen 
~ould in some way contribute to its cost. 
~ In this connexion we may take the dole as test. 
:The public expenditure as now administered is a 
positive loss of national wealth, it is also a disgrace 
to our social and political sense. The unemployed 
:are not responsible for their unemployment. But 
-the community of which they are members is 
:res~onsible for it; responsible therefore both for 
:their adequate maintenance and for their Ie
~mployment. 
i We are all the victims of a system now breaking 
:down because of its maladjustment toperlllanent 
human needs. These latter needs which cannot be 
'set aside demand a contitlual readjustment of human 
• power to an increasing mechanical power. To make 
levery use of mechanical aids is an advantage to the 
: general welfare. But unless we so organize the 
: productive capacity of the nation so that. the increase 
lof machinery is balanced by a reduction of human 
i labour all round, social and economic disaster must 
result. This balance should be brought about in a 
way that Nature will one day make imperative arid 
that common sense to-day dictates. This way is by 
a reduction of hours' work .per man in all mech
anized industry. If machinery does not to some 
extent release man from toil,· however many 
gramophones it turns out, it is a curse and not a 
boon. It arrests the uplift of the man. 

Let us stop talking about Economy, Thrift and 
Saving. Let us pull our wits together. Master the 
new situation. Reorganize out industry upon a 
basis of individual Co-operation and national Inde
pendence. Let us regard competitive industry as 
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we have come to iegud such relics of Barbarismai 
~uman sacrifice and bloody battl~s. . ~ 

In this new effort men and masten must pull 
together. Prosperity for all, the fruit. But we 
must pull together as a nation. 

.' 

• , 
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PREFACE. 

In response to numerous requests I have decided 
to reprint this monograph which consists of my 
lectures delivered to .the Institute of Bankers during 
the winter session of 1930-1931. To deal with 
such a vitally important subject in the course of 
four lectures proved indeed a dlllicult task and 
attention was, therefore, drawn to the salient aspects 
of the subject. A comprehensive treatment of the 
subject would involve references to the whole 
theory of banking and currency. Policies tried 
abroad in the perfection of their money markets 
would have to be alluded to. It would have been 
beyond the possibjlities of the course of four lectures 
to begin with those different organisations which 
are the constituent members . pf the money market 
and close with a discussion 01 the best remedies 
suggested to evolve a co-ordinated, compact and 
cohesive money market. Lectures one, two and three 
which cover a greater portion of the mon?graph 
are devoted to a lucid description of the ideal money 
market and the features of our money markets. 
This part of the work is elementary and matters of 
everyday knOWledge in the City are dealt with in 
detailed manner for although they may appear 
~ple to the Jirained practical banker are often 
misunderstood by untrained minds. Suggestions 
and new views are given in the final chapter which 
will repay study by the most experienced bankers, 
economists and businessmen. 
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Suggestions of,interest to the businessmen will 
be referred to and the means for the development of 
the money market to a reasonable state of perfection 
will be studied. If I succeed in converting the 
Ia:y reader to the principles of reform r would con
sider my humble efforts rather successful. The recent 
publication of the report of C. B. Enquiry Committee 
stimul:ated me in publishing this monograph for their 
recommendations have amply endorsed my sugges
tions concerning the necessity to oreate a bill market 
and a oentral reserve bank. No problem of domestio 
bimkingis so important 8S' the one of making the 
Indian Joint-Stock banks take a greater part in, the 
financing of our growing foreign trade. 1 hope the 
Indiari- 'publicist and the lay reauer will find this 
monograph a useful guide. My thanks are due to 
th~ editors of the Indian Finance, the Calcutta 
Review, the Jourrwl 0/ the Indian InatitUte 0/ 
Bankers and the Indian JO'UII'nalo/ Economics for 
permittirig me to reprint my' papers originally 
published by them. Thebook is a c~panion volume 
of ' my, previously', pUb&hed 'wntings on banking, 
~z., "Elementary' BankIDg, Prese~~Day Banking in 
InCfu. ~d Organised ~anking in~ the Days of John 

Company. 

, 
26th October 1931.:' 

SENATE HOUSE, ," 

CALCUTTA. UNIVERSITY., 

" 
B. RAMACHANDRA RAU •. 

.. 
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Books by the same Author, published by the 
Calcutta University. Some Select Opinions 

thereon. 

1. Present-Day Banking in India, by Dr. B. 
Ramachandra Rau, M.A., L.T., Ph.D. (Third Edition, 
thoroughly revised and . enlarged). Supplementary 
Thesis for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy, 
Calcutta University. Royal 8vo. pp. 704. 1930. 
Rs. 10-0. 

The book desoribes the existing banking systeln and offers 
valuable suggestions to bring about the DXuoh needed improve
ment in our oredit situation. The present edition, besides 
embodying the main oonolusion of the earlier edition, 
inoorpora.tes a. large a.mount of fresh materia.l. 

.. A complete survey of the position-further UJiefui chapters have 
been included on the recent monetary reform and the Central Bank of 
IaBue. He examines the position of. each of the constituents of the 
Indian Banking worldand he suggests scientific remedies. His work will 
be muoh appreoiated by his readere among the English banking com
munity who· will be specially interested in the author's suggestions as to 
the course whioh should be taken in the future. "-The IMIdo" Banker', 
Magazine. Nov. 1930, 1".773; 

.. A third edition of this exoeIIent treatise on Indian banking has now 
been published. The matter has been brought up to date and deals ade
quately with the Hilton-Young Report and the monetary reform of 1928." 
-The Sla~" (London), 24th' January. 1931. p. 137_ 

.. No topio on Indian Banking, present and past, has escaped the 
notioe of the author. The chapters on the indigenous banker, the loan 
compames of Bengal and topics of the Hundi system, agrioultural credit 
and banking management evince a painstaking spirit of research and 
original rem.arka. The author has boldly oriticised and' impartially pro
noUilced judgments on many of the part.iean-like conclusions whi('h are 
unfortunately prev~lent in oircle of the 6Xperts, real or Bo-called, in 
bankin". "-The 001.".1111 Belliew, February, 1931: 
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II 11 is a self-contained. eotnplek and comprehenaive es:pw.ition of tb. 
Indian finatICial worlo witb aD itA pec\lliarities. I can think of no cia .. 
connected with the b~-world to whom the book is not _Ieome or 
necessary. "-Indio,. Firlanu. Nov. 22, 1930 • 

.. A very comprehensive text-book.. "-Til. EqcmomW" London, Oct. 
11, 1930. 

II A full description and eriticism 01 the banking 8)'11tem. "-7h~ 
Man.cAe81er GuordtGn, C_~al. Oct. 9. 1930. 

" It is probable that it will become a standard work in the 88J1t18 that 
it will be'studied by those not wonsiderable few who aspire to a know
ledge of the credit 8ystem at p~nt ftist.ing in India. All extremely 
ahle exposition of present-day banking in India. "-7"11. CGpital, Oct. 29, 
1930 • 

.. It is a masterly exposition of the subject by a person who ~n apeak 
with authority and con1id8tlC8. "-Til. Leader, NOT. 2. 1930. . 

.. A. very masterly 8urvey of the whole field of. banking."-Principal 
M.lt. ~h08b. 

.. It is ~ valuable contribution to the liteJature of Indian EcoDOIDW& 
Prof. Rau has rendered a signal..,rviee to India by publiahing hie book at 
this juncture when the Banking Enquiry Co~~ittee is conducf.illg its 
investigatioDiL. .The presentation is admirably lucid and 8)'8tftnatic and 
bis book will be read with interest. bY~nkenr, bl.l8~f'Il and the 
general public. "-T.Ae Bt6U8mGft, Nov. "30; 1930. 

CI The book contains collection of important blnking material which 
will be useful to studentA and.businessmen alike. ItA posaetI8ion would 
giv'; much useful infonna.tion and __ refeft'tlCe to a n~ber of publica· 
tioDS. "-T1aelndio~ iwftiaz oj ~iu. ~pri1. 1931, p. 714 • 

.. Au interesting chapter for the Anle~. reader is Chap.. It which 
describes t.he hoarding hebitA 01 the nat.ive populatioD."-T.M AIIIft"icon 
Eoo_if: IktIietD, March, 1931, p. 169 • 

• ~ Remarkably good book on India~ bauking. The author ... a cJ •• 
grasp 01 the main, principles !,od his patient and diligent stud7 hal giy8ft 

him mastery of the 811bject which he expoundl even to the aninitiatediD 
siDlple and clear laoguage:'~Si, R N. Sarma. Es-Esecutj". Coanril 
l\!eJnbet'. Government of .India and fresident 01 the BaU_, &\88 

Ad viso1'J' Cotnmittee. 
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.. It will serve both as a useful work of reference and a dependable 
text-book. Dr. Rau has gone thoroughly into his subjAct. almost too 
thoroughly at plares and piles up an imposing aUlount of information and 
observations oollected from wide reading and . long experience in teach
ing. His book is quite as much a book on Indian banking all on banking 
and currenoy in general. Dr. Rau'a special contribution is an exa:mina. 
tion with suggestions of his own of the question of a Central Bank of 
Issue for India. .Hia treatment is sound and his swcep wide considering 
the fact that he wrote be/ore 'he publication of the Banking Committee's 
exhaustive and weighty report. "-The Ceylon Economio JO"f'fIal. 
December 1931 • 

.. In his very extended examination of the conditions Mr. Rau gives 
a most intereeting statement of the methods of indigenous bankers. 
,past and present and trac{'8 the dE>velopment of the European System 
Buch as it bali been from the daYB of John Company. Written by one who 
has a thorough knowledge of conditions in India and of financial mattera 
In general, the book lUay be ('ommended to the student of monetary 
questions and it may be added that the whole body of Mr. RaU'BBuggeS' 
tions are worthy of the considerations of controlling financial in~s and 
of the legislation. The plea that the Indian system shoulCl be brought'into 
line with European models and as speedily as possible appoora to be 
thoroughly sound.· .. -2'Ae Brittsh Trade RfltIiew. November 1930, p.39, 

.. Mr. Rau writes with authority and sound knowledge. Besides being 
a descriptive and historical account of the Indian banking system the 
book under review offers constructive llUggestions for the immediate and 
practical problema. The reader will not rail to secure a comprehensive 
and clear-cut impression of the present·day banking system of India. 
A handy complet.e and reliable guide on this subject. "-The lJeflgal • 

Co.operoot18 JO"f'fIal. October 1925: p. 139. 

",Researches made by IIl§lian Eoonomists in recent yeara have thrown 
considerable light on the gradual deveiopment of banking in India from 
earliest times and Dtuch valuable infom.ation on the subject will be found 
in the books published within the last five years by......... Ramachandra 
Rau ............ "-The C81ICral Banking Enquiry C~mittee Reporl. 1931. 
p. n. 

. 2. Elementary -Banking, by the ~ame author 
Deroy 8vo pp.209. 1925 .. Rs .. 3. . 

This little book gives a clear idea of a Commercial Bank and 
ita theory and estiPlates the econOlIlio iPlporiance of their 
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>opdrations, viz., Bank. depoeits. Note·isaue, Drafts, Discounte. 
Loans and Adv~nces, Investments and Acoeptances. It will be 
a very lUleful book for Cpmmeroialstudente who desire to under· 
stand the work of a b4:nk- how it obtains its capital, how tbat 
capital is employed, how profits arise and are distributed and 
how again a, Commercial Bank falla . 

.. . It is clear and concise. "-The ArMricca" ECOMmio BtJI1iet.D. 

. .. A valuable handbook on India. Banking. "-The U""ed Provinoee 
CfNlperatfw JOtIrnaZ. 

ee ••••••••• We have aU the essentials of a good text·book. "-The reo 
ferenceto the taxi.books are 8Ufficient evideDoe of the up-to-date cbarac~ 
ter of the book-A BUblrte.ntial contributioD to the rather Jean literatUJ'9 
on tlie' subje"ct. "-The Engli8~. 6th Augus, 1926. 

.• 3. Economics of Leather Industry, by the same 
au~~or.Demy 8vopp .. 194. 1926. Rs. 2-8. 

In this book the author Dlakea • careful economio Burvey of 
the existing sources of supply and deaJa with the economic 
importance of leather, causes of the decline of the indigenous 
leather indulitry, the export trade of· raw hides and skins and 

. ihe pOllsibiIities of iluccessful leather industry in this country. 
The book contains valuable suggeStions for the improvement of 
the faw material on which theQConomic life of various branches 
o~ leather industry depends . 

. . ' 
........ ; ...•..... 1he aeries of \~·.articlea oUght. to be read generaU, b, 

~U interested in the industries and commerce of India and particularl, 
by ihose who are concerned with the leather industry and buaiDeM. "-
MotWm B811fIl1l1, April. May. JaM. 1925. . 

" .••••• The author is to be cODgl'atulatfod upon producing • clear and 
complete exposition of the'Indian trade and ofIndia'. raw aateriala. reo 
sources and the characteriStics of thmn •..••.• :.the infOftDation il fur. 
nishes will be interesting and valuable to the leather trade UJJiVlll'll&U,. 
and the work fol'llUl an importaut addition to the trade'. technical 
literature. "-The LealAet- TracJe. Bef1ie", lOth.J'ebrua".. 1928. 'I 
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.. The 'Very able and practical monograph-,-llis summary of sug. 
gestions deserves to be translated into the lea~ vernaculars of the 
country."-The M1J8ll1'e Economio JO'Uf'npl • 

.. A useful gloBBary of terms,-The hook sh?uld prove useful to those 
interested in the economic side of the lea ther industries in Indii. ... -The 
Bulle',,. oj 'he Imperial Institute. 

' .. The Book is altogether interesting and ,uggestive and would reo 
pay reading. "-The Indian Joumal oJ Economica • 

.. Prof. Rau's volume isa great deal more thana mere academic trea· 
tise. He keeps himself in close contact with 1:11e market pJaceand is there· 
fore able to offer a number of suggestions which will certa.,inly serve to 
stimulate the interest of those connected with the trade in the hitherto 
unexplored poaSibilitiesof the leather industry in India. 'The appen. 
dioes undoubtedly enhance the intent oftha book. We commend this 
book to businessmen and students alike. "-TM United PrtlflinC68 
Co.operative Journal. JulJf 1926 •. 

Book by the same author published by Messrs. 
Lal ,Chand & Sons, 76, Lower Circular Road, 
Calcutta and select opinions thereon. 

1. Organised Banking in the Days of John 
Company. Ra. 12. 

" 

SOME OPINIONS ON' ORGANISED BANKING 

IN 'THE DAYS OF JOHN COMPANY. 

The fl'imes o/lndia--o-

, .............. : ........... dea.l.' in detail with the .history of banks 
',in Bombay. Much informa.tJon concerning the earlier Joint
Stock Banks a.nd the indigenous banks of ~ombay is contained 
in this book." 



A. B. Patriktt-:-

" Dr. Ra.~ haa a.l~·eadyestabliBh6d his 'reputation as writer on 
a subject which thou~ Oi great int6Jl8t and use to US in 'our 
present r.equi.rements few Indiana h8.ve ~a.ckled. It hal been 
Writte~ in a style Ire& lrom the li~al use of technical t~rJl).a. 
and ye~ in a spirit of soientifio inC).uiry whioh is likel" to be ~. 
interest ,to those who want. to study bankiDi .nd of us. on the~ 
other hand as a boo~' o(~ferenCie to those who bAVe • lQiu4 
to ~ow up the researches embodied.lu. the boo~ •••••••••••••••. 
The picture is· ma.~Ui.U, useful. and. iastruotive." . .. • 

, '.-. . . '., 
Dr. B. B. nAS QUPTA, 'Ceylon Un~V8,Bitll CoUege. 'ColomOO-

"'fOIl have dug' out much interesting information awl 
deaerye~o be congratula.ted for your paiDlltaking work in th, 
early w-tory pi. banking in Bombay." .. 
~ . SUBEDAR, Aut!w" 1>/ the .M~nority Report. IMia" 
,'>(Jentra( Banking Enquif'1J Committee and Vice·Pruidenl • 
. Indian"Merchants Chamber, Bomhay-- • 

, .! '.., ~ . ...: , 

, " Aver,! vaiuable eonJ;ribution til the. uruierata.'9-wIlft of ~h. 
economio revolution wlLiOh.Indi& autlered ainee the past in the 
b&nds of.the East India. ·~mpa.ny.· , , 

T4~ bookl is of great historical value and I -GIn '~ure you 
have rendered great service to the oommunity byyoilr reaearohea 
in this JiirtlQtion." ~ . , 

I • • 
I ., , -: • • I" . . .,. . 

" ." ... 

---- I., 
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BANKS AND mE MONEY MARKET. 

LEC11JRE ONE. 

,(16-12-30) 

BB.IEF DEFThTIION. 

Briefly defined, the money market- is the place 
where the idle or surplus funds or the floating 
cash of the important financial institutions of the 
nation seek temporary employment in buying such 
short-dated securities as bills, treasury ob~crations 

and other safe and liquid short-term obligations such 
as commercial paper or are lent to the stock brokers 
on an average for a long period of seven days as 
money at short notice or on day-to-day basis as call 
money. Bank bills, treasury obligations, trade bills 
and stock-exchange loans constitute the chief means 
by which these short-term loanable resources find 
an outlet. The money market constitutes the 
groundwork of the country's national finance whose 
main flexihility depends on fine division of labour and 
capacity for adjustment to c~oing financial condi
tions of society. 

• It must be undentood that the CDIICept of • single money market with. 
co.um.:an pool of funda ___ after all • ClDlDposice system of over-laFiling local 
markets lespo,wwe. 1>0_. to general infI-. 
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THE MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SnORT-TElW 

LOAN Ftnm. 

"Eating the cake and having it too " is evidently 
a very lucrative and desirable business and the 
banker performs this seH-same task in the employ
ment of his funds as .. call or short money." 
Coupled with the advantage of earning a definite 
rate of interest, the call money furnishes the banker 
the opportunity to replenish his reserve at any time 
when it is needed to meet unforeseen requirements or 
when any occasion arises for expanding his banking 
transactions. Call money has therefore been aptly 
designated as the .. secondary reserve of banks " 
and financial institutions. 

TliE POSITION OF THE MoNEY MARKET IN THE 

BANXING SYSTEM. 

If the whole banking system of a country Can 
be likened to a smoothly revolYi;ng wheel, the most 
important cog of this wheel is the money ~ market. 
The,short-term loan fund at the disposal of the money 
market might form a mea~e portion of the total 
bankable resources of . the, country, but the money 
market is the place where liquid money can be 
produced at the m~ment when it is needed. Ready 
cash for the immediate- needs can be obtained easily 
a.t a ~ew hours' notice .. ' As one distinguished autho
rity says" What a bank balance is to the individual 
the money market is to the country's credit system." 
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SEASONAL CHANGES. 

Besides the liquidity of its funds, the other 
distinctive feature is the susceptibility of its funds 
to constant changes as a result of the constant changes 
in the demand for funds. Business and trade 
demand would tend to draw funds away from the 
money market and when the monsoon imposes 
dullness on human activity the funds flow back to 
the money market. Internal as well as international 
financial changes* tend to produce their effect on the 
loanable funds at the disposal of the money market. 
These forces tend to bring about a continuous acti
vity of funds. Some economists who possess a 
mathematioal frame of mind attempt to measure 
it in a preoise manner. The turnover of bank deposits 
during the course of a year in an international 
market would tend to be greater than in the case of 
restricted domestic money markets. The perfect 
smoothness, quietness and resiliency with whioh the 
turnover takes place speaks for the thorough organi
sation of the money market as a whole. It is not 
the mere smooth adjustment of the marginal supply 
of funds to the marginal demand that ought to be 
the ideal of the regulators of the money market. 
Even heavy unexpected and extra demands for 
money ought to be supplied by the money market. 

• For example, a mere wrong reading of the London Stock Exchange indi~ 

cator as regards a supposed change in the hnk rate caused consternation in the 
London Stock Exchange, which had its repurcussions in far off alcu.ta even.
July 17th. 1931. 
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Any failure in this direction means abnormal tight
ness of money. The lack of elasticity of funds in 
the money market would lead to the OOOUITence of 
this phenomenon which ought not to be mistaken for 
m.oney panic, which means that money bas become 
" frozen" and at such times even the best short
term· securities cannot be easily Bold in the money 
market. 

"THE FINANCE BoOK" OF THE BANK. 

The bulk of the loanable short-term money is 
generally in the hands of the major Joint-Stock 
;Banks oftbe country. These big Joint-Stock Banks 
usually keep a finance book in which are entered the 
balances at the hands of the Central BeseI'Ve Bank 
and other correspondent banks. Probable receipts 
during the course of the day are estimated and 
probable payments are calculated and set oft against 
the above items. . Of the available funds, a balance 
is usually kept with the Central Reserve Bank and 
if anything extra is expected it would be generally 
set, aside for use in the money market. Instead. of 
this "notional surplus," a deficiency might be 
anticipated and the Bank attempts to cover this by 
Withdrawing the .. demand loans " from the money 
market. 

REGULAT'()RY AUTHORITY. 

Any individual and isolated action on the part 
of the· Banks and. financial institutions which supply 
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the bulk of the funds would often result in financial 
stringency, which unfortunately might be aggravated 
by timorous action on the part of the public into a 
financial panic. Too optimistic an attitude on their 
part would result in financial easiness or cheapness 
of money which prompts the businessmen to make 
an unsafe and perilous use of the bank's resources. 
lent to them. A· regulatolY authority, such as & 

Central· Reserve Bank, would shoulder the responsi
bility of equating the supply of credit to the needed 
demand. Acting as the custodian of the pooled 
reserves of the nation and expanding the note and 
deposit liabilities it tends to provide the whole of 
the extra demand at reasonably- steady money 
rll.tes. The comparative stability of the money rates. 
all throughout the different seasons indicates the 
intelligent control of the loanable funds by the bank
ing system of. the country under the organic influence 
and careful suggestion of the Central Reserve Bank. 

DAY-To-DAY FLUCTUATIONS. 

The day-to-day fluctuations of the. call-loan 
rate of the Central Reserve Bank indicate plainly the 
frequency or otherwise of the individual borrowings 
or those of the other constituent members of the 
money market from the Central Reserve Bank. n 
100al money markets exercise a pull on the resources. 
of the banks stationed in the national money markets 
these .transmit the pressure to the Central Reserve 
Bank. . The rapidity with which these demands .are 
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-satisfied speaks for the elasticity of credit supply 
brought about by the C. R. Bank which maintains 
its constant contact with the money market through 
the borrowing banks. The financial stability of the 
Dltion depends on the prompt adjustment of the 
Central Reserve Bank credit to satisfy the commercial 
and treasury requirements which produce their first 
-effect on individual bank reserveIJ and the money 
market. Though this ought to be the tendency 
in the ideal or advanced money markets of the world 
we do not witness such a nice adjustment and balan
~ing of the forces of demand and supply in the short
term loan markets of this country. Inter-bank call 
m.oney rates indicate to a great extent the easiness or 
tightness of money in the short-term money market. 
But there are many" distortions" and unexplainal,le 
tendencies in the somewhat chaotic organisation of 
the money markets of this country. 

THE CoNSTITUENT MEMBERS 011' THE :MONEY 

1tI.uuu:r. 

, Viewed from the standpoint of the businessman, 
the term "money market U refers to the vast array of 
lJPOOialising institutions, such as the banks, Stock 
Exchanges, bill-brokers, acceptance houses, trust 
and finance companies and other specialising credit 
agencies whose main task is to supply the needed 
stook of money, be it -State or Commodity lIoney, 
or substitutes for the legal tender State money known 
as representative money or Bank money. They 
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bring about at the same time an economical and 
safe transfer of the same to needy borrowers, i.e .• 
make loans to industry, trade and the Government 
for meeting their demand for working capital_ or 
loan capital of a more permanent character. Thus 
the constituent members of the organised money 
markets are the specialising credit agencies, the 
Treasury, the Stock Exchange and the Central 
Reserve Bank. 

THE DUAL ROLE OF MODERN BANKS. 

Although the above-mentioned functions are 
separate, yet in practice there is very little logical 
separation, for modem banks perform both the 
tasks, i.e., of the accumulating of the monetary pool 
OJ: stock and of transferring the same from the 
lethargic depositor to the go-ahead and economi
cally ambitious borrower. Banks are "the largest 
professional lenders on short-term" and the main 
problem of banking is a satisfactory discharge of 
these dual duties. Standard money, currency -and 
purchasing power are suffieiently well-known 
terms to the businessman and it is the duty of the 
modem banks to create efficient bank money. The 
proper organisation of the various typ('s of money 
for a proper discharge of its different funct~ons and 
the facilitation of the investment of the savings of 
the community as new capital at the natural rate 
of interest are the primary duties of the banking 
system of the country. It is the bounden duty of 
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the controller of the banking system. to prevent the 
... conunerciaJ uses" of credit from being abused or 
turned. into" financial uses." The creation of sound 
.a.nd elastio credit conditions can always be obtained 
when the banks adhere to the following golden rules 
whioh ought to guide their action. Firstly, it is their 
duty to realise the true volume of current savings, 
.and by regulating the value and cost of new invest
ment make ~t move step by step or hand in hand 
with the savings of the community. Secondly, 
the market rate of interest charged. by the bankers 
has to be adjusted to the" natural rate" of interest. 
It is the duty of the banking system to secure 
the equilibrium between savings and investment. 
Without it there would be no stability of the price
level. The second condition is equally difficult 
to be realised. in actual practice. It is indeed true 
that neither of these conditions can be actually 
.secured in the. daily routirie of business operations 
of even the most· highly developed, banking systems. 
Although the banking system might be thoroughly 
.organised . it cannot' control the rate of investment 
'for both the volume and value of current investment 
lie absOlutely outside the banker's scope and his 
wggestionsare not generally heeded. Similarly, 
"the banking system, unless it is intelligently guided, 
-refrains from lowering the rate of interest during 
the d.3.ys of slump and does not raise it during the 
days of boom. Thus it'intensifies the amplitude of the 
industrial fluctuations or the "violence of the credit 
eycIe" as economists would put it. The inherent 
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instability of credit is therefore a well-known phena. 
menon but it is the duty of the controller of the
banking system to array all the forces at its command 
a.nd by a u'ell-directed use of those means a.t the right 
time and in the right degree mitigate the hardships 
a.rising out of the fluctuations. Skilled monetary 
management on the part of the Central Bank in 
properly adjusting the market rate of interest i~ the 
only way of securing sound credit conditions and 
this is the most signal semce that the Central 
Reserve Bank can confer on the economic system of 
the country. If the chief Joint-Stock Bankers 
co-operate with the Central Reserve Bank and do. 
not allow matters to pursue their own course, the
effects of disequilibria can be toned down and the 
economic conditions of society rescued from dire
evils which will adversely affect the national wealth.. 

THE BILL-BROKER. 

The bill-broker can be defined as the specialised 
dealer or middleman who provides a valuable link 
between the general trading public and the banks.. 
The bill-broker and discount houses consider it their 
special duty to guarantee commercial credits. This. 
is a respectable and creditable duty which can give
scope to great activity on the part of these specialising 
agents. The existence of an open discount market 
and a rediscounting agency as that of a Central 
Reserve Bank enable these .specia.lists to confine
themselves to bill-broking as their sole occupa.tion. 
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ACCEPTANCE HOUSES. 

It is the main concern of the Acceptance House.s 
to open credits, accept bills and prepare them for 
the money market. . A development of these facilities 
would provide the needed guaranteed bills which 
..can be absorbed in the open discount market or by 
the Central Banking organisation of the country. 
Besides facilitating the negotiation of bills, the 
financing of trade . between two centres is also 
taken up by them. They help the foreign govern
ments in floating loans in the monetary centre and 
act as their agents. 

The Trust and Finance Companies and the Issue 
Houses facilitate the investment of savings and afford 
a useful introduction of a number of people to the 
practice of investing their savings in industrial and 
..commercial securities. 

The Stock Exchange is the recognised market 
for investment. It refers to the general stock market 
and the provision of. a Stock Exchange leads to the 
encouragement of the investment habit in general. 

The Government of the country can exercise 
a dominant influence on the money market by virtue 
of the special features of its finance policy. The 
principal methods of Government borrowing for 
short-term periods would have their effect on the 
money market· 

The Central Bank is the ultimate provider of 
cash for the money market when: the supply of 
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floating cash in the hands of the Joint-Stock Banks. 
and other credit supplying agencies is far smaller 
than the demand for the same which may be exer
cised by the Government, the banks, the bill-brokers. 
and the Stock Exchange dealers. Just as it is its duty
toprovide the deficiency, its duty is to absorb th& 
excess when such a contingency arises. Hence the 
performance of this providential function has earned 
for it the well-known term U shock-absorber". The 
unceasing vigilance with which it performs its func
tions enables the country to escape severe distress. 
resulting from financial crises, except when thea&. 
appear as concomitant features of industrial. 
booms or depressions. 

I have ventured to indicate" briefly and place 
before you a coherent account of the salient functions 
of the different specialising credit agencies which 
ought to form the" constituent m.embers of. the coun
try's m.onetary organisation as a whole. Specialisa
tion, co-ordination on the part of the specialists 
and intelligent regulation of the same by a· super
visory body form the dominant features of the 
thoroughly organised money markets. Unhealthy 
rivalries and cut-throat competition are eschewed 
altogether by the controlling, dominating and stabi
lising influence of the Central Reserve Bank. At the 
top of the money market organisation and regulating 
the money market which would otherwise degenerate 
into a "tangled jungle of disorderly transactions'" 
stands the Central Reserve Bank correlating their 
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aotivities and expanding and contra.cting credit 
aooording to the needs of trade. n instruments of 
~redit, suoh as bills of exchange, are accepted. as 
suitable cover for the expansion of currency, the 
~urrenoy and credit needs of the country would be 
:satisfactorily looked after. All specialising banks 
keep an account with the Central Reserve Bank and 
through them. it can reach and assist the smallest 
specialising credit unit in the country. 

THE INDIAN' MONEY MARKETS. 

The a.bove analysis will make it abundantly clear 
that the fully-developed. money market is the most 
vital element in the financial organisation of a 
~ountry. Coming to our own country we find 
national as well as local money markets. The former 
are to be found in. the port centres, while the latter 
are located. in the district centres and other interior 
tradi,ng centres. Another hackneyed. division of the 
m.oney market is the oft-quoted. one, i.e., European 
money market and the unorganised indigenous 
m.~ney market. * While the money markets at 
the port centres consist of both these divisions, 
those of the interior possess the unorga.nised indi
genous constituents of the money market alone. 
It has become habitual on the part of writers on 
Indian Finance to . speak . of Bombay as II the 

• The Bombay Banking Enquiry Committee aa,. that the ~ujnti. he 
Manvari and. ,he Multmi Bazara have their d.i /fercnt rates. EvCft in the hazar there 
g not ono rate nor i. it adequately controlled at all times by the bank rate. 
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Lombard Street" of India. But the existence of 
other national money markets in the chief metro
politan centres cannot be ignored. The close co
operation existing between the two divisions of the 
money market and the existence of firm money rates 
as the result of keen competition on the part of 
specialising units. such as the Multani shroffs, really 
entitle it to deserve the dignified prestige which the 
term" Lombard Street of India " actually connotes. 
It is apparent that most of these money markets do 
not possess the close-knit organisation which a weli
developed money market ought to possess. If the 
defects of the existing money markets are removed 
and steps taken to improve the banking system by 
providing the missing links. i.e., the creation of 
specialising credit agencies, the lines of advance are 
()pen. But I can do no more than mention the 
salient defects of the existing money markets and 
indicate the possible remedies. It is for the different 
credit agencies to decide by what road and at what 
possible .speed they determine to move. 

THE NATIONAL AND THE LocAL MONEY 

MARKETS. 

Some striking qualities differentiate the national 
from the local money markets of our countTy: The 
dominance of the immigrant banking institutions and 
the sectional character of the credit organisations 
are the twin features of the national money markets. 
The local money markets are purely indigenous in 
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character and are as unorga.n.ised as the Wlorga.n.ised 
indigenous members who form the sole constituents 
of these money markets. 

THE DOMINANCE OF THE IMmGRlli'T BANKs. 

Little need be said to convince you of the 
detailed nature of the business of these members of 
the national money markets. All the. immigrant 
banks, be they European, American, Japanese or 
Dutch in origin,· conduct foreign exchange business. 
Their internal banking business is increasing, though 

, their advances are meant primarily for financing the 
sea-borne trade. Each sectional agency 01 the 
national inoney market organisation limits itself to 
a particular class of business and virtually remains 
independent in its own sphere. The Imperial 
Bank of India, the foreign immigrant banks, the 
Indian Joint.Stock Banks, the Co-operative Banks 
an<i the indigenous bankers have carved out for 
themselves respective spheres of their own. 

SECTIONAL ORGA...1'IITSATION OF THE MoNEY 

MARKETS. 

Acting as the custodian of the public funds, 
managing the public debt work and carrying on 
Governnient treasury work at all its branches stands 
the Imperial Bank of ~dia. Controlling the currency 
chests in every place· where it has a branch it fa. 
cilitates inland remittance and exchange operations. 
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The financing of internal trade by purchasing 
demand drafts, drawn against produce despatched, 
needs no description. The financing of agricul
turists indirectly by granting loans on gold ornaments 
is a new innovation. Caring solely for the stability 
and fluidity of its resources it has aJl along been 
playing the part of· a premier commercial bank of 
the country, coming into constant contact with the 
Joint-Stock Banks, shroffs or indigenous bankers and 
the co-operative credit societies. Without believing 
seriously most of the statements made by its critics 
it has to be recognised that some good use has been 
made of the facilities granted to it. * 

The Exchange Banks or the immigrant banks 
specialise in financing sea-borne trade, both import 
and export. A certain amount of competition has 
recently appeared both in the field of collecting 
deposits and in the making of advances and as full 
particulars of their business are never disclosed it 
is difficult to discuss the above complaint in all its 
bearings.t 

The Indian Joint-Stock Banks are mostly 
i>rganised as banking companies and work on 
(lonservative lines, adhering to strict commercial 

• s~ my Present-Day Banking in India. pp.48-5O; also C. B. Enquiry 
Committee Report-Ch. III and Ch. XVIII. 

t Mr. Manu Subedar characterises their advent and manner of wo~king 
as nothing short of II economic -invasion" of India-Ch. XII. and XIII of the 
Minority Rep,rt of the C. B. Enquiry Ccrnmittee. See als'-my complaints a8B:..t 
the Escbauge Banks in my written Evidenc' b,fo,., the C. B. Enquiry Committee 
aad reprod\llod in Appendix VII. 
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banking prindples~ and attempt to satisfy the needs 
of their clientele without endangering their position 
of liquidity. 

Next in importance come the indigenous 
bankers and shrofIs who combine trade with bank
ing and do not sometimes hesitate to advance loans 

. on immovable property even. They hardly ever 
make it a policy to invite deposits. Thus roost of 
the indigenous credit agencies conduct their business 
with their brains but certainly not with other people's 
money to such an extent as the modem Joint-Stock 
Banks do. Even the Multani wofts who are con
sidered as pure indigenous bankers, though the 
basic idea of banking, i.e., deliberate inviting and 
acceptance of deposits, is not to be met with in 
their case, ean scarcely .be regarded as modem 
bankers. Modem indigenous banking instead of 
~ialising in one aspect of credit has contented 
i~ with the small &lld humble role of acting as 
connecting links between the trading community 
and the organised banks conducting business 
.on Western lines. Inland exchange and inland 
renlittance· form peculiarly the- province of the 
indigenous bankers. Of the agencies speci.a.lising 
in the financing of agriculture, internal trade and 
small industries of the local areas, these playa 
predominant part. 

. 
The Co-operative Credit Banks, which are a 

relatively recent innovation attempt to specialise in 
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making short-term and intermediate credit require
ments available to the members of the societies. 
They have not as yet established a close contact with 
the money market. Call money is being taken from 
them by the Exchange Banks, while it is not freely 
given to the Co-operative Central Banks. 

There are many other credit agencies which 
grant advances to trade, commerce or for other 
purposes in the urban areas. The most common 
characteristic of these agencies is that they have not 
developed their financial system to such an extent 
as to invite outside deposits to supplement their 
own resources. 

These are the waters of the different or diverse 
Rtreams of credit, each flowing in its own circum
scribed channel and the Imperial Bank, which stands 
at the apex, vainly strives to collect the waters 
into a mighty strea.m· or reservoir and distribute it 
adequately to fertilise the fields of agriculture, trade 
and indust.ry of the country. 

VERY WEAK CORRELATION. 

There is at present very weak correlation between 
the operations of these different credit agendes. No 
system of enlightened co-operation or intelligent 
co-ordination exists between the Imperial Bank and 
the indigenous. bankers, between the Imperial Bank 
and the Exchange Banks, between the Exchange 
Banks and the Indian Joint Stock Banks, between 



the Co-operative Banks and the other credit agencies. 
These different credit agencies work severally and 
not collectively with the result that there has been no 
development of an open discount market or a c0-

ordinated credit policy. This leads to an inelastio 
system of- credit which does not expand or con
tract in accordance with the interests of the business 
of. the country. Except in the important money 
markets such as Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, 
Cawnpore, Rangoon and Karachi, there is no effective 
ua.ison between the indigenous money markets and 
the European money market. 

ABSENCE OF INTELLIGENT REGULATION. 

Lacking a genuine Central Reserve Bank, the 
regulation of the money rates by means of the Bank 
rate is unknown. Often one witnesses the pheno
men~n of high bank rates and low call money rates 

-existing in the money markets of our country.·' 
Day-to-day influences do certainly exercise pressure 
on Inter-Bank call money, but the present Imperial 
~'s discount or bank rates are no longer the key 
rates, since the Government overshadows the m.oney 
market with supplies of Treasury Bills. There is 
again no fixed relation between the different money 

• •• The fact that a call rate of I per cent ... hundi rate of 3 per cent.. • 
bank rate of 4 per cent ••• Bomba, hazar rate for billa of smaIl trader. of 10 per cent. 
can exist simultaneously indicates the extraordinary .Iuggishness of the flow 
Clf credit between the vanoUl marlreta." P.400. C. B. Enquiry Cammittee 
Majority Report. 
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rates and the bank rate of the Imperial Bank. While 
the loan and overdraft rates ar,e often: made to rise 
by one per cent. along with successive raisings of 
the bank rate there is no fixed relationship between 
the deposit rate of the banks and the Bank rate of the 
Imperial Bank of India. 

Another consequence attendant on the loose and 
disorganised state of the market arising out of the 
absenoe of a Central Reserve Bank is the inelasticity 
of credit and any extra demandfor seasonal currency 
is not met by the expansion of bank credit except 
to a limited extent permitted by the cash reserves of 
the Banks and the seasonal currency expansion per
mitted by the Paper Currency Act. Lack of tran
quility. i.e., frequent changes in the money rates, is 
the chief result of this feature. The following table 
shows this feature. There is a great spread between 
the maximum and· minimum bank rates. 

Year. Maximum Minimum Av~rage Average Average bank 
bank rate bank rate throughout bank rate rate .e:ond 
per cent. per cent. the year. first half. half. 

1921 7 5 5'573 6'038 5'IOS 
1922 8 4 5'821 7·132 4'510 
1923 8 4 5·9j9 7'419 4·5 
1924 9 4 6-682 8·05 5·31; 
1925 7 4 5·643 6'585 4·701 
1926 6 4 4'825 5'651 4 
1927 7 4 5·732 6'508 4·956 
1928 7 5 6'2 6'945 5'456 
1929 8 5 6·333 6'878 5·788 
1930 7 5 5'892 6· 50S 5'277 

The Government and the Imperial Bank of India. 
act as the dual authorities controlling currency and 
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orking at cross purposes they generally 
. eve anything solid in this direction. The 

Government as cu:rrency authority might· attempt to 
deflate or inflate currency according to its under
standing of the domestio situation. No easing or 
tightening of the money market would be resulting 
if the credit authorities were to deflate or inflate 
credit just at the same time when the Government is 
moving in the opposite direction. It is indeed true 
that the Government of India plaoes the bulk of its 
treasury balances in the vaults ,of the Imperial Bank 
and maintains only a few sub-treasuries of its own in 
the different portions of the country. But by means 
of its treasury bill operatioIl$ and the purchase of 
sterling. the Government of India can influence the 
money market. 

CLoSE' INTERLACING OJ! GoVERN?rIEliT AND 

BUSINESS FINANCE. 

" The close interlacing of Government and 
business finanoe under the guardianship of the Con
troller of Currency is another marked feature which 
does not exist in other countries where the Central 
Reserve Bank naturally provides remittance facilities 
and collects the Government revenue. Re£erence 
will be made to this feature when the facilities for 
the transfer of· cu:rrency would be discussed in the 
next lecture. 
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THE LACK OF ORGANISED DISCOm."T l\iARKET. 

A regUlarly organised discount market does not 
exist in any of the money m.arkets. The trade 
acceptance credit which gives scope for the creation 
of genuine trade bills has not been adopted in matters 
of internal trade, though an effective use of the accep
tance credit is made in the financing of our foreign 
trade. The bulk of the credit instruments circulat
ing in the money market should be genuine trade 
bills, i.e., prime bills arising out of the acceptance 
credit principle. Indian Joint Stock Banks do not 
develop this acceptance credit in the matter of finan
cing the internal trade requirements of their approved 
customers, although they open such acceptance 
credits on behalf of their customers so far as their 
sterling requirements are concerned. Suitable 
credit instruments have not been encouraged and 
developed either by the Joint Stock Bankers or the 
indigenous bankers. Without the existence of these 
credit instruments no co-ordination can exist among 
the constituent members of the money market. 

LACK OF REAsONABLE RESOURCES. 

The lack of loanable resources on the part of the 
banking authorities often compels the Government 
.of India to depend on external capital resources, i.e., 
sterling loans as well as sterling treasury bills to 
finance the capital expenditure requirements and 
short-term needs of the Secretary of State for India. 
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This show'S hO'W imperative it is fO'r us to' develO'P the 
mO'ney PO'wer O'f the CO'untry by the existing banking· 
and financial institutiO'ns O'f O'ur CO'untry. A prO'mpt 
J;ooO'nstructiO'n O'f O'ur mO'ney and capital resources 
shO'uld be undertaken withO'ut delay •• 

LACK OF MOJULITY OF FuNDs. 

There is remarkable lack of free mO'bility of 
funds which are generally sent intO' the interior fO'r 
the mO'ving O'f the crO'Ps. These funds complete 
their circuit flO'W rather slO'wly. Some PO'rtiO'n O'f 
the funds finds its way quickly to' the neighbO'uring 
treasuries and the railway centres. The return to 
the PO'rt centres in time to' enable the banks to 
finance the eXPO'rt bills is nO't quick. This sluggish 
circulatiO'n O'f IO'anable funds in the mO'ffusil has to' be
remedied. It is nO't mere inc!ease in the vO'lume 
O'f IO'anable funds that is necessary in the matter of 
~~ agricultural finance but an increase in the velO'
oity O'f circulatiO'n O'f these IO'anable funds is required.. 

CoNCLUSION. 

The questiO'n O'f the reorganisatiO'n O'f the loosely· 
knit mO'ney markets and the prO'visiO'n of the missing 

• Of late there has been an increase in the ahort-term li.1.iliti.,. of the
Government Treasury Bills (Rupee) which are heing held 1.y the foreign capitaliata 
to the extent of 60 crores of rupees. This increase in the direction of Ov_ 
inde1.tedness of the Indian Money Market without corresponding URIs mull serve 
a. a warning that the financialata1.ility of the country is heing gravely endmaerecL 
A healthy progressive national economy cannot he' forthcoming out of increuin& 

hort-term lia1.ilities on the part of the State. 
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links, such as the Lill-broker, the acceptance house, 
the bill market and a Central Reserve Bank, would 
tend to make the organisation of the money markets 
rather compact. The existing credit agencies of the 
money markets should not only be allowed to exist 
but proper means for their future development should 
be chalked out, so that their place in the future 
banking system of our country is assured and each 
specialising credit agency should contribute its own 
quota to evolve a sound and stable national credit 
system for the country as a whole. Greater efficiency 
in the money markets can only be realised by 
increased resources, greater freedom on the part 
of the C. R. Bank in creating and controlling the 
banks' cash, and co-operation of the Joint-Stock 
:Banks with the C. R. Bank in making its policy 
effective. 



LECTURE TWO. 

(16-1-31) 

Expansion and Contraction of Present-Day
Currency. 

WHAT IS MONEY. 

Society depends on exchange and there can be
no facilitation of exchange without the regular use
of money. Society must have II true" or .. good ,,.' 
or .. sound money." Though the older economists; 
like J. S. Mill, Jevons and the II WeHare economists .,. 
of the Amerioan school belittle the economic impora 
tance of money and condemn it as one form of base 
materialism, it has, however, to be candidly recognised 
.that money has become the central interest of 
modern .life and the real part that money plays in & 

pecuniary society such as ours can best hf! under
stood if it is rea.lised that our civilisation, w!rlch is 
sorely resting on a cash and credit basis, would receive 
a set-hack, if the value of money, on which the cash 
and cr~t system is dependent, became suddenly
altered. Money is the pivot round which human· 
ambitions, interests and activities revolve • 

. 
RESULTS OF UNSTABLE MoNEY. 

The contractual basis of the modern economic
system would be vitiated if the value of money tended' 
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towards instability. The difierent classes of society 
would be affected in difierent ways if the standard 
-of value does not possess constant purchasing 
power. As modem large-scale production in society 
requires long time to produce the finished article, 
there should be tolerable certainty that unexpected 
changes in the value of money would not place the 
various parties to the long-term contracts in a 
disadvantageous position. Any standard, be it 
metallio or paper, be it monometallic, or bimetallic 
or of a composite nature in form, must possess this 
indispensable quality of steadiness in value over 
comparatively long periods of time. The value 
of money, as in the case of most other articles, 
remains steady if there is neither overproduction nor 
underproduction with reference to the demand for it. 
The duty of. the currency authorities is neither to 
oversupply sooiety with money :which would lead 
to a. fall in the value of money, i.e., rise of prices of 
commodities nor undersupply the society with 
money, for in· this case it would raise the value of 
money. i.e., fall of prices of commodities would take 
place. 

PROMPT ELAsTICITY. 

The demand for money on the part of any dyna
mic society would not be the same all throughout 
the year or a period of years. Seasonal. cyclical, 
secular· or long-period and abnormal changes. such 
as war would oocur. in the conditions of society and 
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tp.e prudence of the currency authority in society 
must be exercised in such a way that currency is 
being created in the requisite form and amount and 
at a cost which is not prohibitive. Any failure in 
this direction makes the currency system inelastio. 
Any composite standard for aJl currency standards 
are now composite in form cannot hope to promptly 
expand the metallic form or the standard made to 
expand to suit the requirements of society. The 
State is in charge of the standard money or oonverti
ble legal tender money that might be issued by it 
and the banking system is entrusted with the duty of 
creating this representative money or bank money 
or cheque currency on the basis of the standard 
money or convertible legal tender paper money held 
by them, i.e., the "inherent instability" of bank or 
credit money is to be held under check by the metallio 
or standard money or the convertible legal tender 
money existing in society. But unfortunately 
excessive adherence to this rigid ratio of legal tender 
money adopted by the Central banks has tended 
to retard industrial progr~ and economic prosperity. 

MODERN MoNEY IS A TlmEE-LEGGED STOOL. 

Any modern society possesses money which can 
be aptly compared with a thr~legged stool-gold or 
metallio standard mo~ey, legal tender paper money 
convertible into metallio standard money and 
deposit currency or cheque currency. It 80 happens 
that tIlls third constituent now overshadows the 
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others and forms six to eight times the size of standard 
as well* as legal tender paper money, i.e., bank notes. 
To quote the Right Hon'ble Reginald McKenna 
H It is the tail that wags the dog." Except for 
wages and retail payments no metallic money is used. 
Bank money forms the bulk of the purchasing power 
media which oirculates in any society. All the 
three constituents can be subjected to inflation or 
deflation. Gold inflation occurs if more gold mines 
are discovered. Paper money, i.e., bank note issues 
become inflated if less gofd is kept as reserve. 
Deposit currency tends to become inflated if a lower 
cash ratio is adopted by the clearing banks. All 
these can take place in times of peace no less than 
in times of war. The same is the case with deflation, 
be it gold, notes or cheques. Gold deflation takes 
place if the mines become . eXhausted. Paper 
deflation becomes possible. as for example after 
the war, by resuming gold payments. Credit money 
is deflated if banks restrict credit. The Govern
ment, the gold mines and the banking policies are 
the chief regulatory influences of the amount and 
the value of money in any society. This money 
stream should be kept comparatively steady and must 
conform to the requirements of demand, i.e., the 
goods stream produced in any society. 

*The ·machine..y of the money market must always be adapted to the pro
gressive chan·ges taking place in the positions occupied by the notes, gold and the 
cheques. The recent MacMillan Report exhorts the London Money Market to be 
conforming itself more and more to such rapid chan~ taking place in the 
position of gold. notes and cheques. 
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THE REQUISITES OF SoUND MONEY. 

The expansibility or contractility of money 
should be so secured that the value of money is not 
thereby affected. To be more precise, money in the 
process of expansion ought not to destroy its own 
virtue. Paper money and credit inflation would 
destroy the value of gold money itself as we have 
seen in the case of the recent Wat. Steadiness in 
the value of money is the primary requisite and 
prompt elasticity of the same to sati.q the genuine 
requirements of the people in society ought to be 
the secondary requlsite of money. 

Without such.ideal qualities any kind of money, 
be it commodity money or paper money or credit 
currency, cannot produce beneficial consequences 
on society. Social justice, social cont-entment and 
social e!ficiency are the direct results of the existence 

-of sound money. 

l>EscRIPnoN OF THE PRESENT-DAY CulmENcr 
SYSTEM 011' TRIS CoUNTRY. 

Let me descend from the cloud-land of principles 
to the concrete details of the present currency 
standard of this country. Considerations of time 
do not permit me to delve deeply into the historical 
development of our present currency system. Even 
the description of the present-day currency system 
would only be brief and mention would be made of 
s()~e of it~ salient features, some of its deficiencies 
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and a few possible remedies for remoVIng these 
defects. 

THE CuRRENCY AUTHORITY. 

The Government of India is the currency 
authority. It issues the paper rupee currency. 
which forms a part of our standard money. It 
manages the gold bullion standard introduced into 
the country by Act IV of 1927. It undertakes 
remittance work, exchange work and even banking 
business. 

OUR PAPER CuRRENCY ORGANISATION. 

Organised as Government issue in 1861, the 
present paper currency consisting of the denomina
tions of Rs. 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1,000, 10,000 of which 
the first four denominations are universal legal 
tender, has been playing an increasing part since 1917 
in the currency system of this country. Barring the 
fiduciary issue which is mostly based on the Govern
ment securities, the rest is usually based rupee for 
rupee on silver and gold coin or bullion. But 
it could neither be decreased readily in the slack 
seasons and lean years nor increased readily in busy 
seasons and periods of emergency. Our paper 
money neither constituted the bulk of our currency 
nor did it possess any element giving it the power of 

• Although repeated suggestions are being made to remonetise silver. the 
plan does not seem advisable. See Appendix I entitled the Remonetisation of Silver. 
Paper published in the Indian Journal 0/ E(OT'omia. See also my artides on the 
Stabilisation of Silve~ publiabed in the "Advance." 
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expansion adequate to m~ any seasonal business 
needs. A kind of currency paralysis was the main 
disease affecting the nation's business organisation 
and equipment. 

Constant tinkering of the com position of the 
paper currency reserve enabled the Government to 
expanp our paper currency to satisfy the war-time 
requirements. But the process of currency education 
once forced upon the country as a war-time benefit 
soon proved to be a blessing. Since 1923 the new 
principle of basing paper money on bills of exchange . 
has been adopted bu~ there has been limited 
elasticity, which was also obtained at rather a 
stiff price, i.e., released when the bank rate rose to a 
high level of six and seven per cent. This rigid 
inflexible paper currency cannot satisfy our nation's 
requirements so far as its business continues to 

. depend mainly 011 agriculture, which requires seasonal 
exp~ion and contracti<?n of a highly flexible 
character. The wasteful policy of separation of 
reserves, i.e., the gold standard reserve, the paper 
cUrrency reserve and the cash balances, still exists . 
and a lack of statutory definitions gave scope to 
constant'shifting and ultra-currency uses were very 
generally performed at least in the past. The idea of 
a separate trust fund did not exercise much fascina
tion on the Goverrrtnent of India and non-currency 
uses were developed out of the P. C. Reserve. Even 
at .this late hour too much ·dependence seems to be 
placed on silver though the people have of late been 
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showing their preference to use paper instead of the 
silver rupee. These are returning from the hoards 
which are being liquidated. 

THE CONCE1'TION OF THE GOLD BULLION STANDARD. 

The other features of the gold bullion standard 
ought now to be visualised. There is fixstly the free 
movement of gold bullion into and out of the cuxrency 
system of the country. The silver rupees and notes 
are convertible into gold bullion. The currency 
authority has to buy and sell gold bullion at fixed 
prices in the minimum prescribed limits. The old 
silver rupee is unlimited legal tender and it is con
vertible into gold bullion at 18. 6d. (gold) ratio for 
any purpose. The standard monetary unit itself is 
the imaginary gold rupee of 8'47512 grains of gold in 
weight. This fixed-weight gold rupee is not minted 
nor is the gold sovereign nor the half-sovereign legal 
tender as in the years prior to 1927. There is no 
Central Bank of Issue which is empowered to act as 
the sole agent for the Mint or to buy and sell gold 
bullion for legal tender money at the Mint price 
of gold. The most essential features of the gold 
bullion standard are conspiouous by their absence. 
The market price of gold would always differ if there 
is an C?verissue of paper money and in order to see 
that the market price does not differ from the.Mint 
price, the Bank is always made to buy and sell gold 
bullion for legal tender money at the Mint price of 
gold. 
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If the market. price of gold is rising,legal tender 
notes will be presented to the Ckntral Bank and gold 
bullion obtained at the fixed Mint price, and this 
would tend automaticaJIy to pull down the market 
price for gold till it is on a par with the Mint price 
for gold. The bank note issues would be guided in 
practice by the market price for gold. It would have 
to increase the notes if the market price tends to faJI. 
It would have to decrease the notes if the market 
price far· gold showed a tendency to rise. Without 
this careful issuing of notes the pull on its gold 
resources cannot be a.voided. 

The absence of a Ckntral Bank of Issue acting 
a.s the sole agent far the Mint means the policy of 
economising the gold has not been pursued to a great 
extent. Without this clause the C. R. Bank will not 
buy and sell gold. Even without this clause the C. 
R. Bank can sell gold at a fixed price and if the Mint 
buys gold, people will be able to sell gold to it 
and secure gold coin from the Mint, provided the 
Mint is not either closed ar the C. R. Bank has 
refused to buy the gold. 

., 

TIm DEFECTS 011' THE P.nESENT-DAY GoLD Bt7LLION 

STANDARD. 

The vulnerability of the Indian currency system 
if the price of silver were to rise to 4&1. aD ounce has 
to be acknowledged. There .is too mueh silver 
holding in the Paper Currency Reserve, but it must 
be acknowledged that attempts are being made to sell 
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silve~bullion by the Government of India.. The 
abSence of the important features of a real gold 
bullion standard makes the critics refer to the present 
currency standard as the "hardened" gold exohange 
standard, for the Government can instead' of parting 
with gold bullion give sterling orders in exchange at 

a fixed price for every rupee. A rate of lB. 5 ~ 
has been notified as the Government's selling rata 
for sterling to meet these obligations. 

The free entry of gold bullion into and out of 
the currency system. has been evidently arranged fOJ" 
under the following pro~ons which requil:e thai. 
the Government should purchase gold, at, a price of 
Rs. 21-3-10 per tola of fine gold in, the form. of bam 
containing not less than 40 tolas and would sell gold. 
or, at the option of the Government, sterling for. 
immediate delivery in London at the ~e, price 
after allowing for the nominal cost of tr~rt1rom 
Bombay to London. t The free flow of gold can. 
be impeded if the purchase of sterling is done f.or the 
Paper Currency Department (see Purchase of Stea: .. 
ling Operations on 14th January 1928). There are 

• About 101 millions (fiDe OUDCeS) of silver _e sold by the Go~ of 
India since ·1927 to the end of March 1931. (Report of the Cootro1Jd of 
Currency. 1930-32. p. 12). 

t The amditions CIOIlcerning the aa1eof gold haft beeo amcb mis.~ 
The CIOSts of importatioa and of any deviation in tho value of c:umncy from ita BOI!l 
parity are "to be reclconed by the currency authority. Unless these ....; ~ed the 
c:urrency authority _u1d have to sell gold in all 'ordinary cin:umstauc:es ad ~ 
destroy the wholeaale bullion market. All this is jlllti6able. for it is evideutIy DIll de 
duty of the Government to sell gold for nou-currencr ~ thus .L!a~ 
itaelf with another task for which it is least fit. ' 

3 
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however instances which go to prove that the 
. . 

tendering of gold, bullion to the Government did take 
'Place and paper currency was expanded as soon as 
the rate of exchange rose to the upper gold point. 
Fr9m November 1928 to January 1929 the tender of 
sovereigns took place and ~ expansion of one crore 
d paper currency was secured against gold. 

~ANSION AND CONTRACTION IN THE REAL GOLD 

BULLION STANDARD. 

The expansion and contraction of currency in 
the rea.! gold ,bullion standard would take pla.ce as 
follows. Gold bars would be presented and internal 
maney, i.e., notes or 'rupees, would be expanded 
against the same. The purchase of gold barsfrom the 
Central Bank would tend to draw away internal 
money 'and a contraction of the same would follow. 

As the present-day Indian Currency Standard 
is not a real gold bullion standard according to the 
above description of it, one has to understand the 
means of expansion or contraction thrown open to 
\he Government, i.e., the currency authority of the 
~ountry. .,' . . 

PREsENT-DA.Y METHODS OJ'SECURING EXPANSION. 

It is often stated that the Paper Currency 
1J)"ste:m is inelastic by virtue of jts being based on 
the Fixed FiduciarY plan and the non-development 
of cheque currency has failed to remedy this inelasti
:eity in any radical manner. These self-same critics 
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point out that the emergency currency provisiori. of 
12 crores against hundies at a scheduled rate is the 
only attempt on the part of the Government to 
provide emergency currency. The minting of rupees 
is no longer to be done even for Government 
purposes, for If the gradual dethronement of the 
rupee" is a settled fact under the gold bullion 
standard system. Elastic bank paper is no longer 
the prevailing feature, for the Central Reserve Bank, 
which ought to issue it, has not been created as yet. 
So it has often been emphasised by these critics that 
there is no suitable provision to expand currency even 
for seasonal requirements. 

(a) Without entering into any serious criticism of 
the views of the Government with reference to the 
supply of emergency currency based on th,e hundi 
backing during the peak months of the busy season, 
it must be" pointed out that the one and only wish of 
the Government of India is not to inconvenience the 
money market by looking up funds and making them 
unavaiIabie to the m.oney market, The present 
policy is to keep the barest. poSsible resources in the 
sub-treasuries and place every available rupee as a 
bank balance. 

(b) Besides this making of Government revenue 
a m.erchandise product on the part of the bank the 
policy is to arrange the maturity of the treasury J>jJls 
in such a way as to pour additional funds into the 
m.oney market at the time of theb~y ~eB.son. 
Taking the rate of exchange this day (January 12th, 



1931) in the Calcutta Money Market, which can 
fairl1 be described. as the microcosm of the bigger 
financial world, it is Is. 5ld. for the rupee. Exchang& 
is far below' the gold export point which would not. 
have been the case but for export inactivity and the 
offer of high. rates for treaaury bills which are tem~ .. 
ip.g the opera.tol8 to chaw the cheap funda from 
x.o~on. for: purchasing the Rupee treasury bills. 
O::.4~ lICarcity of 9port bills has forced. the Govern
ment to support exchange by every meanS. But in 
other yeanf when expo.rt activity was brisk and the 
~cing oi export bills meant tightening of the 
money rates, the pollOI was always to release funds 
. by the purchase of sterling. The maturity of the 
treasUrY hills was also arranged with a view to ease. 
the money position in the busy season. 

(e) Again, the purchase of sterling releases rupee 
resources and' eases the monetary situation, for it. 
tends to inorease the rupee resources of the Exch&ng& 
Banks while there is a corresponding deficit of their 
sterling· balances in England. Needing rupees in 
the busy season to buy more export bills ther would 
b&~too willing to welcome this policy of purcha.s6 of 
sterling, the initiative of· which' rests with the Con
troller of Carrenoy. The floating supt>ly of credit 
oan thus be augmented by the purchase of sterling 
and no acute monetary stringency or paonia need be 
felt. Only mere tightness of money might be 
evidenced. • 

(d) Further. the tendering of gold bullion or 
80~ in the paper oun:ency reserve and securing, 
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paper currency is feasible as soon as the Exchange 
Banks find it profitable to import gold into India 
i.e., as soon as the gold import point is reached. 
Rupee resources are thereby secured.~ principle 
of issuing notes payable in silver against gold tendered 
was adopted long ago in 1893 and contributed a 
good deal towards securing permanent eXpansiQ~ 
of the domestic currency. .Against gold received 
in England by the Secretary of State for India 
paper currenoy was usually released in this country. 
:Again, notes might be issued against the return of 
Rupees from the circulation. In the year 1930-1931, 
notes to the value of 1,384 lakhs were created against 
silver rupees returned. from cireulati9n. This is 
nothing but interchange of one kind of legal tender 
currency for another. 

(e) Another method of increasing the Imperial 
Bank's balances and thereby enabling it to grant 
additional credit in the busy ~ is the tran&
ferability of the funds from the Home Treasury in 
October, November and December to the Indian 
treasury· balance kept in the vaults of the Imperial 
:Bank. This. is generally dOne by placing the 
. st.erling securities in the Home branch. of the p. C. 
Reserve and a corresponding expansion is made of 
the P. C. issued and placed in the hands of the 
Imperial Bank. During 1923-192! about 12 crores 

of cash balances in India were thus added according 
to the above method. In 1924-1925 six croreB 

worth of British treasury bills were placed in the 
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lIomf,-branch of· the P. C.Reserve and currency 
·notes released into the cash balances in India. 

(f) pa.per currency can be issued against the 
Issue of Indian treasury bills. This leads to expan
siori .ofpaper curren9Y and a discharge of the same 
. would mean contraction. . 

(g) Iri. the previous years the issuing of currency 
against ad hoc securities was freely resorted to. . En
,dently~ it seems to have grown into disfavour, 80S it 
ought to be, fOr it is not based on gold or quasi-gold 
assets. "But there·· is no knowing whether it may be 
TeROrted to in the future Or not. 

(1£) n remittance were to be made to the 
Secretary of State, i.e., Home Treasury through the 
Paper Currency Reserve instead of the Treasury, 
inflation would be the result and a corresponding 
deflation would have to be brought about 80S early as 
possible~To be more explicit, when Council drafts 
'Were sold and the proceeds credited to the. Currency 
Reserve in London an equivalent amount of notes 
were released. from· the Controller's office in India. 
This coUld be done· since 1905 for the sterling secu
rities or: reserve as 'part of· the P. C. Reserve was 
-esta.blished in that year. This was done and could 
:be done till 1925 when the new method of the 
'pUrchase of sterling .was adopted. 

. Fina1ly~ the Governm.ent of India can increase 
'the fiduciary portion of the note issue by virtue 
'of the 1925 P. C. Amendment Act £tom 85 crores to 
100 croreir and thus judiciously expimd P. C. in 
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India to ease the monetary situation. The figure
of the fiduciary portion has been fixed at a high 
maximum. and there is the possibility of securing 
additional P. C. needed for the long periods according 
to the exi~ting P. C. Act and 1925 amendment of 
the same. This expansion might be against sterling 
securities or rupee securities 6f the Government of 
India~ The principle of proportional system. 
accepted by Government in the P. C . .'\.ct of 1920. 
1923 and 1925 makes the paper currency system more
elastic than, it used to be in the pre-war currency
system. 

Thus there are several methods of expansion 
which might be taken up according to the feasibility 
and a.dvisability of the method.* All these avenues 
of expansion are merely instances of m~va.l 
methods of finance and some of them take on the
appearance of " barefaced inflation" .of the Printing 
Press kind, pursued in this country in ~his enlightened 
twentieth cen~ury. The best way of remedying the
inelasticity of currency and oredit during the busy 
season is to create a Central Bank of.Issqe. Without 
a. Central Bank of Issue consciously managing 
,the currency system in the wider interests of the 
country, se,asonal variations cannot be adequately 

• A. no additional currency could be created against ad Jlou and .a 
bill. of elIehange were not to he had in abundance the practice of creabnl addi
tional paper cumncy iUlle apinat Government .curiti .. depoaited in the hmet 
of the Controller of Currency by the Imperial Bank wa reeorted to. It ia 

. anomalOllS to _ wby tbUi privilege ougbt to be ateacled to the Imperial Bank 
wben the very lime bmlc rem- to lend to the Joint Stock Bank. on the sell ... 
lime __ fiti .. at favourable ratal even durins the bu.,laIOD. 



provided .fmwithout incr~ the cost of the 
additional accommodation:. This is the way in 
whlch the Dominions of, t:Le British Empire, with the 
exoeption of Canada, have solved their emergency 
currency ,problems arising out of seasonal variations 
forcurreney. But even in Canada additional 
note-issues can be made during the seasonalquartera 
by the d.ifferent banks and e1a.sticity is concerning 
itself with the gJ.'OWtk of, the internal trade no less 
than the external trade. In India, howewr, it is 
the external trade requirements alone that are looked 
after properly by the present-day elasticity. Much 
more has to be done in this direction before it can be 
.~ted that intemai ~ade fulancing is properly looked 
.after. '-

'Sq mlich for expansion. Now let me proceed to 
<discuss the deflationary methods, i.t~ methods to 
'C01ltract the. CIm'ellCf. Enlightened methods of 
-oontraction . are necessary fm: money eipanded 
-during the busy 1!!eUOD has necessarily to be auto-
matic&llywnttactedin the ~k seaeon., As it is 
not bank. money With powers of automatic 
-oontraction, that is used for seasonal expansion 
,purposes, reliance 00 prompt return of the ~ 
·funds cannot be plaood. Some ea..cWy en:£oroible 
methods of contraction would have to be developed 
\0 drain away the, lfuipllis funds acting as a "drug" 
in the money mar~ 

(<<) The ,Bile u treasury bills· in the money 
'market mth'e slilck' season for the purpOse of 
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.. mopping" up of the surplus is a. recognisable 
expedient free from criticism, for it is just at that 
time the Government .needs resources to meet its 
expenditure. 

(b) The contraction of paper currency issued 
against ad hoc securities or rupee securities is also 
another well-known phenomenon. In addition' to 
this method, the contraction of currency issued 
against sterling securities which are transferred to 
the Home Treasury of the Secretary of State must 
also be recognised.· The Government contraction 
of cllrrency during 1930-1931 was to the extent 
of 401 crores of rupees and 31 crOl'es against 
sterling securities, 29 crores against rupee securities 
and 81 crores against gold. 

(c) The repaying of emergep.cy loans by the 
Imperial Bank to the Controller of Currency destroys 
the emergency paper currency issued against internal 
bills of exchange or hundies. Again the Government 
might suggest the raising of the Imperial Bank rate 
to a. higher ~uure in spite of a favourable cash 
position as was done on 30th October 1929. t 

(cl) It is often considered that the sale of 
treasury bills in larger amounts than the actual 
maturities during the course of the week leads to 

• The Secretary of State needs them for Lis sterling eapenditure and wLeo 
the sterling securities are transEerred to the Home Tredur, there i. c:q

-cellation of paper cur~ncr in India. 
t The cash balance was at 30 _ and there was DO monetarr strinaencJ 

•• the call money rate was aLout two per ceDt. and the bus, IeUOn did not __ yet. 
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contraction or absorption of currency and credit in 
the markets. But no definite conclusion can gene
rally be drawn as regards the origin of the funds. 
invested in the rupee treasury bills. If foreigners 
are interested in the purchase of the rupee treasury 
bills as a result of their ability to secure cheap funds. 
for a comparatively long period as L"J the case at 
present (December 1930) it cannot be inferred 
under these conditions that a contraction of domesti~ 
resources has taken place. The. discharge of the 
Indian. treasury bills in the P. C. Reserve however· 
means contraction of currency. . . 

. (e) The sale -of reverse drafts or sterling by the
Government leads to the absorption of rupees and 
paper. currency and this contraction leads to a rise
in their internal value and the depreciation in the
external value would be checked. 

The exchange rate tends to become steadied 
at the gold export point of the country. The policy' 
of rarefying currency by the sale of reverse councils 
leads to the strengthening of the exchange value of: 
the rupee. 

</> If the transfer of gold bullion or silver bullion 
forBaJe is pursued, it would bring about the needed 
'contraCtion of paper currency. A Central Bank 
pursuing this policy of selling securities to "mop up ,,. 
the surplus is said to· be pursuing. the " open market. 
operations". The Government-of India· is now 
selling silver as a result of the recommendations or 
the Hilton Young Commission. This would be-
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leading to the contraction of silver rupees and paper 
currency if it were to be done in the closed markets 
of India. But if silver were to be sold in London 
and the proceeds utilised for buying liquid gold as a 
preparatory mea.sure for securing increased gold 
resourceaneeded as the backing of the cash reserve 
of the Central Bank it would be welcomed. 

So long as deflation of currency is needed as a 
result of slack business conditions and as a result of 
the high price-level in the country when compared 
with other countries and lower physical volume of 
production in the country there. ought to be and 
there would be no murmur. But .forcible deflation 
to meet such extra-currency ideals as the buttressing 
of exchange policy i.e., the maintenance of the ex
change ratio is bound to be resented and would have 
its disastrous influence felt on industry and the 
agriculturists. 

II THE GoODS STREAM." 

All this . expansion and contraction is done 
without any reference to the "Goods Stream" .on 
the other side. Unless this economic data is com
piled with reference to the . physical volume of 
production, the recordq of unemployment and the 
statistics of stocks and the Central Banking policies 
are framed with the above object in vie~, the 
attainment of relative stabilisation with aU. its 
concomitant advantages would not be realised. The 
creation of a Central Bank of Issue endowed with the 



privilege of t'lastio note-issue, part of which can be 
based on trade bills, is essential for tolerable ourrency 
stability. It alone can secure the proper inform .... 
tion concerning the stocks of good~ the movement 
of .goods into the hands of final purchasers and the 
velocity of the goods and credit should be oontrolled 
in the light of tIle above data. 

REMlTTANoiI: WOB OJ' THJ: GovEioo.mNT. 

It has already been stated that the GOvernment 
of India. underlakes remittance business On a large 
scale ·so as to minimise the unnecessary Bow 01 silver 
hloney from one part of the country to another. 
Registered Insured post, the postal money older. 
the cutting of notes into two halves bd sending each 
by registered post (which has recently been prohi
bited) are well-known to all students OfCurreIlcj'. 
The Government balances aid the peopie in t.he 
matter of their remittances. Telegraphio transfers 
(minimum ~ount Ra. 5,(00) are iSsued against 

. a currency chest or treasury in another place where 
tliere is no branch of the Imperial Bank. Supply 
bills (minimum amount Rs. 1,000) are orders sent 
by post dir~tiilg payment from the sub-treasury or 
ireasury balance. Co-operative societies are given 
the special privilege of making use of remittance 
transfer receipts. Similarly, those investors who wish 
to buy or sell Government securities through Govern
ment Treasury secure free remittance through free 
remittance transfer receipts. This interlacing of 
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Government and business finance is a double blessing. 
Firstly, it enAbles the Government to transfer revenue 
from inland centres to the metropolitan centres 
where the bulk of its expenditure has to be incurred, 
and secondly, the commercial public who wish to 
have their money in the inland centres would be 
willing to close with the Government offers. 

. Considering the vast extent of the territory and 
the present inadequate facilities for the speedy remit
t.&.nce of money at cheap ra.tes. it is advisable that a 
well developed banking system should take up this 
work and transfers through banks would be far 
better than anything else. It is indeed true that 
postal orders, postal cheque aooounts, giro a.eoou.nts 
and postal traveller's letters of credit, reduction in 
the amount· of currency transfers from Rs.. 5,000 to 
Ra. 1,000 limit ~ in the case of supply bills from 
Rs. 1.,000 to rupees 500 (and even broken amounts 
should be transferred under these headjngs) can be 
developed &S cheap and suitable means of remittance. 
but these are inferior to bank drafts and cheques and 
bills of exchange which can be clea.red and oollected 
through a Clearing House System which acts &S a 
ooI.1ooting agency a.t the same time. 

CES'1'RA.L BA..'iK OJ!' Iss~ 

A Centr&l Bank in charge of the Clearing House 
system which clears not only cheques as a.t present. 
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but bills, "undies a.nd other iJ?s~ents of remit
ta.noes and an extended use. of . credit instrum~ts 
such.. as promissory notes, cheques, bank drafts, 
sta.ndardised bilingual "undies and bills of exohange 
would afford the oheap and rapi4 servioe needed for 
the transmission of money. The existing ·co-operative 
banks should play greater part in the free remit
tance transfer business. The old expensive and 
risky method of physical transportation of money by 
rail resorted to by the indigenous' bankers can and 
ought to be given up as early as possible. Supply 
bills and currency transfers would no longer be 
needed, _ if the Central Reserve Bank takes up every 
treasury and control over the currency chests is 
"Concentrated in its hands or performed by its selected 
agent-the Imperial Bank of India. Government 
remittance becom.es part and parcel of the wider 
problem., vie., Inland remittance. Diffused and 
'Widespread banking under the controlling influence 
()fthe Central Reserve Bank is th~ only intelligent 
:panacea in the matter of providing cheap and speedy 
'remittance facilities in· this vast continent where 
..distances are very great. It is then alone that the 
present unfair advantage of the Imperial Bank which 
lies in its control of the currency chest and whioh is 
:not being shared, somewhat, equitably with other 
banks can be eliminated. The C<HJperative· Banks 
assert that the Imperial Bank refuses to encourage 
the Central Banks as remittance agents for the 
,indigenous bankers and looal traders. . But any 
unwarranted encroachment on commercial banking 
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forsaking the co-operative ideals has to be rightly 
discouraged. (See the Bombay Provincial Banking 
Enquiry Committee. See pp. 144 to 147.) The 
expansion and contraction of bank money at a com
paratively steady bank rate can be brought about 
by the Central Bank. Its agencies and its branches 
in the different provinces would enable it to render 
unnecessary the transfer of metallic currency from 
place to place. This economising of currency would 
greatly increase the utility of the existing amount 
of currency. 

However' great the ultimate benefits of the 
Central Bank would be in the matter of providing 
adequate credit currency to suit the requirements 
of agriculture, industry and trade, the immediate 
benefits in this direction d.O not seem to be very 
alluring. The Central Reserve Bank cannot hope 
to control the movements in the money markets, for 
most of the changes arise as; a resu1t of want of 
confidence in exchange, precariousness of credit 
and consequent withdrawal of native capital, from 
<lirculation in the bazar. These abnormal changes 
cannot a.dequately be controlled and fluctuations in 
.our bank rates and money. rates would still appear. 
It is a peculiar, characteristic of present-day India 
that both mon,etary demand and supply vary very 
,greatly arid fluctuations in money rates are greater 
in this country than anywhere e1s~. The evolution 
. of sound and efficient methods of business organisa-
tion and indus~rial management would mitigate t~ 
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evil. Until this happens the Indian banks cannot 
hope to oontrol all: these ~erent conditions arid 
Indian 'Bank rates cannot hope to remain so "tranquil 
or steady as is the case with bank rates "in the 
Western countries where reasons for the credit stram 
or disturbance or money mar~et problems, as they 
can be designated, can be foreseen and prevented by 
timely" action. Lacking the three most important 
data, regarding the physical volume of production, 
the movement of st~k prices, commodity prices 
and total bank credit which have wide influence on 
general economic conditions, the Central Bank would " 
be unable to exercise its pull in securing stable condi
tions of economic life 4uring the ear]y years of its 
existence. But the penection"of this economic data 
by its 'own staff would form a ~ark by itself. 

• 1. ~.. ~ •• '," 

• , f ;~ 

lMPRoVED CBEDJT SYSTEM IS" mE ONLY PAIUCEA. 

But it is an undeniable truth to assert that an 
improved credit system. can solve some of the currency 
ills of the country. -The much needed elasticity can 
be. secured when the issuing of notes is banded 

. over to the Central Bank of Issue. Banking exten-
sion makes for economy in metallio reserves 80 far 
as they" are needed for domesti~ exchange. The 
highest currency ideal is to circulate a paper token 
instead of full value metaJJ.ic coins and the best way 
of approaching the ideal is to circulate bank notes 
based on assets which include bills' of exchange 
representing short-term industrial, commercial and 
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agricultural transactions or bankers' acceptances.. 
With the progress of monetary science and the deve-. 

'lopment of new banking policies, superfluous coins 
have been dropped in other countries and the same 
thing doubtless would be the feature of evolution 
in this country. The silver rupee would ultimately 
be dropped and liberal m.easures for securing elasticity 
of currenoy would be enacted. 



~ THREE. 

(30-1-31) 

The broad term "money m.arket" refers to the 
market where money is bought and sold. Just as 
there are various kinds of money, such as money on 
the spot, i.e., current account at the bank and a bill 
of exchange payable at a future date, there are 
different monetary markets dealing with such kinds 
of money. The' money m.arket itself does the 
main business of converting· money due at some 
future date into money on the spot. The one form 
of money is converted into another form of 
::money. 

The bill of exchange represents money due at 
-future date. These bills are converted into money 
-on the spot. Another monetary market is the 
:Foreign Exchange market where domestic money of 
the country is converted into foreign money. Our 
-rupee is exchanged into money of some other 
:place. 

The investment market or the ~ong-term capital 
~ket is the place where the borrower needing 
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long-term loans secures it from. the savers by paying 
& certain rate of interest. In a well-organised 
com.munity the lenders can hope to secure 80 fair 
rate of interest from the borrowers, whether indi
viduals or joint stock companies. The State .. and 
other groups of individuals might be forced to pay 
a oertain rate of interest, and all attempts to secure 
extortiona.te rates of interest would very soon be 
curbed by the State. The most important market, 
where lending and borrowing is generally done in 
the most refined manner, is the Stock Exchange. 
The savings of the people are generally invested in 
industrial a.ctivitythrough the help of this machinery 
and the j oint-stock form of enterprise. _ The person 
who wishes to withdraw his IIloney from the ind~. 
trial or. other form. of activity ~an promptly. sell his 
stock or share to a person who desires to find a 
lucrative form of investment for ~ savings. 

These JIla.rkets revolve'round the Money Market 
a.nd the ;rates in the different m.arkets are sus()eptible 
to the influences of the money rates prevailing in t;he 
.Money :Market. It would be the main endeavou,r 
in this lecture to trace the influences and the ,c~ 
Gontrary forces that tend to ~ert tp.eir pr~e in 
these different. monetary marketE;.'1he ,n~ty Jot 
developing these useful auxiliaries must ,be. pnd~ 
.stood. and the ploney market itself. would. refuse .• ~o 
function -SD).oothly in the event of their Jlon-dev~~ 
ment ,and lack of co-operation with.the w.embersc!Jf 
~. money :p;Larket. 
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'THE Bri:.L M..mu:T. 

While analySing the composite term the "money 
rates'" we referred to the bill or discount rate as 
. apm from call money rates, the bank rate, the 
-deposit rate, and the loan rate~. Even the expression 
'It the discount rate" is not a uniform expression. 
The chief discount rate quoted in the London:M:oney 
Market is the rate of discount on three month·s bank 
bills. This is the oft-refe~ed to ":Market rate." 
Thus there are several discount rates for the different 
'classes of bills, such as bank bills and trade bills. 
'Broadly'speaking, the discount rates closely follow 
the short-term loan rates' and are higher than the 
-C?all money rates. ,Discount rates are higher in the 
'oase()f less secure' bills or bills of -loDger standing or 
.. tenoui" as the technical jargon puts it. If the 
demand of the bankers and other buyers is great for 
commercial bills of a particular tenour, the buyers 
'would keenly bid for them and, commercial bills 
'fetCh' a high price. At certain periods they fetch 
'higher prices than treasury bills, i.e., lower discount 
':ra.tes might' preva.il than the treasury .bill rate. In 
~ovember 1926, the treasury bill rate was higher 
t~ cOID.IIlercial bill rates in the London Money 
'Market, for the demand was greater than the actual 
lJUpply" The trade depression tended to diminish 

'the'supply while the Continental demand for com
lri:erCiaI billS forced' the buyers to pay higher prices. 
-They coUld not take the ster1ing treasury bills ev~ 
for they did not contain the two Or in some 
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eases the three endorsements needed for their 
portfolio. 

THE LINK BETWEEN THE DISCOUNT RATES AND 

THE CALL MONEY RATES. 

Call money or short-loan rate as it is usually 
referred to cannot but influence the market rate· 
of' discount, for the bill brokers borrow' their supply' 
from the banks. Cheap call inoney,· which generally 
arises, if the Clearing Banks reduce theday-to-day , 
money rate, bring's down discount rates to· the lowest,' 
figure. . The assurance of com.fortable monetary' 
conditions ahea.d for some time would make discount' 
rates touch rock bottom level. Bill-broking tends 
to be unprofitable and stale when short-tem money 
rates tend to be low and wipe out the margin. 
between the bill rates and the call money rates~ As 
the Central Bank stands ready to buy unlimited quan
tities of fine bills at the bank rate, the market rate of 
discount for these will never be higher than the bank 
rate. It 'ean be lower than the bank rate~ if the 
mammoth Joint-Stock Banks make ~ effective bid 
for bills which are rightly' considered as the best 
self-liquidating instruments. 

AP,' soon as monetary pressure is exercised:; 
the ~count rates, i.e., the 0Ilen market ~ates, jUm~ 

" 
• Theoretically speaking call money is repayable at the option of either the 

lender or the barrower and tends to approximate towards ~ank'iI dillnal!d deposit 
or current accolint fate.. 

, , 
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up and attain a· high leveV The ,treaSul.'y'& influence' 
on the short-term loan fund will also have to be 
studied whlle explaining the behaviour of the 
open market rates. 

The floatmg of the treasury bills tends to make 
money sc~e, and firm bill rates will ensue. The 
goOd" showinglIlade by the currency in the foreign 
exchange. markets would force do)VD discount rates 
to a low level If exchange is ~verse and gold leaves 
the shores, money stringency wil}. arise and the bill 
ratEll;' wi,ll rise to a Jrlgh level Similarly, if the 
demand ~or ~i11s were to be augmented, the discount 
rate wlU be forced ,. c:lOwn. The presence of a Central 
B8.nk would mean that there is a leader who fixes 
the xa~ of interest and discOunt that would prevail 
~ the money marke~ and in t1i~. banking system of 
~lie country' ~ ,a who~. 

ABsENCE 01' A BIiL M.mKET IN THIS CmnmlY. 

Verily, has it been stated that .f where ignorance 
., fSbIi'18 it is folly to .be wise. ~~ "UnfO$nately for the 
student of IIidiaJi Banking there are not very many 
opportunities to gauge the diverse andsometim.es 
c,o~~ary _ influences of yarious factors on the bill 
r~~ ,J3ut pe cannot congratulate himself on his 
ignOrance' in these technical matters; for without 
a bill market there cannot be any well~e1oped 
P19neYmarket' •. J:l!v.en' in the somewhat better 
orgaDised national money markets of Bombay 01' 



Calcutta. there is hardly a bill. mar~et. Rediscount. 
ing of "approved" bills even by the Indian Joint. 
Stock Banks does :not exist to a great extent. The 
following table will illustrate m.y remark. . 

The business of the 
Imperial Bank. 

Current Account 

Fixed Deposits 
Bills 
Cash Credits 
Overdrafts . 

Loans 

Percentage of business 
with banks to 
total business. 

26 

i 
o 
2 
7 

31 

(See the Report of the Bengal Banking Enquiry 
Committee-p. 40). 

This banker's bank does nothing in the direction 
of rediscounting the bills of the Joint Stock Banks: 
so far as the Oalcutta money market is concernec1. 
Rediscounting is considered a weak sign.. Besides 
they would thereby be placing the secrets of the bill 
portfolio in the hands of the competj.ng bank. They 
buy but do not sell hundies or bills of exchange.. 
Like the English. Joint Stock B~ Indian J:oint. 
Stock Banks are too proud to borrow from. the. 
Imperial Bank by means of r~ounting, that is,. 
moden;l. Central' Banking practice c;l~ not exist.. 

.• Sa the .vidence of M" S. N. PocLaIr.ua_ before tI!e c. B. EmJuDy 
Committee. 



But unfortunately they cannot, like the English 
Jomt Stock Banks, compel the market to borrow from 
the Central Bank,· for unfortunately in this country 
there is neither a m.oney market nor a Central Reserve 
Bank. following modem Central Banking practice. 
In dire and emergent circumstances alone, they 
'Would borrow from the Imperial Bank on the strength 
of Government securities. 

Coming to the original discounting business 
itself, there are few traders' acceptances even and 
bills have not arisen in the ~atter of interna.l trade. 
Banks have not developed the acceptance business 
in the matter of "financing domestic· trade. Bills 
arise in the matter of our foreign trade and these are 

. bought by the exchange banks without any difficulty. 
As . the representatives of the Exchange Banks 
Association have stated in their oral evidence before· 
the Central Banking Committee"the export bills of 
.all . sound merchants are eagerly bought by the 
Exchange Banks. The creation of a discount market 
would, however, increase these facilities. 

BANKERS' .ACcEPTANCES. 

The bill m.arket primarily m.eans the bankers' 
acceptance market. Without bills it would not be 
possible to develop the acceptance function of the 
banks in our money ~arket. With a change in the 
m.ercantile habits, this m.odern form of expressing 
commercial Indebtedness can easily be adopted. 
0as1i credit and the open book-eredit system would 
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undoubtedly have to be given up by the merchants. 
In the absence of a C. R. Bank to buy the bank 
acceptances, banks would naturally be conservative 
in extending their acoeptanoe funotion. 

MEAsURES TO 0 EVELOP THE BILL lIABIT. 

It is a. matter of gratifioation to find that almost 
.aJl the Provinoial Banking Enquiry Committees 
have recommended the self-same men.sures to deve
lop the bill habit which I had the opportunity to 
offer long ago in an artiole entitled the" Inland 
Bills of Exohange" published in . the Calcutta 
Review in April 1928. Barring the suggestion of 
·differential rates for discounts and loans, which the 
·Central Reserve Bank ought to allow, every other 
suggestion of mine has been incorporated. The 
Central Banking Enquiry Committee would, however, 
·endorse this suggestion, for without this tendenoy 
no positive encouragement to draw bills would 
really exist. 

In addition to those, which I offered long ago 
,(vide my Article) I consider it essential to adopt 
the following measures for the achievement of the 
same object. Some propaganda work as regards 
the benefits arising out of the hill habit to the banks. 
the buyers and sellers of goods would do signal service 
in this direction but apart from this primary change 
in habits the number of oompeting specialising 
.agencies who require secure and liquid short-term 
investments and who buy and sell these bank and 
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trade bills ought to increase. * It should be bome
in mind that the bill market as well as the call 
money market are really speaking "two way" 
markets. Bills can be sold as well as bought •.. 
Such incidental measures as the reduction, if not 
abolition, of the stamp duty whioh comes up to 9 
annas per cent. per annum and the sale of standardised 
bilingual bill forms would have to be undertaken. 
Bills must be utilised to finance the movement and 
Storage of goods in licensed warehouses which have 
to be created, if orderly co-operative marketing of 
our prime staples is to be an accepted feature on the 
part of the primary co-operative producers' socie
ties or the literate primary drawers of drafts. It 
is then alone that the co-operative sale and purchase 
societies and' the co-operative credit societies can 
hope to tap the wider money market by passing on 
the bills endorsed by them. Local financial re
sources can thus be augmented by the resources of 
bigger banks willing to discount or re-discount these 
bills endorsed by such organised associations or the 
indigenous bankers who may elect to specialise the 
bill-broking business. Free movements of funds 
according to the necessities of the districts can there-, 
by be ensured. The financing of agriculture which is. 
now not being attempted in any direct manner by 

• The charges for discounting bills would thereby become lowered. Sec· 
the evidence of the representative of the Ahmedabad Millowners' Association before. 
the Central Banking Enquiry Committee. A Clearing House for bill, in .11 the 
important centres will reduce the commission charges which banlra make in collect
ing the proceeds of hills. 
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the Joint Stock Banks, would become an accom
plished fact under the discount banking system. 
The money market would derive solid benefit by the 
ultra-commercial uses of credit being dispensed with 
in the presence of an organised discount market. A 
rapproachement between international banking and 
finanoing agencies and the domestio bill markets 
and the banking system would arise. We hear 
already that foreign money is being willingly invested 
in our rupee treasury bills. With prime bank bills 
this financial nexus will be strengthened further and 
further. The holding of rupee bills would increase 
the contact with the domestic banks and would 
transform them into well-known agencies in the 
international money market. The realisation of 
these advantages i~ solely contingent on the fact that 
the mere acceptance of two-name paper without 
proper credit information of the parties responsible 
for the payment of the bill is not light-heartedly 
undertaken. If people of questionable standing were 
to draw the bills, the credit risk is great, and banks 
whioh discount such trade acceptances would likely 
suffer grievously by having paper which cannot be 
converted into liquid money. The scrutinising of 
the credit standing of the parties to the bill, should 
neither be neglected nor minimised. Even this 
precaution will not by itself go far in developing 
the open discount market. The keys to the money 
market are the bill-broker and the Central Reserve 
Ba.nker. Find the two keys and you will find the 
money market. 
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THE ExCHANGE MAlmET. 

The relationship between the foreign exohange 
market and the money market would have to be 
understood. It has already been stated that fum 
exohange rates tend to lower down the discount or 
the open market rate. Unsteady and adverse 
exohanges leading to gold efilux would tend to 
tighten money and this would raise the discount 
rates or the open market rates. 

GOVF..RNMENT'S CoNTROL OVER EXCHANGE. 

Lacking the Central Bank regulation of the 
exohange situation, neither the Indian traders nor 
the general publio understand aright the full signi
ficance of the Government control of the exchanges. 
Having selected stable exchange as our policy, the 
Government of India are bound, in the last resort. 
to maintain the rupee at the selected ratio. i.e., 
Is. 6d. (gold) Everything would be subordinated 
towards this stability of exohange. Distinguished 
economists hav~ rightly pointed out that the ohoice 
lies between a stable exchange at the expense of fluc
tuating internal prioes or stable internal prices with 
fluotuating exchange during times of international 
disturbances.. Even economically advanced countries 
like the U. S. A., ha~e given up the problem of 
securing absolute stability of internal prices nor 
have they allowed "exchange to go hang" as Prof. 
Cannan would put it. Economic theorists:as well 
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as practical statesmen now realise that comparative 
sta.bility of the exchanges is much more easy to 
attain·than a. corresponding stability of the internal 
price-level during times of international instability. 

THE MAINTENANCE OF THE RATIo. 

Having selected the stable \ exchange policy as 
their ideal the Government of India. inflate or deflate 
cun:ency with the view of maintaining it 
-although the circumstances of the money 
market might point out the necessity of pursuing the 
. opposite path. In the midst of the busy season, if 
exchange tends to slacken, there would be " disas
trous contraction" of currency, !:!-s businessmen, who 
dislike tight money, would term it. The saJe of 
treasury, bi11s would absorb . money . The raising of 
the bank rate even, though the cash situation of the 
Imperia.lBank is safe or even when money rates are 

-easy .in .the open market, would be pitched upon to 
buttress the exchange policy. In order to make the 
bank rate effective, ,the policy of selling treasury bills 
at high rates would be pursued. The m.ain object 
of these different measures is to prevent exchange 
from sagging below the gold export point from the 
country. ,Thus considerations of the price-level and 
the monetary. requirements of the borrowing public 
d,o not weigh sufficiently strongly at such times. 

'The Hilton Young Commission -rightly ,pointed 
out -that -this Government control of, exchange and 
currency would -have to be given up, and, the Centr~ 
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. Reserve Bank whioh manages the Gold ·Bullion 
Stan,dard would regulate exohange. As the gold 
standard would be in existence, the currencies 
between England, the other important trading coun
tries and India would be the same. The movements 
of the purohasing power parity will be very small. 
A oo~on sta.ndard would, by itsell, bring about 
ooinparative agreement .in prioe-levels, hence the 
movements of purchasing power parity will be very 
$mall. n the balance of indebtedness is in favour 
Of this country, the imported gold bullion would be 
presented or potential balanoes would be l'aised 
a.broa.d and the local OUlTenoy released by the 
Central Reserve Bank. As central authority it has 
to keep 80 running acoount. with. the important 
trading countries, and if these balances, of foreigD 
currenCy . are aocumula.teCi these can be . sold or 
utilised in days of Unfavourable .balance. The 
morease of oredit money or decrease of it would take 
place under the. regis of the -oontral authority. .I.e., 
the Central 'Reserve B?nk.·U· the Government 
were to be :the exoha.ng~ authority; it would release 
legal tender money when it is buying or purchasing 
a. bill or foreigIH,mrenoy and a sale of the reverae 
bill m,ea.ns deCrease of the 'domestio legal tender 
Dicmer.A :CerttralBa.nk'. control avf!l ~change 
would 1ea~e thelegaf tender money, ~he same a8 
befoie, until 'gold- js. AetuaJIy : eXported from the 
~01iniry. 'EXpediene; (1,& well as safety pointOllt 

. ihat a. Central Reserve Bank man,ageDlent of the 
~ohe.Dge ~situatiOl1 w.oWd -be. eupdridf to· that T of 
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Government management of the same. The gold 
.standard itself gives stable exchanges within 
-comparatively narrow limits and the C. R. Bank has 
to manage this standard in the wider interests of 
the country as well as the outer world. 

The Government of India. would be emancipated 
from special problems as the purchase of sterling, the 
.sale of reverse bills and the. securing of enough Home 
balances in London, to meet the Secretary .of State's 
,and the High Commissioner's requirements and the 
underta.king of measures to make the ba.nk ):ate 
·effective. The Bank rate is strengthened by floating 
treasury bills at slightly higher rates. A seven 
per cent. Bank rate is 'now being strengthened or 
implemented by a policy of selling treasury bills at 
6'2 per cent., (so far as intermediates are concerned
Janua.ry 1931). Without an effective bank rate, 

ready exchange will not xise by n d. at least 
,above the gold point. G.' 

REMITTANCE PRoBLEM. 

Just as banks should be the best agenoies for 
performing the internal remittance work, * so also the 
remittance of funds to, London should be understood. 
as genuine banking,. business and be' left to the 
Central Reserve Bank, i.e.~ the Government banker. 
The Government's policy' of" purchase.of sterling" 
has evidently failed, for to purchase sterling a.t the 

• Interoal remittaDee ill aImod doDe free of charge by the Cmadim 
B .. 1, D ca. OJ diitaacai below too mil. 
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. low rate of Is. Did., would have been. a .very 
costly .matter and would have defeated. their aim 
of exchange stabilisation. Of the £311 million 
budgeted for, only £51 million ha.ve been 
secured by the purchase of sterling (J!Uluary 3rd. 
1931). As the exchange level of the rupee has never 
touched, the gold parity, i.e., lB. 6d., there could be 
no large-scale purchases of sterling, for if heavy 
.Government demand were to arise in the absence of 
export bills, the exchange rate would fall further 
. and further. The Government were practically 
forced, by virtue of the stable exchange policy, they 
·have been maintaining to. recede from the market. 
The floating .of loans in London to meet the needs 
of the Secretary of State has been ,resorted to, to 
keep him supplied With funds. The ways and the 
m.eans advances from the London branch of the 
Imperial. Bank .have a.lso. helped them t.o .a certain 
eXtent. But the best method is to create the Central 
Reserve Bank and enable the London branch of it 
to have a sm..an portion of its exchange funds to 
finance the Secretary of State and the High Com
mIssioner's requirements. This portion of the 
reserve must enable the Central Reserve Bank to pay 
the Hom.e charges only when the exchange rate 
prevents . the purchase of sterling from the money 
market. (See my article, entitled Purchase of 
Sterling"":"'Phe CalcUtta RemetiJ, Nov. Dec. Number, 
i928)~ The London "balance of the C. R. Bank need 
~ot, ~~ ~bstall:ti~. ~ough to li~date an unfavour
able trade balance to the extent necessary to jlreyent 
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exchange from falling below the gold export point. 
from the country. A Central Bank's supporting of 
the exchange would mean releasing gold bullion for 
the internal currency and the gold bullion reserve
would be needed in India. A Central Reserve Bank •. 
issuing currency, controlling crOOit, regulating 
exchange, undertaking remittance and Government 
banking work, can alone hope to remedy the present
day situation and confer banking and monetary 
autonomy on the country. 

THE INVESTMENT MARKET. 

The investment habit is being implanted slowly 
in the minds of the Indian savers, the small as 
well as the rich. The growth of the Post Office· 
Cash-certificates, the repatriation by purchase of 
the London-enfaced rupee paper and its absorption 
~y the Indian money-market, the increase in the 
Post Office Savings Bank deposits, the increased 
subscriptions to the rupee loans floated by the 
Government of India and the quasi-local bodies,. 
and Indian subscriptions to the 'sterling loans of th~ 
Secretary of State, the increase in Co-operative and 
other Bank deposits and the increase in Joint Stock 
capital speak directly for the amount of progress. 
in the investment habits of the people. Some 
indirect proofs as regards the incre~se of the 
investment habit of the people are the wide 
spread of the banking net-work under the 
pioneering attempts of the Imperial Bank. the 



development of other kinds of financial institutions, 
and improvements in the working organi~a.tion of 
the stock exchanges. There is, however, a large 
.amount of frozen. capital whioh has to be gathered 
.so that our indigenous capital supply would equal 
the demand for' the same and enable us to repay our 
present-day extema! debt, which amounts to £382 
m.illion roughly. It is the duty of the money market 
.to playa signifioant part and a conspicuous role in 
mobilising and conserving the capital resources of 
the country. Equally mportant is the duty of 
~hecking the export of capital from the country until 
the home demand has been adequately satisfied . . 

THE PRESENT-DAY MEANS" OF INvESTMENT. 

The Government of India have been doing their 
level best to facilitate the investment of Savings on 
the part of the small savers.* The Post Office 
&vings Bank, the Post Office. Cash Certificates, t~e 
-encouragement in the matter of buying or selling 
Government securities through the Post Offices and 
the wide-spread advertisement of the Government 
rupee loans, when floated in the slack season. are the 

• Since these linea have been written tbe Government of India have increaed 
"the rate ofJntetest paid to the bolder. of the P.O, CuL CertilicaM. since &pt • 
.1930. The f1oatatioa of· treasury bonda on the tap .yatem and the 8ppeallo the 
.-0 investor to _k the aid of the Poet Office in .ubacribinl and &:ollectinl the ta. 

'tree interest is noteworthy. A. in the caae of 1930 ~ when 83 per eent. of the 
-tatoI number of applications came from the small investors. 80 also in the matter o' 
.the treasUry bondait would he.·the unaU inVestoB who would wbacribe thr ... " 
the Poet OIIice. A wide advertisement of the fact that nearly 71 per cent. ral 
'ftIIIrII would IICaue bytLe boldinl of the Tr_ury &ad is needed at the pr _ 
_ L 
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methodspursu.ed by the Government to cajole the· 
small investor and induce him to give up the old 
and unfertile chaIUlels of inve'ltment of his savings. 
in land or jewellery. 

The expert opinion of a. recent America.n Com
mission seems to incline to the view that U the
amount of precious metals stored in India. is equal 
to that held by the United States," but in India 

. this wealth is immobilised and rendered sterile by 
the unwise habit of hoarding or locking. it up in the
shape of ornaments. The main problem is how to. 
gather these .. small dormant hoards" and increase 
the capital supply of the country. 

THE SMALL INVESTORS. 

The offering of higher rates of interest, the 
liberalising of the facilities for the small investors 
through the Post Office--specially in the matter of 
P. O. Cash Certificates, the advertising through 
the Post Offices of the floatation of the tax-ftee 
loans (and keeping open this Post-Office section for 
a. longer period than the other one), the issuing 
of short-term bonds which are more popular than the
long-term loans are some of the most important 
measures which have to be undertaken to mobilise 
the savings of the small investors. Tapping the 
wider area of the. entire country even by pa.ying a 
higher rate of interest to the small savers is far 
more preferable to the intense drive on the part of 
the. Government for making the rupee loans 
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:suooessful when floated iQ. the money market during 
the slaok season. Withdrawal :of IJloney by Govern
lIlent 'borrowing would ·force the bank rate up 
and would levy a fine on the legitimate traders 
and borrowers .. borrowing in the money J]larket. 

The rural Co-operative Banks, the Indian Joint 
Stock Banks and the Imperial Bank and the few 
.stock Exohange.9 that exist are doubtless doing their 
best in the direction of mobilising the savings and 
:spreading the investment habit amongst the small 
.savers. All this is unooordinlite d effort without any 
-con.'Jistent aims properly chalked out in the wider 
interests of the oountry. 

The flight of· capital abroad is a noteworthy 
feature. * Iilvestors or banks might send their capital 
to earn higher rates of interest prevalent abroad. 
"The solem.n obligation of liquidating our past obli
.gations to external oapitaJi.Sts falls on our shoulders. 
~he direotipg of the flow of the present savings 
wbjoh itseH has to be augmented to a great extent by 
productive efficiency, and the mobilising of .. the 
immobilised wealth," and the wise investment of 
.the annuaJ importation of precious metals into this 
>country through the existing finanoial machinery 
'Or the creation of. new maohineries are the chief 
problems' of the investment market in this country. 
'The mere inculcating of the doctrine of thrift, which 
itseU is not being d~me scientifically ~t present in 

, • See my article "Can In-lia became II creditor CXl1l11try t· Pap« IUd 
~efore th~ Ann.! meeting of thelnd:n Economic A-aatioa-Jmuary. 
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this country, would not suffice. Investment is a. 
soien,i'e. Specialisation in this business is absolutely 
essential to inspire confidence in the minds of the 
people. _ If such highly quali~ed bodies were to 
direot effective propaganda for the realisation of the 
above aims, they would be crowned. with success. 
Sir Joseph Burns has· rightly remarked that "t~e 
teaohing of thrift" and the principles of right 
investment (I would add) "is absolutely necessary 
in this country". The desira.bility of thrift must 
be taught to all, the rich and the poor, the old as 
well as the young, the male as well as the female. 
The mere evincing of the desire to save would not be 
attendant with great advantages unless these organi
sations invest the pooled soUrces of savings of the 
smaller classes. The Indian investors do not 
clearly understand the real significance of discounts, 
premiums, or conversion terms and "deferred 
investment" but there would be no hesitation on 
their part to subscribe to the short-term or long
term loans of the Government. 

INVESTMENT TRUSTS. 

If our salvation depends on specialisation, it is 
bigh time that the specialising institutions -of the 
nature of Investment Trusts were created. I have 
elsewhere recommended the formation of such trusts 
on the model of the English type. (See Present-da:y 
Ba.nking in India, ';rhird Edition, pp. 615 to 626). 
Wh11e· Jwastendering . oral . eVidence before thE 
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.Oentrru- Banklng Enqwry Comnuttee at Poona,. 
Sir 'Bhupendranath Mitra opined II that times are 
not propitious for the grOwth of these bodies". The 
rate of interest being high in our rural areas there 
is not much soope fOil these new bodies to earn this 
high rate. It is undoubtedly true that the English' 
Investment Trusts arose at a 'time when the rate of 
interest was very low and the cult of the share as 
equally safe and more paying than the Government 
bonds could be successfully taught at that time. It 
also enabled the proper external investments of the
English savers to be made on safe and sound lines. 
Though our present-day ambition is not to make 
India a creditor country, still we do require these 
lnstitutioru/ or National Savings AssoCiatiOns started 
in order to have a systematic drive as in the case 
of the United Kingdom. The National Savings 
Committee just the other day presented the thousand 
millioitth certificate to HiS Majesty the King Em· 
petor. ' The War Savings Certificates were the 
original certificates and :the movement has not been 
relaxed although the war terminated long ago. The 
~ork of the N. S. Committee Is to start new SaVIngs 
Associations, to form local committees to convene 
regional- conferences, to hold a National SaVIngs 
':Assembly, to inviteemment speakers to -help the 
movement, ,to fram~w savings schemes, to keep 
in tdUoh with ,em:ployers and others UkeI1 to make 
USe of new· propoSalS and to co-operate with' bodies 
.in fosteripgthe thrift movement. (See the RePort
'.National 'Savings, Committoo--Report of 1928-29). 
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Even employee ownership of these certificates has 
been popularised through joint contributions of the 
employer and the employee. 

TH1!l BOARD OF NATIONAL INVESTMENT. 

The work of the Investment Trusts or such N. S. 
Assooiations can best be co-ordinatedand supervised 
by a National Board of Investment. The issuing of 
the gold oash certifioates can be undertaken by it. 
The issuing of the bearer bonds at Rs. 3-14.(), re
payable five years later and being encashable at 
intermediate rates, with quarterly enoashments, 
is another suggestive feature which can be taken up 
by this wider body. (See the Madras Provincial 
Banking Enquiry Committee Report.) It is indeed 
true that the habit of .. deferred investment" 18 not 
existing and debentures are not very popular with 
the Indian investor. If an authoritative and oom
petent body were to be started and debentures 
Issued under its regis, people will gradually acquire 
this habit. Our annual capital requirements of the 
different Governments and local bodies amount to 
roughly 60 crores. As far as possible the objeot of 
the Government should be to secure as large a 
portion of this amount as is possible for· it to do, 
through the permanent savings of the small investors. 
Dependence on the money market would mean 
lesser available resources for trade and industry. 
The withdrawal of fresh money from the money 
market would mean high bank rates. This can. be 
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&yoided. sMely by the thrift campaign organised l>y 
the Board of National Investment.. While this is the 
immediate problem ahead, the Board has to organise 
the immobilised wealth and when the accumulated 
resou~es are far greater than the above requirements. 
the repayment of external debt can he taken up. 
The interest payments that would be made on the, 
Government indebtedness would give scope for 
the accumulation of internal capital resources. The 
helping of the existing industries with long-term 
loans can be undertaken with any surplus capital 
which might be available after supplying the above 
requirements. Having .understood the advantages 
of co-ordinated borrowing by the Central Govern
ment for all purposes, the policy of co-ordinated 
efforts by the, Board. of National Investment tan 
easily be inaugurated. 

THE P.lm.FEcTIoN 011' STOCK E:xcw..NGES • 

. The creation of more Stock Exchanges, as at 
Oawnpore, and other major industrial and tradIng 
~entres and the perfection of the existing Stock 
Exchanges, can be undertaken with the object or 
increasing the investment habit and providing 
markets where the lender and the borrower can meet 
on a footing of economio equality. 

Taking the Calcutta Stock Exchange Into ao
~unt, its main busIO.ess consists in buying and selling 
,mares., .There are, no settlement days, delivery is 
due the'second day after the contract is passed and 
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Bales of securities' are efiected for the most part 
under blank transfers. There is no distinction, as 
in London, between the jobber and .the broker. 
The Calcutta brokers are brokers as well as jobbers. 
i\lthough this system can be allowed to exist, the 
institution of fortnightly settlements or monthly 
settlements seems desirable, as it introduces order 
in the stock exchange opera.tions of the speculators. 
The operations on. U bear account" would become 
penalised relatively to those which are conducted foy 
a rise,' for with daily or short-period settlements the 
former require much larger financial resources than 
the latter. Forced selling in order to satisfy 
the system of daily or short-period settlements 
becomes the rule arid the slump becomes aggravated 
as a result of this daily settlement. The restraining 
action of the bear operations tends tQ place a natural 
check to the high level of prices to which shares and 
stocks may be carried away by the speculator. I 
am not oblivious of the fact that the caDs for money 
on the part of the Stock Exchange operators would 
be more frequent under the system of daily. settle
ments and the ca.ll money rates fluctuate more 
actively under this system than the one under the 
monthly' or the fortnightly settlements. 

Considerations of tim~ preclude me from out
lining the other suggestions for improving the Stock 
Exchanges. These as well as other agencies which 
are at present existing ought to be able to tap mOM 
savings which increase the volume of available savings 
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awaitirig investment. The volume of investment 
Mould proceed hand in hand with the volume of 
savings. The oost and volume of 'the invm¢ment 
should also be influenced by the banking system at 
the dictates of the Central Reserve' Bank. The 
~ate. of investment,', i.&, the' rate of long-term 
~terest, ,must be made co-equal with the natural 
rate of interest. Through the short-term money 
rate the longo-term rates can be influenced. Cheap 
money and the assurance of continuous supply of 
it in the near future would engender confidenoe and 
speed up the processes of investment and the indus
trial slump or depression would pass away, if othm 
things tend to remain the same. The rigour of 
industrial fluctuations can thus be cheeked by the 
forestalling action of the Centu.! Reserve Bank. 

By promoting banking stability it can indirectly 
he1pto mobilise effectively India'. potential capital 
resouroes. By rediscounting the short-term Go
vernment paper, as is done by the Federal Reserve 
Banks, it oan create popularity for this form of 
investment •• A sound ways and means position. 
can be developed as a result of the successful oper ... 
tions of the Central Reserve Bank. The Central 
Reserve Bank can aid t'he Government of India or 
the National Board of Investment, if these were to 
ta~ ,the money mar~et for temporary or permanent 
loans. 

• s. App.dix 1If.-ArticIe IIDtitled .. s- s.Iicat 1.-.., etc. -



LEcrl'URE FOUR. 

(13-2-30) 

THE IDEAL MONETARY Aloi-n B.ANKING SYSTEM. 

Indian monetary and banking system should 
behased on modern central reserve banking practice 
-and the independent gold rupee standard ought to 
be worked in such a way as to free it from· un
desirable international influences, such as a fall 
in the price of silver or a threatened shortage of 
gold. The gold rupee note should expand . and con
tract with the physical volume of -production. The 
credit money created by the Central Reserve Bank 
and the banking system aB a whole need not depend 
-on gold commodity money and evidences of gilt
.edged instruments or Government indebtedness 
alone.; -The gold rupee-note carrmeasure value lJ.lJ.d 
the holder can convert it into any other article. 
needed by him. Production gives rise to 'bank 
.credit and bank credit forms the most important 
form of society's ~oney. The promotion and inten
sifica.tion of national production .being the object of 
the national monetary system, the Central Reserve 

_ :Banking practice should be carried out with the 
ca.bove object in view. -Holding a fixed maximum 
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limit of gold reserve * and not a ratio of the amount~ 
of nole-issue and sight liabilities, as is the case at 
present with some ,of the Central Banks, our Central 
Reserve Bank should issue bank currenoy notes 
against commercial bills arising out of wealth 
products. This bank currency should have nothing 
to do with the gold held in its vaults or short-term 
foreign balances held by the Central Bank in foreign 
markets. But the notes oan be issued against gold 
presented, and the Central ReserVe Bank can fix the 
price of gold at certain points and thus tend to 
stabilise exchanges by providing forward gold markets 
and altering the gold rates when there is a lasting 
disturbance in the relation between the internal and - ( 

the external price-levels. -This way of consciously 
managing the bank money and partial demoneti
sation of gold by closing the _ mints to gold would 
become fuevitabl~ as the shortage of gold becomes 
more and more acute. Most of the debtor countries 
i/ore already off the gold standard. 

A discriminatory or differentiating rate should 
b.e applied to the financial bills by the ordinary Joint-

.• It is a matter of sincere aratilic:aticm to record th.t the MacMiIlaa Report 
J80 endones this Yiew. It as,. that the independence of the note-iasue .nd tbe gold 
esei-ve ought to be recotnised. Not onl, ia it ~fJ in England but all other 
rountnes should .dopt the same measure. We heartily endorse ita.pinioa, which 
a,. that "if the view' eould he generall, adopted that gold resetvea to-day are held 
oIely to meet temporary .clefic:i.:,acies in the LaIance of international p8J11leRta and 
f their amounta were ddermined hy.bat_ reuonahl, n~ for the JI1IfI*O 

U8 would be t'he greatest weg\Jard we Cd imagine againd the mil.' of a futUre 
bonage in the lupplies of gold relati~ to the natunl growth of the _1d".1DOIIeJ 
lClOI1le." Sa the MacMillan eonu;uttee Report on Finmce end Indllll1y.-
:.nd.-3897. 1931. : . 
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Stock Banks and these should no;;;be rediscounted 
by the Central Reserve Bank. * All industries, agri ... 
culture and manufactures shoUld have access to the· 
Central Reserve Bank for rediscount facilities 
.through their special financing agencies and th& 
ordinary market rate of discount should be fixed in 
accordance with the Central Reserve Bank's redia-· 
count rate. As production increases, the money 
increases, i.e., currency is created against, bills of 
exchange representing natural wealth products. As. 
the qUa.ntity 'of cheap sound money, originating in 
produotion and terminating in consumption, in
creases, the price of money will become cheap and 
this tends to reduce the level of cost of produotion.. 
J!'alling prices would be brought about by :falling: 
cost of production. The whole monetary system. 
should be actuated with this sole motive, i.e., helping: 
legitimate production and the increasing of the, 
national wealth products. It should not again des
troy the real basis of exchange. i.e., barter economyL 
Economic theorists are right in their cont~ntion that. 
na.tional or international trade should solely rest on 
the principles of barter economy. The monetary 
system' consisting wholly of well-regulated paper
currency Dlust,eliminate deflation and in&tion and 
measure every variation in other commodities pr~ 
duced by the nation. The more the real national 
dividend is, the more there is for division and more. 
wealth is divided among the wage-earners. Rising: 

• Fotthe needed clue. for differentiating the _ from the otJ.r _ ~» 

Elemenla'1l BGlli(inB-Cbap. on "Dilcountinl·" 
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'Wages and falling prices would be realised. in this 
society. The doyen of the English Economists, the 
late. Dr; Marshall. pointed out long ago, that society 
woUld be happy. under a regime of slowly falling 
prices;· arising out of lowering cost of production. 
This betokens riSing real wages, and even steady or 

-.rising profits as rationalised improvements in the 
processes of prodUction. accompanied with increasing 
productivity primarily bring about this welcome 
feature. Mr. Peddie develops this se1f-same idea 
&Dd -argues for the so-called Dual System of stabili
sation, i.e., the producer controlling the output of 
money* and a regime . of rising wages and falling 
prices. No new, though stimulating ideas altogether 
for advanoed economio thinkers. 

All this presupposes that the beau-ideal of the 
-currenoy reformer, the modem Central Reserve 

. Bank, . exists solely for rediscounting purposes, that 
it doeS not compete with the oommeroial and other 
specialiSing banking institutions. Made to run 
for semoe rather -than profits, the Central Reserve 
~ can create, regulate and oontrol the_currency 
arid oredit .system in - the . wider interests of the 
-country. -All expansion and oontraction -of the 
:same depends purely on production and bills of 
exchange . Tepresenting actual produotion. Such a. 
Central Reserve Bank, a great many details of whioh 

t ._ 

- • It ill nol wholly nea:siary for tho product to amtrol tt.e output of 
money. What iii needed ill that production and credit should rail pualIeI to 
to eadi ethu and neithel' one ahould -oubt-ip the other. See L D. £die
"Bank. and Prosperity." 
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have been omitted, would produce the ideal monetary 
system as outlined above and a money market would. 
appea.r as an indispensable accompaniment of its 
creation. Abnormal stock-market speculation* 
would indeed disturb this banking and monetary 
system. but these mental abberations ought not to 
side-track the efforts of monetary reformers who 
ought to make money' and credit serve as a stimula.tor
to greater industrial act.ivity, employment, prosperity 
and welfare, than they do at present. 

CENTRALRESEnVE BANKING POLICY. 

.. What ought to be the monetary changes needed. 
to realise this ideal cannot be raised just at present. 
but the correct policy to be pursued by the Central 
Reserve Bank in some of the most important contro
versial matters. as the following should be envisaged. 
viz., satisfaction of the currency and credit require
ments of agriculture, . industry and commerc~" 

• Exaggerated stock-market speculation has unfavourable efftcts upon, 
domes~ic national economy. Differential profits and losses in a self-sufficient, 
economy ipso facio do not signify an increase or decrease in goods. However, in the
cale of foreign speculators such profits and losses do involve real losses and gams, 

of goods. Extension of credit to a highly speculative stock market redureo the 

supply of capital available for produdive purposes, while a crash at best r~leases
funds to the extent of what was previously borrowed and cannot increase the supply
of capitalahove the original amount. Differential profits and losaes to the extent
that they are spent in cansumption or refunded from incomeS otherwise consumed.. 
force readjustments of production which result in economic sacrifices. Set! the
article entitled the •• Theory of Stock Morket Speculation" by Hans Richtec 
Altschaffer, in the Journal 0/ Politic,l Ecor.omy, July, 1931. p. 237. 

See also my article on _ Central Bank. and Speculation." CaTarII<I 
ReoitlD,' Septemher 1932. 



unemployment, trade cyeles, speculation, gold move
ments and the world gold problem, International, 
~entral reserve banking co-operation, the stabilisa-. 
tion of the business activity. the satisfaction of the 
Government requirements' and capital expenditure. 

'Let me take' each plank of the banking policy, 
'Of the C •. R. Bank, a8 it ought to be. )lodem 
Centra.lReserve Banking practice aims at making 
-credit and currency available at low and steady 
utes to agriculture, commeroe and industry by 
rediscounting the bills of exchange created in the 
three .different departments of economio activity. 

'The English banking system does not permit home 
industry to be benefited by low bank rates, for the 
overdraft facility of the Joint-Stock Banks can be 
:secured only at .. one per cent. ~bove the- bank rate, 
the minim.um being five per cent." and as even this 
~redit itself is anchored to dwindling gold stocks, 
·the industrialists do not obtain the needed credit 
at a cheap rate while commerce and foreign im
porters get full benefit of low money rates arising 
cut of low bank rates. The home industrialists are 
thereby placed at a disadvantage. This can be 
given up, only, when the C. R. Bank is wedded to 
the policy of creating enough credit based on notes, 
drafts, bills of exchange endorsed by a member bank 
.and representing aetua.l wealth production. The 
matter of commodity prices ought not to be the main 
-criterion in bank credit expansion. H production 
were .to control .the creation of bank money, the 
ab'ove ideal wouid' be eecured. 

,~ 
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Industrial unemployment in our modem economio 
aociety is generally traced to the forced 
deflation or credit restriction policy of the banks, 
who are paying undue homage to the conventional 
limit of the cash reserve of 10 per cent., as is the 
case with the present-day Joint-Stock Banks of the 
United Kingdom. As soon as this limit .is reached, 
even sound propositions have to be refused banking 
accommodation, as the banks have already lent as 
much as they can. The Central Reserve Bank, so 
long as it is anchored to the gold reserve, cannot 
hope to ameliorate the situation, for, even its power 

-of creating credit is l:iDlited by its gold holdings, 
whioh the law fixes as an unalterable item--only 
not so unalterable as the Laws of the Medea and the 
Persians. But expansion at penalising rates is the 
result of present-day wise management of the C. R. 
Bank's note-issues. Though unemployment can 
arise out of several causes (see my Elementary 
Ranking, p. 152), still the policy of creating credit 
-on wealth products would enable the banks to' go 
far in satisfying the credit needs of the entrepreneurs . 
. If it is not gold and Government securities that 
. ought to form the basis of credit structure the expan
sion of credit against wea-lth products would be 
possible. Producers even. though they do not 
possess Government securities should have full facility 
to obtain the credit from the banking system. The 

.. closure of foreign markets and the general economic, 
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disorganisation of the world woUld mean lesser 
effective foreign demand and Indian export trade
'cannot but suffer as a result of these external econo-
mic conditions or political influerices over :w hioh 
the Central ReServe Bank cannot any hope to exert 
anyoontro1. But it is the duty of the bank:ing system 
acting under the regis and stimulating suggestions 
of the Central Reserve Banker to finance any extra 
activity in the direction of the normal exPort trade 
and the marketing of the crops. * This is a national 
duty and the responsibility of conducting this duty 
rests on the Central Reserve Bank. t 

TRADE CYcLES. 

The periodic trade booms or depressions which 
convulse the modem econom.ic system. arise as a 
result of natural causes or psyohological expectations 
~f businessmen .or the monetary policy of the 
country. Although the initiating cause of tb.& 
industrial fluctuations or the trade oscillationS might 
be due'to anyone of t)le first two causes, these might 
be .. aggravated by the monetary polley of the banking 
system. as a whole.. At the acute stage the monetary 

• The Canadian &nics are lDulertal:ina the~, of the wheat marlretiu .. 
plana of the poolalthougb no mernal market ..... b_ fOWld for the !nunper wt-! 
crop 

~ t Seuonable unemp!oyb.ent in industry all be remedied by fe8II~ 
productionumanyoftbe American manufadurin,_ u .. cb.. Wlth_ 
1~ve1 sales a more steady· production can be brought .bout. Steady productioa 
tends to lieady and resularise employment. The bankiqlyatsn ought to help the 
bu.in_ esec:uti .. in this direction. 
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ca.use b~omes fully I)Crceptible and to this flaw is 
traced a.ll the dire consequences befalling society. 
So long as the gold standard money is the prevailing 
ieature, the wisest Central Reserve Bank cannot 
hope to remedy this feature. Insufficient gold 
reserve tends to bring about deflation and consequent 
fa.ll in the prices of commodities. Thus the initial 
mistake lies in wedding credit to the gold basis lying 
in the bank's vaults. If instead of this rough and 
ready measure, the sane one of creating credit against 
bills of exchange representing wealth products is to 
be pursued, the inflation or deflation nor- the ineVit
able boom and depression would not arise in 
almost rhythmiC sequence. Wider understanding of 
general economlc condItions, better industrial 
management and sound banking policies would go 
far in checking this, even in the present-day gold 
.standard systems. But if ind~ry is to run on an 
~ven. keel, the producers ought to enjoy full facilities 
to secure the.'needed credit. Gold·shortage ought not 
to hamper their legitimate activitieS. Production is 
not ineant for securing gold, which after a.ll is "a 
barbarous relic." Increased production, lowered 
-costs, falling prices, rising real wages due to higher 
~nings,steady and slowly rising profits, shorter 
workiri.g hours, increased demand for labour, rising 
.standard of life, expanding population and increased 
leisure, a.ll these go together. These are the real 
-economic data for increased "material well-being" 
and .. national power." Even granted that such a 
f!ooiety has been established at any time, still positions 
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of diseq1iilibria will arise and it is the duty of tb.& 
O. R. Balik to induce corresponding changes. in 
'soCiety by 'Virtu~ of its economio· knowledge and 
credit-creating capaci.ty to correct the positions of 
inequality and thereby swing round tho pendulum of 
economio activity back to normal conditions. Wise 
OEmtral Banking policy has no . other aim than to· 
modify the extremes which may tend ~o occur· in an 
inflationary boom period or the prolonged trade· 
slump and general ot widespread unemployment. 

SPECULATION. 

SpeCUlation is no mysterious and malign.activity 
. altogether, confronting the modem economic lila of 
the world. The O. R. Bank'a ability to 1I0lve thiEJ· 
problem is very important.. Fairly definite views 
were held in the p~st, thatspecu]ators grabbing 
after all for a .fine margin of profit,can be deterred' 
by low advances of. the bank rate, whicJ;1 would tend 
to wipe out thematgin.· A growing control over· 
speculative activity was considered part of the· 
conscious prOcess of bank management~ Given· 
prosperity, the~ is nothing in the-world' that can· 
deter the speculators from carrying out their flights. 
of. iinaginative hopes into actual reality. Under· 
such conditions as were witnessed in the last American 
speculative. craze, ne weapon of bank control, eit1:Jer 
the brutal clumsy bludgeon of the bank J,'ate or· 
the subtler and more delicate ~apier-like instrument,.. 
viz.~ the. open market operations,' could bring th~· 
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evil to an end. Rationing credit, apart from the 
difficulty of carrying it out, intelligent banking 
oo-operation with the' C. R. Bank itself, the prohi
bition of foreign balances being lent for financing 
brokers' activities on the Stock Market and· propa
ganda work have all failed. All this has arisen as 
bank crew.t is now being produced indiscriminately, 
if only evidences of gilt-edged investments are placed 
as collateral in the hands of the bankers. A new 
technique of creating money J,Ilay ensure that 
legitimate productivity will not suffer. at such times 
of marked and feverish 8ctivity, but the problem of 
eliminating speculation cannot altogether be thought 
of, so long as credit can be m:eated out of the basis of 
securities. The present-day holders of Government 
securities have something like a quasi-monopoly in 
the cieation of credit and though the modem banks 
have a voice in determining, the quantity of credit 
to be created, the uses to which credit can be put are 
entirely. out of thep: control. An·attempt at control
ling the qua.1ity of credit can and ought to be made 
by the C. R. Banks. for the speculators always 
·commit mistakes. The Joint-Stock Banb and the 
members of the money market can indeed co-ordi
nate, collaborate and eo-operate with the Central 
ReserVe Bank in striving after this ideal. The Right 
Hon'ble Reginald McKenna voices this truth in a 
sigirlficant manner in his recently broadcasted speech 
quoted in the Economist of January 3rd, 1931: "On 
the plea that no Central Reserve Bank can control the 
uses of credit, it should not give up controlling the 
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.quantity of money which~ has to be always made 

.equal to trade requirements. .In determining the 
.ntiliSation and quality of credit the Bank of England 
.can ex~rcise considerable influence' and probably 
more than the Federal Reserve Banks in the United 
'states of America.." The first and most obvious 
step in_ the direction of ameliorative m.easures must 
therefore be .. an intelligent control in the qualitative 
·,as well' as quantitative creation of credit." 

IN'rERNATIONAL GoLD MOVEMENTS AND THE 

WORLD GOLD PROBLEM. 

International gold movements have many direct 
·as well as indirect· effects o~ the money market, the 
Foreign Exchange market and the Stock Market. 
Their influence on the rates. of interest and supply 
·of credit are -of u~ost. importance to businessmen • 
.Gold movements produce their effect on stock 
prices as well as the gilt~ged. market. Broadly 
speaking, they tend to cause inst~bility in eConom.io 
lli,e and unsettle the money market. International 
:gold movements are now taking place more frequently 
. as a result of .commercial causes, such as the arbi
trageur's profits~ and monetary causes, such as the 

-demand of the Central Banks.· to augment their gold 
_stocks .. _ .As I am not a gloating -miser to feel peculiar 
pleasure at the sight':of cheapened gold, I leave aside 
the commercial causes for gold movements; out of 

. -consideration. Monetary causes tend to bring about 
;the movements of gold from country to country. 
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The indebted country parts with gold and restricts. 
credit and induces faJI in prices. This leads to
commodity exports and a return flow of the lost gold 
is initiated, other· things being the same. If this 
natUra.1 flow is impeded and gold tends to be in
equitably distributed contrary to the sound dictum 
laid down by Recardo in his famous" Law of the 
Territorial Distribution of the Precious meta.ls" an· 
inefficient use of gold is brought about in the gold' 
hoarding oountry. Witness Amerioa and France, 
who are sterilising a large quantity of gold and are 
threatening the world with the consequences of 
drastio faJI in commodity prices, which would ulti
mately end in shrinking' production and lowering. 
the oonsumer's purohasing power. America is well 
off, as it has established a. dollar standard and has 
taoitly aoknowledged the . failure of the automatio 
unregulated· gold standard monetary practice .... 
Oredit is being created by rediscounting bills of 
exohange and at any rate it is better off than other
countries whioh do not follow modem central reserve 
bankmg practIce. 

. RecQ~g t.hat the modEm} gold standard .is a 
failure and would be more so in the near future as a 
result of the shortage of gold and mal-distribution 
of the existing stocks, true wisdom consists in 
adopting. the policy of basing credit not· on gold 
alone but on bills of exchange representing wealth 

• Sa my article oa "India and the future of the gold ItaDdard". n~ 
G..,.-th. Punjab 10umal of Economics and Commcr_1anual'J .1932. 



produots. Modem international trade is ultimately 
speaking a refined form of barter. Tho under
standing of each other's wants and soouring them 
without the mtervention of money would be & better 
iOlution. * So long as' this ideal of the banking 
system oannot be ~ured, it is incumbent on the 
Central Reserve Bank~ to prevent . abnormal gold 
movements and leave the normal gold movements 
to work out their effects in course of time. The 
repatriation of a permanent surplus is its main duty. 

hmmNA'rIONAL CENTRAL BAmaNO Co-oPElllTION. 
. . . 

Initiated by the Right Honourable Montagu 
Norman and the late Mr. Benjamin Strong. inter-, 
national Central Banking Co-operation has become 
a settled feature in the modem days when economio 
problems are becoming international in scope. The 
settlement of German reparations and the intel
national indebtedness ite~s of. the AllieB to America 
have become keen problems of worldwide importance. 
To solve such vital problems, an international 
finanoial League of Natio~ is being set up.t 

• Surplus Canadian W'-I could be lupplied with adwnta .. to BtuiI ia 
nIurII for her eurplua co/Iee productioa. A aimilar deal _ aWed ..... w
the U. S. A. and Brazil. A widt ftIIIrt to it it _ Leinc __ It, da. c..u.I 
European _tries (M., 19)2). 

t The Inlernational Ban~ 01 Settlementa hu become • aettled fad ud it ia 
too earl, to .,whether themtemationaJ .. pedI 01 it. operation. would be INne£ciaI 
or not. S. P.u1 Einzir-ailltematioaal BudI 01 SettJ-... " ppo 114-118. 

S. at. lIlY E.k"..,,,,,, ~int-2ncI Eclitiaa in the pr_ ...... _ BtU 
of Intematioul Sdtr-t. 
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Possessing gold stocks to a l:u-ge extent, India can 
effectively lend a helping hand towards the solution 
of the gold shortage problem, which is now a world 
issue. - The initiation of gold cash certificates repay
able in gold or legal tender money would tend to 
mobilise some of the stocks. Large stocks of gold 
are now held by the Banks against which loans have 
been made. The securing of hidden or hoarded gold 
at particular places and impOlmding it in the 
Central Reserve Bank would tend to augment the 
stocks. Such a provision exists in the 1925 Gold 
Standard Aot of England. All gold above £10,000 
or not meant for legitimate export or industrial 
purposes oan be confiscated by paying a particular 
price and impounded in the vaults of the Bank of 
England. The payment of customs duties. i.e.. 
import duties in gold, oan be insisted on, as has been 
done in China in 1921. This would redistribute the 
gold holdings of the countries. India need not 
fear any shortage of gold for the Central Reserve 
Bank even if it were to be started on the present-day 
gold bullion standard system involving the keeping 
of 40 per oent. ratio of gold reserve to total notes 
and deposits. The immediate securing of gold can 
be done through the mediation of the League of 
Nations and SUbscriptions to the gold loan by the 
different countrie{l would enable ~ to start the 
Central Reserve Bank. The gold produced inside 

• S .. IIIJ uticle on "FaocIua of Cold" Mysore E~om:e J01ll1a 

April 1932. 



the country can be retained. * The large favourable 
.balance of trade can be taken advantage of and by 
buying the export bills gold oan be ordered out 
of the proceeds of such bills. A consistent pursuit 
{)f these above measures and such other measures 
"Which were undertaken by Rusaiat would not only 
bring us the muoh needed gold to repay the gold 
loan, but have a suhstantial gold holding. A slow 
.and gradual liquidation· of the British- securities 
held in the reserves beyond a handy particular 
reserve would undOUbtedly augment the gold hold
ings. But our Central Reserve Bank should respect 
the Washington agreement of 1927, 1\8 regards the 
non-interference of the Central Banks with each 
.other's gold reserves by means of discouraging direct 
pUlohases. 

STABILISATION OF BUSINESS ACTlVrrl". 

Steady and slowly increasing business activity. 
acoompanied with rising wages and slowly falling 
prices, conduces towards better prosperity than 
"~'stable purchasing power" alone. Stable purcha
sing power· means changes in ·individual prices of 
(:ommodities. Certain commodities may be dearer 
in one country than in another. World stability can 

• Su Dr. Fr~r. EstiJlUlte of Cold PrPCluction in India up to tbe end 
of 1940.-p. 51 of the Interim" Report of the Cold Delegation of the rwmcial 
Committee. -- . .-. --.. 

. t Su Mr. Rothtchild·sEvidencehefore the Fowler Wun.m-Report
Minutef of Evidence-Q-7613. 
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be obtained if each nation attempts to study each 
other's wants, and so balance and ~xchange thea. 
reSJ.)ootable surpluses. World prosper~ty can be
advanced. only by promoting the sub-division of 
labour so that exportable surl>luses can be created 
which are largely desired by other countries. The 
C. R. Bank's duty would be to guide and aid busi
ness activity in such a manner as to secure the 
highest amount· of business welfare. The key to
business stability lies in the hands of the C. R. Bank. 

The above measures would tend to make the C. 
R. Bank aot as the vitalisor of the banking system~ 
as the oonstruotive guide and national leader leading 
to economio prosperity, banking safety and the 
solidity of the national credit struoture. The 
compilation of varied· economio data: and the 
statistical situation of the Joint Stock Banks, 
once on the 21st of each month, and the publishing 
of the same in monthly reports or bulletins would 
lead to the evolution of sound plans of finance and 
production. It would give' us a suitable financial 
machinery to facilitate the collection and. disbursing 
of the Govern:ment's revenue, here as well as in Eng
land, though it might not hope to dispense with a.ll 
the sub-treasuries and treasuries of the Government. 
The management of the sterling debt and the slow 
repatriation ·of the London enfaced rupee paper· 
under its intelligent guidanpe to the Indian investors 
and the floatation of new sterling loans, if needed, to
finance our oapital expenditure, the cheapening of 
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the m~ans of internal remittance, the removing of 
the present-day unfavourable rates of exchange for 
domestio e~hange and the reducing of unreasonably 
high rates of interest in the interi~r oan be achieved 
only as a result of perfecting the money market, 
increasing the specialising agencies, empo\\cring 
these to tap the pooled resources in the bands of the 
C. R. Bank and inviting their cordial support and 
help in· conducting the banking and monetary 8tru~ 
ture of this country. 

IMPoSsmLE 1>BE.uL 

This modem academio dream can be realised 
()nly in an F.conomiu Utopia pnd, certainly not, on 
this mundane earth. A highly inwgrated and dis
ciplined banking system oannot be evolved all of a 
sudden. Any significant changes in banking frame
work ('annot be made at a time when the attentioD 
of the people is preoccupied solely with politio,eJ 
re-adjustments. A solution of all the present-day 
b'anking evils is beyond the ken of any single indivi
dual thinker. But a rough outJine of the future 
position, which the present-day banking units ought 
to occupy in the reconstruoted banking theatre, will 
be placed before the reader. Within the small 
compass of a single leuture it would be impossible 
to elaborate my.precise views exhaustively. So 
I would confine myself to the mere offering of 
few remarks in elucidation of my important 
suggestions. 
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First and foremost, there ought .to be two re
g~ters, one for banks and bankers and the other for 
the money-lenders, pure and simple. The general 
public ought to know who t.he real bankers are and 
the banks themselves ought to know what privileges. 
are conferred on them and what their p,roper duties 
are. Finally, they ought to know who their 
c"Q.stomers are and their duties and responsibilities 
to them. (Vide Appendix IV). 

The registered money-lenders should similarly 
be differentiated from the casual and the itinerant 
money-Ienders.* Anyone conducting money-lend
ing as a regular ancillary .operation should be 
registered as a money-lender. Conducting banking, 
along with other operations, they have been occupy
ing a useful role in Indian economic life, rural or 
urban. Their utility has to be heightened, their 
imFeriections have to be remedied and they must be 
made to discharge their professional duties as well as 

• It is a pity to find that most of the Provincial Banking Enquiry Com
mittees. like the Bombayand the U. P., fight shy of the problem of licensing 
money-lenders on the lines of the British Money-lenders' Act of 1927, though it 
has been recommended by thl! Royal Commission on Agriculture (para 366). The 
Punjab Regulation of Accounts Act, 1930. is indeed an improvement on the 

.situation. The licensing of professional money-lenders is not the only remedy. 
The Uniform Small Loans Act, which is in force in 25 States of the U.S.A •• 
provides that licensed lenders operating unde~ State supervision may loan ·in 
amounts of not more than Dollars 300. The maximum interest rate is three 
and half per cent. monthly on unpaid balances and may not be compounded. No 
deductions or commissions are allowed. Loans may be repaid at any time. 
Lenders are required to keep uniform· records whicb are at all times slJbject 
to inspection by State officials. See BiddIes and Bates,-" Investm~t £6nking." 
p.478. 
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responsibilities. They must be helped by the State 
in the matter of collecting their loans and &CC88S 

must be given to them to tap the Central Reservoir 
to increase their financial resources. Subject to 
professional or Government audit and giving more 
publicity to. their operations and improving their 
. business transactions with their illiterate customers, 
their mission can be ennobled in every "'ay. It is 
quite poSSlole to harness them to bill-broking or 
investment banking or accepting business or any 
other kind of specialising task which a we1l-developed 
money market would require. The State has to 
evoke their patriotism by conferring titles, etc •• 
and it would find these grabbing money-lenders, 
heartless ucru.rers and cruel parasites changed into 
heroes and idealists and the transformation of 
social organisation is only possible by such indivi
dual regeneration on their part. 

The indigenous banking houses &Ild shrotIs, 
as I pointed out long ago, should be developed into 
modern bankers and " bankina institutions" as has o 

been done by the Hon'ble R4ja Sir Annamalai 
Chettiar's firm which has developed into the" B:mk 
of Chettinad, Ltd.," with a ramified branch banking 
organisation extending over Burma, South India 
and Ceylon. Aiming at the advantages of Joint 
Stock form of enter,PTise, it seeks to systematise and 
modernise indigenous banking and inspile greater 
confidence in the minds of its clientele by giving 
publicity to the properly audited statistics of ita 
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modernised banking operations. The indigenous 
bankers who refuse to consider this can select 
specialisation in bill-broking or take up the duties 
of the exchange broker more actively. 1he part
nership indigenous banking firms and the city shrotIs 
can be easily developed into acceptance houses or 
discount companies securing proper contact w~th 

the Joint-Stock Banks and the money markets. 
The motIusil shroff can safely act as the agent of the 
Reserve Bank and the financing of agriculture can 
be safely done through his well-known channels. 
The credit control policy of the Reserve Bank can be 
made effiective through him. 

Co-operative banking occupies an important 
plaoe in the provincial fina.ncial and banking system. 
But it must be made more effective and co-operative 
credit has to be cheapened. Specialisation in the 
two-fold branohes of long-term and short-term 
credit has to be introduced. The popular ising of 
co-operative paper and the borrowing on good co
ope-rative paper instead of depending on overdrRfts 
would enable them to secure cheaply additional 
resources and establish the needed contact betwElPn 
the Joint-Stock Banks and the Co-operative banking 
institutions. The quick dispe-nsing with the loan 
applications, thechecking of over dues and other 
irregularities in stl'ict business-like manner, the 
utilising of the cash credit system by means of which 
primary sooieties can t ap t he funds of the Co-operative 
Central Banks, the instilling into the minds of the 
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borrowers the fundamental prinoIples in the art of 
living and above all running the oo-oper~tive banks 
in a striot business-like m.anner would enable us to 
oreatecredit on sound lines both for the short-term, 
intermediate and long-term needs of agriculture. 
(Vide my article on the Extension of the Co-operative 
Movement-Indian I ns'Urance and Finance Revie'W
:Appendlx V.) 

The creation of other_ specialising institutions 
would enable us to ohange the centuries-old habits 
of the people in the m.atter of their investment 
tendencies. There is no greater need at present in 
India than the one of increasing the savings habit of 
thepeople and the encouragement of their investment 
in the wider economio iriterests of the oountry. 

The Joint-Stock Banks themselves have to 
perform signal service in this direction. Nothing 
is ro,ore fundamental than the one of enlarging their 
agency services, which ought to be gratuitously 
performed, if possible, for their customers in- most 
ca.ses~ Some of them are showing commendable zeal 
in undertaking the Home Savings safe deposit 
business and-inculca.ting the investment habit in the 
minds of the small. savers. (See Appendix VI). 

The smaller banking institutions, be they the 
loan-companies of Bengal or the Nidhis ot Madras, 
can be made to play a more useful part.. :TIley can 
concern themselves particularly with the promotion 
of industrial enterprises, the underwriting or guaran
teeing the sale of stock or bond issues and the selling 
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and distributing of securities. Some'of them might 
act as mere savings agencies. accepting deposits hom 
individuals and ~hen invest them on their own 
acoount. From. the return of these investments. 
whioh ought to. be oarefully safeguarded by Sta.te 
regulation, interest can be paid. to the depositors 
or oredited to their aouounts and the bank would 
meet its expenses and earn a profit. The most 
important kinds of banks. acting as the chief source: 
of short-term credit in the Indian banking system 
should be (1) the registered money-lenders, (2). the 
registered indigenous bankers, (3) the investment 
banks (some of the loan cpmpanies and Nidhis can 
be oonverted into these, (4) the savings banks (the 
smaller banks oan be converted into this type~ (5) 
the Joint Stock Banks, (6) the Immigrant Exohange 
Ranks, (7) the Co-operative Banks conducting 
ordinary banking as well, (8) the. Insurance Companies 
which oan leud very nearly to the surrender value of 
their policies. The desirability of completely 06-
ordinating their servioes need not be emphasised 
strongly. It is then alone that we ;oan expect to 
supply a.ll our short-term mOl~etary requirements 
without the aid of e:x;ternal capital. 

The Post Office Savings Bank ought to extend 
its field of action .and deserve fully the appellation 
that they are the" poor man's banks." The issuing 

• It i. a IDltler of gratification to record that the Hubbac:k Committe 
en co-operative credit· movemeat Live recommended the aelf-aame ,ulleation. 
for tonint the c.c. movement ill Bihar II Ori.... . 
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of!~h~t" Stfidhan gold. certificates," as recommended 
by,;.the: ·Bihar Prb$cial Banking Enquiry Com
mittee would go a long way in changing the present.· 
~T,habit of. investment ;which consists: solely in 
looking up Savings in 'gold jewellery. 

':A well-balancedJbanking system oannot _ be 
seCured unless the Exchange ,Banks are verforming 
some Servioes which bind them, more closely with the 
other banking units. Th~Fol'eign Exohange Banks 
haY;6 to be changed comp~etely in capital structure, 
organisation. and service. . The Indianisat ion of their 
st~k, a real change of heart and popular service 
to a1l, should be their motive. (See Appendix VI). 

A oloscly-knit 'money market, wllere a perfa.-t 
mobility of ·funds eXists, would. be unattainable 
without· this Ciollahoration, o~ordination and c&o 
operation of the different banking units with each 
other 'and with the Central Reserve bankIng insti
tution. A -clearing house, which collects as well 
clears in a cheap expeditious manner. would greatly 
r~uce the requirements foroash and much of the 
business of the country, even between distant points, 
should be transacted without any actual movement 
of, money whatever. 

One fundamental feature of banking reconstruc
tion should aim at .diverting the surplus home or 
domestic funds for the financing of foreign trade and 
~~tJer8a. i.e., surplus foreign funds for financing 
home' tr ade and industria 
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The future business of the Imperial Bank may 
. be extraordinarily wide or restricted. It would 
carryon banking business, acquire deposits, make 
advances, discount bills, issue drafts,. deal in 
exohanges, specie and precious metals. It would 
be empowered to bon-ow money and do anything 
incidentru to &'11y of its powers. It ought to continue 
the opening of branohes. It would (lompete more 
vigorously than at present with the Joint Stock 
Banks and the Exchange Banks. If it were to con
tinue holding Government deposits, though to a. 
lesser extent t han before, it would have to maintaIn 
a very liquid position and this alone will enable it to 
maintain the finanoial prestige, which it hashuilt up 
out of a. long and honourable record of serVice. 
It is quite fit to conduCt exohange banking or indus
trial banking (witness the sUggf'..stions to grant long
term loan to bring about the cotton merger) involving 
a large turnover of funds into lock-up advances. 
But the exigencies of the situation demand its con
tinuanoe as a true commercia! bank-as a bank of 
deposit, discount and exchange. Its Savings Bank 
department should continue. It can maintain a. 
separate Industrial Credits department, where long
term loans can be given to co-operative banks on the 
basis of co-operative paper, to industxies and other 
banks and any additional money needed for this 
purpose can be secured by floating debentures. . 
This must be definite1v understood as non-oommercial 
business and not all~wed to directly clash with its 
commercial business. Thus envisaged its future 
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'seems to .be that of. a big coDimeroial bank com· 
;bining withln itaeJj miscellaneous. funotions()f all. 
,sorts whioh would: be kept en~iJ:ely apart from ·the 
pure 'funotio~ 'of a trade' bank. (See Appe~ 
VII). 

• 
By helptullegislation. the State has to faoilitate 

the wider use of credit instruments; fasten greater 
responsibilities on the bank directors and superior 
executives and enable banks to oonduct perfectly 
honest and straightforward business by providing 
adequate reserve funds, insisting on prover minimum 
paid-up oapital and proper' cash reserves, lending on 
good' oollat'ertll liquid paper' or on unquestionable 
p~rsonal .credit of an lUllmpeachable oharacter and 
~om:lJellirig banks to adopt proper audit principles. . . 

The raising of short.-term loans on the strength of 
m,ortgage has been the banetU.lfeature of the Indian 
11l0netary world. TLis ltas to be rectified. Licensed 
warehouses, produce loans and orderly·, marketing 
~e the means for enlarging the basis of the credit 
system and facilitating the short-term loan business. 
This~wouldrender unn~essary the h,uying of hundieB 
from the indigenous bawrors at high rates of fu.terest 
OJ; oorrowing from the Im::perial Bank on a pronote 
~hio~ requires double signature. The widespread 
use o~ credit instruments"is the only safe method of 
raising short-term' cr-~ts .. 'rhese, by rediscOlUlting, 
would make the mobilit~ .of funds, a sett led feature. 
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Modern Centr al Reserve Banking pr act ice is, the 
panacea. for the inelastioity of thepresent~day finan., 
cia! maohinery and the high rates of interest ritling 
~verywhere in the cOlmtry and which are tending to 
handica.p our' ooonomic progress in all directions. 
Disr-ounting ought to supplant short-term borrowing. 
The finan~ing of the short-ter.m needs of the agri
cultural, and industrial producers must be brought 
into the orbit of the discounting system as has been 
done in the U. S. A. banking system, through the 
-co-operative credit societies to whom crops should 
be hypothecated and produce kept in the licensed 
warehouses or godowns, viz., facilities provided hy 
the co-operative banks or co-operative loan and sale 
societies. 

An All-India. Banking Association and one for 
'eaoh province would be a distinot improvement. It 
should consist of representatives of all banks, repr&
sentatives of the money-lenders, the co-operative 
banks, the indigenous bankers, the Post Office and 
the Fin'\nce Member, representatives of agri(lulture, 
industry and commerce. The duty of prel"la.ring the 
registers mentioned already should be its first task. 
It should be the organised active body on all matters 
of bailing and can be safel), ~mpowered to' transact 
such duties as the Cana.dian Bankers' AssociJ.tion 
has been conducting in that country. The teaohing 
()f banking, including co-operative banking, and the 
provision of specialised training in advanced han1,ing 
~hould be done under its. auspices or ,it ,should 
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co-operate with the Commerce and EcOllOD'.ic& 
fa.oulties of the U,niversity. The collection of &ccurat& 
information and banking statistics of the financing 
agencies and the publishing of the same would em.ble 
it to represent the economio e1Iorts of the province. 
It should cc>:operate with the Provincial Boards 
Of Economio Enc.j,uiry which would very soon b& 
sta.rted on the lines of . the Punjab mO<tel. It 
should. endeavour to carryon intensive propaganda.. 
for the growth of co-operative. banking. Itsbould 
study and·foster all forms of SJlecia.lised banking. 
Comparative banking statistics are highly es.'leIltial 
a.nd it should be the duty of the Association to bring 
about this feature. Auditors selected from th& 
official list, who would be auditing the banking offices. 
would do well to report all irregularities to this. 
Association, which has to see that the banks conduct 
their operations on prudent lines. 

The recognitiOJl of equitable mortgage in the 
chlef important cities other than the Presidency 
Towns, the making of the railway receipts, a w& 
bankable security, the more speedy settlement of 
commercial suits in the moft'usil civil courts, th~ 
more oareful administ.ration of dIe Insolvency Act 
with the object of securing quicker and mor& 
prompt decision and more efTecti\"'e eXf'Cution by the 
offioialreceivers a.ndassignees and the pI'ovision for 
the registration of title to land lIl'e some of the 
useful legislative measures which the State has to 
recognise as conducive towards sound and successful 
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banking. Steps have to be taken to facilitate the 
m.aking of loans on immovable property belonging 
to the joint family, 'be"it Hindu or Mahomedan. 

CONCLUSION. 

The one dIstinct lesson which a keen observer of 
Economic History would disclose is the integration, . 
.(lollective endeavour and the co-ordination move
ment in all fields of economio activity. Neither 
vested interests nor mere blind customary habits 
should stand in the way of wider unity. The deve
lopment of espirit de corps, improvements in the 
technique of administration of the smaller banking 
institutions, the rationa.lising of the banking 
methods of the indigenous bankers and the applica
tion of willing and effective oo-operativemethods to 
the more advanced problems of .our money market 
organisation would prepare the way for the banking 
millennium. Even if it were not to bring about this 
laudable desire, it would tend to create a compact 
money market with homogeneous institutions which 
would remove one of the main present-da.ytr.oubles, 
i.e., the groo.t disparity between the bank rate and 
the market rate in the important money markets. 
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APPENDIX I 

THE REMONEl'ISATION OFSILVER( 

Propounded by the great banker .Mr, J, F, Darling, this
idea. of restoring silver as the metallic standard in the Eastern 
countries, viz., China, India, Sudan "and Arabia, is becoming: 
a. fashionable recipe for solving the present.day wf)l'ld·wide 
trade drepressioll.1 If the Eastern agricultural massea were
to regain their purchasing power, which they would by the
selecting of silver as their standard monetary metal and thus. 
increase the value of their silver hoards. the Western manu
facturing nations would find a market for their producta. 
Mutual prosperity would result out of this .tep. Thus. 
viewed, this proposal iff merely a repetition of what happened 
in the United States of America immediately after the CIvil' 
War. To prevent the commodity pri~es from falling lower, 
IIilver dollars were added to the circulation as a reauIt of tbtt 
persistent agitation on the PMt of the silver interest., Currency 
history is only tending to repeat itself. 

Secondly, the present. day distribution of the world' .. 
gold is faulty. The United States of America and Franc' 
are possessing the bulk of the world'. gold stock. They are 

• Thi. was originally publishfd in the "Indian Finance" and in the "Indiaa. 
Journal of Economics", July, 1931. 

lSee Lord Braboume'. Spr«h, Annual Meetin, of the Consolidated Coler 
Fields of South Africa, reported in the SIatmnan. 29th December, 1930. 

See also Senator Pittman'. Speech at WashintloD of 25th Noyrm~er. 1930 .. 
quoted in the Li6erty, 21st December, 1930. " 

I France receives gold as • result of the fact that ahe receives far n:ore froar 
the reparations payment than what she pays to fon.ign countriea. Thil tJ.eorr 
accounts satisf.ctorily for the increase in gold as _II as Itndy ahort-term 'or.,ill& 
balances which are not convertetl"into long-term capital inveatmenll and are Ixine 
used in short-term money mar"eta. These ale tendin, to act as • drat on tho
atahility of the international monetary lituatiotl. Sal the Sl4tl~, September 
6th. 1930. 
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fast becoming a. bottomless sink of the precious metal....;....:gold. 
~hough the inward How of 'gold back from America. into the 
European monetary systems becomes discernible since 
1927.1928, this movement is not a. very perceptible one and 
the ideal distribution of gold which ought to follow the well.' 
known law of the Territorial Distribution of Precious metals 
is becoming impossible under such conditions. The credit 
lIystem of the different countries of the world cannot there· 
fore be based on gold, which is becoming rarer as a result of 
the diminished output of gold from the mines and its being 
locked up or selfishly impounded in the banking systemS of 
these two countries. Sound international credit conditions 
-cannot ensue as a result of these twin problems concerning the 
world's gold stock.3 If international bimetallism were to be 
adopted, world·wide credit disturbances need not be appre. 
hended. 

Nextly, the token silver coins which a.re used extensively 
in Great Britain, France and the Continental' countries in 
the pre.wa.r days have been given up. Becoming habituated 
to paper substitutes during the war.time they have given up 
the minting of silver as a subsidiary metal in their present. day 
-composite monetary standard. Unless this practice is also 
Tevived and the monetary demand added to the pure, indus· 
trial demand for. silver, the value of silver would not rise toa 
substantial level-profitable enough to continue silver pro· 
dllction on a. large scale.s 

I See Sir Henry Strakosch. the London Economist' Special Mem~randum. 
dated 5th July, 1930, entitled .. Cold IDd the Priee-Level." 

See also the Interim Report of the Financial C"mmittee of 'the League of 
Nabon .. enq uirins into the problem of .. Gold and the Prices.", 

, • About 66.000,000 oz. of silver coins were dtmonetised by Franc." and 
'&:lliium. See Senator Pittma~'s Sp~ech.' 

I At one time the price of one oz. of silver was about 125 cents, and it. has 
mow. dropped to 33 cents per oz. In order to make it remunerative the suggestion 
elf L.,rd Brabourne is to raise the price of silver to 2 •. an oz. 
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The, dumping of silver by the difterent government. 1& 
responsible, lor ,the unduly low price of silver or the pheno
menon oflowcr prices in spite of diminishing output of slIver. 
The silver interests of, the United States of America, who &1'. 
still a. power in politics, are alrcady vigorously protesting 
against this unwarranted interference with the price of ailver. 
1_ is indeed curious that the suggestion of selling sUver by 
means of open tender has not been adopted although about.. 
46,000,000 oz. of Indian silver were sold by the Government. 
o~ India. This low price of silveria considered to be the 
main cause of lowered trade with China. and the East. It is, 
however, forgotten that even the Western countries lack the 
real purchasing power, as the incubus of the war debts weigba 
heavily on them.' 

Academically speaking the proposal is based on Bound 
reasoning. But the present.day world is tired of novel 
monetary plans. Conscious of the fact tha.t no commodity 
standard, be it gold or silver, can give us En unvarying price. 
level, people have been looking to banking policies lIS their' 
Bavioui in this particular direction. International Cantril 
banking co.operation would become impossible if the world 
ill (livided into the East and the West, the former using gold, 
the latter using silver as their standard monetary metals. 
The complications, to which foreign commerce between the' 
two groups pOBBessing independent currencies would be 
Bubj~cted. would be important obsta.cles of no mean charac· 
ter.· Besides these difficulties it would not constitute &. 

permanent cUrrency. reform. 

It is not by thi81nonetary remedy alone that the present. 
day wo~ld.wide trade depression can be solved. A revivifica
tion of the purchasing power would stimulate effccttvedemand • 

• See Mr. Coodenougb', ,cbeme for tbe International Sellltment of War 
Debts. The United Statel of Am;rica lend. a fulltbird of it. ellrort. to Europe 
and tbi-lack of purcbasing power i.no la, rapOlllible for trac!e depre"ion in tbe 
U.S.A. than tbe lack of ability on tbe plrt of tile [utern _trieI to _me 
American roocla. 
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but thflre is a. remarkable lag between the fall in agricultura 
prices and the fall in-the prices of manufactured commoditie7• 

While bountiful nature tended to reduce the prices of agri
cultural commodities in almost all the countries as a. result 
of the surfeit of these good things, the labour organisations 
of the wide· awake economic systems have refused to be 
content with lowered wages.' As no assault on the earnings 
of the wage·eamers has taken place, no pronounced reduction 
in the cost of production of manufactured products has 
resulted. Unless attention is drawn towards improvements 
in this direction, the mere increasing of the purchasing power 
is no solution. The elasticity of business and industrial 
factors' is totally lacking, with the result that there is no 
proper adjustment to the low level of the commodity prices 
brought about by lesser purchasing power and previous over
buying of the manufactured articles, which were sold with 
ease in the past few years. The cons1lD1ers are II suffering 
from a severe attack of indigestion" and unless this demand 
is exercised once again the industrial depression will not pass. I' 
While the world popula.tion has increased slowly, the output 
of prime commoditicR and manufactured commodities has 

., The prices ,,( raw materials and foodstul!s have fallen by about 30 per cent. 
while that of manufactured exports by 20 per cent., the cost of living by II per 
cent. and the money W88e by less than two percent.-Secthe Report oftl:e Buainus 

Conditions in the United Kingdom. Octo""r 20,1930. Memorandum Nt'. 25 of the 
Royal Economic Soci<:ty. p. 3. TIe case is not diff .. (nt "ith the oIl. r important 
countries of the world. Sec the Sfalill, September 6th. 1930, ktide entitled 
,. Trade and World Harvests;" 

• Look at the recent G~nn.n Strike in the Berlin Metal Industry aa a result 
of the refusal of the Trade Union to accept the oIIieial arbitrator'. award. 5u the 

S'ati.t. October 25th, 1930. p. 568 • 

• .1 There i. no attempt to revise wap-scales downwards nor lower the tIC' 
between the wholesale an:! retail prices. These factors are responsible for the 

economic sickness which h.s been affecting most of the countries of the world. 

ID Sec the Business L:tter of the Canadian Economic Service. McMaater 
Univenity, Hamilton. Ontario. October 10th, 1930. 
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increased greatly bringing about this'inevitabl& alump and: 
business. , depression. 

The tariff nuisance is no less a menace and the free move· 
ment of commodiUes is being hampered in all countrit'A 
despite the pious and ineffective resolutions of the World 
Economic Conference convened in Geneva by the League of 
Nations in 1927. The Smoot. Hawley Tariff prooludes the 
other countrieil from purchasing the chea.p and versatile 
American goods. It is only just recently that tariff· truce 
negotiations have been completed to facilitate mutual trading 
rela.tions between Belgium, Lnxemberg, Denmark, the 
Netherlands, Norwa.y and Sweden.ll These protective ta.rifIs 
generally make it impossible for foreign countries to find 
ma.rkets for their exports. It is now OOcoming apparent tha.t 
world prosperity cannot be built under such conditions. 

World-wide economic stability cannot be secured by this 
single monetary rtlform-the resuscitation of silver .. a 
nIOnetary metol in the East. In 80 far as it concentrates our 
attention on the concurrent gold output and distribution 
problems it does BOme indirect service. But unless all the 
countries adopt the same monetary gauge, i.e., gold, .. a stan· 
dard metal, there would be no unifying element and exchange 
operations would be rendered difficult by this reform. Mis· 
chievous consequences fraught with great danger might arise. 
Change.s in the market price of silver would ad~ to the rieb of 
foreign commerce. It wonld degenerate to mere gambling; as 
the mooving parity might cause at one time excessive activity 
ill the home trade and excessive activity in the foreign trade 
at other times. These fluctuations would be erratio and 
cannot be anticipated by any rational processes of reasoning. 
Henoe international trade would be greatly hindered. It is 
fOl' this reason, that thoUgh silver is used for internal 

n SeI! the Stalanlllll. Letter of the 0.10 Correspondent. publisi.ed d 
Deccm!t~r 24th. 1930. 
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purposes, gold is selected for external payment purposes .by 
the silver using countries. 

Aga.in there is a. faulty assumption tha.t silver production 
would be on the increase to such an extent as to satisfy the 
proposed increased monetary demand: It is -the opinion-of 
experts that new silver from the mines of Australia. and the 
United States of America. would dwindle and that the supply 
of silver would fall off in the near future unless it is to be 
counterbalanced largely by increased output from the Mexioall 
mines, which have so far been only partially exploited.lI 

During the recent war.times and the disturbed political 
conditions ensuing in Mexico. the silver mines became. ~n 
uncertain factor, with .the result that the price of silver rose to 
an unprecedented height. It caused grave danger to .the 
Indian monetary system which could only be solved by the 
tiinely action of the United States of America in passing the 
famous Pittman's Act to satisfy our demand for silver to the 
extent of 350 million dollars. Will not similar conditions 
ensue if India and the Eastern countries were once again to 
mint silver furiously to satisfy monetary demand? 

Silver apparently has no monetary future. Silver ru~ 
are fast returning to the Government Treasuries in various 
parts of several of our provinces. This tendency shows 
u~taka.bly that our people dislike the silver rupee as pocket 
money.1S Only in the remote interior does the silver rupee 
hold its fascina.tion on the rural masses. In almost all the 
bigger centres and trading marts, the merchants and business. 
men are making an increa.'ling use of the Goverment facilities 

18 The production 01 silver as a by.product of lead and ·other m" nes has also 
to be reckoned in these calculations. Improvements in mining Iray also tend to 
increase the output of silver from the mines. But the production of silve~ was 
materially reduced in each month of 1930 bringing about, unfortundely, no increase 
in the price of silver. 

liS •• the Annual Report of the Controller of Currency. 1928.1929. The 
_.average active circulation of notes has increased by nine crores durin!! this year. 
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for· remittance provided -through treasuries and currency 
offices. . 

Even in Iraq. the: Arab is now holding gold a.ild the 
proposed new currency (December 1930) aa in the case of 
Palestine is .mQre· or less a gold-exchange atanda.rdwith 
Internal currency baaed on sterling. The Turkish Gold ;Lira 
baa already risen by one rupee aa the Arab is buying up gold." 

It, is not oniy in the East tha.t the popularity of allver .. 
.. form of money is waniilg. When the Federal ~overnment 
of the United States of Amedoa attempted to coin allver into 
271 million dolIa.rs in1921 and force them into the circulation, 
the people did not respond bor show 'any genuine preference 
for -them.16 It is attempting to eliminate the sUver dolIa.r 
and certificate from the monetary system altogether and keep 
it lIB purely subsidiary metal for small change and cir~ulation 
purposes. General demonetisation and fall.iDg prices are 
Inevitable so fat aa silver is considered for both in France 
and Germany bank notes of smaller size are being increasingly 
used in place of specie.18 Tlle old irredeemable five-fra.nc 
sUver pieces are no longer the monetary standard in France. 
This. old limping standard haa given way to the new gold franc 

- and the gold bullion standa.rd system haa been adopted in 
. '1928. 'Thus there is a continual demonetisationof ailver 

aU over the world. The allver standard is faat becoming a 
barb~oUA relic: The economic disaater, 8uchaa the present 

"Quoted from. theS'atam:m Bagdad Correspondent' • letter; dated Decem
ber ,I I, 1930. published. on December 24,1930. 

11 S~ C.W. DOWlie', American Banlcing and Monetary Policies, p.300. It 
'could not but be s~, for, from 1928 the monetary policy w~ to lubatitute lmall 
Federal Reserve notes for the 'silver certi6cates in one and two-dollar denomina
tions. The attempt is to completely retire lilver doll an and lilver certi6cates from 
monetary circulation. _ 

II SU the Interim Report of the League of Nation. on .. Cold ad J.nel of 
P,rices." It recommends that the mended Ule of chequea and smaller Lenk notel 
should be given up and in tlu:ii place .ubsidiary coins should he used or else the 
demand for gold a. the bui. or credit would not he Jea$~ed. 
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'World-wide lildustrial trade slump might have been aggravated 
_ by the narrowing of. the basis of credit"but it is not the sole 
,cause and although "cheap .and easy" money is being 
intentionally maintained by the banking policies of . some of 
the advancedcountriea yet there is no immediate recovery 
·even in these countries pursuing this policy. 

The adoption of silver monometallism by the Eastern 
. countries would' make them flounder considerably before 
they can perfect their banking and monetary policies. There 

'is a distinct trend aJl over the world to give up the metallic 
currency, be it gold or silver, even though the gold standard 

-in one or other of its varied forms is being adopted. The 
use of paper as internal currency is on the increase. This js 

the case in almost all the Eastern countries except in Chiua, 
-which begins to hoard silver as soon as political conditions 
'destroy the confidence of the masses in the note-issues. 
It would be a retrograde measure if these Eastern countries 

. were to give up this useful habit as a.result of this suggestion 
and accept silver monometallism with silver coins in circulation 
as the accepted feature of their monetary organisation. 

One of the best solutions of the world-wide trade 
depression is to foroibly lower the long-term market rates of 

: interest to the old pro-war level. Prof. Keynes rightly points 
out that" to the Economic. historian of the fut,ure the slump 

,of 1930 may present itseli as the death struggle of the post
war ratell of interest and th~ re-omergence of the pre-war 
rates. "17 The market rat~ of interest is no .doubt falling 
but not fast enQugh to catch up the natural rate of interest. 
Hence there is recurrent profit deflation leading to recurrent 

, income deflation and a· sagging price~leve1. So the banking 
systems should influence .the market rateS of interest and 

. induce the belief that low short-tt>xm rates of interest would 
tend to prevail for a long time.. This can be done by loweling 

17 Ste 1. M. Keynes. Treastise on Money, Vol. II, p. 384. 
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the deposit rate of interest in both countries, "',., Great Britain 
and the United States of America, to half· per cent. Interne. 
tiona.l Centra.l Ba.nking Co.operation should have u its main 
plank of reform themaintena.nce of lowshort-tenn market ratee 
of interest by mea.ns of ba.nk rate policy a.nd the open market 
opera.tions. It is by these methods the rate of investment 
ha.s to be controlled a.nd through it the level of prices. Any 
other mista.ken policy is bound to sap ... the very foundations 
of capitalist society." says Prof. Keynes. who haa unfortuna.tely 
been playing the role of C88Bandra for the last eleven yearl. 
But the political uncertainties create an air of tension and 
the psychological confidence required on the part of the capt
ta.1ists to ma.ke long-term investments is not forthcoming. 
'Hence it is likely tha.t capital resources will be eJ10wed to 1i& 
idle in the short-term money markets. Thua this banking 
policy a.lso is bound to be sterile 10 long as t~ confidence lB 
not genera.ted.18 . 

For the va.rioua reMons cited already it is impolitic t;() 

give up the wise policy enunciated by the Hilton-Young 
Commission. An international agreement to uae silver for 
monetary purposes on the part of the different countries would 
.he a. backward step. All tha.t can be done to pacify the silver
interests is to q.rrange for a more judicioUll way of disposing 
off the unwanted silver by the respective GOvernments by 
• means of making them ~ept the open tender system for the 
sa~ of silver, so that the induatrial requirements might be 
satisfied in this manner. This would prevent sUver touching_ 
rock-bottom prices in the near future. • 

mdia., once, had the opportunity to give up the BUver 
sta.nda.rd and return to the gold st8.nda.rd· during the recent 

18The Federal Reserve Banking Iystem i. lteldily pur,uinll the policy of 
creating" ealy m:mey" conditiolUl during the fint and ICCOnd balf of 1930. The 
recent report i .. ued by the Harva~dEamomic Society.howI that the .tage baa been 
set already for a financial reaJVery but the needed internal adjustments in buainesa 
have not been taking place and therc i. no recovery 01 trade .nd industry even in the 
United States of America. Seethe Memoranda of the &yal Economic Society .. 
Nos. 22 and 2S_ 
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war· time. It was sadly nea~ted and as a result of the 
1l00ding of the market with silver the present.-day misfortunes 
.are being experienced. We cannot hope to extricate our
.aelves out of this impasse by following a policy of wait and 
.see or by accepting the proposal for the remonetisation of 
.IIi.lver. 

Even gran~ that an international agreement for the 
increased use of silver as monetary metal i3 brought about 
and the vested interests of the United States of America were 
to succeed in raising the l'rice to such a level as to v;ipe off 
the difference between the nominal and bullion value of the 

-coin. the Government of India. can safely issue the one-rupee 
notes as a valuable expedient to tide over such contingency. 
Any further increase in the uSe of silver for our internal 
~UlT'ency purposes would he poiItponing for e~ the sound 
~urrency plan adopted by the Hilton-Young Commis.iion and 
partially carried out by the Government of India. 
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,APPENDIX I. (A) 

THE STABILISATION OF SILVER-PART I .• 

MAIN BEASON J'OB THIS S'C'GQESTION. 

Almost despairing of the possibility of sta.bilising the long
period vaJue of goldl and findin~ it increasingly impossible 
to bring about an equitable distribution of world', existing 
gold stock' drastic and radica.lly novel proposals' are being 
suggested by economists, laymen, and the vested ailver inter
ests to artificially raise the vaJue of silver by sheer lore. 

• Paper publishtd in the lndian!ournal of FCOl\omi~:ul,.I932.-
1 No serious attempt haa been made thul far to ... "ppl. with this problem at 

least on the line. recommended by the CenOi Financial Conference of 1922. nor Ian. 
the r..commendations of the League of Nation. Cold Delegation Committee Leen 
carried out by the dillerent lIold,u5ing countries. Th. lecent IUlpension 01 til. 
lIold standard by the United Kingdom on September 211t 1931 followed by ofMr 
countries has made the pOisibility of making ,old an international standard a • .,., 
remote contingency. Sterling ia pitted a,ainlt gold and the Ittempt 01 the Briti.h 
Currency expertl i. to provide a lolid proof 01 the .tability of the "curd Iterlin, .. 
a,ainat the gold. But a time will come when it will have to be attached to a standard. 
Pei.'hapa the moral triumph of the" tabular standard" which is 80 ardently preached 
by every Manhillian is about to become an accepted fad. It is quit.likel,. that .. tho 
Iei.as..z-faire hard shelll/Old bug ... will not .ucceed for there i, a determined anempt 
beinll made by the Empire Economic Union to have a bi, Empire Central B.nII of ita 
own and aettle the Dominion Exchange problem, "ith it. help. 

(2'. Both Americs and France refuse to "ley the game of the International Cold 
Standard. ~ creditor countries they ref ... to lend long and they do aut ,11_ their 
told to upset or even infiuence their pric.level. Cold is steraiaed or bottled up with 
the elled that the American or the French price-level doea not rise.nd brine about 
an international current of thf' inflow of !load.. Cold mud be lent to the cauntria 
of the world ohe.ply, .. wy. and freely to secure cunency ltabaitt in 
theae hmTowins countries. The Federal Reserve Board ia now raisin, the 
Bank rate to check the outIlow of Bold from the American Banlan, syItenI 

on th.. plea that its free stock· 01 gold .. _pared with the .hart tenra 

indehtedne .. do's not permit her to view _ith equanimity the gold dr.in .. 
(I). See my article on .. Re:nonetisation 01 Saver" published in the 1nJ. .... 

}n"m'11", E'ctllKmia. July 1931. See Appendis I. 
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de majeur, It is not, however, uriderstood by these enthusiasts 
that artificiaJ prices setting a.t naught the utural governing 

. forces of demand and supply 'Wo:uld be a menace to economio 
Btability in the long run, Gov6rQDlental intervention is being 
BOught in the direction of raising the gold value of silver frOm 
the present-day natural low level to the highly artificial and 
thooreticallevelof 30d. an OWlOO:1 The average price of silver 
as det.ermined by the few figures available with reference to 
its price during 1927 to 193i is far below the same which pre-, 
vaiIed during the previous years prior to the recent war. The 
stable pre-war price was round about 30d. an o~ce roughly. 
So the proposals are to delightfully raise the value to this 
particular level which· will be greatly appreciated by the' 
European, the India.n and the Chinese people. Obviously it 
would bring profit to the silver-producing interesta of North 
America. and Mexico* for the Governments which are partiElS 

1 See Hon'ble (now Mr.) L. S. Amery's article on the Rehabilitation of Silver 
in the C071merc:e November S, 1931. 

II In July 1931, Mexico literally abandoned the Cold Standard although
nominally it has retained the gold peso. 

·The following table shows the chief silver producing countries and their annual 
output. See the Stastistical Year Boolc of the League of Nations. p. 142-

Continent. 
Africa •• 
North America 
Central America 
South America 
Alia •• 
Europe ". 
Oceania •• 

Total. 

Continent. 
Africa 
North ~erica 
Celltral America 
South America 
ARia 
Europe: : 
Oceania .: . J 

Totsl 

(i/l kilog,ams) 
1923. J92~. 

72,950 79,700 
28,S8,387 26,47,502 
29.02,400 29,27,700 
8,SI.S00 8,32.700 
3,18.400 3,47,400 
2.78,000 3.17.400 
3.84.600 2.99.750 

76.66.000 74.51.500 

1927. 1928. 
64.700 61,800 

25.85.704 24.99';93 
36,08.000 4,55.500 

7,92.200 9.04,400 
4,OS.~ 00 4,60.800 
3.84,600 3.74.500 
3.74.300 3.12.300 

82. ! 0,000 80.69.000 

1925. 
63.850 

26,8S,395 
32.42,300 
8.86.400 
3.60.000 

3.S7,OOO 
3.30.700 

79,25.500 

1929. 
66,200 

26.42.407 
34.68,000 
9.12.700 
4.56,400 
3.80.00> 
3.26.200 

82.34.~00 

1926. 
60.950 

26,45.237 
34.07.400 
9.88.800 
3,80,000 
3.71.900 
3.33.900 

81.88.000 

1930. 

i3.76.400 
33.60.000 

4:S0.000 

3;43.000 

7.00.000 
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to the scheme would be literaUy carrying the Industry at their 
~wn expense. The monetary" cranks" are graduaDy Ipread
ing tbis idea into the minds of many. But 'before this ne" 
idea is permanently approved it toust be analysed and atudied 
in aU its manifold bearings. 

Inorder to make the publio amenable to their suggestiona 
.a great many evil" consequenoea are being predioted if the faD 
in the gold value of silver is notimrnediately arrested by 
thne1y action. 

OrnBR SUOOBST1I:D ADVANTAQBS. 

Apart from solving the present-day situa.tion arising out 
~ the maldistribution of gold stock the other dis1linct advan
tages whioh would follow the above timely action. viz., the rais
ing of the prioe to 3Od. an ounce, can be brieftystated to be ... 
:follows. Trade with silver-wring countriE'llike China, Mexico, 
and India would be greatly hampered ... a result of further 
iaJl in the gold value of silver. Jd the value of their exportB is 
-out down their own oapacity to import foreign goods is correa
pondingly reduced to the value of their exports. .. ExportB 
pay for imports" is the most c1Q.88ioaJ economio theorem 
which needs no elaborate proof here: 

Nextly, the free introduotion and investment of foreign 
ilapital in the silver-using countries would be jeop~diaed. 
Steadily-falling silver in the last seventies of 19th century acted 
as a severe handicap to the free, sober and reasonable invest
ment of ca.pital in the silver-using country. A similar situ
ation would arise. 

Governmental inIItability in the Case of all the lilver-uaing 
oClOuntries would be the inevitable result. Fast fa1lir.g lilver 
money means unexpected budgetary complioatiollll as the 
silver-using countries havo to pay interest on their loan 
amounts in gold.' The Central and South American Govern
ment,. have been antioipating serious financiai and political 
oClOmplioations under this 8OOro. 
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Lastly, the value o~ the sUver hoards would be cut down. 
in due proportion to the faJl in the gold value of silver. One 
modest estimate that has been recently framed. is that these
hoards have already lost 60 per cent. of their pre-war value. 
These financial reserves, if at aJl they exist,l would bave· to

be sold at reduced vaJue when the occasion or compelling 
necessity arises to sell them. I In short, the prognostication8-
of these pessimists foreshadow that the economic development 
of the sUver-using countries would be .gravely handica.pped. 

Hence the "currency cranks" are exercising their 
ingenuity in devising new apparently plausible schemes to

rehabilitate the value of silver. But the future price of silver 
may not be such smooth and plain sailing as these enthusiasts. 
think or calculate it to be. 

THE ARTIFICIAl. PIRCE OF 3\Xl. AN OuNCE. 

An interesting case is being made out for the acquisitio 11. 

of silver at the theoretical price by the Governments of th& 
chief silver-using countries such as India' and China and th& 
Governments of the United States of America, and the United. 
Kingdom. The silver-producer is to be protected and cOm
pensation has to be paid to him by the general tax-payers. 
of these countries. The historical example of the U. S. A. 
Government's purchase of great stocks of silver at a high rate 

1 Oflate, there has been a remarJ.ahle change in the monetary hdhitsolthe
people. The shifting 01 Indian silver reserves into gold is a comparatively noticeahk 
phenomenon 01 some importance in this direction. 5e<:ondly, the existence 01 wide
spreed poverty along with these silver hoards cannot he reconciled as pertinent truth ... 
The natiolUl vice of hoarding is nothing hut an exaggerated myth and delightful. 
schemes cannot be based or safely aduDlhrated on fabulous myths. 

II See the Evidence 01 Sir a..rles Addis and the Right Hon'hle Mr. Montagw 
NOl11lJln in this respect before the Hilton YounG Coo.mission. 

I The plan of the InternationalChamberof Commerce is to sell silver at a yeJy. 
high price to the Go"emment of India. It tacitly recognises that any scheme lor the
uplift 01 silver that does not include India is bound to be a tacit I. ilw e. Similarl,.. 
if the Govemment of India were to sell ailver at a price below tbe artificial price tbia 
.'ould tend to drag down the price 01 .ilyer. 
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in the last seventies up b )893 is generally adduced in fa.vo!l1 
.of this measure.1 . 

EOONOMIO J'lUcrION. 

This measure cannot however appeal to a.ny ole"r-think
ing economist. It requires these diffe~f'Ilt Governments to go 
in1;() business on a gr .. nd scale and it would probably involve 
'immense wastes if the scheme is not carefully carried out. 

Even granted that it is carefUlly carried out, the present
-day difficulties would be intensified by perverting the price 
mechanism and bullion market machinery. A little elucida
tion of these points would be needed to enable the reader to 
:gra.sp the real practical points a.t issue. 

INTERFERENCE W1'tJI PRICE MEOHAJI'mM:. 

The silver producers now find it diffioult to sell the mined 
:and" by-product" silver speciaJly in .. market where the 

... demand fot industrial use alone is prominent. The recent 
demonetisation of silver, even for subsidiary coinage purpoaee 
has completely changed or altered the demand factors for ~hia 

·!U_eta,1. Seventy-five per cent. of the total sHver production 
·_waS formerly used for monetary purposes a.nd twenty-five 
per cent. a.lone wa.s absorbed in the arts. Silver was more a 
monetary metal than gold for more than thirty per oent. of 

1; The Bland-Allison Act of 1878 was the first silver purchase law ohhe U.s.A.. 
'Silver bullion,· whose value waS not 1_ than 2.000,000 dollarund no more than 
. dol. 4,000,000. had tobepurchasei:l every month and coined into Iilver dollars Alld added 
10 the monetary circulation. Between 1878.nd 1890 the U. S. A. Government pur
.chaseq the minimum quantity monthly ~ndroughlf dol 352.ooo,OOOwere added to the 
monetary circulation_ Th" famous Sh_n Act wal palNd in 1890 and wa. in force 
for a period of three yean. The V.S.A. Government had to acquire momhl, 
4.500.000 ounces of silver. About doI.2'8.000.000 were added to the circulation. Th. 
price-level did not however responCl quickly to these addition. of purcha.in, pow«. 
TIe silver inflation however kept theAm~icanprice-levelabol1ttlieworldlevcland 
1ended to drain gold out of the country. The financial panic or 1893 in the 
U: 5.A. It.d to the repeal of the .ilver inflation mea.~res. 
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gold's de\lland arises out of industrial usa and.roughly tw'o
thirds of the gold output alone is used for monetary purposes. ~ 

Now that monetary demand fQr silv~r is being given up 
in India. in the Eastern countries and in Siam the excessively 
high stocks resulting out ofunab80rbed silver bullion oannot 
be disposed of! at the theoretioal prioe. This great discrepanoy 
between the theoretical prioe and the natural price cannot be 
checked all of a sudden. So the slow and painful prooess of 
Governmental purchase or blook-purchase by a Silver Syndi
oat&' is recommended to enhanoe the market v .. lue of silver. 

The U. S. A. and the United Kingdom and Indian 
Governments are to store this silver sacuredat a high prioeand 
use it for subsidiary token ooinage purposes. Mere hoarding 
like a proverbial miser gloating over his stocks of precious 
metal will not be of any great ava.il. The deriving of mere
psychologioal and aesthetio pleasure in holding cOmparatively 
Jarge stocks of silver will not be a significant thing or advantage. 

POSSIBLE lNORlI:ASED OUTPUT OF sn..h:B. 
Under the oonditions of Governmental blook purohase at 

the high theoretioal prioe the silver output might be stimula
ted. No attempt will be made to discover diversified uses 
for silver. It oannot be consideted as a mere emergenoy 
measure for silver stock is bcoming too great even for all the 
present. day uses. The increased stocks will result out of 

(l) The Cold Delqation ealimalel the lotal demand for non·monetary pUlpOllt 
at about • 200 million. per annum oul of. tollll .. f $ 400 million. and the balance 
ia aenerally uliliaed for monetarl purposes. 

(t). It ia announced in the newspspers Ihal a Lond"n Silver syndicate i. ac:.
quiring 600 mil. ounces of .i1ver from the Secretary of State for India. The object 
i. to unload it .Iowly at A greatly enhanced price. viz •• at IS per cent. higher price &bait . 
the preaent-day market price. Thi, reminds us of the Syndicate which purchased the 
unaold silver Itockl of the cornered commodity of the late Mr. Chunilal Saraiya and Ihe 
luccenlul way ill which it unloaded the silver stock. But times were undOlibledl, 
propitious then .. the Covernntenta were making good use of lilver for lubsidiary coila-
a .. pur...,..,.. Such darins market ina manoeuvre cannot be immediately lucceasful 
ill a market where Ih. monetary d'!'M!l'I h .. altOlclher been "iven up or IOUAkeR. 
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(a)' 'the,mined output whioh might be stimulated as & result. of . 
the very paying prices "at which Governments would be 
:forced. to acquire silver i (b) the by-produot IIilver would alao 
inc,reasedto secure this enhanoed prioe; (0) the released .ilver 
<ClO~agl:! hoards which would be ~ld oft at thi8 high tbeoreti
:eal, Pl:ice to the above Governments. , 

, ~he reduotion of outpu~ of silver will Jlotta.ke place under 
'the a.bove scheme. The pIa.n itselJ would have to be strekhed 
~V8f a. ten-year period and might be forced to become & penna- . 
nent one. ,Government funds woulda.lwo.y. have to be wasted
~nthe somewha.t barren, undertaking of raising and lteadying 
,the price of the glut, of s~ver products, both mined and by
,prod~ct silver ,as well. ,Even granted that silver mining doWD, 
to tho l~t marginai mi~er can be effectively controlled by ,the 
Silver Selling Syndicate the millions of by-product silver cannot 
be satiSfactorily dealt with so long as these base meta1&--lead, 
·copper and zinc-are pro,duoed. The released stooka of 
-GOvernmental silver would flood the market. The economic 
la.wof tho doCtrine of value concernIng 'compo site' supply can
:not be broken with impunity. 1 Un!euand until the pro
duction of other metals is restricted there would be-no 
-diDJ.i.nished production of silver to satisfy the decreasing 
.demand in the world market. 

MEDDLESOMB ~lI:N'ClI. 

Barring' a temporary fillip and a restoration of con
iidenc~ in the valuo of silver no permanent raising of the price
level'to the theoretical level of 304. can be Secured. Acquisi
tion at a higher price stimulates silver p·roduction. More 

,1, This law Ill,. that when two proclucta Bfe hem, ,.roduced jointly the f.O 
.en the value of one musl hecompemated by thuilcinthe"ric:cof the otberpodud ao 
... to _er the cost of prodLlCtioo aucb.a miain,. ameltine.rdininr and Iramportatiaa 
'to IIIIrket. Silver. zinc, copper and leadpepraduced and if thnalucof ailverwereto faD 
.. he ¥lillie of copper ,lead, and zinc: should rile.' If lilyer ;. aDowcd to faD in n1ue more 
money DluK be paid for copper, zinc:and lead if their .. it deaired by the Ieadin, ind ... 

• rial nationa. StC F.IL B,_O', Addreaa before the MiDenI Law Sac:tiaa rl the 
..American Bar AuociatiOQ. Atlantic, City. Scpo 16. 1931: 
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by-product silver means more of the jointly produced metaJa 
as copper, zino iJ,nd lead_ These would have to be sold at lesser 
price than at present. Their price has to be depressed to 
that level whicb just pays the mining business. If this were
not to be the case the increased. profits under the enhanced 
price of silver and the profits under the jointly produced metal 
would be too tempting to be resisted by the producers. There
would literally be II> surfeit of four metals under this scheme. 
The scheme of ~'boosting" up of the price of silver might 
inevitably lead to .the Governments getting out of business if 
they were to saddle themselves with such an undertaking. 
Ultimately, in my judgment, a period of ten years would make
the situation worse and more confounded than at present. A 
worse situDtion will have to be faced by the silver-producers. 
The price.mechanism of as many.as four conjointly produced 

"metals will have to be tampered with in order to realise this. 
cherished consummation. The prices of these metals are now 
being determined in the open competitive market under • 
regime of "free enterprise and private property'J asthe 
economic jargon would put it. Stocks of these metals are 
being ruled in the long run by pric~ prevailing in the market_ 
The economio function of ~ho market price is to tend to restore 
industrial balance. in the matter of production_ This is the 
pivotal base of economic activity not only in mining but in any 
field of human enterprise . 

.ARBITRARY CONTROL. 

The socialistic notion of controlling the consumption and 
production of four metals, silver, lead, copper and zinc. is. 
bound to fail Wil~s there is an elaborate and scientific planning 
of the most exact kind. It would. involve the control of many 
ot.her activities of the people on the part of thes e silver
producing and silver-purcho.smg Governments. The final 
up-shot of thiS course of action would be that a viciol$ 
circle of arbitrary Governmental activity involving almost a. 
world-wide control of markets would be initiated.. The-
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tioheme is bound to' ooDal'8& 'rust . ~ aU other, BOhemea for 
lIornering the silver and copper metals provec1'IDullOrl.The 
mediaeval conception of cOnsidering meiallio bullion aa wealth 
ban old and downright f&llacy. Even the man in the street 
With h&rd.lyor any modicum of economio knowledge ~"()uld 
~t believe it to be the truth. 

Fusco' IN PUBuo FINANO •• 

Most of the foreign consumers of silver would' murmur 
.at this declaration of the theoretical price in • high-handed 
manner by the Syndicate of the silver-producing oountr iN. 
International trade relations would become strained as • result 
.of the wmatural Governmental activity. The Government. 
have to strain their taxing capacity to gather the funda needed 
to raise the present-day market price of 17d. an ounce to 304. 
an ounce. A great fiasoo in the field of publio finance would. 
ensue a8 a result of ihis attempt. . 

CH!XlJ[ TO b'DuSTBUL ll'SL 

The last and the most formidable obstacle is that a high 
theoretical price would check the industrial use or absorption 
:nf ailver by the people. Take China and India, for example . 
.More imports of silver generally take place into these oountriea 
u soon as the gold value of silver falla. Similarly when the 
'ftJue of silver rises the industrial use receivee a rude 
.check. The following tables! conoerning the supply of ailvet 
.and its absorption are highly instructive. 

TABuua STATbD'l' I.' 
SillJer Supply (Millions 0/ Fine Ounca). 

1920. 1921. 1922. 1921 1924. 1m. 
ttroduction 173 171 210 246 239 24S 

Dem~isstion .. 1e8 .... 41 so 41 4 6 

TcMI 217 212 260 m 243 ~I 

, I, Thit .. well as the foIlowing·tabIe ar. Ia" from lb. article entillod 
~. n. f..n in the ftlue of aily!r" ." F. 0. Graham,-T. J-~ 0/ PoIi.ic.1 
a--;/> p, 468,- , ' ' 

.- I Compsre th_ lablee with Ib ... of the E..""" N.. 4S90 M.rch 1932 
~_ 66Z. . The Ec "emi,', lii\U'ea are fr_ .. UDpub1i.hod paper vi Mr. Joeer* 
Dch_ ' , 
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Tolld 

1926. 1927. 1928. !929. 193Q. 

2S4 2S4 

2 2S 

256 279 

TABu U. 

258 26Z 241 

71 53 11 

129 31S 312 

Ab8orptiorHi Silver (MUZiou of FiRe OullCeI.) 

1920. . 1921. 1922. 1923. 1924. 1925. 

Net I.porta 01 ladia pl .. 
IIIameItic .~ 01 
ladiaa T....-, .le. aDd 01 
.. _ r-roclurtiaa 6 S7 72 98 91 lOS 

N .. Imports of A... 113 39 48 82 32 ;; 

New Coiaace ia Occid.. 40 69 56 S7 71 . i 

lad........ 4S 53 58 S5 53 59 

Tolld 240 218 234 292 247 256 

U--w far •• -13 6 -26 C 5 S 

Net Imports 01 IDdia ~ 
dames!ic .~ of 
Lodiaa T....-, .. Ies .... 01 

1926.. 1927. 1928. 1929. 1930. 

"_produdioa III I~ 80 68 101 

Netlmf'Glb 01 a.. 6S, 130 129 130 

Ne. Coiaaae ia Ootideat • • 31 47 21 36 16 

lndutrial_ •• 57 58 53 60 5(j 

Total .. ~ 292 284 293 197 

UDlCtQGnte.1 far 8 13 --ti -22 -IS 

The following conclusions can be e.dely drawn hom the 
above tables. Since the fall in the price of silver commenced 
in 19:.'0 there has been greater absorption of it in the industrial 
arta. Were the price to rise .rather to a great extent the result 
would be lessened industrial use. 
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Secondly, the new coinage demand in the Oooident is 
falling. Although th~ use of silver is recommended in pla.oe of 
smaller oheques and credit instruments 80 as to bring a.bout 
an economy of gold, for lesser gold would be needed for the 
lessened credit struoture, Still the Oooidental countries have 
not translated this recommendation into aotueJ practice. Sinoe 
Great Britain reduoed the mille-simal fineness of her silver 
tokens from 900 to 500 in 1920 and sold the released stoob of 
silver other Governments have followed suit. This unres
tra.ined dumping of unwanted stocks of monetary silver baa 
given a. staggering blow to the value of silver. The Hilton 
Young Commission almost sea.led its fate as a monetary metal 
a.nd its plan ,of ultimate dethronement of silver meant imme
diate drop hi its value: Most of the Eastern Government. 
have added fuel to the fire and thus there has been .. steady 
deterioration in the value of silver as 63 mil. five ounoee war. 
being sold 0D: average in the last three years by Great Britaillp 
France and Indo-China. 

The final death-blow to ~he monetary use of silver would 
have been imparted long ago had the Kemmerer Commission'. 

-recommendation to China to adopt a Gold standard in place 
of the present-day standard and the entrusting of its manage
ment to a newly created Central Bank been carried out in 
practice. Political chaos and uncertainty Mve prevented 
the scheme from being carried but i1ltoto.· The temporary 
abandonment of the gold standard and the agitation to set; 

up silver as a monetary metal once again to secure the mucb 
needed relief to gold ,have revived somewhat false hopes in the 
minds of the silver-producers. But we have already examined 
the main proposal of artificially fixing a high theoretical price 
of silver and its consequences. The nen article will be 
devoted to the other quiiotio proposal. for the rehabilitation 
of silver. 

*A State-owned Central Bank __ created ia aina in 1928. 
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TIm Tml.El!I FORMS 01' REMONETISATION. 

Attention was drawn in the previous article to the si.ngle 
remedy of outright purchase at the theoretical price of 30d. 
an ounce. We have discuSsed the dangers attendant ~ori. this 
measure. The stored-up silver cannot be reIe8.Sed for indus
trial purposes at a high price. It can only be made use of for 
monetary purposes in one form or other. The plans framed 
for increasing the monetary use of silver will have to be 
examined in this article. Three variations of the remonetisation 
proposal can be discerned. These three measures, viz., Central 
Bank Note-cover. bimetallism and the revival of pre-war status, 
are planned out or meant to straighten out the· real difficul
ties of the silver producers who will have to continue their over
production and still realise profit. 

NOTE-OOVER. 

Of the three forms of remonetisation proposed the most 
important one is the declaring of silver as legal tender and 
compelling Central ,Banks of Issue to redeem Do pa.rt of their 
obligations in silver 88 the Bank of France sometimes did in the 
previous century. This suggestion has emanated from the 
Federation of the British Industries and the. Empire Econo
mic Union. 1 It proposes that Central Banks should pay 
ten per cent. of their ma.turing obligations in silver and silver 
alone. To place silver as part cover of the bank notes is the 
gist of the above proposal. This suggestion is nothing but 
an attempt to revive an abandoned practice. The Bank of 
England was permitted by Section ill of the 1844 Bank 
Charter Act to place silver up to one-fourth extent of its. gold 

:\. See the Newspaper Report of the Committee's recommendations on Empire 
CurrencyandF"mance,theSlalc.man, p.1O. Nov. 8. 1931. The ssmeideaisrepeated 
by Sir Hugo Cunliffe Owen, Chairman of the Erit:.h American Tobacco Co.. Ltd. 
Sa the E",liJurIan, Dec. 14. 1931. p. II. 
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holdings hi. the reserve. An extension of this practice is d .. 
sired by the advocates of this proposal. The main object is 
to enable silver to carry the credit load along with gold u 
its sister companion. An organised purchase on the part of the 
Central B~nks would have to be made to enable them to. store 
silver in their portfolios and make payments in legal tender 
silver against th~ Bank notes and other liabilities. ' This would 
mean increased effective demand and would immediately help 
the Govenbnents in their stabilising activities. 

DInICULTIli7S 01' mil SCHOll. 

Although the immediate objective of raising the price ot 
silver by means of. concerted action would be forthcoming 
still there are c~rtain difficulties attendant on thia meMlIle. 
If repayment in silyer bars aa ia the case with gold bar. in the 
gold bullion standard ia the objective, it would bring about 
economy in the use of preciousmeta.la. A return to coin 
usage would be a retrograde step iJl the monetary field. I I, 
would be forgetting the salient lesson taught to UI during 
the war period. There should be uniform action in this rea
pect on the part of an banks and a uniform percentage select
ed so as to disarm criticism. Granted that this is secured by 
international co.operation itdoea not solve the real monetary 
problem, The "money illusion" must be shattered a. Prof. 
Fisher so ardently proclaims. Sound. stable and elastic money 
can never be realised under a single metallic standard. viz .• be 
it gold or silver or bimetallism consisting of the joint use of gold 
and silver. 

POSSIBLJ: RISK IX ftll PBICII 01' SILVE •• 

Nextly, if the organised purchase on. the part of the 
Central. Banks were to reinforce the art. demand for silver 
the inelastic supply would It:ad to the failure of the experiment. 

I Of late all the Covemmmt. of the Eastern _b'ic- line "- witeIy 
reiecting all forma of metallic' (.ilver) payment. in their com.,oeite IIUIIIetarJ 
ltandardi. So the total coinage demand foe silver has falb from . 42 to 28 mil 
CD durinl the last 6ve ,ears. See the Stat~an. p.8. 23rd October 1911. 
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The ri.!18 in tJleprioe of sUver ensuing out of a. scramble on the 
,p&rtQf 't~~ Central )Janka f~UId i~, 'to the ~~~down of ~he 
~J:perim~t. Th& to,~a.l ~~e I ~S8ue ,of the important ~~al 
Banks of the World a.mount to a. high figure 80S shown in the 
folloWiIlgta.ble. . 

Note ci~c'utation in 1930iJI.8orru 'mim-ta'nl c. BankB and 
GoVernme1itB. (000;000, omitted). 

COllll~. 
Soutb Africa (£) 
Em>t (£.E.) 
Canada fOol.) •• 
y.s.A. (Do).) •• 

.. 
.. 

B';;"1r. GOllemlftml. 
•• 8'5 .. .. -

2267 

T~t~l. 
,!'; 

2)'0 
201'0 
~'() 

Arsentine (pelO) .. 1261 1i611l 
Br8lil (Milreil) .. 2771;() 
Poland (Zluty) 1331'0 
Rowuaru. (Leu) •• •• ICJ60S 1CJ60S'O 
U.R.R.5. (Rouble) , •••• .4027'0 
YugOilayi8 (Dina~) 5)97 53,9~,1l 
Au~tralia (£) • • 42'5 42'; 
'New Ze..land(£) 6'7 67 
Japan (Yen) 1557'0 
Ccnnany (Mark) 5398 5398'0 
Belgium (Franc).. 16532'0 
France (Franc) .. .. 76156 761~'O 
luly (Lira) 1568'o~O 

In the a.bove tablel the total note oirculation of the Bank 
and the Governments has beenplac'ed before the reader. 
Sometimes the total figure alone is given, This is due to the 
una.va.ila.bility of the detailed issues of the Bank and the 
Governments. The figures are stated in the currencies of the 
respective countries. The bracketed expression is the currency 
denomination of the country. In addition to these some of the 
Governments have been issuing coins also. But these figures 
are deliberately excluded by me as the metallic coins contain 
a cover within themselves which varies according to the value 
of the precious metal c'ontainod in them. 

• The figures in the table are taken frorn the Statistical Year Book of the League 
of Nations--193()..1931. pp. 22()"2Z2. As for the reciprocal paritiea of the different 
currencies, ~ Table I of the same publicatiOll. pp. 12 to 15. ' 

5 
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Ifihe Governmenis -and - the C. Ba.Dka were to 80 decide 
that payment ofth& note li8.bility to the extent of ten Per cent. 
were to be ui.a.d.e in ~i1tei' alone Jnost of these which are -storing 
'gold asSets alone wUllui. ve to' cha.nge 'their composition. Liter
aJIy they will have to give up storing gold to the extent at silver 
reserve they mean bolding according to this provision. The 
demand would' be So great that the esperiment would fail 
.on account of the unavailability of silv.er to satisfy their huge 
requirements under this heading.1 

But it can be argued tha.t the Central BaDks IUld the 
COvernmentsmight be granted the priVilege of liaying' gold or 
:silver according to the Central Bank's conven'ience. Such. 
sa.iutaory safeguard can 00. enacted. A provision to this effect 
was engrafted in the charter of the Bank of France. Prior to 

·the year 1928 when the Gold Bullion Standard was adopted the 
Bank of France could legally pay its obligations in Five
Franc Silver pieces if it desired to do sO. A similar provision 
tha~ these currency authorities ,can pay. in silver or gold would 
make it a workable proposition., But considering the fact that 
Iilver supply might not expand to such an extent .s to satisfy 
this newly arising demand this 8uggestion cannot be applauded 
as a 8afe 8Olution. 

TuB SILVER C.AL:r. 

It would lead to setting up the silver calf along with the 
GoI~en calf on the monetary pedastal. So JoDg as productive 
credit is tied up to such illusory metaJIic bases as gold and 8ilver 
the credit machinery will not smoothly function. Such credit 
cannot expand to meet the producer's demand. But what 
guarantee is there that paper will not take the place of silver 
as it did in the case of gold 7 The weight of gold as well &8 

Ililver will be prohibitive and go against their use. Silver cer
tificates will be their representatives: 

1 The 1930 production _. far lower thaD tbat of 1929 aDd it it ... ted tbat the 
1931 production would be 1 __ t ..... that of 1930. Su Mr. Ki:k· • .nide on 
Siher in the Economic /1IIITtIIJ'. Sept. 1931. p. m. 
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NA'rUBAL RELUCTANCE OJ' CENTBALBANKS. 

The present-day natural reluctance of the central BankS 
to store silver has to be overcome·. l In the pas~ they have" 
discarded silver as it became very cheap and, plentiful. When 
the B""ank of England made an attempt to increaSe its - silver 
holding somewhat up to the limit permitted by the 1844 Bank: 
Charter Act as part of the metallic reserve against the Bank 
notes this attempt waS vigorously decried and "since the 
" mother of ell Central Banks" led the way the other Central 
Banks of the gold-using countries' have been unwilling to 
treasure the fast cheapening metal, viz., silver. Such was the 
case of the historical fa.ilure.!! Unless an intelligent- and 
co-ordinated action through the Central Banks is brought about 
the value of silver might not·rise to the theoretical price and 
get fixed at that level for· comparatively longtime. 

PAYMENTS IN Sn.VEB. 

It has also been suggested. that silver should be used to 
pay a portion of the Inter-Allied Indebtedness and Repara.~ 
tions Debt to America and to each other in turn. This sort 

1 Fonnerly most of the Central Banks of the Latin lInion 'held vast quantities 
of silver in their portfolios when they were adherents of bimetallism. The following
table gives one an idea olthe quantities' coined and the Bank holdings of silver. 

Quantities coind. . Bank lrolJingJ. 
Fanee (1866-1878) •• £ 25,000,000 Bank of France " £49,480,000 
Italy (1866-1879) •• £ 14,360,000 Belgium National Bank.. £ 800,000 
Belgium (1866-1876) • • £ 14,000,000 B..nk ofltaly •• £ 2,120,000 
Swit7.efland (1866-1876) •• £ 320,000 Swiss,Bank •• £ 480,000 
Cr~e (1866-1876) •• £ 600,000 

£ 54,280,000 £ 52,880,000 

See B. A. Whoite-Silver, Ite History and Romance, p. 284. 

2 Quite recently Cermany detennined to steady the Cold standard by restoring 
silver as monetary metal. She is buying silver lor minting the same and &bout 
120,000,000 marks are minted for internal circul4tinn. See Reuter's T .Iegrani from 
Berlin-Oct. 31, 1931-quoted from the StateJman. 



C)! paymea' baa to be nlidA\ed in, courso of time by the 
~eoeiving countries. The famoua Pittman Act uf 1918 (U. S. A.) 
eOntlWul a' Bimilar provlsion as the abol'e one. With the aim , ' , 

of cionserving thegoldstocki of the country it permitted the 
settlement in ailver of trade balance adverse, to the U. S. A. 
The paying or the borrOwing countries can fiaaily hope to pau 
nch a ~lution but it is the receiving or the lending country 
tbathaa to accept it~ So long as Silver's value is cheap and 
uruiteady there can be no IUch international acceptance which 
this rroggestion anticipates. 

After all if the U. S. A.were to be saddled witla 10 mach 
of Iilv. it will not solve the monetary pr1)blem. Sach. pro
nrio. migh\ temporarily enhance the value of allver bu\ 
permanent stabilisation e.\ an artificiAlJy. fixed high pnc. 
eannot be' maintained without underg'Oing lOme eoouomio 
sacrifice. IS this sacrifice worth while for simply storing silver 
as mef611ic bullion which &ofter all is not reel wealth! 

BDDI:'1"ALLlSJI. 

The ~nd variation of the scheme is to make the impor
tant nations adopt bimetallism and make it ibternationel in 
800}l8 if lX'ssib1e. Academically speaking. this form of the 
proposal is free from theoretical criticism pr1)vided it is all
pervading or universal in its800pe. Were all countries to adopt 
.. fixed ratio between silver and gold·. the varying rata of pro
~uotion of the metals would IIOt aucceed in varying the price , 
of the metaJa. The combine of the different mints of the COUD
triea 'can regulate the value of the p-ecioua metaIa. The 
Jl%~y 6uctuations in the separate value of gold and silver 
are _fBI greater than are desirable. This would not be the cue 
under bimetallism- The value of gold and silver together in the 
joint standard would. be steady. But if the production 
of both the metr.ia were to be pe.ter than the monetary ~ , 

• s-tar IIcnIa pr~ die atio J 14: I w- aiher .... ,.w. s. 
SImrI. Oct. 24. I93L 
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.and the industrial demand of the nations the experi
ment would prove a failure. Gold monometallism was select
-ed by almost all European countries as they found that both 
gold and silver were being produced very fast and to avoid in
flation of currency they discarded silver, the less precious meW; 
But as every keen student of monetary economics knows, 
bimetallism has the unfortunate defect of degenerating in course 
()f time to an alternating standard according to the undervalu
ing or overvaluing of one of the metals brought about by 
varying rates of production. That the undervalued metal' 
,disaPllears from circulation and an alternating standard- would 
be the new monetary regime is too well-known to the advocates 
()f bimetallism. The most ardent. advoca.te of internaflonaJ 
bimetallism does not claim for his scheme any greater' virtue 
tba.n that of imparting greater stability to the value of the 
precious metals than is the case a.t present. ',fhe greater the 
-expanse of territory belonging to the .International Bimeta.llic 
Union the longer would be the scheme in operation. But as 
Dr. Shaw points out clearly, "any and every system that tho 
art of man Can devise which a.ttempts to link the two metals 
together will break down". 

CONDrrIONS OJ!' SUCCESS. 

One thing which the advoca.tes of international - bi~ 
metallism ha.ve to bear in mind is t,hat the arbitrarily selected 
ratio betweeu gold and silver would have to be particularly 
-conducive towards a rise in commodity prices. If the M.int 
price of one ounce of silver is fixed arbitrarily in such a. way as 
to raise the present-da.y gold price of silver! and if th~ monetary 
~irculation were to be augmented the commodity prices would 
rise. Nothing is more important than this. Were the gold 

1 Mr; H. E. Moon in his recent pamphlet on silver and bimetallism makes alIow
ance for this luggestion. Without bringing ahout an alI-round temporary ltimuJus b, 
.lowly IiainB commodity prices thia mometary ,.,form will not cure this pr_nt-dsy 
'World trade depression. But 10 long as tariffs hinder the free flow of goods. mere 
moaoltary .remedy IlIlDn\l& cure the prcsent-cisy position. 
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price of silver to rise the silver ,interests would be pleased. 
Decreasing gold can be augmented by its old help-mate
Si:lver. . Last,ing ties of friendship can again be forged 
~tw.een the twp metals. FaJIing cOII1lIlDdity prices under a. 
reginw of decreasing gold stock is the world'. monetary 
b~b~ar. This cal!. be remedied. Silver would rise in the 
eStimation of the public and this would. satisfy the silver 
interests for the time being. It would ,mean. as in the 
previous case, a criminal waste of the tax-payer's money On the 
part of the different Governments. It would lead to a. world
wi~~\Vaste of energy • 

. DoES .. NOT SOLVE THE MAIN MONETA,BY PBOBLEM O. 

CHANGING. VALUES 7 

A vigorous controversy on bimetallism would again be 
launched upon by the currency enthusiasts. But the real 
issue in currency matters is to attain comparative stability of 
prices. Whether the currency standard should be tied to thie 
metal or that is not the criterion. Any real monetary advance 
ca.nno~ be seeur.ed by resort to international bimetallism or by 
managing the gold standard in such a way as to yield complete 
satisfaction to aJI. Even the improved gold standard cannot 
give tolerable stability to the price~level. There can be no 
adequate and rational solution to the q'!A'stion of our stable 
standard which would have to reward equally all human 
efforts and secure equal justice to all classes of society if silver 
were to be merely substituted in place of gold. Popular alle
gianc6 wa.s· unfortunately wrongiy shifted from the silver 
metal to the gold standard which was adopted by Great Britau. 
in 1816. During the yeara 1873 to 1893 silver proved to 
be a. more sta.ble standard than gold.' But the fascination 

.. ; . 
1.~~ E. W. Kemmerer .. Modem Currency Refonna", p.21. He prOVe8 coa 

elusively that the silver standard of Shanshai was more steble than that of the sole 
standard of England. It W/iS the value -of gold that was .ppru:iatinc and caused lb~ 
instability. But.s Sir Charles Addis ~Y8," the superior conv~ and econom, 0 

gold haa enabled it to oust silver as a medium of international nd.ange." S. bi 
introduction to' Benjamin Whit,,'s" The History and Romance of SiJ,er" p •• yiii. 
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'of the yellow metal or the compelling necessity of h!loving.& 
<common standard with Great Brita.in .and her vast Empire 
countriell forced Germany and ,.other countries to abandon 
silver and adopt gold monometallism. But silver. ·has lost its 
fascinating hold nowadays except on the Eastern masses. It 

. is no longer a. metal of international o.cceptan-ce. 

RESTORATION TO PRE-WAR STATUS. 

The third varia.tion of the 'remonetisation scheme is as 
follows. It proposes to restore silver to the pre-war status, 
viz., the attempt is to make Governments agree to use silver 
for subsidiary coinage of the old fineness. 1 Secondly, they 
should not sell their unwanted. stocks of silver in the glutted 
market without informing the Silver-selling Syndicate 
.of their action. This Syndicate or Corporation would have to 
inform the respective Governments of the . actual' state 
of ,production and the market conditions of silver. Thirdly, 
there need not be any interchangeability between gold and 
silver. They will circulate in complete independence of each 
.other. This modest proposal is formulated by Mr. Brownall, 
Chairman of the American Smelting and Refining Company 
.of New York. 

COMPARISON wrrH OTHER SCHEMES. 

Of a.ll the above schemes this is the least harmful. It 
has the merit not only of not sacrificing the silver interests but 
pays proper heed to the position of gold. It aims at setting 
a parallel standard and not a double standard as in the case of 
.of bimetallism. In the earlier forms of the remonetisation 
schemes the consequences befalling on gold ha.ve not been borne 

1 As the price of silver began to increase an increased use was made of niclcel. 

bronze. and paller as subsidiary money. These Governments now seem to have 

fallen too much in love with these substitutes to wish for the reinstating of silver coins 
which would be costly. Since Oct. 1931. the price of silver is on the ascendancy and 
if the theoretiCal price were to be the ruling price this substitution can never be thought 
of. 
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in Iiliad. The 'Vahle of gold 'Would fall ... ·.o«>n as monetay 
demaad would not preas bard 'Gtl the dwibdliug ~ld .toeb. 
It might be that it might afford a suitable and welcome relief 
just at present as gold stoCD tend to dwindle according to t~e· 
monetary prophets. From the standpoint of modem &aIloe' 
the use of sil'Ver -coins a.Iao baa to be discarded lor the oorrea
ponding wear and tear of silver coins also would amount to a· 
culpable waste and criminal folly. 

ITS .En:ECTS ON Gov~S. 

This scheme would stimulate effective demand for .i1vw
and would regulate the supply of silver to be disposed off in 
.the world markets. :Sut the Governments of the silver-using' 
countries woUld consider this step as an .. organised loot" 
andme're t'legaJised plunder ". Having once discarded silver
even "fOr subsidiary coinage purposes they would be forced to 
'retrace their steps and begin the recoinage of sill'er token ~in •. 
As ibis step does riot enable them to reach the monetary goal. 
they will hardly have real and abiding sympathy for tbis modi
fied scheme. A Sir Robert Horne might plaintively raise tll&
tlry that as c, Governments have muddled it is Government. 
that must provide the remedy". As a member of the joint 
standard silver would have to be welcomed by these Govern
ments. Gold and silver would be circulating without having 
any interconnection. fixed ratio for interconvertibility or any 

. other form of reciprocal relationship. 

CAli THE PROMISED GOAL BE BEALlSED ! 

Granted that the least ha.rm1ul variation of the remone 
tisation sche~e is a.dopted does it mean tbat all the m uc h-ta.lked
of advantages would be immediately realised 7 The first. 
and the most patent 4isappointment would occur in the field 
of the enhanced purcha.sing power of the Eastern masses. 
Even granted that silver lies dormant in small hoards here and 
there in India. China .IIond the Eastern countries it does. DOt 
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im.m~ly follow that. tb8:r~puroba.sing poweR would be en
llanoecL These jewellery hoardswilLb&v. f4 be melted. and sold
.as bullion. before enhNlood. purohaaing powell- can; be. PO!!· 
:tJessed by them. Even suppOsing tha.t this would- take place. 
it does not immediately follow that these. Eastern mlIoSSeIr will 
purchase the Europe&D. manufactured products alone. 
J?la.in living &D.d high thinking characterise the ambitions of the 
~tern people. The ta.wdry products of the modern in
-dustrial orga.nisation of the Western countries make no imIDe
·diate appeal to them. They do not want mO're W&D.ts. It 
-would not be fa.r wrong to consider them as the direct anti-
-thesis of the " economic man". 

CoNCLUSION. 

Any hasty action is detrimental to severol interests. Un
less the Internationa.I World Conference on Silyerl which 
the Washington Government is about to organise or t,he League 

:of Nations were to O'utline a consistent course of a.ction with 
Teference to silver a policy of masterly inactivity haa to be 
pursued by the silver-using countries. The artificial fixa.tion 

·O'f the price O'f silver would be an economic error or a Hima.layan 
blunder. General social wellare ca.nnot be promoted by 
hasty and panicky legislatiO'n in this direction. It does not 
bring us any nearer the monetary goa.I. Changing price-levels 
.are the curse of the present-day economic organisation of the 
mO'st advanced countries. It is for IlOciety to "sense ,. these
-evils and try to rectify the same. No meta.IIic standard Clan 

hope to combine effectively the dual rOle of acting as the me
-dium O'f excha.nge and a reliable store O'f value at the same time. 
Why then revive silver as a monetary metal y 

1 The Right HOIl'Dle Neville ChambHlain hal rightly discarded this l"G;lOSaI 
~ without the Covernment oJ the United Kingdom beinl represented any propcisd 
"to holcl an mtemat.l diacussiOll would. be futile. . 



.All for the future of silver, the onJy Benlible euggeetion if 
to increase the different uses to which it can be put. Scientl·, 
fie research must play an important pan in any wisely con-' 
ceived plan tor the rehabilitation of eilver. 

To reiterate ali that the Eastern Government. may do 
is 'to mint more subsidiary silver ooins and perhaps also raise 
the amount for which they can be declared legal tender. This, 
is the utmost help that can be wely granted to the sih'er inter
ea.'ts if at all they deserve any mercy. But they must not agree 
to pay a high price as suggested by Hon'ble (now Mr.) L S. 
Amery or some of the American silver producers. Nothing 
further can be done to protect the silver interests and it i. an 
idle dream to expect that silver will at any time emerge 
from the days of its pre8ent humiliation. 



APPENDIX II~ 

INDIA-THE GOLD STANDARD-THE 
PRESE~TT CRISIS 1 

The dominant concern at the present time is the subject 
of the gold standard. Mr. Philip Snowdon has announced his 
intention of summoning an International Conference to discuss 
the possibility of bringing all equita.ble distribution of gold and 
thus internationalise the gold standard. 

But what is the modern gold standard whose meaning, 
scope, limitation and interpretation are radically different from 
that of the pre-war gold standard and whose suspension has 
created 90 much stir, A country is said to be on the modern 
gold standard when the domestic currency or monetary units 
are made convertible into a. definite fixed weight of gold. 
There is either de/acto or dejure linking to gold. The value of 
aJl commodities and services are measured in gold and all defer
red payments are made payable in legal tender money which 
itself is convertible into gold bullion bars. Gold is used 80S the 
backing for internal currency and used for adjusting inter 
national obliga.tions arising out of a. multitude of individua.l 
payments, exchange of securities and services on the part of 
the people of one na.tion to another. If gold has ~on an 
accepted position as 1\ regulator and governor of commercial 
and financial values in a.ny country it ca.n be sta.ted that that 
country is on the gold standard. 

In England the relationship between gold and the other 
money ,mits is fixed arbitrarily a.nd at,tificia.lly by the Ba.nk 
Act whioh says that the Ba.nk of England must sell gold on 

1 This paper was resd before a meeting o~ the Ben .... 1 Econoinic Society on 5th 
Oct., 193'. Mr. D. P. Khaitarr-Memher of the Central Ballking Enquiry Committee, 
presided and exldled the highly Scientific chs,acter and the accuracy. of trailled. 
processes of economic reasoning indiCated in the discusiion of the subject, 
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ofter of other forms of legal tender money at the rate of 400 
ounces at £ 3-17 •. -10 and lei. an ounce. An abrogation of thi .. 
sale of gold means the sU8peD8ion of tbe gold standard by the 
country. This is the most. liberal interpretation of the meaning 
of the laspen.aion of the gold Btandard one can giv.. Norway, 
Sweden and Denmark are off the goM standard already. n 
would not be a surPrise if the other debtor countries of the 
world finding it impo88ible to part with their dwindling 8tocb 
of gold determine to be off the gold standard. Those coun
tries might try to refuse to tie .. their currency and price-level 
ships to the common buoy-gold." . Unstable currencies with 
bewildering rates of excha.nges will b8 the prevailing monetary 
. phenomenon. 

The foUowing table shows the gold holding. of the C'Amtral 
Banks ofllOme of the important countries. If some of these 

. do depart from the gold standard aI a Tesu1t of the departure 
. bf gold from the banking system there would. be no IlUJ'prN. 

GOLD I!f Mn.uOl'll ow DOLuP.1 

- Couatry. HeLIII the end '_Ie nc-.. 
of 1930. 192.>-1930. 1925-1930. 

U.s.A. 4.22. 240 
F_ 2.f11I 1.388 
United Kinsdom' • 722 18 
0.-.., .. S44 241 
SpaiD .. 471 19 
laa-a 412 lEe 

~ 411 2S 
779 58 

RUIIia 249 ISS 
Canada 194 - 32 
Belciurn 191 1]8 
Ndherlauds 171 1 

. Switzerland 138 48 
Ioclia 126 17 

-Tela' 10.232 %,30) - 247 

I This t.LJe a. lalt!ll trcmtLeSatittiaGf CoLI M___. iD 1M edectat 
rioc..-t. all the Diatn'butiaa vi Cold ...LmiueI to tLeCald Dclewetiaa of .... 
F'a.aciaI c.ruDittee vi the l..atue of Natiant. pp. "-67. 
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The small.holdings are not \aken into lICOOunt in theablt.-e 
table. Australia, Brazil, Chile, the Dutch East Indies and 
Denmaa-k have lost gold to a c:ertain extent, while Poland. 
Austria, H11tIgary and Cr.eohoslovakia have increased their 
gold holdings. 

TRB GOLD STANDA1m IN INDIA. 

Even a.coordiug to the previous understanding of the gold 
stan~d system the present-day Ind~ currency system cannot 
be said to be a gold standard one. Some of the Indian 
economists refuse to consider the Indi&a currency standard as a 
gold standard one.1 The value of goods and services in the 
country is measured in terms of the rupee. But the psycho
logical abstraction of the" gold rupee" which the gold bullion 
standard requires is not realised by ,anybody. The postpon
ing of the standard and the Reserve BankBill of 1928 mee.o.t 
that a kind of exchange standard is being maintained. But in 
the remote sell.ll6 that the rupee WItoS converted into pound ster
ling currency which \9&.." equivalent to gold we can indirectly 
claim to be on the gold standard ba.sis. lI However, there is a 

world of difference between the giving of gold. bars and sterling. 
No sooner was ster~ given for domestic currency the rate of 
exchange became the arbiter of 'he volume of currency. 
Insteadofchangesin the internal PUTOhItoSing powerof money 
from its pa.rity. with gold· being considered as the proper data 
for uoerta.iningthedeficienoyor superabundance of money, the 
rate of excbnge has become the &ll-important factor. Thus 
India has been on the gold exchange standard· basis. 

MlSGtrIl>im E!imt1SWDr. 
There are several peQple who ~ highly elated 

notions concerning the desirability of BUBpBnding the gold 
Blandal'd .. t this juncture. Whether gold is to be had ~r not 
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the. mere suspension ~opl4 gra.nt .. temporary fillip to tra.de 
which would have to be greatly welcomed in the day. of world 
depr~sion. But the export bolmty ar.ising out of depreciated 
currencycannotJ>e.r~Q.ped if a la.rgenumber pf countries are oft 
the gold standard. Tra.ders and businessmen. who feel the 
pinch of ready capital. which cannot be obtained at low rates 
of interest denounce the rigid gold standard as a .. fraudulent 
standard". But without convertibility into gold the cUrrency 

· standard can be vigorously abused to secUre certain temporary 
measures. ·Hence the twin methods by whicb. the efficiency of 
any monetary sYStem: iss~ured are the well-known prinoiples 

. ofcouvertibility and limita.tion. The first might be a mere 
fa.cilitating principle but without the 0 bservance of the Bellond 

. there can be no successful regulation of the currency standard. 
Without proper observa.nce of the limita.tion principle the test 
of convertibility cannot be secured for any considerable length 
of time. BOth 'cali exist together and flourish like the prover
biaJ Siamese twins. The existence of both these safeguards will 

·.makethe standard "knave-proof or fool-proof fl. I strongly 
, demUr to the falSe notions of elation and illusory prosperity 
which are supposed to be the attendant ~vantages on a. country 
pursuing the path of the· suspension of the· gold standard. 
Mere suspension by itself i. not attendant with grave risks. 
But it means you have set foot on the inclined plane and there 

· will likely be a rapid downward slide. Mr. McKenna correctly 
observes that" thefeM-of,being forced oft the gold standard 

facts as a.salutary oheck'on the extra.vagance of Govenonents 
, who might be !Willing to face .. mere fluctuation in . .exchange 

but would not dar~. to: suspend the: specie payments" . 

. 'h'i>:rA'OJ'J'Tma GoLD &rANDARD. 

The ~tio Ac~ of'Ui2'l has fam.iliarised the people with 
· . the conoeption Qf the " gold rupee", The rupee was linked 
: 'to 8'4751 gr!Joins of gold. Domestic silverrupeea and Paper 
; currency are. to ,be copverted in certain minimum quantities 

into gold bullion bars of 1065. tolas at Re,: 21 I 141, 9 p: per tola 
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each. These gold bullioJ). (bl!1's) "JUcl1, ou~ht to have been 
available to the peopl~ whenever and for' u'katetJer purposes 
they demanded it,have not been made available even: for ex
portation purposes. ,'But to discharge this obligation' sterling, 
which,w&8 equivalent to gold, was aJIowed to be given at 18.5d. 
and 49{64d. It waS 'noe' i.&ctutil' practical eO'1lversWn' into gold 
bullion' bars but mere theoretical a'Uthorisaticm that eXisted iri ' 
the India.n Gold BuIlionstandard system. This regulated gold. 
less silver rupee standard commonly designated as the gold 
bullion standard ha,s broken down aBhe present; time. Due 
to the la.ck of gold bullion bam' the provision for the sale of 
these proved to be a. mere eye-wash and the de' jwre gold bullion 
standard worked out in the practical field ,proved to be a.' 
mere de facto gold exchange sta.ndard. The convertible rupee' 
was converted into' sterling or gold exchange. The suSpension 
of th~ gold standard in England completely altered the posi
tion ,for the sterling has become an' inconvertible paper 
currency whose internal value at 'least, ,ought to depend on 
mere output. If budgetary or fiscal ca~ were to inflate 
the paper pound sterling it would become, depreciated in 
valuti ,Instead of considering the present, moment as. 
gra.ve emergency and suspending the sale of ' gold or sterling 
according to the Act of 1927, the rupee has ,been linked to star- , 
ling at Is.-M. ratio, even without the consultation of Indian 
publio, opinion.1 The Finance Member is no longer calm and at 
ease. Like thesello captain who, finding his ship moored to a 
buoy that has been anchored to nothing, feels ill at ease so, also 
our Indian Finance Member finds his currency Rhip anchored 
to the sterling buoy which finds itself drifting wherever the 
ourrents of political 1ince~ainty or financial instability might 
tend to take it.~ 

1 The pros and cons or li~lcing the rupee lo sterling or gold or leaving it to 6nd ' 
it. norm.llev~1 are carefully elabOrated in Appendix I.· 

a See the R~port of th .. &bin~on Smith Committee, l'ara, 34. 
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~ first.. Ordina.rnc. SWlpendiJJg: the- .al~ of revel~ draft. 
~~ordjng to the terms ot the 192.7Aott waft wisely o01lQeiveci ~ 
boldly:promulg",ted. ~he,Banl5..of.nano. bel on a~veraloCCa
,,¥>na tosuspe~d cash! pa.~ The British GoVlllJ1men' 
of~S!lSpend~. the nank Chatter Aot. SUIlh BUJlpenaions Can.. 
~ ~asily iWltified on the gloun4. of. na.tjonal emergeWly. The 
IlJ.llure to, operate an inconv~nt. r4lotiomeaIlt after aU excha.nge· 
jnat-.bility:. Exchange would, have been. forced to find 
it$own~vel. . T.heindepend~ rupee not convertible in~ aUn"
lipg' or gold Wou14, ha,ve .. depended, foil ita interna.l value, 0" 
eweful regulation;. Its immedia,tct external v.,Jue mig" have 
beeJ;a.depending on t~ confideWlo reposed.. in ita sta.bility, by 
fDreign businessmen and. trader.. Though a temporaryl8t.
b¥k might' resulD d~ to. la.ok 01, conliden.oe she would hlltve 
quickly recovered from the shook. 1l1e external value- of the 
rupee would have been preved by its own. virtue. There- would 
perhaps be no surprise if i'were to f~.to a.le",el worth its weight 
in silver. 'This would certa.in1y take pla.ce' undeJ! a. r~, of 
infIa.tion.: But the evils oi,fiuctuating exchange- have beea 

magnified though authorita.tive (bmmittees1 ,have reitera.ted the 
opinion· that, exchange stability is a. matter of convenie.nc& and 
" importa.Ut facility and net an essential condition". Ind.iaa 
trade 1iourished during times of unsiable exchanges. The ex

periencesofl87()-'1890neednot berecottnted. Even during the 
day&'; of rising exchange, as in the Years 1921-1925. trade 
cUcr'fioUrish. ~. ',,' , 

'At the behest of the Secretary pi State for India. the rupee 
has been linked to sterling which has depreciat~ in terms of 
gold.. This. enforced departure from the de j'Ur~ gold bullion 

~<Ia:rd ,or, t~e ,ba.r~El!1ed tle1~ ,g~l~, ~c~e 8t&1l~d. has 
destioyoo. Public "faith . i~ t~~ rp~ Of,. tllft., mon,et8o!"1, u¢tr 

1 J am indebted toS"1t H. Stralt.b .cir th~ ~phar. 
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~is alteration of the monetary standard is nothing but a, 
.-ioua moral offence and a violently grave breach of national 
:f~tii as the gold standard counkies. would put it. This arbi
trary fiat can be justified on the plea of grave economic neces
'sity.,· But the end has to justify the means. H external trade 
,and internal business operations which have almost com~ to a 
·stand-still on account of the high internal value of the gold 
-rupee were to be rejuvenated by this alteration of the legal 
,standard there would ~e some justification. But it is too early 
-to say bow real good can be conferred on India by this measure. 
'Will it be an;) thing more than a temporary solution iftbe rupee 
-is linked to sterling and the more fun~!D-ental cause for bring
'ing about relative stabilisation of international prices is neg
]ected , 

EcoNOMIC bll'Ll<:A'llQNS. 

The implications of this sudden departure from the ad
'ministrative practice of the Goverrimenf; have to be fully real
ised. Firstly, it means that the Secretary of State is all in
iluential in initiating any monetary policy and carrying it out 
~ven without consulting the wishes of the Goverriment of India 
·or Indian Legislative Assembly. A matter-of-fact economist 
-of my stamp cannot hope to comment on this situation except 
.by repeating the conviction that the present~y regime of di
vided fina.noial control between Whitehall and Simla has. to be 

;remedied at the earliest possible opportunity. 

Secondly, it has made the currency authority control all 
~xphange operations so that the contractual obligations of gen
-uine traders and the real domestic requirements might be ful
iilled 011 !.t. 6d. sterling basis. Illegitimate and speculative re
-qllirements would be curbed to a certain extent and in so far as 
,the Ordinanca can be avoided there would tend to be a drain of 
-gold r8llOurces of the Govel'DDlent. Exchange COntrol was once 
~rjm(lD..ted within 1920~ Reverse cOUncils WenI sold in limi
Ud quantities to the specially seleotedbanka. The needs of the 
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genuine small r~mitter were not only ove~looked but as BOon a.s" 
it 'was kD.oWn that rationing was to be p~aciisedthe a.pplicants' 
a,lwa,YB ~xagge~ate(f their re~" requireme,nis so that their act~al 
allotment done on a p'ro rata basis might come up to their reel; 
requirements. That was hoW', deception was, 'practised., It is, 
part of human Ilature to resort to subterfuges, good, bad Or", 
i~ditTerent, wh~ individual liberty is cut' down. . 

"Thirdly, the Imperial Bank of India., has been placed in 80 

position, to control the exchange operations. It' wO,uld therebT 
enable i~ to learn, the technique of the exchange operations ,and' 
make it fit to tra.nsact".exchange operations Dn a wide scale as: 
SODn as it isc1.eprived Df the serni-Centra.l banking 0. per8otions it 
is CDJ:l<J,Ucting, to-da.y. it has become an o.pen secret now that it 
is casting covetous eyes on the field Df foreign exchange and the: 
present-day experience wo.uld Mable it to easily tack on 
general foreign exchange 'business as soon "as the C. R. Bank 
is started. 

Fourthly, the absence Df a stable domestic exchange bank. 
ingma.chinery is deplorable. The Bank of England was nev« 
controlling the exchange Dperations .even in times of this dire
~onomicemergency The heads Df the fo.reign exchange-

. departments of the· Big Fjve are performing this duty a.nd 
beYDnd the appeal to patrio.tism of the British publio not ~ 
depreciate the pound sterling no interference with the day-to.. 
day administratio.n, of the ,exchange bankin,g machinery, h .... 
bpen brought about. " 

Fifthly, the necessity of publishmg with utmDst po86ible 
expedition the figures Df the aaJa of sterlin,g and the detaiIJ OJ 
the adequate machinery which has enabled the Indian Govern-, 
ment to. secure ~he supptlrt of His Majeety'a Government for 
securing flterling resDurces hall. t~ be ,realised. . There is indeed 
Dne dan,ger whiCh the pu~licity Df this arran,gemeut might bring 
about., The depletion' of the sterling credit resourcell will 

, 1, See Mr. Macdonald'. EvUleftureferred to in Mr. Manu Subcdar'. Min«it] 
Report-o-C.B. Enquiry 'Committee Report, p.284. 
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accentuate the difficulties but as psychological or speculative 
factors are removed by exchange control it will provide a 
natural limit to their influence. 

Sixthly, the additional bounty which depreciated sterling 
,would confer on Brit'ish exports would be of little a vruI 80 far as 
,the Indian market is concerned. The manner in which, it has 
,been secured has alienated the sympathies of all well-mean-
ing citizens. The continuance of strained fef\lings arising out 

, of domel;ltic llOlitical situation WOuld be a gra. ve handicap. The 
fixed wage-earning class and the salaried people who generally 
consume the British manufactured goods are already feeling the 
pinch as a result of the depreciation (if the internal valUe of the 

'rupee. They would fain be able to increase their demand for 
,either th~importedRritishgoodsortho'Se ofother gold standard 
countries. The future budgetary position of the Government of 
India would become rather grave in spite of present-day balanc
illg meaSures.. This would entail further taxation which would 
;restrict the ability of the Indian consumers to purchSlse foreign 
goods. ' , 

Seventhly, the additional bounty which depreciated rupee 
gives to the Indian exporters in the matter of transactions with 
gold standard countries has been grossly exaggerated. Because 
'6 per cent. of Our trade is with gold standard' countries 
this temporary stimulus would be secured. India exports most
ly the raw material .. of commerce and agricultural staples. 
These have boon unfortunately overproduced in 'most 
countries of the world. Indian wheat can find no world 
market. Rice can find no Eastern markets till an export credits 
ficheme or some other device will enable China and the Eastern 
markets to demand it. Indian cotton will find it difficult to 
secure a market in face of the huge output of the U. S. A. cotton, 
part of which was ba.rteredfor 80 much coffee of Brazil. 'So an 
immediate improvement~fexport trade except in' the case 
of those goods where India has a' quaai-monopoliatic control 
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c&nnufi be expected. TalqDg, jute which can' be reckowd 
,under t~ ca.tegory, the dema.nd for it woulcl be 81a.c" till th& 
present overstocking of the foreign market. diaappea .... AnaU. 
round l'timulus to external trade can hardly be expected when 
t,hEi' fOr~gn 'consutnb'rillaek tbe efIecti.e demand for oUt gOods. 
1:ni!ernalcom.modit:fpricesha.e mena.Iready at t. result of th& 
I depreCiation of the 'rilpee but permanent ('&8i81' export trade 
conditions ca.nnot eriauEi ~t of this step. A depreciated fupe& 

mea.ns "the real vaIn-*, of salaries, wages, interest pa;vment. 
and debts will all be reduced". It is not national butc1&. 
proliperity-that is 'ensUing out bf thiB step. Tluite' 'CAn be 'no 

'real national wealth' arising Ontof it;: 

Nextly,'theartificial support ofthesterling rope') ~tthehigh 
level' ofl8d. is to give scope 'to transfer of th" sterling invest
:m~nts rila.de in thecount~without any possible loss'which 
, might, a.rise were &terling to fa.Il to a. lower figure. It is the 
hOlders, d sterlihgthat ought to have borne the e:tchatige 10801. 

E'qliity denia.tids t'ha.t':th~richinvestor should bear an' riab 
att~dant' on the traIlsl'er ~l repaid capital and h~terest hut it 
is being thrust on the poorly equipped borrowers. India'a 
fina.ncial independen,ce would mea.n nO longet preferential con
ditions to external investoril. But mere safety is not however 
endangered thereby. 

Ninthly, the flight 01' gold And capital from the country 
would take place to countries whfll'e political, social and c~ 
conditions are more .""ure .• nd iree fromAtt~dant riaka of 
currency deprOOiatien And political uncertainty. .A continued 
retrogression of the rupee would mean a further stimulus forth. 
flight of capital. 'The expo~ of gold is taking place mainly iD 
ordao to ta.ke advantage of the insiatent demand in Europ8au 
aud EngliSh markets.. So long &8 the price of gold is bet,ow 
dolla.r pa.rltytbis move.ment will continue. AnembargoODgold 
and the ACquisition of -gold ~ the import point. of sterling
rupee e~ha.nge, viz., lB.-GUd. by',tl1e expanding of cUIT8JlCJ 
'1VOllld~ two birds At one .shot. ,The gold resources would 
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npand and internal prioee wouldha va the needed fillip. But 
the maintenance of high exchange value for the rupee would 
become impossible under such conditioIlP . 

. Ag&in the British Government'. financial support to enabl& 
it to discharge the India Government'. ratio obligations stand 
UIlI'e8Cinded. But in view of it. own inability to eooure 811b· 
stantial credits from abroad the promise of a weak borrower ·ss 
rarely a convincing and reassuring one. But these long.term 
credits could a.tthe same time he arranged by a financial mis
sion sent to New York and the linking of the rupee to golda~ 
the present. clay ratio of lB. 6d. gold, would n,ean the con
tinlJance of the 8tatW quo. The possibility of paying sterling 
obligatioIlP indirectly through the dollar credits would add to 
the emba1'l'8.ll8ment of the sterling situation. Further depre. 
ciation of aterU,ng would ensue as a result of India's efforts 
to pay sterling indebtedness through the gold markets. 

Again, this episode of linking the rupee to the sterling clear· 
ly shows that the stability of the rupee sterling exchange is th& 
only dominant consideration of the Government of India. It 
does not appear as a custodian of the general public interests 
whenitundertakeetosupplythemschinery which would enabl& 
the merchants or remitters to cover their risks. The Exchang& 
BAnks are the instruments whoee intitn&te touch with 
trade will enable them to phoulder this risk . 

. The next point Of criticism against the new Ordinance is 
the promise to give gold also or sterling provided the amount 
demanded is through the scheduled bank for the minimUDL 
amount and satisfies the regulatory authority that it is a Ixma 
foU demand for exportation purposes in lieu of discharge of 
past coutractual obligatioDIJ or for definite domestic purpose 
requirements of the remittera. It is one-sided stability that is. 
now being enforced as a result of the Ordinance. It is the 

'1'evel'll8 draft at lB. 5 tel. that is avanable. Domestic 
. C1lJ'renC1 is not ! beingteleased even at h. Gand 3/HW. ater~ 
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ratio. The muw to take 'gold and relea.lle currency at thil 
bnport point means 'that the par points 8r& 'not fuD, 
-operative. 1 ' 

CAN WE INTERNATIOlutrsE TBB GoLD 'STANDABD f 

If the energy of Great Britain were to ~ructif1 in the for. 
mation of an a~. World Conference for atabilisipg the potIition 
-of gold and bring about a satisfactory adjustment of gold hold
ings good cometh olit of evil. It. must be a public international 
.conference a.t which the respective 'Claim. of Central Ba~ to 
.increaset;he gold reserve would be examined by a. body of 
-experts. But we must not commit the miatake of going to the 
unrestricted gold ata,ndard suddenly or too soon nor enforce a.n 
overvalued rupee and an onerous exchange ratio., Unlesa and 

;until the world economic crisis were to beefIectively tackled 
there would be no possibility in attaining stable trade and 
exchange conditions. Retoort to the post.war gold atalldard 
'Would only mean the prospects of early suspension. 'Without 
, interIiaJ monetary use of gold a scientific gold atandard involv. 
ing intelligent management ca.n be made to work. 

WBA.T 011 TBBUwEDIATB F17TUBB 7 

If the a.bove findingS clearly indicate that Go reatoration of 
the international gold sta.ndard Can take p1a.ce in the remote 
future alone what has India to do' in the meantime 'I Till the 
~xpir'y of the Ordinance yeriod the rupee atands linked ~ the 
.sterling. But at the end of this period the rUpee should be 
:declaredan independent culTency neither linked to aterl~rlgrior 
the gold wh08efuture is on the laps of gods alone. Before 
discussing the r~tio at which it ought to' be li~ed if the, Wer. 
,national gold standard were to be adopted the consequences of 
the adoption of an ind~pendent ru~' i¢a,ndard have to be 
'~nderstood. An indePendent rupee carefully regtuated would 

" 1 $ince these ~: I~erc written the C~ernment have;,been purchawB 
-.terlinBet 1 .. 6 and3/16d. Henccadcfa~tQltabiJit1ofth~ ruJleA1~lo be hac.I !It 
lIretent. 
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not cause·any embarralll'D>.ent to the gold reserves of the-, 
country. The Finance Member's argument that .. if the Rupett 
was not linked to sterling the difficulties of India. Government. 
to raise money abroad would be almost insuperable" needs 
refutat.ion. He is repea.ting afresh the old argument of the 
BritiBh capitamta who wanted steady sterling-rupee exchange 
in the days of the past ni~etiel!. The ability to raisecredita. 
abroad depends upon the financial ability of the Government. 
A financially 'unstable Government like Australia's was refused 
a loan either in America or England t.hough it was on the
gold tltanda.rd. If the Government of India were to follow the 
proverbial rake's progress it is not externeJ credits eJone that. 
would be denied but even the more thoughtful of the domestiC} 
creditors would think h'ice in granting the needed resources. 
Granted that America does not play fairly the game of a 
creditor an appeal to the newly started Bank of International 
Settlements 1 will have to he made through the C. R. Bank. 

Under an independ(lnt rupee standard India will not find it. 
difficult to raise the nooellsary sterling le&ources to pay the an· , 
nual 32 mil. liability and payoff any other Ina.turing sterling-' 
loan obliga.tions of the Government. It is almost a t.ruism to
assert that a country should have command over other
oountries' currencies with which it trades. Although India, 
has trading relations with most of the important countries ot 
the world she needs command over four major currencies in' 
order to diSCharge her obligations. Hterling, th6 dollar. the guil-; 
der and the yen are the important currencies needed by this 
country. The sterling requirements of India predominate ovel" 
other currency requirements. It is the realisation of this fact 
that makes the people say that sterling requirements ought 
to be secured at a fixed and stable ratio in terms of the rupee. 
A stable sterling value of the rupee does not mean that sterling 
values of other countries' currencies Can be stabilised. The 

1 &. Dr. O. W. Sprague', pipet ... The Working of the Cole! Standard ". ' . 
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-trade with g?ld standard: countri9 'frould be dillflurbecl OB 

-account. of the fluc1!uating value' of the aterlingin th8118 
<CUl'l'eDciea. 

Granted that linking with sterling in normal timetl when 
-starling is eq~valent to gold is an advantage, it dOt'S not follow 
ii4at the rupee oughh to be linked to inconvertible sterling. 
Eyen a. rat deserts a. sinking ship almost instinctively. If it 
were mere disassociation with gold that is the main wea'kne6lt of 
-sterling there is nothing inherentiy defective in such .. position. 
But there is no defi,nite a66ur~~ce that the sterling wiD not; 

iollowthe ~th of the fr&nc of 1921.i92$ or that of the mark of 
1921·1925. Were the. Labour Government to be returned to 
power and were they to persist in the policy of adding outIa.ys 
.of unproductivecbara.cter in spite Of deficit budgets a.nd 
cthreaten to carry outcla.sslegislation,therewould be no knowing 
wlt,re the .pound steJ"ling would be standing. Its future ~ un
,cerhaina& there js impa,hment of confidence a.aa. result, 0(. th~ 
aJ>aence of ecOJ;lop,ly in Brit~'8 national expenditure..,1 A.lI.. 
inc,oll,vertible curreJ;lcy like .the" paper pound sterling can be. 
;q.sily subjected. to t~e iJl1iuence oftha petty! national. 
~liticians. It is au elementa,ry economic truth which BaYS 
ct~t .an inflated ClllTency would be ~ entirely. v~ueleBll a.nd. 
afraid of .furtherta.xation measures tM political party in .pm.veJ: 
1J!igh,t bring 8,lx"ut perpetuaJ. interference. with . dOJDellf.i.Q 

.cu.r.rency values. Unlossa.nd until this.,&I\SUl"&Dco. is~ given. 
ctb.I!o~, DA ~nflation.ary influence will be exerted on pa.per curreo.~ 
oj .th~ Gpv~rnment of. India. ought. not. to have a~ to link 
ct~~: J,11pe6. with. .thll fluctuating sterlil;l", 

. . 
1 ~. Sir. George- May ~ttee Re~, Thi. __ 0\11 ~_,. ~ 

oCsplains the National Crisis in England. It pointa qui ~ U1'geDt D«'eSIity of Lalanc;iq. 
~he budget .nd making it or smaHer d~ than before. 1M ceatw wfthb 
fund of the Nation must increa. beiore natioul IOlvenq will __ .. 
accOlllpIiIW Iaca. ' 
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IJrf)!A Nf>T A ,MERE DEBTOR COUNTRY BUT A DEBTOB-CaEDITOB. 

COUNTllY. 

Too much ca.pital is being made by the advOcates bf 
exchange stabilisation policy of the fact that india it' a debtor
country. Correctly speaking, India at present is on the debtor. 
creditor ba.sis. The Memorandum en the Balancea of Payments. 
point. out that no net clAims are being built by India 'on the
other oountries of the world. If it 'Were a. real creditor country 
t he net claims it .builds un other oountries would be increafling. 
When 80S a Whole we find overselves in a transition stage all,it 
were, this insistence that sterling and sterling alone will help' 
ill! ill mee.ningl8118. 

We can maintain an economical and ()fficient internal 
currency which is at the same time suited to the requirements 
of the people. Its external value would depend not only on its. 
internal value but in times of international instability in foreign 
currencies the Changing vaiue of foreign currenciel' would have 
its own repercussion on t,he value of the domestic currency. 
The domestic banking system should be able to understand the 
influences and facilifate the matter of transition frolD. the 
debtor to the creditor fltatus. 

THE IMMEDIATE ISSUE. 

India's main trou ble as in the case d. most other countries 
lies in the greater fall of agricultural prices tha~ that of the
manufactured commodities used, by it. This problem ca.n be 
attacked' in two wayS. Either the pr:cefl of manufactured 
commodities can be pushed down or the prices of agricultural 
staples have to hE> raised. As periods of slowly rising prices 
secure economic relief to almost all sections of society it is this 
ideal that is being advocated as a desirable remedy in all 
countries. A modest watering and not an inflationary iasue of 
Currency would be required to bring about such a rise in 
commodity pricea. 
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The recent very considerabledevelopmentll of the heaTY 
genera~ tariff that are being brought about would not faU to 
produce a rise in the normal rate of exchange. The currency 

" authori~ies sh~uld pay heed tQ these changes in the taria while 
fixing the rate ~f exchange iq the near future. ' 

It is an immediate riPe in prices t.hat is needed rather than 
" ,the securing of the ideal exchange rate of pr8-w&rtimes without 
u,ny risG in prices. A modest rise in prices and 6 sta.bilisation 
.of the internal level of prices attbat point is the crying need of 
the hour. While allowing eichanges to go hang, the attention 

, oIthe Government can be concentrated on the sta.bility of the 
internal prices so long &1'1 intel"IlRtional price. tend to be 
unstable. This policy oUght to be our aim as soon 80S the 
present Ordinance expires: Itisthelev,)lofprjce8iha,~ matters 
and not exchange rates~ Linked n&ither to gold not sterling 
the rupee can be made to po_ & stable internal value a. it 
did during 1919~1921 pAriod so that the entire business interest. 
of the country stand to gain 011t of this step: This policy of 
internal price stability :would help us in the contingency of the 
'sterling becoming stable for it wiIlS8CUl'P & stable ratio for the 
rupee in terms of sterling. 

Is AMERICA BEDISTRmUTING GOLD? 

The period of redistribution of American gold stock which 
was impeded by the Stock market boom of 1927·29 seems to 

4 , 

'have commenced a.fresh. American gold is being shipped to 
. France, Switzerland and Holla.nd. The shortage, of gold in 
other countries can be directly attacked and the economic 
allegiance of these countries to the gold bullion standard can be 
secured th~reby. India. should be represented at the World 
Economic Conference which would diSCU88 the future of the 
international gold bullion Rtandard. On the solemn and dis
tinct promise of not using the gold stock for gold currency we 
should secure American or French gold and,help the broaden
ing of the international gold bulJion standard. But nothing 
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would be more important than to suppress the inborn predi
lections of the people for imports of precious metals and for un
productive hoarding in the jewellery form. 

If America and France were to refuse to part with their 
gold stocks the idea of the Bank of InternationaJ Settlements 
managing the gold reserves of the world in such a way as to 
maintain reasonable stability in the international price-level 
maY"8.nd should be exploited. 

But if this suggestion is not feasible there would be th& 
truimph of the anti-metallist ideal, i.e., ma.na.ged currency with 
the spooiaJ object of maximising stability of prices and exchanges 
at a minimum soc'iaI cost. By pursuing the domestic policy 
of internal price stabilisation during these days India can 
blaze the trail of general monetary policy and reConstruction. 

i\. POSSIBLE CONTINGENCY_ 

As soon as aterling rises to its gold parity, for every one in 
England who ha.s studied the Macmillan Report is convinced of 
the futility of devaluating sterling as a remedy to the present 
crisis, attempts will be made to stabilise the rupee in terms of 
sterling which has reached parity with gold_ The present-day 
sterling exchange standard ushered in by the Ordinance wonld 
give way for the de jure gold bullion standard which however 
would be worked in the manner in which a de facto gold ex
change standard would be working_ The legal fiction of gold 
standard would again be apun but in administrative practice it 
would tend to degenerate to that of a gold eXChange standard_ 
Unless and until it is a form of the improved gold exchange 
standard almost coming up to the "ideal gold exchange 
standard" of the economist's conception, the Indian public 
should emphatically protest against its adoption_ It should be" 
the duty of the Currency League to educate the public by issu
ing sma.llle8.flets on the different standards- their merits and 
demerits and their suitability to this country. The working of 
the improved gold exchsnge standard would bring about the 
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41xpAllding 01, the c~noy of the g()}d~oMnge ~ring coun.. 
try and tenet to cont~ the cU~lWy of the C)t~ oountry.' 
)Jut as the Hilton ~oung CommUision ha.8. wiaely ata.ted. the 
lndian public cannot find the gold exchange standard mechan
iStn easy to understand (l.nd simple to operate. I It doell not 
iIOOUre the internal convertibility of the token currency into 
metaJIio gold, Any future currency system 'or this oountry 
must give thm right and must be worked on this definite under. 
standing, The real gold ballion standard gives this right '''nd, 
alii Dr. L. J. A. Trip admit .. the gold \mllion · standard aystem 
hall met, no criticilan.-

Row CAN INDu, AqIlEVE piE R~L GOLD BULLI01f STUDABP 

SYSTEM! 

Thia caulle dq~e by starting,the Central Reserve Bank. 
'This C. R. Bank should be provided with the necessary foreign 
-exchange a.sqets in sterling, dollars, guild8l'll and yen and a gold 
Te6erve toco:ver its notea and sight lia. bilitiea. With t~e return 
.of more settled conditions in the international money market. 
than are existing at prell8nt the exchange should be stabilised 
at round about the normal level at which it stands at the inaugu
ratiou of theC. R. Bonkandthecoll&etion of the proceedt of 
theexterna.lloan. As a low exchange would have an adverse 
.effect on our external debt the. monetary expert. should be 
ca.reful in fixing the exchange value pi. the rupee. But it ought 
to be <,lone on thebasiaofrate discovered to be normal ... a 
teSult of a.llowing it to m.ove freely np and down for some 
<:onsiderable length of tizJ1e. 

A NEW MOJl'BTARY PBAsB. 

The Indian m.onetary system 'would then be entering 
another phall8 of its career. Confidence in the future of India. 

1 See the pdpef entitled .t The Reform of the Cold Exbaup Stuclard." 
Select Documents of the Cold Delegation Committee or the 1.. or N • 

• Se~ Hilton-Y GUlli Commi .. ion Repon. pp. 24-32-
• s~ Dr. L J. A. Trip. Pa,.. eatdled .. n. functionin, or the CoLI 

StucJ.rd. ... 
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'Would largely depend on the belief both in India and out.!lide' 
in the stability and effioioncy of the moneta.ry system. Many
people are not aware that the Indian Government cannot a.r
range any externaJ loan without the sa.nction of the British 
ParliAment. Genuine efforts shOuld be made fo induce ihe 
British Parliament to grant us this power. With an assured 
budgetary eqUilibrium and an unproductive debt which is very 
-small t~re is no reason why America.n financiers would fight 
shy of fillcl.Ilcing us. If the loan proceeds were not to be locked 
up in barren gold currency units there ca.n be no economio 
reason for the refusa.l. 

Attempts should be made to garner more gold resources 
lor an efficient working of the gold bullion st"andard by the 
-C. R. Banking maChinery which needs at least 80 to 100 ma. 
'Worth of gold. 

Armed with the necessary resources the C. R. Bank can, by 
the pursuit of the well-known foreign exchange methods secure 
the stability of the externa.l value of the domestic currency. 
The salell a.nd purchases of both the domestic currency and 
foreign currency, the perfection of the forward exchange ma.rket 
and the varying of the buying price of gold would enable it to 
steady and regulate the externaJ or the exchange value of the 
rupee. There would be no fa.ilure on its part to stabilise the 
normal Jate of exchange which ultimately depends on the 
Jelative price-levels of the countries. 

CONCLUSION. 

The logical outcome of above trend of re&IIoning would 
.compel One to admit that stabilisation of exchange at any level 
of sterling exchange or gold eXChange would be premature when 
there is no prospect of relative sta.bility in international prices. 
Relative instability of international prices, viz., rising prices 
in agricultural countries and fa.lling prices in the gold standard 
countries, would mark the course of our economic events. If 
a conjoint effort is made to secure rising world prices and avoid 
all rapid fluctuations altogether the trme would arrive when 
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we can no longer allow· exchALnge ~o take ita own COUI'88. 

But the very adoption of the i~ternationa.l gold bullion Standard 
form by this country will give the 8U~stantia1 measure of re
lative sta.bility of prices and excha.nges B!nd a close correspon
dence of local currency policy with that of the rest of the world. 
Interna.tional prices, internal prices, and exchange rates will. 
aU be under control. India would hav~. to wait for this day of 
interna.tionalising of the gold bullion. standard pursuing during 
the interregnum a policy of masterly inactivity in the direction 
of securing practical atability of exchange. Let exchanges ~ 
used as the shock-a.bsorber. Let us not, ignore the possibility 
of ra.i~ the internationaJ price-level by the united efforts of 
all cOUntries_ Let· us consumma.te our best energies in bring
i~ about a. modest rise in the present-day world prices. 



APPENDIX II(A). 

The advantages of linking the rupee to inconvertible stel 
ling at lB. 6d. ratio areas follows:-

1. There would be an exchange bounty on Indian exports 
to other gold stan4ard couutries. As India's trade is more with 

. gold standard countries than England there is a. temporary 
.1!t.imulus at least 80S a result of this exchange)ounty on Indian 
·exports to these countriefl. 

2. The Government of India. will not lose anything in the 
pa.yment of sterling obligatIOns. If a fall in the rupee
.sterling exchange value would take place it would increase the 
amount of rupees to be laid aside to pay the .sterling 
obligations. Without stable sterling-rupee excha~ the 
Indian budget would become a gamble in exchange. 

3. Without linking to sterling tho gold value cJ the nlpee 
·would fa.ll to a very great extent. 

4. The Indian market is secured to British exports: as 
:against the com petition of manufactures of the gold sta.ndar~ 

countries. This tantamounts to giving Imperial Preference 
by back door methods. 

5. An element of uncertainty in the trading relations 
'With England which amounts to twenty. five per cent. of our 
total trade would be removed: The remitters also stand to 
.gain by stable rupee-sterling exchange at 18. 6d. 

6. The'rupeewill depreciate, i e., the internal value olthe 
l'Upes falls, t'iz" prices of commodities will be rising. 

7. The frantic attempts on the part of the Government 
to support lao 6d. gold value for the rupee would cease, 

The disadvantages have to be considered- . 
1. Indian import trade with gold standard countries 

beoomes impeded. As goods pay for goods the Indian exports 
'W~ become uaimately restricted. 
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2. The changing of the currency atanda.rd is & violent. 
breach of national faith. The gold atandard countriet are
justified in considering ltliiB lItep '1108 'the betrayal of national. 
trust. 

3. This gives a.n 8XoUllentJ IOpportunity to aecu1'8 loug. 
term creditaa.nd pay off ster1ingobligati~ns out of the funda for
sterling hall becoml? depreciated in t,erma of gold. This 4lottempt 
to payoff sterling dehts, as the result of concerted action would
tend to depreciate sterling further. ,The real sacrifice to pay' 
external 'debts would still have to be made by this count~a-

4. Tbere would be the Bight of ce.pital for there i.1ack or 
confidence in the rupee and the Indian moneta.ryayatem. 

5. It is a. sad ~ista.ke to maintalnthe atandard of valu .. 
with the incidentDl a.nd varying circumstances of excha.nge. 

6. Unless an embargo on gold is placed India would be· 
drained of all its gold stocks. 

7. It places India at the mercy of currency and credit 
changes in E~la.nd. This monetary 8Ubord~tjon to the' 
foreign centre turna out to be'mispls.ced reliance in the long, 
run a.a soon 80ft sterling depreciates further a.nd further. 

Although the advantages of linking the rupee to sterling
have been widely discussed much emphasis haS not been laid 
on the consequences resulting out of linking the rupee to gold. 

1. Tra.de with gold standard countries would not becom .. 
ha.ndicapped if the rupee'. gold value does not become altered. 
No uncertaintiell in trade matt~rs with these gold standard 
countries would arise. 

2. The rupee might not depreciate i,n terms of gold if 
left to itself. It is'inability to discbarge gold obligations 
that might bring about this contingeney. But there ia not. 
much need for great credit amounts to payoff the gold obli
gations. 
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3. UnlOll8.a. solid link to gold metal is est&. blished tha 
Indian public will have no faith in the currency standard by 
whatever name it goes in academic dillCussions. There is 
nothing sO .dangerous as lack of confidence in the currency 
standard. The flight from the rupee would take place when 
the people think tha.t the rupee is doomed . 

. 4. If the gold rupee were to rise in terms of sterling there 
would be eXChange gain. 'Sterling obliga.tions can b6 paid with 
lesser number of gold ruJl8e8. . 

5. Remitters also stand to gain if the gold rupee were to 
appreciate in tenns of sterling. ' 

6. When sterling rises to· its gold parity the rupee
sterling exchange can 'be 6ta~ilisedonce again. 

7.Stabie exchange between England and Indiadoos not 
mean stable international commerce for India trades with the 
other countries of the world. 

The disadvantageS of linking with gold would be as follows: 
1. Inability to discharge gold obligations will tend to de

preciate the gold· value of the rupee. . . 

2. If there were to be no immediate depreciation of the 
rupee the exchange bounty to Indian exporters will disappear. 

3. Prices of commodities woUld nothave'arisen if the 
,talu, quo had been maintained by linking the 'rn pee to gold at 
the present 'ratio of lB. 6d. gold. 

. ' . I 
4. If I,. 6d. gold value for the rupee could not be main. 

tained during 1929·30 it means that the rupee's real, 'gold value 
is high and has to be depreciated. ' 

5. There would be the draining away of the Iaat ounce of 
gold from India if it were to bol ster up an onerous ratio oU,. 6d. 
gold for the rupee. 

, 6. The Imperial Preference to ·the British exporters will 
still enat In this case for the sterling stands depreciated in terms 
of gold. Exchange dumping from England would still.exist. 

6 
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7. India. would ha.ve no credit if the rupee is not linked 
to)terling. 

If exchange were allowed to go a.drift, i.e., if the rupee is 
neither linked to gold nor sterling there would be the possible 
advantages and disadvantages a.rising out of this step. 

Advantages wo;uld be as follows :-
1. The dangers of tying ourselves to inconvertible ster

ling currency would be removed. It would fall or rise to the 
normal level and get steadied a.ccording to the relative price
levels of the trading countries. 

2. Exporters and importers would attempt to shift the 
risk of fluctuating exchange levels to exchange dealers who 
will ma.ke a genuine attempt to balance the gains and losses. 
Forward contracts with Exchange Banks can eliminate these 
risks. 

3. StabJityof exchange isan international task and when 
80 ma.ny countries are off the gold standard an era of un
stable currencies and a wilderness of eXChange rates would 
ensue. Our exchange stability would become impossible under 
such economic conditions. 

4. There might be no frittering away of resouroes. What 
might be lost in maintaining the gold value for the rup~ 
might be oompeBRa.ted out of the gain arising in the direction of 
maintaining the rupee-sterling exchange. 

5. Trade can flourish even in days of exchange instability 
as it did in 1872-1892 and 1921-1925. 

6. It would be free from the Charge of officia.l manipula
tion of internal prices for the maintenance of an impossible ratio 
of exchange. 

7. A policy of relatively stable internal prices giving 
uniform purchasing power for aJl classes Can be pursued and 
exchange allowed to follow its own course. 
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The disadvant&ges are as follows: 

1. Currency experta, realising the tendency of gold out. 
'Put to be amaller t,han world's monetary requirements have 
been foresb.a.dowing a fa.ll in prices. Under this contingency 
the ma.mtenance of Is. 6d. gold value for the rupee would be 
impoasible. Sir Ba.ail BIa.ckett's gamble in rising prices proved 
a failure. Devaluation is inevitable. Thia policy of exchange 
instability arising under this contingency would add to the 
trOll bloua situa.tion. 

2. Present business distul'lJance a.nd economic depres 
sion would be heightened by exchange instability. 

3. It would be enlightened selfishness and not mere phil. 
anthropy even towards England if we fa.il to accept the ver. 
dict of the Secretary of State in linking the rupee to sterling. 

4. It will not check the flight of capital but nothing can 
check this tendency for ca.pita.llike wa.ter tends to find ita own 
level. 

5. There is a sterling loan ma.turing in January 1982. 
It would be imposaible to pay this without the necessary 
external credit or supply of gold credits. 

B. RAMACHANDRA RAU. 
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APPENDIX UI 
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. SOME . SALIENX; L:ESSO~S 'FRoM. l'HE , 
FOREIGN BANKING, SYSTEMS' AND THEIR 

APPLICAl'ION TO INDIA' PROPER.· 

SUMMARY. 
. . ' .1. t, i •. ,: ,- _.r • 

In this essay a.re set forth some of the salient lessons that 
. . '. . . ~ j.... ;" - j : > 

this country can hope to leam 'from some recent happenings 
In 'the foreign b8.nking systeD1S. mth' ilie' problem of sta.rt
Ing ihe Central Reserve' Bank in the foreground of the ba.nldng 
reconstruction pla.n~ ce~ta.in' other .lessODswhlcih 'ought to be 
'borne in lnind are pointed out~ There can~ . nc:) overhauHng 
of the b&nking ~tructure without the creation' of the Central 
Reserve Bank. An elastic system of rural credit and proper 
8pecialisation in'the field ofcreditmu&t besomeoi the im
portant' aims of the ba~ reforbier who seeks to overhaul 
the banking structUre. A banking systeDlWithout the C. R. 
Bank is like Ha.m1et witho~t the ghost. But an erroneou 
start in the organisation or the worldng of the credit policy 
or the aims of the C. R. Bank would taint and pervert the 
whole of the banking system. The difficultJ.es in ita path 
~uet be overcome by skilful banking practice and it will not 
take a long tiine to appreciate the ueefulaess of the C. R. Bank. 
Ita immediate achievementa might not be very tempting and 
Ita immediate success mlght not be assured. but by patience 
and perseverance alone can the Reserve Bank evolve into • 
useful organisation, as safe and ste&dy as the Bank of England 
itself. and maintain the currency and finance of our country 
In a 8tate of 8tability • 

.. Apllper .u~"ed 10 the Indian Ec.suomicConfer __ hlaiaw .. pub
liahed III the Intl_ /.:dtttII 0/ ~ J8117. 1931. 
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Tall CoNN OrATION OJ' TUB fiRM: II BANK," 

Surveying ba.nkiug institutions from Ja.pan to Engla.nd. 
we discover that banking busines9 is not the same everywh~re 
nor is it so ata.tic and fixed as some of the' observers of the 
banking systems are apt to consider. Bankingbusint'ss is 
()f slow evolutionary growth. While the word II Bank" has 
rect'ived a.u extensive and "ide connotation on the European 
Continent and J apa.n, the modern English Ba.nkers still pin 
their faith to the eonservative and old·fashioned idea tha.t 
.. banks should provic1e money a.nd not capital." This, at 
any rate, is the bounden duty of the commerciaJ.. banks. But 
.a society requires other types of banking institutions to Com· 
plete the financial. machinery which its manifold activitit'S 
req uire. Until now Indian banks ha.ve been sla.vishly follow· 
ing the English Banker's conception of his duty. Nothing 
is more important th!lon to fill the ga.p in the monetary field 
.ari.ung out of the banks confining. themselvcs to commercial 
banking alone. l Flther lit change in the conct'ption or an 
·exteruJon of the connotation of the ';'ord II Bank" is t'88ential. 
Mere extension of the duties of the commercial ba.nk without 
·due precautions is da.ngerous. Some of the co-operative 
-credit societies who have combined the granting of long~term 

loans along with short:term loans have foun~ out. much to 
thElir chagrin that the cultivators required long. term loans 
.alone,even for bona fide short-term needS. When the 
mentality of the Indian borrower is such, it is inadvisable to 
.allow one and the same credit institution to perform .bot·h the 
purposes, viz .. the provision of loans for short asweUas long
-term purposes, however cautioUllly it might propose to 

.' . 

1 Specialisation hal extended 10 far in the U.S.A. Ihat we meet with banh 
'Started 1"lely for 6naneine certain industries alone. Quite _tly the Continental 
lbnk of New York decided to increase ita capital and 6nanee the "lOker·. reqwre
.menta and thus pave the way towarda ltabiliainl call money ratca and the collateral 
101" mukct ratea. About 3S0 atock exchanlC and curb ho_ holel the .tock 
_d lb. ~iredon are all representaliy. of the l.roktralC 110_. 
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conduct theSe oped,tiorla.An elastic rural ~redit .ystem both 
for sho~t 88 well 88 intermediate and long.\erm: purposes 
would be essential to complete oUr, banking structure. 
Every banking system. including the English ba.nJdngsyst.em, 
h88 now .madesY8t-ematic provisioo for ,elaborate long.term 
provision of capit8J. to agriculture and . Industries. India, 
being predC?minantly an agricultural 'coUntry. cannot afford to 
postpone the adoption ~f this essen:tial and useful feature. 

• 'I 

Excepting Ca.nada. where a Central Bank of Issue dOtlIJ no~ 
exist.-an importa.at'banking systems have .. eentral Bank of 
Issue . ac~ 88 the gaide; friend and pbilosopher of credit lDati· 
tutioris~ Whether designed as a pure Central Bank or a.liowed 
to ~tas.. Conunercial·oum.Central Bank. the main dutie. of 
the Central Bank are to gather a big monetary pool, pur.u~ 
'resolute monetary control and bring aboot expanaion and 
contraction of credit so: as to· maintain healthy conditiona 
conducive:fiO the prosperity'of that,raders and the' 'general 
'public. 'Admii-ably fitting itself into the gold .tandard mone
'tary organisation it controls the «old movements Into and out 
of 'the countrY '&nd protects the gold standard 'ly8teJnfrom 
the' evil influences arising out of a gold emus or influx. ' 

,So far 88 ~he genefal features of these (klltr~ Bank8 u-e 
cOo.!l.erned t~y are the depository. of the reser~es qf,the other 
banks 'and the ~eserves 'of. the, Government. They, .are 

,Qustodians.of .the ,national gold .8toc.~. and . the supervisOry 
monetary, po~cy:,is' greatly facilitated ,b.l, this watch .and w~d 
over the,entir~; goldr~9urc:~_ot!h~_J!&tjon. Acting as the 

. (}ovet:nment Banks they m~n&gl' ~he. 'pub1i~ debt, make dis· 
" bursem.ents on behaif of the Go-.:ernment and lend ~y to 
'1t within limite· laid down by tn" legisIaturea of tllose COWl

. tri~.; :,~e~' ~i.mr,g~, .!>! .. t~~~ ~~ties' .confers·. r~~ , and 
undoubtedl,.. ad.<W ~ to~,tJ!,~1 ear,ning ,capaoi~x ..... '''1' .~ <." ' .. 
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, A sUrvey of their actual operations would enable one to 
TeaIise that there are three types of Cent.ral Banks. The 
'Continental type as typified by pre.war German and ])-ench 
Central Banks which conducted private business in oompeti. 
tion with the commercia.l ba.nks. Both the Reichsbank and 
the Bank of France performed these banking operations in 
,several places and they acted as, banks of deposit, discount 
.and issue to the general public as well as the banking institu· 
tions; 

Opposed to the above mb:ed type of Central Bank stand 
the modern Federal Reserve Banking System and other Central 
Ba.nks createda.fter its model The pure Centra.1 Banks as 
they are often designated regulate credit and currency a.nd 
l'ediscount for member banks alone a.nd do nothing else. 
'They have business deaJingswith th~ Central Banks of other 
·countries. ' 

Midway between the two types stands the, Bank of 
England. 'It regula.tes credit and currency and mobilises the 
na.tional' gold stock hl its hands. It has important private 
ltusiness of its own not only with the Central Banks of other 
countries but with the general ,public, the' Government and 
the commercial baDks. Through the bill· brokers it carries 
-on its expansive and contractive side' of its operations. Its 
open market sales and pUrchases of securit.ies make the bank 
.rate effective, All these. types of Central Banks have one 
.comprehensive programme of social utility and they propose 
to achiev~, this . by ,alteI;ing the discount rate a.nd trying to 
-exercise through it, certain amount of influence on .the price .. 
level and the stabilisation of. the:business life of the country. 
Discarding the old gold basis as the sole regulator of their 
discount ~ateB they, a.J:"e using varied economic da.ta to 
regulate their credit policy and this new orientation of their 
.credit policy is such that it forces even the pure Central Banks 
to enter the money market and by means of their .. open 
market operations," i.e., by buying and selling IIflCurties they 
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attempt to establish a close touch with the country's credit 
conditions and secure effectlrecontrol of the money market. 
Almost aJl the Central Banks realise that they are not If mere 
diVidend-paying machines, but nobler and higherinstrwnenta 
endowed With altruiStio motives whlch inspire them to perform, 
the sacred task of regulating credit andcurrenoy and manag
ing the gold standard in the wider interests of the country." 
:rhe a.in1 of earning dividends for the shareholders baa every
where been su~rdinated. As Governor Strong of the F. R. 
Ba.nk of New ¥or)tsays, ",Earnings a.re not an influence in 
fixing the -credit policy'" of ,the"F. R, 'Banks. Such an 
enlighten~(ndoa.l governs the actio~ of, the different Central 
Banks., ,';l'hough, Comme~cial-cwn-Central Ba~ng is 
pursued. the ,su~~antia.l duti~ and;, ~peratio~ with the publlO 
do not go mucJl."furthei, th~n,the ,one of earning its own 
expenses and secUring a mere reasonable profit to its share-

_.holders •. Another cardinal. function, of the different Central 
Banks is"tq save the public at the ri~t 'moment from the ruin 
which might result from the blunder~ of the.priva~ banks." So 
far as. ordinary duties are concerned "the Central Bank 
perforlDS the same benefit for ,the' dally traffic in the bank
ing world that the pneumatic .tyr~, does for the motor car. it 
cushions the. bumps and makes ,~he whole service easler, 
smoother, speedier ,/1,00 mQre eJli.~ient."1 

While the above are'the functions of &. Central Bank and 
the performance of which would entitle any 'bank to be 
considered as' a Central Bank. there is now much uncertainty 
as to the proper manner in which the Central Bank baa to be 
orgairlsed and managed. WhilD even private Joint Stock 
Compames consider it important'to maintain national control 
and not aJIow ihemsclv;es to be' ma.naged by foreign investors, 

. there ought to be some h~tation in an economically undev~ 
loped: comitry in the matter of organising a' shareholder'. 

. . .". .' ( 

, I SU Governor W. H. Clegg's article on," untral Bankina in South Africa,'~ 
Economic Jaurnal. Dece;"ber 1929, p. 53Z. 
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type of the Central Reserve Bank.- The limitation of 
voting rights to nationals a~<J. national corporations and 
'discarding foreigners as -directors unless. approved . by the 
'majority 01 the Board are some of the methods pursued to 
eliminate theundesirableinfluenoe of alien shareholders. 
Another useful move is that of the Maroom International 
Marine. It consists in setting aside the .. foreign share" 
separately and allowing the foreign shareholder no privilege 
to hold the .. national share" while the nation.a! shareholder 
can own ·the share even in the .. foreign register." 

The recent Amerioan invasion to secure control over 
British companies is being opcnly resented and several of 
; them like 'the General Electric Company, are not allowing the 
foreigner to acquire the' majority of the shares I!o as to secure 
controrover its policy.· When the Central Bank has to 
discharge important national duties there is no reaSOn why 
foreigners should be allowed to have. the controlling voice. 

To eliminate all such undesirable influences. the method 
of starting a Central Bank by i~suing public debentures 
guaranteed by the Government gives a convenient handle. 
Though the idea. of a. mixed State Bank h thoroughly familiar 

_ to the Indian public, yet it introduces or give!! scope to the 
Gove~nment to exercise political pressure on the Bank. Con
sidering the fact that 'throughout the worId the executive!! 
of the C<>ntral Banks are being made free from political pressure 
and independent enough to pursue national policies, there ill no 
wisdom in hankering after the old and almost forgotten ideal 

.• A more thorough .tatement as regards the advisability of the particular type 
or organisation of a Central Banlc will be found in my Present-Day Ban~ir.g in 
India. Chapter on the Central Banlc of Issue. 

• The Imperial Airways Co. of the United Kingdom excludes totally all 
foreignen from holding shares. See also the Lituary Dig .. t which: 'says that 
.. oneafteranotherof the British Companies whose seeuriti .. have been made active 
by American b"ying are meetin8 hastily and amending their charten or bylaws to 
provide th.t control can never go oveneasand that. majority and frequently all of 
the directOR olehe Corporation must be born British ."bjeda." 'March 30. 1929. 
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of a nrlxedState Bank. Ii the shareholders' type of. Cen
tral B'&nk is undesirable for, without a ciause whioh Introduces 
racial discrimination the' restriction over foreign control 
cannot be exercised, it haa to be given up. The State-owned 
and Siate-managed Bank,' being also undee.irable. it easily 
foiI~ws tha.t a stockholders' bank would free it from. aU 
dangers arising out of a defective constitutional organisation 
of the Bank. ' ~, ' , : 

AlI! "Central Banks diSplay a.n internAtional .; mentality 
and a rapid development of this 'needed mentality cannot be 
engendered by a purely State-owned 91' ~xed StAte Bank 0r

a Shareholders' Bank. A stockholders' bank under the caP'!-b~ 
gUidarice of experienced bank officel1J : 'Would easily develop
this mentality and stand ready, to .co-operate with .the exe,· 
cutiVe8 of- other countries and bring a1)out the in~nationat 
financial community 01 interests. The idea of world peace
can thus.be better established indirectly l>y .this method ,tbaD 
by a.~y other, dir~t move such &8 the proposaIs for disarma
ment of navy, aqny, etc. It leads to ,a disarmament of theo 
lJlindand ~s bo~d io su~eed. . .:. .' ~ 

THE :CAsH. 'RESERVE 01" TII1I ,COTJW, BUE. • 
. . 

w: ~:tiJ;ne and post-w~ experience show. ua that the
reser.ve.ofa Central l3ank c;~n be i~ lower than the legal 

,reser-ves .when no, gold is seriously intended for internal 
o circula.tion. Gold is now intended for mere export purpoeea. 
and .the national gold stock that ought to lie in the hands of a. 
Central Bank shoul4 depend purely on the balance of pay
menta.· . As gold will be called upon to pay the unfavourable
bal8.nce~ it·ought· to bear a proper relationship to this alone. 
But in actual practice all Central :Banks fix a relationship
between ,notes and deposit liabilities which are' 4. unrelated, 
and this is clearly ~eaningie8s'" saya 1.'~ Colbe!i.~ . Both the
fiduciary and proportional reeel,'ve systems are meaniDglea as. 

;; - . 
J s« ttie'SimUI. Jabolee No. :1928. p. 39. ' .' 0" • j • '_. 
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~ to the CEIltul Bank.. A low ~ ft:EaTe « • 
high maximum f« fiduciary ~ is M!eDtial to giTe 
tiuticity to the DOt.--issue. Anyot.bEr legal ~ ~0I1 
would be StriDgE'nt aDd .-oald heigh~ the demaDd f(llt gold 
<lIl the part CJl the Central Banks CJl the.-orld.. A falling 
supply CJl the .-«lora gold steck .-oW.! n'6ult ill bring'..ng 

&oout ~ Gold W'CMlld tend to ~omt' exalted as t~ 
.... tn, i~ of being ~ ~'f't'd."y, as the een-ant of 

JIWlkjDd. To redure aDd remoTe ~ sucll undt-sirat.1f. 

~ueTlC'eII the pd rasa: 'fei ought to bear • fixed ~
tiOD say • fixed _Wti~ d the .... ol~ d trade aDd if th~ 
~PO!!Nl idea 1IDderlying the Central Bank"s ftoBft"ft .-eft to 

'be ~ the in~ gold CftItns haTe to ma.inta:Jl 

high« st.oeks of pi thaD the aboTe 110 that this frM margin 
<i gold .-cdd aDmr thEsa to play the rOle <i iDtenation&1 
~ t'ftltns.. 

Thoug1l u.e ratioDIl basis d the aboTe' ~ ~a.a be 
-.sily 1IJJdtn;tood DO uti<m has adopted this piDciplf. ill the 
fcnBulat.ic!Il <i the ~ ~ bes.is of the Catral Bank... 

Elasticity of DOte--issue Tithout the danger CJl maDf'

ta.ry inft&tioD. is the ea.rdInal basis em .-hida the 'DOtNse~ 
Jri..-Ueges of a Catral BazIk an fal'lllul&ted. The- fixed 

fiduciary Jrinciple DOW ~ the ad..-isahility CJl ~ 
this liJait at as lUgb. maDm:um as possiD1e 110 as to COT'f'l" 

aD St'8tIClUl ftq~t.a Tithout uy ~ ill the 1&.-. 
'l"be exptozlSioB of this DOte-.iss:ae limit at tiJIM'8 t'II panic is 
pennitW and • reriodic reTisioD of the DOtNssae limit is Uo 
desin.hle to sa.tisfy the c:hanging ~t.a of the peopk. 
nus is.-hat the eumulatiTe ex~ of F~ aDd ~ 
teaclaes us. .All utNos C'ODdemll any ~ tendenry 
'IlDd«1yiDg the DOte-issues .-beD· the ~ demand is ~. 

• Eo. __ Cold s....i.N R-w: __ .. ..--., doe c.. S. s,
......... doiI ...... 1t_-.....6e .. , ........... 
-.. el ___ el doe c..s.R-w: l.aI - wi-.... 0aI,1. ~ 
__ ......... c..s. R-ne.. 



Tie, ai~·equa.ny emphatic in their declaration for checking 
any inflationary tendency which Can be brought about by the 
issue ofexccssive; bank: noteli:' . This il the 'reaSon why aU 
countries which have; adopted' the proportional' method of 
riote-issu~ hav~ carefUny defined the nature of the assets whioh 
ca.n give rise to the notes. They'have jealously guarded the 
le~al character of such notes'a~d'bavepromptly arranged 
for the due~etirement of these notes. " ' , 

This power ofsafe and elastic 'note-issUe can'be proPerl, 
exercised' hythe discretionary capacity of the Central Bank'. 
executive. So long as the Government'does not create a. 
note-issue of its own nor abUse the right of borrowing freely 
from the Central Bank of IsSue the note-issue can be made eafe 
and elastic at the same time by the-wise' Dlanagement of th~ 
Central:'Bank .. The ' war-time experiilnce • of the Central 

·r ' 
Ba.nks amply demonstrates the truth of the above etatement • 

. "f". .' . 
The. Bank of England succeeded very well simply because there 
was non-interference on the part of, the State aIid when. this 
was abused. a~ in France 'and Germany excessive note-~8ue 
became t~e.r~le. I)t. T.;E. Gregory Js eS8e~tially right when 
he remar~s~hat "~he Pentral Bank, .which is: an organ of' 
economio self-government, implies that the State will neither 
print paper. not abuse ~taright., C)t, borrowing. .As .&IOOn ~ 
thes~ ,implfc~~~ons ;ceas!" to be trpe t the power. of~h~ Central 
Bank ceaseS."pr vanishes."7 
. Th:ough;~~~~ee'D:t~al Ba~purs~e4 the policy of holding 
foreign ,bills ~r.eely in the days. of .c~ency interregnum, ,.e. 
until thegol~ bullio~.standa.rd was definitely established, the 
poIicys.!l~~S ~osW'erye in the direction of strengthening gold 
reservesj jand.t4e ultimate ~m is to maintain exchanges at 
par by~he' ;Use {.>£ bullion only. independently of, any foreign 
bill r~erve~ Both the Central Banks of France and Italy', 
have '~el\ 'pursuing, thi~ policy in the Ia.tter half of·19~8. 
Too m~oh:should not ~ ~a.de ~~t of t~:arr~ngem~t ai\>D8 

'Quoted from the Jubilee Number of tllt StGlIII, 1928;' ,. 
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and force the centra.l Bank of Issue of this country to main
tain foreign exchange ''h&lance8 alone to' settle the ba.la~ce of 
payments: 

Even England, the clasSica.l home of fluctuating bank 
rates, has adopted quite recently the policy of maintaining a 
steady bank rate irrespective of the gold stocks held by it. 
By Virtue of pegging arrangements which exist between the 
bank rate and the deposit rate lohnterest all lIioney rates 
becom~ inft~enced by this' p~licy; : ±be maintenance of this 
polioy standS as a token ofitSdeaire to help induStrial and: 
business reorganisation 80 badly needed to enable Engla.nd: 
to compete effectively With itS riv8.ls and maintain its pre. 
dominant position as the world's greatest e~porier of manu. 
factured goods. ~ 

All economJsts, admit' thaith~, general price-level of a, 
count~y is susceptible to :seve~al forces, . operating. frC!m within 
the country .~ '\VeIl ,as from '\\jthout. ,The supporters of the 
dootrine of .. managed currency" do not propose to straighten 
out this pdoe-leveI by means of credit policy a.lone. The 
enthusiastic advOcates of Centra.l Bank management realise 
fully II tha.t pri~esa.re not a stone wall;~hich is quite immove 
able but they ,~e' not equally wax which gives away to every 
pressure.'; They realise, full well ,that the' price.levei 
presents, a. strong resistance ,to a.ll in~rfetence. They are 
aware of the fact that if undue pressm:e, which is being exer· 
cised is increaSed beyond a certain point it is not the price.level 
that would decline but ihe withdra.wn curreI).cy is repiaCed by 
some other leSs' perfect substitute. It inay' therefore be 
recognised that the amount of monetary circulation is more 
feasible of a.lterations than the price.level itself. Hencethe 
monetary refor,mers now believe that" it is easier to adapt the 
quantity of moxiey and credit to a changed price-level than 
to modify pric'es by m~~agixii the 'circUlation." All this is 
realised by the advocates of 'modern monetary reforms. 
They also believe that the action of the Central Bank ilhouid 



be ,timely and howev:er muca~ta j.nlJ.u«!n~e might ~ ,einforced_ 
by. pther.;pieaaurtl!l,. the; clahn. ~hat it ... ould,promptlycheck 
business organisations from being overpeasiDUatic or unduly 
pessimistic, isno~ voiced by th~.: The open market opera
.tions might, not 1M, very efficaCious I and the, b8nk rate would 
fau to carry fUll sting in the absence of a wen.d~veloped -biD 
an~ short-term mone.y mar~et. It is only in a highly conoea.. 
trated banking sYII~ that ,the arrangement of a centralised 
banking machinery;w:ouldfunction 'Well. But even there it 
JIlight·be.trut) that a little m~re competition might be aD that 
might ~ need~ and the rigorous castigations of aCentral 
Bank -would not after aD .~. the .Ueded correctives or the 

Panac~. fo~ i~e~~~ i~~f :each.p.nd every country.' 
But it must be admitted that a timely action 'Would go 

a long way in checking abnormal price and business fluctua
tionS that -are productive of ~ Diany . evUs to Society. Relative 
stl.bUity of the price-level shoUld be the objective of the 
Central Bank-no less than the stability of the money rate.. 

. Without stability in money rates iDdustry cannot hope to 
flourish even if it were to be bJessed with tolerable stability in 
commodity ,prices. ' .Jiligher money rate. generaJ]y tend to 
produc,~ uneasin~. in' the ,stock ,market and pI8.ce hindrance 
in t~e free investment of fresh capital. ~is thelesson that 
the recent high money la.tes of 'WaD Street- teach us (April 
-and May, 1929). 'Plese v~ria:ti~~ in money rate. not only 
tended to m:a.ke the stOck MMket'nervous but induced higher 
money'rates aJl ~ver the w~Idin order'to defend their stocke 
pf gold~ Eyen tn~ had .~ ~xpe~~e ... 'seven per cent. 
bank rate on account of these higher money rates 'prevaUing 
~ _ •. .' 'r . 

,abroad. -

8 This is what is ,ea.liaeclb, the F. R. Board i_If durin. J928 ud -J 

ofitsoflicial ... well .. ctitics cl:.credit the .. .......ml po\icJ" of the F. It Board. 
OfIiciala .. well .. wi~ before the Select c-minee GIl &n~1 and CurreDCJ 

-.~it that credit _ror ia inefeCtUal and that it C8Ilnot llabaliae prOlperU,:" Sa 
. the Sla"", May 19. 1928.. '- .' 
, '.See A. J. s. Butcw ••• TIae lmpcial Banb ... ·- . 
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capital is not given up I¥J. ,yet. Th~ German Banks have 
attempted not only to &Ccu~ulate, domestio capi~ but have 
'~ade it, ,their duty to intelligently, co-opera~ with the 
creditor countries ~ secure.~he ,needed supply of foreign 
capital for the domestiC ,bonowe~~. A;' promin~t 'German 
banker !lays, .. Capital'is in ita very' nature international and 
only elemenial occUrrenceS in. the pOliti~al or otb~ sphere. can 
divert it from i~ na.tural ~eld" of ~tivity.. The movement of 
capital towar~ Germanfcanl}~ th, long run, therefore. only 
beaverte~ by Germany: ~~rscl.f ... if she pursues, an erroneoue 
economic poli:cy, f~r i~is; not to, /be, .u~ that the atm()8· 
phere of interna.tional" econ~mici' understanding. which ie 
apparent to-da.y thr()ughopt the "Wh~e world., willentireJy be 
dismissed in the. near future."10 

As British oapital is of ~~ type which. takeS aU. the risk 
and, all the, profit, it i~ ,better ,financial wisdom to lessen our 
cle~ndenceonit. The, Americ&J?capita1iata insist on securing 
• , fixed 'ra~" of interest. The, . Sou~, American, conditione 
amply pr~ve ~y s~temellt~ ,~o wonder, America'. oapital 
is increasingly ~mployedP1 SU!ote Ra:llways, publio works, eto., 
and the ,socialistically illc1ined, $tatea are conducting the publio 
utility services with the help pf ~eriDan capital. The lesson 
is apparent.: We .should aDow Great. Britian to ad more ... 
banker .(tin the domestio capit~ , market expands) to, tbe 
Indian industries and less .... workshop supplying us with 
tecbnic~ requirementa.~ese would have, to ~ manu· 
f&Ctur,ed~ within this country. under Indian indwstrial legis. 
At present banking. insurance, shipping and personal servicea 
are being rendered to us for our raw materia» and food 
produ<:ts. In future banking, shipping and insurance servicel 
w~uIdbe declining as Indian people would be rendering more 
active, service under ~..theae' 'heads' than before. If Indian 
domestio capital, which is of late taking some active pari in 
commerce were to pursue this same policytowarda ind1l8trie8. 

10 Quoted from the Report of the Darmatadter Buk.: . 
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shipping and insurance the (lConomic self.,sufficiency and pro
gress of the (lountry would be facilitated.. Like the socialistic 
States of Argentine and, Aus~trali& OUJ' States shoul4 aim at 
Jlecuring foreign capital mainly into the fixtld interest.bearing 
~ype of ipvestment. reassuring the larger share of the profits 
for the whole community '~y the State.ownership of public 
services. 

TuB INTBBNATIONALISATION O~ BANKING. 

The major commercial' banks in' most of the' advanced 
. countries of the world are fast tending to become international 
in character; The internationalisatifln of banking iii being 
achieved in three ways: (a) by extending branches abroad, 
(6) by purchasing shiJ.res . in foreign ba.nlal ·so as to acquire 
(lontrollinginterest8" «(:) . by combining with other banks 
operating in the' foreign area. Though in' the pre-war days 
it was method (a) that ruled the circumstances increasing 
use is being made of ,methods (6), and (c) in ,the war and post
war, ciroumstanoes. This change in method waa due to the 
anxiety to avoid·· disturbing ihe national sentiment of 
the foreign oountry and the vested interests of the existing 
banks whose JealousY,and antagonism would soon "be roused. 
Method (a) is being openly pUrsued by the ImJl8rial Banks and 
the Empire Banks in all those coUntries where political power 
and economio penetration cannot' be openly resisted by 
the colonies or undeveloped regipnsbelonging io the Empire. 
The major Imperial Bank!l of England, Franoe' and Japan have 
branches in the oolonies, spheres of inter~t 'and mandated 
territories. Method (a) is' now being attempted. by the big 
Amerioan banks with a view to get themselves represented in 
the big finanoialcentres as london, Paria and Berlin so as to 
be able to afford all-roUnd banking facilities (including 
tourist traffio) to : their custOmers. 

France pioneeredtha way in adopting method, (c) and in 
.the Central and Eaatern European countries' baDka were re
~ved by the foreigti capital lent by such affiliat~ons. The 



resurrection of the Wiemer Bankverlen is &D instanoe to iUus
trate . this .' tendency. Great Britain pursUes the· aelf-aa.~ 
tendericy: and bas' established the British-Italian, . Banking 
Corporation . which' conducts itS, business through· its allied 
institution the Banco-ltalo-Brittanioa. The big five, with th& 
exoeptioilof'the' Midland Bank, ·.have :.1&0 adopted th16 
procedure.ll 

Indian trade in the Far East can be developed by adopting 
this.method ,and ,nroiling the servioes of ,Joroign banb to hel~ 
,th~;;rndian ban,ks interested in extending.the exporUrade of 
the Qountry; Xhe big ae1ling units .of the major .tap. shouJ4 
request the~ banka to bring about luch a desirable innovatio~ 
and. the financing por~ion.of, their. busin8B8 •. the selecting of 
reli.ableforeign merchants to.act as agents for the sale ~ goodl
and .. reliable knowledge of the state of .. credit and domeetiq 
oiroumstanoes.;oan.be aeoured through .uch ,. 9haDnel. 

'BANo DD SpBCuuno.: . , 
"'" , ~ ,. . '. . 
~~,isoft sta!e11 that" John B~ can tolerate an~ 

~lse except,~, ~o~d-half per ce~t. bank ,ate .. - ,He would 
fall ~ p~ey ,to Ml8O~ti~ durI~ .~~ dayS of ,uch artificial 
pr08peri~. I~ is,M of,~1lJD.~nature ~ forget the _OM 

of_ ~he. past. When ~ great ~~oJrnce in, optimism and 
stJ8CUIative ven,~e , is ~. .place .. sharp ,rise 
in .JIlpn~y,ra~ ,wou14.be, ~q. successful ,anti~te and 
IID.Y ~m.il!ul~~o~ of. ~he ba.Iik ra~ is,apt to fail Dangel 
to business stability would result ou\ of ,uch &D .injudicioUli 
atteDl~t., Tb:e, .,xubera.nt,temPer ,of a s~~tive communit] 
will ~ot. fe4 ~c-~esponci to, a su1ficient s~ulus in the wal oj 

~h~p. and; .~y ,money arising o~t of a· g1u~ of savings . 
. The ba.nk~~8 ~duty is to ,attempt, to deflate apeculatioD. il 
poBBible. by drawing a difference between the speculativt 
and, th~ ,legit,una,te. ~borro~s. ft,._ pursue a carma: 
policy of loan ra~ioning. This laudable attempt to supply th~ 

"USee A-J.5.lIuter •• n. .... ~ ...... Lut Qaapw .tit!.l,M 
I~t~sration M~~. .' .. . 
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priTa&e ~ ia \'fall S&nM J.y u.. New York CeeI::iq 
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antfered 'greatly on' account of' embezzlementl on the I par' or 
tlie bank officera. 'The stolen bank mo~~,." .. UauaD,. 101'
by eelling short in the ball market. 'The 'bank teller •• whO. 
were the chief offendera •. fe.iIed'to plaCe funds, deposited 'during, 
the da.y and the higher executive' oftlciials engaged in the sti.m~· 
kind of bwdnees oould not hope to check'the 'actions ot the 
bank:teUers'.' ' '" ,; ': 

~~~ .recenUy We! Jiave ,com.~ e.cr088 instances ot 
embezzlement of bank. mon~y in our country on the par' of \11. 
bank, offioerlt. Such ,~nfortuna~ Ploraldelinque,ncl .. , 
arise in every country and are solely due to thO' attePlp.: 
on the part of th~ ,bank officera to liTe .beyond the me6D8 of 
their income ,or downright dishonesty or .peoula.tive gamblina' 
with the~elp of b.u's money ... ,Insuffioient .alariea and the
attempt to staJt O1Itsid& ,business, in addition to' bank duti. 
or o~er unfortunat.e hardahipa generally account for PlOl\. 
of the _ ~,~ 01 bank emb~ementl. ..The onl1 practioab" 
manner or "ay ~,comb8.ting·thia dreaded evil is ,to appoin' 
reSponsible officer~ only after. thorough investigation of theit 
past liliItOry, l'heee CAD be bound down. to furnish 
sureties. Perio<lical auditahJ recognised and capa.ble auditors. 

. and the introduction.. of, _ , Plechoonioal appliances to dct 
accounting -work would go. ,a. long way,ill eliminating t.heee 
dangers. JnterP.l. a.udit : on. . financial tra.naactiona wo~ 

·be ,useful an«;l enabl~ one to; detecl\ the ,d~alcationa earl,.. 
This is what American banks failed ~ 'do and that is why they 
antfered to 8uch an extellt by the huge 8wna defa!0ated by the 
bank clerks. Indian banks oqgM. to lUlderatapd this PlUC~ 
from the recent wave· of speculation in the American stock 
market. ',' >l 

BAN itS, AliD PvBLICl'rY. .1 

The hdlan banker' ,~uSt give,up his' attitud~ of dignified 
silence. Be should, no Jonger be,. silent observer of publio
affa.irs keeping his pulse on them 'but it is not mere talking for-
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publio edification that is essential. He should step into tu 
publio arena and beogin to educate the publio by his illumina,. 

ting addresses on trade, and economio circumstancee of th& 
country. The practice of the Bank Chairmen of the II Big 
Five" has to be emulated. They should not ouly answer all 
enlightened or mischie~ous criticism of their actions but point 
out the paths by means of which industriee can get rid of their 
difficultiee. Besidee long and interesting statements of th& 
b118in6ll8 of the banks, an intelligen~ commentary. on privat& 
economy, public finance and credit and important finanoial 
eventa having world-wide significance should be found in 
their annual reports. 

Similarly, the Central Bank of this country should issu& 
informing balance sheets and now tha.t ~he 'paragon of cobser. 
vatism"-the Bank of England which could dare to defy pub
lio opinion so long and oontinue publishing enigmatict 
balanoe-shee~ for nearly three-quarters of a century has com& 
forward to publish informative balance-sheets, the case for 
for publioity receives undisputed strength out of its action. 
The amalgamation of note-issuee has proved to be a signi
ficant achievement. in Several directions. The most. 
important thing is the issuing.of a bank. return supplying 
additional information. As the right Hon'bIe Reginald 
McKenna saYs '~In the return of the Banking Department th& 
total of the British home bank balances, hitherto undisclosed, 
is now shown separately as a. part of other deposits, whil& 
'other securities' are divided into discounts and advances and 
securities. These items, as the records increase in length 
and as experience is gained in their utilisation, will add 
materiaJIy to· the value of the statement for short and long 
term purposes."" 

liSa;" APlctureof .WorId EamomicConditionsat the Beginnilllof 1929," 
p.103, iaued Lr the NationalladustriaJ Conference Boerd of the U.s.A. 
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BAlfKS AND THE EXCHANGE Mn.KET. 

It has now been recognised in all countries that a forward 
-exchange market is essentiaJ. for exchange stability. Ab
'llormaJ. methods of controlling exchange rates have been found 
to be ineffective. The stabilisation of exchange is a thing that 
"tends to establish itself and without such stabilising conditions 
it is impossible for'a long time to restore sound conditions. 
In the advanced countries the perfection of the forward 
-excha.nge market had become so complete that it actually 
dominates the spot ra.tes and in case of the sterling-dollar 
rates we witness such a phenomenon .. The widening of the 
·exchange market, the specialising nature of the exchange 
brokers and the necessity on the pl£rt of the merchants to 

:Tealise that it is wise to eliminate exchange risks apart from 
-trade risks are the predominant factors in the case of an 
'established forward eXChange market. 

The fina.ncing of foreign trade itself must be done with do
:<mastic funds and it is the bounden duty of the Central Ba.nker 
to indirectly secure this ideal through the intervention of the 
.existing joint-stock banks or those specially created for that 
purpose. Both the United States of America and Japan, 
,the la.tter to a less degree than the former, have succeeded in 
.developing suitable banking machinery to finance their own 
·exports or imports with the help of domestic resources. 

BANKS AND THE INVESTMENT MARKET. 

The perfection of the investment market in almost all 
:a.dvanced countries is a patent fact. America, Japan and 
-.Germany stand as outstanding examples of recently organ
ised banking systems where much attention is being paid 
·towards the mobilisation of the domestic capital resources 

. of the country and the investing of the same in safe and reo 
~erative channels by special institutions known as inv(;'st-

ment trusts and these divide the risks by spreading the invest
:m.ent over a wide area. and thereby secure better· outturn than 
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what a single individual, however enlightened he might 1»& 
in the art of securingsa.£e investments for his capital, Cia 

hope to do. The increase of capital is not the main problem, 
but the safety of the existing capital is the sole criterion. 
Circumstances might force us to borrow in the foreign conn·· 
tries but the rebuilding or renaissance of the domeStic invest. 
ment market must not be forgotten. The creation of ~ 
organisation for the mobilising of the domestic capital reo 
sources should not be postponed any longer. 

ApPLIOATIONS OF THESE LESSONS TO INDIA PROPER. 

While some of the salient lessons underlying the discus· 
sion have been pointed out already it is essential to fra.m.e
permanent reconstruction of our banking str~cture in the· 
light of them08t important of the a.bove conclusions. It is, 
assumed that the formation of a Oentral Reserve Bank and 
the creation of an elastic rural credit system are indispensable
parts of a larger problem, namely, the reform of the entire
banking structure. Everywhere else, the bank note-issue •. 
i.e., bank ourrency forms an integral part of the credit 
structure. Our plans of banking reconstruction have to 00' 
worked out more or less with reference to the plan adopted. 
for the currency reform. 

It is difficult to imagine how banking reform can be
accomplished without empowering the Oentral Bank to issue 
elastic notes which form no meagre part of the total volume
of money in the country. Considering the advisability of 
making bank notes rise or fall in response to the needs of 
business the first item of our banking reconstruotion is to· 
deprive the Government of its control over note-ililsue. The
issue of new notes must be in the hands of a Central Bank. 
Observing the favourable experience of other foreign coun
tries with asset currency it is essential to issue notes b&liled 0111 

the assets of the Central Ba.nk. To ensure confidence in the
minds of the public they might be Government-guaranteed 
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notes, but they mus~ be directly issued by, the Centra.1 Bank. 
·.The asset ,backing fo .. the notes may be gold and coUateral 
;paper such ~ commercial, agricultura.1 and industria.1 paper. 
The prope~ combination would be 50 per cent.~hich happens 
to ,be the prevailing lawjn the matter of our paper ourrency 
orga.n.isation., Having the privilege to issue' notes bued on 
gold or commercial paper it ca.n be left to the discretion of the 
Central Bank, to i88ue notes either on gold ,or: .commercial 
paper as the management thinks it proper to do.' The form 
of eligible papermi8ht be-

l. Notes, drafts, bills of exchange or accepta.ncee Issued 
or drawn for agricultural; commercial or'industrial purposes 
and rediscounted by commercial banks at the handa of the 
'Central Bank. " 

" 2. Open markefo:PeratioDs or purc~ by the Central 
lJJank consiSting eIther: of bills of exchange indorsed by .. joint 
etock bank or'of banker'8acceptances,~hich at present do 
"not exist to a.ny extent. .. " " 

, 3. Notes, drafts, and biiIs of cuStomers drawn for the 
purpose of carrying ortrarung in bonds and notes of the 
'Government of this country or ~he UDited ,Kingdom and 
JoedisconIited by the a,ntraJ Bank. '. ., "';' , 

: 4. ,~omi88ory' notes o~, the commercial ,b~nks to run 
,not exc~ thr~ months ,secured b,Y(a) commercial paper 
,eligible for rediscount, or (b) Government securities. 

Such terms of note·i88ue which haye been ()Utlined ahove 
~ould undoubtedly confer the needed elasticitYJ'equired by 
.either· busine88,' or Treasury fina.nce. 

" To meet Budden eDiergeneielli thisla. can' be '.uspended 
and additional note·issue can be permitted on the 'payment 
of a; graduated to. ' . The discount rate at Buch: times must 
:be made1io rise by an 'amount equal to the taxpa.id by the 
'Central Bank. Such provisions will aatiBfy the needs of a. 
erisis or ,an, unusual emergency.' Automatic 'contraction 
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oan aJsq be provided for by the inorease of tax and disoount 
rates. By this feature .weare .inoorpQra~ing' the German and 
the English devioes of oreating exoess issue to meet emergen .. 

, . 
cies. 

The redeeming of these notes at the Centrai Bank or the 
Treasury· must now bedisoussed. Both in the pre-war 
France and the United States of Amerioa the Central Bank 
had the power to pay the notes in gold or silver, as in Franoe. 
and gold or lawful money, as in the U; S. A. In the future; 
when gold shortage is to be an acoomplished fact, the con
oentration of 'gold in the central reserves would be highly 
useful and a provision of this character would be highly 
useful in proteoting the . gold stock in extraordinary 
times. While this privilege would thus be' helpful the question 
of keeping notes at parity with gold and speedy exchange of 
notes for gold' or gold for notes should not be interfered with 
in ordinary times. 

AS the general publio of our country do not understand 
the subtle distinction between legal tender and optional tender 
it is better to confer the legal tender quality on the notes of 
the Central Bank. It is undoubtedly true that a proportional 
note-issue has the possibility of inflationary demand attached 
to it and to curb this tendency the legal tender privilege for 
private debts might be;denied as hasbeeIi. dODe in the U. S. A. 
But even there banks and the government exohange the notes 
for lawful money a.t their full face value. 

Coming to. the actual measures needed for securing auto
matio retirement of notes which is so essential for contraction 
purposes, it must be borne in mind that the issue of the One 
Rupee Note makes it difficult to insure prompt retirement_ 
Large denomination notes would generally float back to the 
Bank easily but the smaller denomination notes generally are 
not retired early. The conferring of the legal tender quality 
would again stand as an impediment to the prompt retire
ment of the notes. ·Even banks would be holding these as 



'part of their legal tender reserves. Although the Jr. R. notes 
.are not leg8.l tender, yet these are not issued below denomina· 
tions of five dollars. As inter·district movement a.nd 
payment of them by another F. R. Bank other than the iSBU' 
.ing bank is subject to the penalty of .. 10 per oent. tas the 
.feature of automatic redundancy is lupposed to be complete. 
ly effective a.nd to reinforce it special powers· are conferred 
-on the F. R. Banks to J'efuse rediscounts to member bank. 
·and .compel them to repay old borrQWinga. by return· 
ing currency '.8., notes. The F. R. Board haa the power to 
levy interest tax on note·issue backed' by non.gold collateral, 
Next. the rediscount rate may be ra.ised by the F. R. Board • 
.if it finds thl' note·issue over and above ,the legitimate demand 
t'equirements of b~e&fI.,La.st11, it employe the open market 
-operations on. the part of: the F. R •. .Baw'to.bdnS preeaure 
.and compel the Ba.feretiremen~ of these notes, 'l'hua the 
-Clhief lesson one has to learn is not to place blind faith in. the 
-doctrine tha.t DOtes find an outlet oruywhen. there, is legiti. 
'1Ilate demand for the same and nothing in the direction of 
-enforcing . note-retirement is essential. Although nott1l 
.generaJIy fi~d an outlet ~b.rough;business requirements alone. 
the necessity to a.utomatically retire these notetJ aa soon as the 
requirements are. satisfi~d. is of~n. over1ook~d a.nd. at such 
times the .Central Bwer must be \'ndowed .with power to 
-exert pressure on the ordinary banks and secure contraction 
-of the notes. But unfortunately ihis side of the note·issue 
provisions, which is meant for contraction pur~. is ofu-n 
'neglected:': It is not enough to merely lay doWn regulations 
'Clhecking' monetary inflation through note·issue. Just 8S 
flla.sticity should be secured, whatever the state 'of the gold 
:stoc)t might be, 10 also the contraction must be managed with 
,.view to save the community from excessive and highly 
in1lationa.ry size or &nount of the note.issue. These are tbe 
-principles OD which the note· issue of our Central Bank should 
be managed .and without having an elastic note-issue in it.& 
hands which doeS not at the same time lead to· monetary 
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inflation; satisfactory rediscounting of the eligible and qualified 
paper would be sometimes impossible and the genuine credit: 
demands might not be satisfactorily complied with. 

BA.NK RATB. 

It has already ,been laid down that a lower and mor~ 

steady bank rate than the present one should be the ideal 
aimed at. Considering the last half.year's (ending Dec. 31.-
1929) banI;. rate, the average .was 5·788 per cent. as against 
the previous half:year'saverage of 5·456 per cent. It would 
indeed have been higher if trade demand had. been felt. 
Depressed trade and the stagnant. industrial situation in th~ 
cotton industry of 'Bombay and the slowly fallin$ prices of 
oountry produce needed lesser finance than as usual and ther~ 
was no borrowing of emergency cUlTency from the Controller 
of Currency at any time. The seven per cent. bank rate
reached in Ootober, 1929 would not have been imposed on th~ 
banking system, but for' high bank rates ruling abroad and th~ 
investment of Indian money abroad. The heavy Treasury 
Bill borrowings must .also have told their tale in this matter 
and raised the bank raieto seven per cent. 'One 'uniqu~ 
feature, however W&8 the ·low money rate prevailing in the 
money market in8piteof the abOve advance in the 'bank. 
rate.16 

This 8i.tuation would necessarily have. to be changed &8: 

Boon as .the Central Bank asswues charge of the cUlTenoy and. 
oredit poliby, This Central Bank should, remove the influence
of the Government on the bank rate, Iuly undue raising of 
the .bank rate to eight per cent, as was done by G,overnment. 
pressure would have to be checked. ' The present. day peaks. 
andvaJIeya of credit fluctuations would be smoothed ou~ .&8, 

,II. result of the Central,Bank~8 operations. Its true financial' 
wisdom would en.ble .it to. stand prepared for unforeseen, 

. '14 S~tbo ~.Ityear" Report of, th!, IDlperiU, Bank,.en~i~r ~ber 31. 
1929, publ.lbed ID t e E,.,tiJltrtatl, February 3, 1930. , 

';:' • \" '-I .- •.• 
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abnormal a.nd; unexpected' c_ontingenciee, though they may be 
purely non-I~dian in origin an4 ,character. With the Bucce.
ful finanQ.ing .of the Treas~y'B requirements ,by the policy of 
Ways and Means Advances one reason for unduly pushing 
the bank rate to a high ievel would be removed. With an 
elastic note-issue' the BeasOnal requirements can easily be 
. Batisfie~t' at a steady level of the bank rate. Change. in inter. 
national fulance would undoubtedly have' 8. repul'CU8Bion on 
~heril.dian money market. The best, way to'meet8uch ab
I;lormal ~ontingericiesis to provide the ·shock.absorbel'-the 
Centra.1' Bank. -

Lacking absolute autonomya.nd ,devotd of ,sufficient re
sources the Imperial Bank could, not ,withstand any of these 
extraordinary shocks. N:either the internal situation nor 
,the complications arising out . of international tinancial 
stringency could be satisfactorily handled by the Imperial 
Bank. ,Often when trade demand was acute the cash 
ba.Ie.ncesusedto reach a low figure of thirteen per cent." 
.The issuing of emergency currency at such times against 
ad Aoc securities or the transfer of the Home Cash Balances to 
the Indian, counterpart b~ placing .8terling securities in the 
.? C.Reserve and iSBWng,:P. C. not.ea against the 8ame, thus 
augmenting the Government cash balances in the hands of 
the Imperial Bank or the manufacturing of billa to secure their 
rediscounting at the Controner'. hands 'Was often resorted to 
'on several occasions. These medieval methods of finance have 
to be scrapPed as ea~ly as possible. It is high tune that the 
8e&Son'al' emergency' or cyclical or secular -and abDOl'Dial needs 
'are properly looked after. AU Central Banb are now armed 
With the privilege "of nC!te-iSBue and their purposeful credit 
policy eyen in normal times is 150 directed .. to 'enable them to 
: tide' over the cyclical period With the Jeaat pouible distor· 

~~~~, 8eaaonalneeds can_be ad~~~~~~~_ded for by 

.• ' 11 Tbe Iow ... t ~_d to wlaich abe _Ia ~. prapoflita" ,M'lmperi.1 
Ban" .... ....,I.llen_9per_.. ,,'; . 
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mere exp&nsion of book·credits, i.e., deposits and notes and 
~o penalty bank rate is ever iDfiicted on the bllllinessmen. 
The proportional system of note·issue which is backed by com· 
mercial paper, can duly empower the Central . Bank to meet 
the needs of seasonal as well as cyclical emergencies. But 
no modern banking system is being so managed at present as 
to secure the secular stability and stablise prices in the long 
period. In an abnormal contingency as war, all the three 
·expedients of loallB, external as well as internal, the screwing 
up of the rate of taxation and the resort to note.issue would 
be inevitable. The more costly the modern war is the more 
~ffective must be the three methods of war·finance. 

DUFlOtTLTlBS 01' ()Pu lLuutET OPBJlA.T10NS. 

It would be mere folly to minimise the real dangers which 
the Central Bank would have to experience in the early days 
-of ita existence. The financial good that it can hope to render 
would not be very prominent from the very beginning. The 
immediate changes that it would bring about must be studied. 
:It would necessitate the transfer of note·issue powers at 
-present exercised by the Government of India. 

Secondly. it would involve a cataclysmio change so far as 
:l'ediscounting of ""Mae. or .. manufactured" bills by the 
·Controller is concerned. -The rates charged for this redia
·counting have varied from six to eight per cent. To suhatitute 
:merely for this purpose a Central Bank would be unnecessary 
:10r oftentimes there had been no such rediscounting at the 
'Controller's hands even at the time of the busy season. 
During the present season (February. 1930) there has been no 
-creation of this emergency currency thus far. Money rates 
.are easy and though up-Country demand might be felt sooner 
(February, 1930) or later it is quite likely that this demand 
'would not be made by the Imperial Bank. 

Thirdly. the lack of a discount market and the absence 
.of biD habit need not be commented upon. But unlese a 
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C6ntrai''BaDk helps this 'process: OfperfectiDgthe shOt ~ter ' 
money Plarkei. th~'development Ot ,the same would'never take 
pi8.cewithln: '. ~e&sona.bly short tfuie. ,',,: 
. . ) 1 . 1 .: .... ~ . . • ' •. , ,. • '.' "f. , . 

N~xtl!,. ~he ,4e~andJor }oans in an agricUlt~al country 
would ~,inela.stic and c:Uscount rates can never hope to exer. 
cise effooiiv~~~ontro~ o~er the situation. As ~t preeent the 
'bank ra~ ol ,the Centr!Jl Bank ,would bea ulere symbol devoid 
of any ~ea.1' sigruficance. ror same ,time to come that, would 
be itS fate>i' ,--, ; , . ' , ' 

.- . " , 

,Anoth~r A'eaB9ll ,ppinted out elsewhere is ~he opposition 
of the Excha.nge Banks who would not Qurtail theu dependence 
on the London Money Market either for rediscounting their 
bills orfot mvesting their:llqnid resources in the short-term 
money ,market of London.. 

Still another domina.ting factoi delimiting the' usefu1neea 
of the 'dentrai Bank should be stated. Even ill thei advanced 
countii~ it is ~ow being realised that inlmeruate stabi1iaa.tion 
of priceS'6r"businilss would not be forthcoming out' of a judicious 
~ oftha bailk rate or opeIi market operations. Considenng 
the "agricultural lag" ftuctuatiDg or changing price-leveJ& 

'would havcnnOre pronounced effeCt on the farmers than on the 
'industrialists. 'However much the need for benefiting the 

farmer by mew C>f a. stabltf price-level might be felt still in 
: actual 'practice it cannot be realised Without other helpful 

" factors' co-operating with the Central Ba.nk in Unpt'oving the 
,situation.uTIle ne", gold standard itself is the best regulator 
, of prices and any conscious stabilising of intemaJ prices would 
(mean continuo~ tigging~ exchange up 'and down with I'e
:'ference 'to Imovementa of 'World prices. As the different coon· 
"tries of tJie whole world ha.ve ~ejected the policy of stabilisation 
- . . .. , 

L_ - lISU'the Sed'i;'n on the Futur~ of tb~ Foreign'bhaDse Banl..-P.rt' of 
my written evidence Lefore the Central B.nlr.ing Enquiry Committ-. ; 
'- }-~,-TIa:! success of the Ol=en IIW'~ operabOlll of, the ... R. Board ia muc:b 

e I~ggerated a~d the heipf~lfactor"whtch pulled in the same direction .rc '.rtotteD. 
'S~e Ii~eti~~ .. ·rte Stabilisation.,f Prices." p;472. ,,-.i'.' :. .,j .. ' 
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of prices by adopting a managed currency and. have J:eturned 
to th~ new gold lItandard the objective aim of this country 
ehould . be to return totllis new gold standard. and consider 
it &6 a. good enough mea.sur~ f~regu1ating prices. 

If these are the real o\ljections to tbe successful workiJig 
of a Central Bank it can be pointed out that the main rea.sons 
why a Central Bank wou1,dbe necessary in this country can be 
atated under three broad h,eadings. 

Firstly. the monopoly of the foreign exchange banks ha.s 
to be broken: down by helping the competing local exchange 
banks. 

'Secondly. it-would prevent a recurrence of the .1913-
1915 banking crisis. This prosperity crisi& was due ,to capital 
being lent through banking channels lorindustrlalpurFoses. 
When the knock came they found themselves 'ina ·peculiar 
aituation and no one was willing to help them. Their inevit
able collapse brought down a number of banks. The presence 
of a responsible leader rendering discriminating help could 
have saved some of the solvent banks. No worthy lead was 
given by the Presidency Bank of Bengal even though the 
Government was willing to grant aid. The lessons of this 
-crisis unfortunately were lost and no tangible good, immediate 
or deferred, resulted out..of .thlscrisis. No amalgamations, 
no purification process, no reconstruction schemes such a.s those 
which followed the Australian Crisis of 1891 to 1893 have 
'J'esulted. 

Thirdly, an orthodox Central Bank whose functional 
'IIimplicity might be rigidly adhered to would facilitate and 
improve the remittance business of the Government, provide 
'the rediscount facilities for the commercial banks, maDr~e 
'the currency and credit system of the country and perform 
-Government business on strictly intelligent principles. The 
most important innovation would be the rediscounting of 
~undie8 by the joint-stock banks which is now considered as 
a weak sign and not resorted to by them. 
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This 'Would enable the spread of the banking net far and 
wide.' It 'Would increase theacope of the Central Banker tb 
exercise his pOWer over ille 'entire banking field. The Blow 
popuIa.rising of the credit fnstrum.enbJ, the encouragement of 
the deposit habit, the training of 'men fit tb run ba.nking 
institutions' and the efficient handling 'of the banking B)'lItem. 

during the iiines of' a crisis 'Would be &ome of the immediate 
beneficial advantages arising out of 'a Central Bank of wue. 
But to secure even these simple ben,efits it baa to fight against 
tremendous :Odds the most; prom.inent of which are popular 
apathy and ignorance and the jealousy of the foreign exchange 
banks. But if it puraues a bold, ac~Te, fO'l'Celul &ndenergetio 
polioy there is no reason to doubt ~t i. will eventuaUy occupy 
its rightful place in the Indian, ~oney ~ket .. t~ corner 
stone of its currency and credit 8)'lItem.-



APPENDIX IV. 

A BANKER'S REGISTER.* 

Nothing is so unfortunate as the lack of a suitable defi
Clition of the word "bank" and "banker" in this country. 
Neither the Indian Stamp Act (Sec. 20) nor the Bankers' Book 
Evidence Act (Sec. 2-2), nor the Negotiable Instruments Act, 
nor the Indian Companies' Act (Sees. 4, 136, 259) have 
attempted to fix the precise meaning that can be attached to 
banking. They attempt to interpret the word "Bank" in the 
sense of Banking. It is indeed as vague as the classical de
finition of Prof. Walker who defined money as follows: "Money 
is what money does." If the law fails to be very informing in 
this respect, the same lack of precision is a.ttached to the use 
of the word "banker" in the ordinary nomenclature of "the 
man in the street". He genera.lly understands the "'ord 
"Banker"as a dealer in monetary credits. Even a mere 
interest-grabbing money lender who generally depends solely 
on his own large capita.l resources is often referred to as a 
banker. He does not shrink from exploiting the public by 
designating himself as & banker. Understood in its real sense 
and in the way in which it is_often understood in the Western 
oountries 1\ bank must deal with other's money and receive 
deposits as u. matter of ordinary business. Interpreted in this 
manner all indigenous bankers who refuse to deal with, 
deposit business, itinerant money-lenders, and partenership 
money-lending firms would have to be excluded from the 
·category of bankers, for they seldom conduct business on lines 
-of modern banking which includes deposit-attracting and 
the payment of the same by means of cheques. 

• Published for the /irst time in the Indian Ic_:snce and Finar.ce R("j~ 
lind reproduced in the Monthly N~le. of the C. B. of 101ia. Aus\ll!, 1931. 
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This anomaly has to be rectified, and without .. careful 
definition of the word "bank" it would be indeed difficult to 
protect the publio against usurious money.lenders, pure and 
simple. Again, the protection extended by the N. I. Act cannot 
be seoured unless the word "banker" is clearly defined. 
The granting of oertain privileges to ba.nka and bankers to 
facilitate the suooessful performance of their quasi.publio 
duties cannot be oarefully done without an adequate definition. 

The compiling of a register of banks and bankers is the 
only safe oourse that can be adopted under the present circum. 
stances. The meaning of the word " bank" and .. banking" 
can be understood in the Western sense. Those who receive 
deposits of money either on current accounts or on fixed 
deposit acoounts subject to payment by cheque and the lending 
of money should be styled "ba.nka" or "bankers". All these can 
be registered as banks or bankers. In an age, when every 
profeSsion has this registration business done satisfactorily, the 
bankers oannot hope to pla.oe any real obstacle to the carrying 
out of this suggestion. Even the slow.moving Indian publio 
have become familiar with the business of registration of pro

. fessions suoh as doctors, Ia.wyers and other learned professions. 
An independent body should be set up to prepare this register 
for admitting and rejecting applicants, always bearing in mind 
the above-mentioned business of banking and the circum
~tanoea of the business of the applicants. The general publio 
would have to understand that" the registration of banks and 
bankers is no certification or guaranteeing the probity _ and 
business capacity of the registered bankers. This seems to be 
the only oommon-senae solution which can be adopted in this 
country. SpeciaJiaing banking institutions would necessarily 
be inoluded in the regijJter. These can be kept separated from 
the cheque-paying or commercial banks. The title of quaai
banks can be adopted to include the co-operative and other 
kinds of specialised banking institutions. The Burma 
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Banking Enquiry Committee* points out the adoption of this 
plan as early as possible. As a matter of fact it was Sir John 
Paget who initiated the above proposal in England and it was 
heartily endorsed by the leading bankers, such as the late 
Dr . Walter Leaf. A bill was drafted to bring about this 
register but it was not passed (see Sir John Paget-Law of 
Banking, p. 3). 

Registration involves certain duties, the successful exe
cution of which would entitle the bank or the bankers to obtain 
certain coveted privileges. Some of the duties would neces
sarily be the publication of statements, returns and accounts 
and the due auditing of the same by professional accountants. 
Some registered bankers or banking institutions should be 
granted facilities mentioned in the Indian Stamp Act, the 
Bankers' Book Evidence Act and the Negotiable Instruments 
Act. Facilities in discounting hundies and in remittance 
operation can also be granted to the registered banks by the 
Central Reserve Bank, if it were to be started. Membership 
to the clearing houses can also be thrown open. The local 
gazettes can be used by the tribunal for registration and dis· 
registration of the .banks and banking companies. Annual 
publications of the registered list can be sent out to all 
without prejudice eitheJ:. to those whose names have been un· 
'fortuna.tely omitted by oversight or making the Government 
lia.!>le, in case of failure, to deliver the list to the bankers. All 
foreign banking compa.nies, which conform to the above defi. 
nition of banking, can be registered by the tribunal as banking 
companies subject to the same obligations and restrictions 
as their Indian comfreres are put to. Existing persons or 
companies recognised as banks and protected by the N. I. 
Act should not be deprived of the right of registration. This 
simple· and clear procedure would eliminate . the present 
misunderstanding of the meaning of the words .. bank" and 

. "banker." Those who do the bUsiness of a banking as an 

• See paseI 295·297 of ita Report. 
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ancillary business should be excluded from the register, Bolelr 
on the ground that the averaging of risks which is the maiD 
function of sound banking is solely neglected by them, 
Many of the private banks and private loan companies whiclk 
undertake ultra-banking operations would likewise become
eliminated. For instance, in Bombay, there are about 13· 
private companies registered as limited banks. There are
severa.l unregistered financial concerns conducting banking, 
along with such transactions as those of capitalists, financiers, 
concessionaries, and merchants, contractors, traders, and: 
specula.tors. The door should be closed to such people as w 
as to th~ money-lenders, pure and simple, although they might 
be undertaking to keep fixed deposits to a small extent, 
Money-lending-cUDl-ba.nking firms which undertake the keeping. 
of current accounts and fixed deposits· and agree to honour
the cheques oJ: their customers would, of course, be included. 
in the Regis~er, 

The complexities of modern business generally get heighten
ed if the term banker is not defined. EquaJIy vexatiolllJ. 
consequences r418ult out of the present-day inability to define
the word "customer". The older and narrower view prevalent 
in England was to consider anyone a customer if he had the-

. recognisable habit of dealing in the nature of regular banking 
business, (See the decision in the case of the Great W esfero. 
I,.~a.ilwa.y tJ8, London and County Bank-·1901). A stray anc1 
sporadic or .isolated transaction with a. bank does not entitle
the party to be styled a customer. The wider and the latter· 
day opinion* is to discard the question of duration altogether 
as the essence of the customer's relation, The mere payment. 
of a. single cheque for collection entitles one to be. styled a. 
customer· of a Bank. . At present neither of the views are 

• See!he deci.ioniu' Ladbt,ok 111 •. To:ld~1914).. ~.~ Privy 
Council'. rulinl in the Commissioner. of Taution III. Engliah. Scottish and 
Australian Bank (1920). 
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IIodhered to and the opinion is fast gaining grolmd tha.t a custom· 
er is one to whom the Ba.nk delivers a cheque book and the 
moment the delivery ta.kes place the relationship of customer 
arises between the Ba.nk and the individual opening the 
account. Understood in this sense a. customer is one who 
has entered into a contract with the Bank which Imdertakes 
to honour his cheques and to credit his account with the 
value of the cheques payable to him and handed over to the 
banker for collection. This is the best acceptable definition 
for the purpose of the Negotiable Instruments Act. 

Such clear cut notions are necessary to let the public know 
who are the real banke1'l!. and the bankers themselves ought to 
know what their duties are and wha.t privileges are conferred 
on them. Finally they ought to know who their customers are 
and their duties and responsibilities to them.l 

lit is • matter of gtati6cation to note that Mr. V Ramadass' Pantulu 
elaborates thee conceptions clearly in his minute of dissent •• The Register 
."auld not be a .. mere writ of restraints ., hut a .. Magna €arta (f their rights 
and privileges. II 
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APPENDIX V 
"THE EXTENSION OF THE CO-OPERATIVE CREDIT 

MOVEMENT.1 

While criticising effectively the suggestion of the extension 
001. the present-day type of the co-operative societies, attention 
.llas been drawn towards the necessity of making them realise 
.the true and right spirit of the co-operative movement.' 
:RealseH-help, mutual trust, neighbourly help and corporate 
a-esponsibility, which are the fundamental features of true 
-co-opera.tion, should pervade aJl actioll;8 from the procuring of 
-credit down to the smallest line of economio activity of our 
ilooPle. The number and the variety of lines of co-operative 
.activity in the field of associated human action should increase 
:and the co-operative credit movement itseH should be baaed 
-on scientific lines so as to maJrlmise the benefit and mjnjmise 

-the human efforts needed to secure these advantages and 
oena.ble them to enjoy an honoura.ble living. 

Times without number, I have pointed out the d.is
-advantages of th~ la.ck of specialisation in the domain of credit . 
.But the suggestion for a joint working of the short-term and 
long-term loans on the part of the present-day co-operative 
-eredit societies, '.e., the Central Banks, is advocated afresh. I 
~Reference to existing conditions is pointed out as a. justifics.-
1aon for the recommendation. The example of .. mixed 
:banking" of Germany-and the theoretical possibility of 
<1Jegl'egating the two linea into two distinct departments is also 
-often quoted in support of. this line of reasoning. Although 

1 Published in the InJian ItllUTanee GIld FintuKJI Ra_ 
tI S~ my "Present-Day Banlcins in India," Qapter on Co-operatiYe Bana. 
I M~t of the Bankins-Committea of the Provinces with the ex.eption of the 

'BeaplBmking £nquiry Committee have not wisely approyed of this line of r_ 
-os- It ia incloed a few theorists, who wish to sain prominence for &hemeeJ_ 
IIthat ad_te this idea for the rcuona mentioned in tbe lat. 
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these pros a.re weighty ones yet there a.re indeed many CODS; 

which have to be studied before this suggestion can be· 
acclaimed'as a useful one. Whatever might be the compel
ling necessity to grant long.term loans for making productive· 
improvements on land or for redeeming mortgages such 'an: 

unwise combination of two different lines of credit in one and 
the same hand is bad, illogical, and dangerous. That two
redoubtedly pernicious tendencies have resulted out of this· 
attempt to dole out the two·fold lines of credit by one and 
the same institution has. to be underbtood in this connection •. 
Firstly, the tendency to demand long.term loans even for' 
genuine short. term purposes has crept in.' The prevailing 
illiteracy is such that the right use of credit at the right moment 
to the right limit is not understood by the people. Secondly .. 
the co· operative short. term credit is based purely on personal 
security and when once the mortgage of ma.terialsecurity or· 
assets is tolerated for securing long. term loans, the personal 
element would be lost or sacrificed to the mortgaged property 
or security.1i Under a. distinct land.mortgage credit based 
on co·operative lines such prinCiples would not be forgotten. 
and the moral value of the co-operative movement not be l08tL 

An examination of the latest annual reports of the
Co·operative movement in the different presidencies reveals 
the progress of the movement in the field of credit as well aa. 
non·credit activity. So fa.r as credit activity is concerned 
the system of volunta.ry deposits and savings deposits haa. 
been working satisfactorily in Bombay. The use of Home. 

, See the recent Report of the Calvert Committee on Co-operation in BurmaL 
It advocates entire separation of the two features of Credit. lIiz •• long.term and 

.hort·term credit. 

Ii Mortgage credit cannot be easily dispensed with. The title to land. its free

dom from encumbrances. its exact value. its net income. and such other aspects have

to be ascertained and this is no easy task. The 6nancial equipment needed to lend 
on mortgage business can scarcely be possessed by the present-day short.tel11l 

c:o-operative banks. 
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Safes, the attracting of long.term deposits and other kinds of 
'~lying' deposits a.re some of the salient features 01 the co
operative movement of Madras. The entire depe~dence on 
fixed deposits forms the peculiarity of the co-operative move. 
ment in B_engal. Village societies of unlimited liability with 
a sha.re basis and dividends have done much to stabilise the 
financial c-ondition of the co-operative society. A more prompt 
payment pf . the loans is being enforced than before.' Delay 
in the ma.king of loans is also being eliminated. An effort is 
being made to extend the current of co-operative activity in 
the direction of non-credit activities of the people and Bengal 
is once again in the forefront of economio activity and much 
progress has been recorded in this direction in the field of 
milk distribution, the prevention of malaria in villages, and 
the settlement ofmiddl~ class families on land. Most of the 
primary societies do not fall under the category of "hopeless." 
The number of .. average" and the" good" or .. model" 
societies is on the iilcrease everywhere while those that are 
usually classed as .. bad .. societies are on the decrease. There 
is, however, room for considerable progress in this c:Urection. 

The financing banks of the village co.operative societies 
known as the Central Banks a.re tending to provide the needed 
capital and have often in the past interfered too much with the 
adJniniBtra.tive· details of the prima.ry societies. Their anxiety 
to secure the safe return of their capital literally forced them 
ti> divide this authoritative task of inspection with the Govern· 
ment officials, the Union and other bodies of the primary 
societies. In most cases it has tended to stifle the genius and 
the·true spirit of co-operation and has made the primary units 
mere branches of the financing banks. The banking unions 

• The recent Calvert Committee explains the failure of the Co-operabvc uedit 
movement of Burma as due to the unpunctuality in the matter of repayment of Ioane. 

The Government had to literally sustain a los8 of about 30 lal:h. of RUJ:ees for re· 
8urreeting the co-operative movement in Burma. 
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or the Bupervising unions or the guaranteeing unions' have 
all been initiated in the different provinces to remove this 
danger and to run the primary Bocieties on proper lines .. 

The Central Banks besides providing the capital tend to 
act as the balanCing mechanism of the funda of the primary 
Bocieties. Highly valuable as the ceaseless training groundS 
for the village Bocieties' directors in the field of finance they 
are destined to play an important part in fUBing an organio 
touoh between the primary Bocieties and the wider money 
ma.rket of the country. In addition to this they can initiate 
new lines of oo.operative activity on behalf of the member 
societies, Bupervise and control thoir activities by their eternal 
vigilance although the Government auditing and inspecting 
staff or the honorary workerB of the Bupervising Federation 
are supposed to be doing the Bame. Provided with more fluid 
resouroes the Central Banks can easily finance the short. term 
requirements of the primary Bocieties.-

To oomplete the financial machinery the Apex Provincial 
Co.operative Bank has been created to act for the Central 
Banks much in the Bame way as the Central Banks do for the 
primary Bocieties. But a. close nexus has not been established 

, The recent Calvert Committee r«opise. the danger of regulalins the super
vision of the primary credit societies. The credit trustworthiness of the members 
cannot be properly B'W'anteed by the Cauranteed Unions. h th~y have never 
.upervi.ed the primary locieties it h .. recommended their entireabolition. The 
inspecting Itaff. wheD properly trained. Ihould inspect and act .. IJlllpathetic guid.1 
and teachers to the societies. The Punjab medel it upheld .. worthy of imitation. 

lit can be .tated that businesslike dealina8 exist here alone. The pai:hecre
taries. the careful manner of handling cuh resources, the eucting of securities from 
officers handlin. the banka' cuh are inatancee of wise and efficient manasement 
a"d the primarJ aociely can Ic.arn this aspect much to ita advantase. 

'Dependenceontheoverdraftaof the Imperial Bank of India for the forma
tion of the fluid resourcee i. bad and ousht not to be freely indulsed in. Thil 
feature h .. to be removed .t the earlieat .tase. It i. not 6nancial prudence to count 
on the unlt.ble funda •• part of their fluid reaourcea. The preaent practice of 
countin. upon the Imperial Bank foraupplyinl 75 per cent. of the fluid resources it 
bed. Ita overdraft oUlht not to be lIi,her than 25 per cent. of the total fluid 

rwouRea. 
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:as yet between the organised provincial co-operative finance 
and the s4ort-term money market. High money ra.tes might 
be preva.iling in the short-term money ma.rket, but the surplus 
deposits of the financia.lly strong Provincial Apex Co-opera.
tive Bank even, are not transferred to mitigate the tightness. 
Investing in Government securities instead of depositing in 
'Commercial Bankslo or lending the surplus to other Apex P. 
'C. Banks is the present. day feature. If there is paucity of 
lunds it is. strengthened by funds secur.ed from Imperial Bank 
'Which grants cash credits. The other joint.stock Banks also 
:are now discounting the co-operative paper rather freely. 

The starting of a Central Bank of Issue with regional 
branches would simplify this matter. Co-operative surplus 
ntoney can be made available to trade and commerce a.nd vic • 
... er8(J. Fluidity of capital which is not at present sooured by 
.holding excessive Government inyestments can be secured 
'Out of this arrangement. . The ma.in duty of the Central 
.Reserve Bank, then, is to link and co-ordinate the co-opera.tive 
short-term rural finance with the short-term money markets 
of the different finan!lial centres. The sta.rting of a.n All-India 

. ~.operative Apex Ba.nk ,might tend to defeat this laudable 
-endeavour. It might tend to perpetuate the present aloofness 
~f co~operative finance from the general financial machinery 
'Of the country or increase another unnecessa.ry link in the chain 
~f, the financial intermediaries. .An alliance with the outside 
financial sources is' absolutely indispensable for the co-opera.
tive movement, a.t its present stage. 

10 In Bengal there is the useful prac:lice of 1~1Cling tbese deposita to· t;Ue and 
"Commerce and investing in Gov_ent lecurities. h tbe de~itl i~cre&le at tbe 
time wben tbere ii m~netary .l!ingency ,in, the markd tbey ~n Le' pls~ ..Eel, .. 
·~ort.term dep08i" ill tbe commercial ba;.a.This met!:od of treating IUperflU_ 
'money is betier than lending ~ buiiding~eries; and ~therfornll,of co-;'~rative 
Societies needing long.t~rm loans to £nan~ their activities. ,The best remedy 'or 
aur;>lus co-operative funds i. to .timulate agriculturai activity b"granting liberal 
10~;). to district Central BanD and help the proceu of. orderl" marJcetin·" on the 
part of the 8griculturistl. . - , 
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Now that the co-operative land .mortgage banks have
become an accomplished fact the retrograde measure of fusing. 
short-term finance with long-term finance should not ba
encouraged or recommended as a safe measure by the Indian. 
Central Banking Enquiry Committee. As it is possible that. 
tenants pOBBeasing no mortgageable rights in land they culti· 
vate require capital for long-term purposes, the co-operative. 
land mortgage banks for these can be started on the material 
securities they might hold, and as these would generaJIy be of 
limited liability character for the same member cannot hope to 
be a member of two unlimited co-operative credit societies,. 
the guarantee or security of another member not indebted 
beyond his means can be taken as the basis for the loan to be
granted to the principaJ borrower from this type of the co
operative land mortga.ge banks. The co-operative land mortgage. 
banks intended for landlords can indeed be of any use only 
when these tend to cultivate the land themselves. Even the
societies of these owner-cultivators can be materiaJIy helped 
by the initia.tion of Registration of title to land as in the C88& 

of the Tarren's title existing in the country of Australia. 
With a further simplification of the legaJ formalities involved 
in the transfer of immovable property the possibility of con· 
ducting these land mortgage banks without a hitch can be
easily realised. In the early days when the investment habit 
has not been created the declaration of the land mortgage 
bonds floated by the federated land mortgage banks 11 as a. 
trustee security and perhaps the State guaranteeing of 
interest and principal would also be of signal advantage. The 
matter of repayment spread over a long period as. 20 to 25-
years, and equal instalments being paid along with interest 
annuaJIy, and half or 1 per cent. more for the formation of • 
Sinking Fund whioh might be reinvested within the movement. 
would facilitate the member-barrower'sloans froD1 the primary 

U Pamphlets explaining the procedure oJ aec:uriDg a loan and the way i .. wLich 
the Apell P. L. Mortgage Bank _uld worle _uld simplify matters. 
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society. These would collectively be responsible for the loan 
amount to the District Central Land Mortgage Bank· and this 
would in turn be responsible to the Provincial Apes Land 
Mortgag~ Bank which has to work in co.operatioll with 11 the 
existing short·term co·opera.tive machinery, the agricultural 
and the industrial departments of the State. 

With an all·round improvement in educational environ 
Jl1ent and the social surroundings of the village, the success 
of the movement would be facilitated and just as the short. 
term co·operative machinery has been initiated, protected. 
controlled and financed, at least in the early stages, and 
which still continues in a modified degree to the present
day in some of the provinces, the state. aid has to facilitate 
this movement, for without the repa.ying of the present 
oppressive long. term indebtedness and the securing of further 
capital for financing the needed long.term improvement on 
land which. can afiord to yield their revenue only in driblets 
spread over a long period,no lasting benefit can accrue out of 
the short-term. co.operative financing machinery alone. If 
the much.talked·of routing of the maha}an or 80WCM is to be 
an accomplished fact, both t~ societies should pool their 
resources, . activities, organising capacities and solve the in. 
debtedness problem of the ryot. 

If the non·official bodies existing for propaganda work. 
c9nBolidation business and extension of the current of co. 
operative activity into other lines are working in conjunction 
with the official niii.chinery whose business is to cautiously 
relax its grip in proportion to the real activity, enthusiasm 

11 Thia would belp the easy flow of funds from tbesbort-term to the Ionl-term 
credit institutiOl1$ as the exigenciea of tbe situation demand sucb trader. Apia 
it would enable the L. M. Bank to Imow tbe uses to whicb tbe borrowed money Las 
been put to. It w~uld be preferable for the L. M. Bank to ma1re tbe disbursement 
itself on bebalf of tbe borrower instead of lendiol the sum to the borrower direct. 
Thi. would en.ute the right _ of- credit .nd the main object of the ~atift 
mO't'cment u. to .. that the borrowecl...-, u. put to tbe rilht -. 
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~nd encouragement of the non-official workers, the success 
-of the movement is certain, and rural regeneration would 
'beoome an acoomplished fact only then. 

Lesser officialism, more competent non-officialism, more 
propaganda work, more activity in the non-credit sides of co
-operative agrioultural activities, more permanent capita.l 
attracted as deposits, spread of higher banking knowledge 
imparting financial skill, and the necessity for prompt repay
ment, the formation of a greater reserve fund, lesser display 
-of the profit-hunting tendenoy to secure dividends and com· 
mercialised co-operation, greater real honesty, and more sincere 
ilarnestness would enable· these people to tackle the many
-.sided problems facing them in actual life. 

This is how the Hadaspur Co-operative Credit Society 
-has been able to metamorphose village life within a short 
period of twenty years. The success of the society is un

·-doubtedly due to the realisation of the cardinal fact that ade
·quate and prompt finance ·would be useless· without proper 
.and produotive use of the same under direct supervision, 
intelligent initiative, and prolonged guidance of sym
pathetic and trained non-officials or honorary organisers, who 
realise and possess high sense of civic conscience. The popu
larising of the oredit instruments such as cheques and bills 
would solve the currency problem to a great extent. 

To-day, India is So country of small farmers, often illiterate, 
·self-contained routine men with almost a. proverbial feeling of 
jealousy towards one another (a characteristic failing of the 
agriculturists all the world over). A policy of co-operation 
amongst such men is particularly difficult to achieve. But 

-time and education alone would prove their saviours and 
:regulate their pace and activity in the right directions so that 
the future citizens of India. might be born, bred and brought 
tUp in co-opera.tive institutions alone. 
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APPENDIX VI. 
THE FUTURE OUTLOOK OF THE INDIAN JOINT. 

STOCK BANKB.* 

I 
The future can be built on the present which Is but th~ 

result of the past. Considering the present position of the 
Indian Joint-Stock Banksl any serious study would disclose 
-that the following are their predominant features. Lower 
dividends than in the immediate past or fairly even rates of 
dividends as in the past, decreasing working capital when 
understood in correlation with the increased price.level, lack 
of confidence on the part of the public, sheer ina.bility to 
secure any prompt financial a.id and over·investment in the 
gilt.edged securities due to lack of a. fluid market for short
term investments are some of the salient features of the;present
day Indian Joint-Stock Banks. The pathological point of 
view has strong fascination for me. As in Mathew Arnold'. 
fa.m.ous lines, I wish I were a.ble to diagnose the evils of the 
banking system. 

He took the suffering human race, 
He read each wound. each weakness clear 

And struck his finger on the place 
And said. "Thou ailest here and there." 

But the inadequacy of statistical material precludes any
one from playing the part of a banking pathologist. Its 
being scattered or diffused in more places than one irritates 
any worker in the field. The Statistical Tables relating to 
the Banks, the Report of· the Registrar of the Joint-Stock 
Companies, the Report pf the worklng of the Co-operative 

• Thll wa. part of the wntten evidence lubmitted to the C. B. Enquiry Co~ 
mittee. It was 6nt publiahed in the CGlml1G &Die •• May. 1930. 

I There are 133 Indian Joint-Stock Banb with about 421 branchee in all. 
Vide Statistical T .blee relating to Banb in India.~ 1928. 
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movement, the Trade Journal and the weekly information 
issued by the Controller of Currency would have to be ran
sacked for what little that can be gained by these enigmatio 
reports. The Imperial Bank always follows the polioy of, 
II never explain, never regret, and never apologise" and no 
Annual Report portraying the financial state of the country 
is issued. There is no Banker's Journal displaying the com
bined figures of their working. In the a.bsenoe of such 
information one has to litenJly grope in the dark to feel his 
way in the matter of our banking operations and their 
signifioance on the different aspects of our economio life. The 
method of analysis cannot therefore be applied, for details of 
Ba.nk organisation, methods and practices are shrouded ill 
mystery. _ 

In spite of the nOminally increasing growth of the work. 
ing capital of the Indian Joint·Stock Banks as denoted by the 
Statistical Tables' relating to Banks in India. their present 
position is really deplorable. Compared with the contem
porary foreign banking institutions their record is indeed a. 

• The following tablea illustrate my remark
TABLE L 

Year 
Capital and Reserve 
Deposits 
Total 

(In Crone of Rupee.) 
1913 1918 1923 

4 7 11 
24 42 48 
28 49 59 

1924 1925 1926 
12 12 12 
5S 58 63· 
67 70 75 

(See the StatistiCIII Tablea relating to Banka in India.) 
If these figures ere correlated with the present price-level we do not find an 

increase in the capital. Uoless this i. done we would become the victims of .. money 
illusion .... Prof. Fisher would put it. 

Year 1913 1918 1923 1924 1925 
Cenerallnda of price level.. 100 157 157 158 159 
Workinl Capital 
. (in crorel of RI.) 24 49 59 67 70 
Workinl Capital correlated 
to pre-war level of prices .. 24 31 38 42 38 

The above tables do not take into .ccount the _aller banks and loan com
pl!nie. which are conductinl bankinl business to a larlC e:dent. The reaources 
olthe indileno.u, banke" are alao esduded. 
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depressing one. As adequate ba.nking statistics which cover 
the entire field are conspicuous by their absence I refrain 
from making any appeal to any statistical device to show how 
our system is progreaaing when compared with others. The
stationary and sometimes declining dividends speak elo
quently of the struggles of the Indian Joint·Stock Banb. 
Their low cash reserve as against their demand obligations. 
faiJiJ to inspire the neceaaary confidence in the minds of the 
depositors.' Unorganised, unaided and subject. to the 
malicious propaganda or barbed darts and vile credit-wreck
itig tactics of their enemies, the Indian Joint-Stock Banks are
" muddling through somehow". If timely action is not taken. 
the unfailing and inexorable law of the survival of the fittest. 
would soon eliminate quite a large number of theae tottering: 
institutions. 

With no banking legislation., no official supervision., no
fluid market for short-time investments which consequently 
leads. to an over-investment in gilt-edged securities, no co
ordinated policy' of the different joint banks, no centralised 
banking in the way of the ra.te of interest and no check against. 
the frequent happening ofBwindles by directors or officers of 
banks the Indian Joint-Stock Banks have been unable to
show remarkable progreaa. Though some of the Indian Joint.. 
Stock Banks are not incapable of holding large monetary 
resources yet the logical consequences of the above circum· 
stances are bank :failnres now and then. Now that re
organisation and radical reform of banking are under contem· 
plation the broad lines of reform. may be indicated briefly. 
A unified ba.nking system with an independent. Central Bank. 
of Issue acting as a regulatory authority in a carefuDy develop
ed discount market and creating elastic currency to satisfy 
the needs of buaineaa must be the BOle objective of our bank. 
ing ~eform. A' complete rationaJis:a.tion of our banking; 

I Sinc:e tbe sale of Cavemmena eecuritics ia tbe ....Bet in 1917 tWa
L. Leaa • drop i. tLeU Yalue. 
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system is needed at the present hour. It alone would tend ~ 
promote specialisation in credit business and without aa 
efficient use of credit, agriculture, commerce ~d industry 
cannot be established with any degree of suocess. It is to the 
banker, the chemist, the physicist, and the engineer that India· 
has to look to recrea.te her economio conditions and lead to a 
fuller utiliaa.tion of her amall dormant hoards of precious 
metals and a better working out of the industrial opportunities 
thereby increasing the total wealth of the country and the
proeperity of the people. 

Now that a Banking Committee is examining the credit 
organisation of our country the position that these Indian. 
Joint-Stock Banks would have to occupy in a well· built and 
thoroughly organised system has to be studied with care, in
sight and sympathy. It would not be far wrong to say that 
the Indian Joint-Stock Banks lacking the foetering guidance 
of a true Central Bank of Issue have been functioning in .. 
crMit organisation whose growth has been aptly compared 
to that of a wild jungle. The lack of positive information and 
detailed statistical knowledge precludes one from malting any 
judgment as regards the safety and solidity of our Joint-Stock 
Banks. Although it is an accepted fact that the dividends 
of some of the established banks are somewhat fairly higher 
than returns from trading or other joint-stock companies, still 
the fact that more capital is not being invested in the expan
sion of the existing banks or the establishment of new big joint
stock banks speaks for itself. The qualitative aspect of Indian. 
Joint-Stock Banking is far from convincing and the quanti
tative &Spect is equally disappointing.' 

n 
What are the real causes leading to this unfortunate

position? Some of the causes stated by the managers of the-

• '''IOWiiiout of 2300 IIaft bana or bnllch .. oraaencyofa bank. n_ia 
no ,... Wh, the otber towna" ehould not be equipped with banlUn, a&alaa. _t. 
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Joint·Stock Banks are analysed and a critical scrutiny and 
analysis of their statement leads to certain important conclu. 
Sions as regards the planning of their immediate future. 

OvEB·INVESTMDT. 

Like the"Imperial Bank the majority of the Indian Joint... 
Stock Banks hold large blocks of Government securities.' 
Even these ca.nnot be turned into ready cash. There are no 
open market operations on the part of the Imperial Bank to 
steady their price or defea.t the bearish factor. and tactic. of 

. the opera.tors on the stock market. Without reasonably stable 
or steady value attached to the Government securities, the 
ba.nks are finding it difficult to maintain steady dividends. 
Secondly," as the deposit rate they pay is high the interest 
secured from their investments does not generally give .. 
broad margin over the deposit rate which they agree to pay. 
Broadly speaking, banking profits depend on the di1Ierence 
at which they lend over the rate which they pay for their 
borrowings from the public. Thirdly, the Indian Joint-Stock 
Banks are therefore forgetting their social mission which is to 
aid commerce and industry. 

It is indeed true that the holding of Government securities 
or trustee securities ought, generally speaking, to be considered 
as a healthy sign indicating the true financial strength of the 
Joint.Stock Banks. But unfortunately owing to the above 
set of circumstances described already the investment policy 
has been causing them grave anxiety. Again no commercial 
bank ought to congratulate itself on its possessing .. higher 
amount of investments over and. above their actual paid.up 
oapital. It is bound ~ create grave trouble whenever it 
wishes to expand its business or open branches in the interior. 
Although full regard to liquidity has to be paid still this over. 
investment even in. gilt-edged seCurities has to be given up. 
~eEnglish Banks persistently sold their surplus percentage 

1\ See C. B. Enquiry Committee Report. p. 385. •• A "'11'1 proportion aI 
relOurc:el ia locked up in gilt-edged aecurities .. compared with hilt.. .. 
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of war-time investments immediately after the war. From 
£398·6 millions in 1919. they camo down to a low level of 
£290·5 mil. in 1927. The sum realised was utilised as advances 
to commercial borrowers.' Such a policy of pronounced re
duction in the matter of their investment would undoubtedly 
improve the situation. Even the Presidency Bank of Bombay 
suffered in a like manner on account of its excessive holding 
of the E. I. Chmpany's paper. Firstly it proposed to open a 
branch in Caloutta in 1841.' As this was not allowed, it 
suggested the undertaking of foreign exchange business 80 

as to find work for its huge capital. Chnsidering the possi
bility of the Hon'ble the Churt of Directors refusing this 
measure it placed the alternative of reducing ita capital exactly 
to one-half and that the note-issue should similarly be cut 
down to one crore of rupees alone.' The Churt of Directors 
refused to permit any of the measures and until there was the 
cotton boom in 1860 there was not properly speaking any 
legitimate trade demand absorbing ita huge paid-up capital 
which had to be locked up in the Chmpany's paper alone 
which paid four to five per cent. rate of interest.' 

ChKPETlTION. 

Taking leave of the discUlliion of excessive investment 
we must turn to the second reason which is repeated by the 

, s .. J. Sykes, The Present Position of tbe Englisbloint-Stock Bania. po 68. 
, See my book .. Orpniaed Banking in tbe Days of JoIan Company". pp.481 

to 494. 

• See the Report of tbe Ditectora of the Bank of Bomba, submitted at • 
Special meeting of the Proprietors held on Thunday. the 2nd da, of September. 
ISS2. II o'dock in the f~. These requests were .ot .... ctionecl b, the 
Hon'ble the Court of Directon. S .. their F'mancia1 Letter to tbe Govertunalt 
of Bombay, Letter No. I, of 1853.dated 19th January 1853. Paras.3 and .. of tbis 
letter upIain the reasons for their refusing to .... ction this request. 

• See Resolution No. 19, F' IDUlciaI Letter from the Court of Directors to the 
Bombay Go.emment. dated 26th July, 1843. 
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managers of the Indian Joint·Stock Banks. Since the late 
1rIr . .A. Bowie raised the cry of .. uneconomlo competition" 
-on the part of the Imperial Bank it has become fashionable 
in season and out of season to repeat the bogey of competition. 
If it were not the Imperial Bank of India, the Government of 
lndia and the existing Provincial Co.operative Banks and the 
District Central Co-operative Banks and the Exchange Banks 
.are looked upon as rivals tending to spirit away deposits 
'Which wouTd naturally have flowed into their hands in the 
.absence of any of these competing rivals.'a 

Much reliance cannot be placed on the supposed cut
throat or uneconomic competition on the part of the Imperial 
!Bank of India. It is the acknowledged policy of the Imperial 
::Ba.nk to consolidate its present position at the existing two 
"hundred branches and not to open more branches in the mea.n
while. Competition with the indigenous joint-stock ba.nks 
is always deprecated so long as the latter are charging 
'moderate rates of interest. It is the declared policy of the 
Imperial Bank to open a branch only where scope exists for 
-two Banks. Even though a branch of Joint-Stock Bank might 
-exist, the Imperial Bank would open a branch so as to extend 
'banking facilities to the people of the locality. So long as the 
-dangers underlying branch banking are understood and 
-every effort is made to eliminate them, this system of extend· 
ing branches by ihe Imperial Bank has to be hailed as a weI· 

, -come measure. None the less there· is a grain of truth lying 
hidden in . these blasphemous remarks of the Joint-Stock 
BankS. Unable to secure inte~est-free Government deposits 
they have raised the cry of State-subsidised competition. The 
'state, however, has to select a strong bank as its depositary 
lor the Independent Treasury System has grave evils of its 
.own. The system of nursing weak banks by decIa.ring them 
.as Government depositary banks is no less an evil than the 

'4 See Resolution No- 19. Financial Letter frem. th. ~cI Directer • 
• ~ th. Bombay CCIVenun~ dated 26th July, 1841. 
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.one of maintaining an Independent Tre88ury System of its 

.own, 
Although there might be some amount of truth in the 

above contention, still the grievance that the Co-operative 
Banks are effective competitors as they tend to attract deposits 
by offering high interest rates is entirely a mistaken notion. 
As in modern Germany or France we do not find even our 
urban or the Provincial Co-operative Apex Banks conducting 
banking business on similar lines which the commercial banks 
adopt.10 In Germany the co-operative banks grant advances 
.on the well-known basis of the cash credit system and discount 
bills. Even in modern France the situation is the same. The 
Co-operative Banks created by the State initiative and financed 
to the extent of 50 mil. francs are acting as the ordinary joint
stock banks for the locality. Such competition hardly exists 
in any of the money centres of this country. It is true that 
the co-operative banks offer a high deposit rate. As I have 
Btated elsewhere. they are " complementary" institutions.l1 
Their sole aim is to play the humble role of "collecting banks." 
'They are "feeders" to the Joint-Stock Banks for it is their 
mission to endow smaJI people with moderate capital and train 
them to banking habits and prepare them for business with 
more capitalist institutions to which they are likely to go as 
they become wealthy. Such being the case there is no reason 
to take umbrage on account of their successful working. In 
the near future when trade financing is done by means of bills 
the trade paper endorsed by the co-opera.tive banks would 
furnish ample opportunity for the safe investment of their 

10 Evell though the Imperial Bank's brancb has been dosed at Serajgunj and 
the local Central Co-operative bank has been attempting to fill the void the question 
Of opening current accounts, collecting cbeques and bills is not taken up and 

-anction bas to be obtained for this from tbe Registrar of the Co-operative Societies 
for tbew purposes. See Free Press Message the U/laly of 12th September 1929. 
In lOme places" bowever. the co-operatift banb are opening current aCCO\Dlts, 

lPun:Lasing draft. and .elling remittance. 
U See my "Present-Day Banking in India. .. Chapter on Co-operative Banks. 
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funds. Greater co·operation would thereby ensue between 
the Indian J oint·Stock Banks and the other kinds of banking 
institutions or bankers. Co-ordinated and not competitive 
banking must be the ideal that ought to govern their opera
tions in the future. 

P. O. CASH ClmTIJ'IOATES. 

The Government of India which haa already incurred 
their displeaaure for depositing ita funds in the Imperial 
Bank, alone, has once again become a target of criticism. By 
virtue of increaaed interest rates which it haa agreed to pay 
to the holders of the P. O. Caah Certificates from the 1st of 
August, 1929, it is feared that it would tend to divert the flow 
of deposita from the usual channels to the hands of the 
Government of India. That the Government would absorb the 
available savings is the specifio grievance which haa been set 
up by them. Even the EXChange Banks consider this effect
ive competition on the part of the Government aa one of the 
reaaons for the slow growth of their deposita. The floating 
of Treaaury Bills and the 'currency contraction in the slack 
season, though ostensibly pursued with the object of prop
ping up exchange is disliked by the Indian Joint-Stock Banks. 
The Treaaury Bills are being floated at .. rates of interest 
which no bank even of ' modest means could think of giving 
ita depoSitors."11 This has been acting aa a double.edged 
weapon. Firstly, it has tended to restrict the volume of their 
deposits. Secondly, it has tedded to demoralise the tone of 
the stock market and the Government securities have naturally 

U If we ltudy the English Banking IJItem the average rate at 111 hieh T reaaur'J 
,Bills were floated was £4-lo. .. 3d. hardly higher than the rate at which the eommer· 
cia\ists were able to secure the discounting of the bill. by the Banb which _ 
£4-9s.-6d. Thi •• hows that the Bntiah Government hi spite of its increueC 
indehtedneaa did not pay very high ratea 'or its .hort-term indebted_. S.s,.kea, 
1611 •• p. 91. 
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·suffered depreciation lIB a result of unexpected shifts in the 
matter of Trea.sury Bill sale policy.lI 

EXCHANGE B~Ks. 

Repeated failures of the Indian Joint·Stock Banks have 
turned the people more to the Exchange Banks who have 
already become unpopular for their exclusive monopoly of 
finanCing of foreign trade. Their deposits are increasing 
though they pay no high rate of interest. Being the victims 
of unorganised banking the Indian people natura.Ily prefer 
to place trust in the foreign Exchange Banks whose directors 
at least are to a certain extent free from the taint of swindling 
bank resources and utilising them for selfish advantages of 
their own. The Exchange Banks have built up a tradition of 
trustworthy service and they usua.Ily have at their service a 
-continuous succession of honourable Ilnd loyal men. They 
are gathering vitality. lIB they go becoming not weaker with 
age but stronger and more trustworthy in marked contrllBt 
with the few traitors of our Indian Bank management who 
have undermined the prestige of the other contemporary 
Indian Joint-Stock Banks and have contributed a good. deal 
towards their stagnation and decay. The main excellences 
of the Exchange Banks, namely, skill, trusteeship andscienti
-fie method, must be copied by the Indian Joint-Stock Banks. 
The general faithfulness of the Indian Joint-Stock Banks is 
not questioned by anybody but they must copy the best 
features of the Exchange Banks. It is banking education 
that can create these features. It is not the men in high 
places of power but also those who are stationed in every rank 
and level of banking service who must realise their responsi
bility and be willing to do their best. 

u It i. a matter of gratification to find that this opinion is fully endonecl hy 
the C. B. Enquiry Committee on p. 405. .. The T. Bills have not yet become an 

integral part of the money market at their proper value ". 
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m 
HAm> TIMES AND DEPBJ:SSED TBADB. 

The prosperity of banks is purely a relative phenomenolb 
mainly depending on the prosperity of . its customers. If the· 
depositors and bank customers suffer from a fall in the price of' 
land which they. bought at fabulous prices in the boom days ot 
1921 or if dullness of trade were to prevail in the days of post 
war depreesion, it is bound to tell adverSt'lyon the banks also •. 
There is indeed a lot of truth in the above remark. It i. only 
in 1927-1928 that Indian trade and commerce reached their' 
pre-war level. Trade and commerce are feeders to banking 
and without banking they themselves cannot be fed properly, 
they are as much dependent on the banks a8 the banks are on 
the traders and merchants. 

FAILUBES. 

Lastly, the incessant and never-endingU failures of the 
Indian Joint-Stock Banks often remind 'the people of the fact 
that it is altogether sheer folly to place confidence in 8uch 
mismanaged institutions as the Joint-Stock Banks generally 
prove to be as soon as their management changes hands 
from the original set of people. Without the continuity of 
experienced ma.na.gement a deposit in a bank cannot be 

1& The following tahle .ho~ the failures' of the Joint-Stock Banks in thia 
decade-(See Statistical Tables relating to Banks in India) :-

Year. No. of Banks Paid-up Capital. 

1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 

involv~ Rupees. 

7 
4 
3 
7 

15 
20 
18 
17 
14 

1.46.185 
4.02,737 
7.24.717 
1.25,329 
3.29.991 

465.47,325 
11,33.623 
18.75.795 
3.98.145 
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~onsidered safe. Repeated failures,lII are shaking the credit 
fabric of the Joint·Stock Banks. It must be borne in mind 
that a "system of banks is like a crowded city where a fire 
breaking out in one house may soon spread to many others 
.and every house has to bear not only its own fire risk but some 
risks of all the rest". Without a far higher standard of 
banking prevailing among the Indian Joint·Stock Banks it 
is impossible to conSider the banking structure as a sound 
.and strong one. The present.day Joint-Stock Banks are 
.not regarded'a£! national institutions endowed with the 
trust of the community. 

Having seen a. correct representation of the difficulties 
under which the Indian Joint·Stock Banks are labouring. it is 
the bounden. duty to plan the future of the banking system in 
,such a way as to provide a. harmonious atmosphere congenial 
to their rapid development. What then are ·the remedies 
needed to cure their weaknesses! Can the Indian Joint-StO('k 
Banks hope to improve their situation by their own elIorts 
.and measures in the direction of setting their houses in order? 
What can an external agency like the Central Bank of Issue 
hope to do for tbem? _ How ~ar would the legislative and ad
ministrative action on the part of the Government and t,he 
co-operative action of the depositing public and the borrow
ing oustomers be of any use to them? Are there any other 
tentative measures by which it would be possible to help 
them at the presf'ntjunoture? A thorough discussion of these 
varied facton would be impossible within the ROope of this 
short paper. 

Rut the definite programme of banking reform falls 
broadly under two headings, viz., internal and external. The 

16 Quite recently the Karachi &nk railed and a desultory acquaintance with 
the his!ory 01 Indian Banking would show how the lack of confidence created 
by banle failures has been a well-marked feature sinoe the second half of the 
19th Ct-ntuty. . 
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internal reorganisation has to be brought about by the. 
Indian Joint-Stock Banks. This is more important the the 
external aid for without the former the external agency would 
either decline to lend aid, or even, if it were to be rendered, no 
lasting a.nd permanent improvement can be achieved in the 
poBition of the Indian Joint-St.ock Banks. An external 
agency Can mend the evila but what ill required is a radical oure. 
which can arise out of. a proper internal reorganisation. 

Of the external remedies the administrative measures of 
Government, further legislation and a more enlightened publio 
debt policy are given propE'r attention. The oo-operat.ion on 
the part of the depositing public and the borrowing oustomers 
and close oo-operation amongst the hankers themselves would 
go along way in improving the Bituation. Bnt the creation 
of a Central Bank of issue is the proper remedy for many of the 
present-day defects. 

Taking the internal remedy first into consideration the 
.Indian Joint-Stock Banks would have to sacrifice or give up 
the unnecessarily large holding of Government securities." 

18 Broadly .~king the banking policy in the matter of in".tments it to 
..teet liquid md euily realiaahle --"ti. ~I ..., wi .. md a wid. 
market. Aa gilt-edged securiti. poas.- then featufellM bulk of hank m".tments 
consists of Government aecurili.. But thcae do not form the onl, il_ in the 
matter of investments. If the Bmk conducta iaauini buain_ the Illates of DeW 

companies "oaled by it ere senerall, IIeld by it till the time the in".tinl pvbli~ 
digest these ,hares. Similerly a city bmJr _kiD, to nteDd its opereti_ ia 
the most life md _omicaJ manner tende to acquire IMfei m the benkiq 

• compeniee of the interior and hope. to inHuence its policy md _k aD outlet 
for ita lurplua funde. The ,hat. of a foreign hankin, compen, might be 
required 10 a. to afliliate it to itself. nul mi.llt Dot be done .. ilh the up'" 
purposeof conducting foreign bmkiD, OR any lersa ecaIe but merel, torader 
more eflicient aetVice to ita 0_ QIItomen in the direction of 6nancinl 
foreiRn trade. Indim' banks do not generall, poas.- Inch a wid. l'1li" 01 
securities md ,hat. of few ltabl. iaduatrial compani. form the-;or 
constituents of tile investment iteml of the Indim Joint-Stock Bmb. 'ne 
acquisition of intefelts in other banks .bmrstic or foreign it DUt yet a marUcl 
feature of an, one 01 the important Indian Joint-Stock Bmb. lbe Urm, yet 
fruitful policy of the LIoyd'1 Bank or the Barday·. Bank in thie directioa 6nde no 
eoUDterDart in the Indian Joint-Stock Bmking S,.tem. Too Jerle a part 01 ~ 
invcItible eurplUl6ade its way into silt-edged aecuritic.. Thit bel to be recti6ed. 
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In their endeavour to incline towards safety they are leaning 
too much on this support. Sound commercia.1 advances 
marshalled in a steady succession of maturities are more 
lucrative than gilt.edged securities. Banks must invest wisely 
and not speculatively. 'l'rue wisdom in the matter of bank 
investment consists in avoiding .. frozen assets". The 
pro blem of finding adeq uate business for the released funds 
would have to be faced. Indirect financing of agricultural 
interests throllghapproved indigenous bankers or the financing 
of the small artisans or traders purely on the persona.1 know
ledge of the indigenQus bankers can provide the needed avenues 
and unless they care to cultivate more regular business 
dealings with the indigenous bankers the mere finanCing of 
trade and industry in the big centres would not absorb all 
their liquid resources. The banking net must be spread wider 
so as to cover a greater area than at present. It is the 
financia.1 life of the big cities a.1one that they are able to 
infiuence at present. They must descend to rura.1 tr&<'ts and 
hope to influence the lives of the masses in a significant 
ma.nner. The rea.1 problem of Indian Banking is to secure 
to the Indian Joint·Stock Banks power so as to enable them 
to control the indigenous bankers and they should themselves 
be controlled in their turn by the Central Bank of Issue. 
This is the unity and organic relationship that ought td pervade 

- our banking structure. The present.day loose and unorganised 
system has to be displaced by a. more concentrated a.nd highly 
integrated banking system. 

Secondly as one reputed Professor of Economics stated, 
" & banker ought to be two·fifths gentleman, One· fifth econo
mist, one·fifth lawyer and one·fifth II.Ccountant ~'. Unfortu
nately the lack of such high qualities renders pollllible mis
management of banks. A weak, loose and inefficient audit 
unable to infiuence the bankers usually tolera.tes such 
inconsistencies, till the day of final reckoning comes when 
some important inoident leads the depositors or lenders of 



money to doubt of 'the standing of the bank and the attemp~ 
on their part to collect the deposits brings to an end th& 
existence of the tottering bank. 

An efficient and expeditious service and the expanding 
of general agency business done by them. is sure to bring in. 
greater deposits and more constitllents. Banks have to go to 
the people and not wait for. the people to come to them. U 
sufficient employment for these funds is secured the financial 
strength of the Indian Joint-Stock Banks is bound to increase. 
No time should be lost in attempting to reform and reorganise 
the internal framework on a Bound baRis. It ill not for the 
sake of mere self-interest that this reorganisation hu to be 
undertaken by~he volition and prescience of bankers them. 
selves .. Unless this is ca.rried out immediately the mere setting 
up of any external agencies would not sol ve the riddle and even 
these external agencies would consider these Indian Joint
Stock Banks:a constant source of anxif'ty. The help that any 
external agency would render can bea.r fruit only under 
. improved management of the Indian Joint-Stock Banke. 
In the absence of any such reorganisation it would tend to 
postpone the evil day. It is foul financial weather that is 
the real test of sound. banking and I venture to think that 
without real improvement in the internal management of the 
banks their position would become strained. it anothe~ 
«isis of the nature of 19]3-1915 period were to happen. 

EXTERNAL REMEDIES. 

A more enlightened policy on the part of the Government 
wi th reference toR upe& loans and the Treuury bills is needed 
and everything depends on this important reform. It ill 
absolutely imperative that no further suspicion should be 
roused that the Government is bent on floating further Rupee 
loans in the Indian money market. The sla.ckened response 
to the last RQpeeloan means after all that it is high tmie to
con8ider the a.dvisa.bility of pro('-eding slowly in the matter 
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of c6l>ital expenditure on the pa.rt of the Government even for 
productive undertakings. The present ma.rket value of gilt~ 
edged securities should not be tossed about hither and' 
thither as a result of the vacillating public Joan policy._ 
Further depreciation of the value of Government securities." 
meims further cuts in the profits of the Indian Joint-Stock 
Banks and the dividends they declare. Lower dividends· 
mean lower deposits. The lower the working capital the 
lower would be the profits unless it is offset by greater turnover 
of the capitlll resources. This is the vicious circle that is. 
being induced by the present.day public loan policy. 

ADMINISTRATIVE MEASUltES. 

Several critics have pointed out the necessity of pursuing 
a strictly scientifio policy in the sale of the Treasury bills. 
The resort to the Treasury bills as a. deflationary measure 
in order to support the sterling value of the rupee in the slack 
season ill undoubtedly tending to the reduction of deposits. 
available to the Bank'!. Firm money conditions induced by 
their sale may succeed in bringing about an improvement in. 
the rate of exchange and ma.intain it at a safe level. The high. 
rates paid for them as well as the long term Joans would mean 
in the long run grea.ter inroads on the taxpayer's purse.17 

17 It is not germane to this topic to discuss the economic effects of public debts. 
The floating debt even though it might consist of Treasury bills has its effect on the 
Bankers. Apart from financial danger to the State. the inconvenience to trade and 
commer"'; i. no less arave. The possibility of habitual renewals tends to mue it 
permanent. This actsa .. detrimentto banks for their deposits would be cut down 
and the discount rate would rise. Prices of goods rise and the standard of living
tends to beeomevery high. The Banks might hold theaesafe Government promises· 
and refuse to take riska involved in eommercialloans and discounts. It is liable to. 
provoke inflation.. Lastly it might lead to arave Consequences if renewals of 
Treasury bills are alackened. F oreigo holders of these lose Confidence in these 
certificates and national money and this loss of Confidence affects adversely the
the national rate of exchange. 

For a more complete discussion see the" Revue de Science et de legislation
Financieres .~. January-March Number. 1925. pp. lOO-IOZ. 

See also H.E. Fisk ... French Public Fmance in the German War and T o-da,:" 
pp.l;'17. See allO H. C. Adams ... Science of Finance." p. 526. 
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This unnecess!l.I'y increase of tax-burden when the taxable 
capacity is so very low has to be borne in mind. It would have 
an adverse effect OD the purchasing power of the people and 

, trade would not recover rapidly as a result of this de1lationary 
policy which of course is due to their anxiety to keep the 
exchange rate above I,. 0UIl. the gold export point from this 
country. So long as the sterling resources are few there can 
be no sale of gold exchange or gold at this export point in 
spite of the Act IV of 1927. Clause V. This perhaps is the 
reason for the auxiety of the Government not to allow 
exchange to fall to the low level of the gold export point from 
the country., 

LEGISLATIVE MB.A8UBB. 

Another direction by means of which the Govern. 
~ent can hope to protect the directors as weD as the public 
lies in passing helpful and suggestive legislation. Governmenl 
guarantee of deposits or the formation of a .. Safety fond • 
are bound to be mere paDiatives and do positive harm to tho 
conservative banks. The possibility of few depositors beiDg 
selected as bank directors is a remedy which can only be 
permitted by a change in the existing legislation with re
ference to the Joint-Stock Banking Companies. Those taxes 
·~hich are interfering with the development of b&Dking 
'amalgamations should be removed. A readjustment of the 
other taxes on a lower level than at present would act aa a 
further impetus in the starting of more banks and in view of 

. the fact that the indigenous bankers are to develop into modem 
,banks this recommendation has to be virtually earned out. 
The possibility of selecting a few other banks .. as publio 
depositaries .. 18 after exacting due security'would have it. 
own efficacy at the present juncture when even the established 

lJI Sec the u.s.A. where there ue a luse DumLer of b.nb-7,224 actin, .. 
public depositariea •. Sec the annual Report of the T r __ er. 1926. p.604. l'Oae 

'Buk ia nerr '0111' is a CoftIDIIIeId depoeitary." 
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Indian Joint-Stock Banks are not able to create the needed 
confidence. It is indeed true that the false tongue of rumour 
cannot be controlled in any effective manner. Its vivid 
conjectures can be silenced only by publication of relevant 
facts indi~ating the general financial strength of the Banks. 
'l'he financial intelligence of the reading public can after a.ll 
be a more ellective safeguard than any legislative enactment. 

CO-OPERATIVE EFFORTS. 

The depositing public and the shareholders would have to 
co.operate with the banlc management in every way. H the 
depositors are taken into confidence by the managing board 
there is no reason why they ought to get shy of the Indian 
Joint·Stock Banks. Advisory committees of depositors and 
influential traders to help the branch managers in the matter 
of investment of bank's funds would be very helpful. 

Sometimes the frauds and malpractices which the Banks 
ha.ve experienced from time to time have led to stricter regula
tion and restriction of credit by the banks with the result that; 
bonea fide constituents suffer as a ·result of this vigilant atti
tude. This attitude should not be mistaken by the bona fide 
constituents. 

THE CENTRAL BA.NK OF ISSUE. 

The starting of a. Central Bank of Issue would indeed 
improve their situation in several ways. Besides providing 
rediscounting facilities and thereby enabling them to convert 
their assets easily into liquid cash. a Central Bank is bound to 
confer inestimable advantages on them in the following direc
tions. A careful scrutiny by the Central Bank. which would 
be made at the time of rediscounting the eligible commercial 
paper would automatically raise the standard of banking. The 
very example of its conservative management would act as 
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:an elixir o~ life-girutg tonic to the alm08t8tagnant Indian 
-Joint-Stock Banks of the present day. U th& ccinstitutional 
position of the Central Bankle is 80 devised th&t it preclude8 

.eompetition with the commercial banks this b1 itself would 

.afford an impetus to the Joint-Stock Banks to extend into the 
interior in their endeavour to secure fresh busineBB. But the 
;-starting of a Central Bank would indeed take tim~. In the 
interregnum, the Imperial Bank can render lOme good to the 
lndian Joint-Stock Banks by hoping to act as a Banker'8 
Bank. There is infinite possibility in this direction and all 

-(lredit institutions can be granted liberal advances at one 
-per cent. or Ii per cent; below bank rate on the 8ecurityof 
-gilt-edged stocks or investments sO long as they fail to convert 
~hem into liquid resources. It is not by merely lowering the 
'bank rate that the lending poliCy can be liberalised or made 
--elastio. Less harsh restrictions than are prevailing at present 
-would mean helpful-overdrafts to the Indi!l.D Joint-Stock 
:Banks and a -part of the interest-free national balances 
secured by the Imperial Bank can be utilised hi this manner. 
This is not entirely a. new a.nd da.ngerous innovation for it is 
.a definite pOlicy of the Imperial Bank to grant accommodation 
'in this manner to business houses and industries. Timely 
help and succour and not mere spoon-feeding should be the 

-object of this libera1ised lending policy. Me~ facilitating of 
internal transfer of funds or remittances at low rates is not by 
itscH lit very great help to the Indian Joint-Stock Bank. The 

:Btarting of more clearing houses is &Dothel' estimable tlervice 
for which the Joiut-Stock Banks ought to feel grateful to the 
-Imperial Bank. Something further is needed in the direction 
.of cordial relations between -the Indian Joint-Stock Banka 
.and the Imperial Bank. Both of them -Dl\.1.St realise the 

19 This can be clone by confining its busin.,.. to not,...iatuing and disCounting 
.trade bills of short currency and it would be prohibited from doing ordinary bankinll 
;business 01 a commercial bank. 
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lessons of the past and be aware of th4j current development. 
and current thought.1O 

CONCLUSION. 

A clear and consistent action on the part of all the in
terests concerned is nece£lsary and the co.operation of the
different sections would secure to the Indian joint-Stock 
Bankll a solid ground for their futUl'e expansion and economio- ~ 

development of the country. sxri.all Indian Joint Banks or 
Loan Companies are being started here and there. If the
monthly report of the Registrar of the Joint-Stock Companies. 
is examined the activity of the people in this direction can. 
be immediately realised. But in the economic sphere itia 
not mere quantity but quality that tells. Few sound bank~ 
can achieve more lasting good and confer more permanent. 
outstanding benefit on the country than many bogus bank~ 
which tend to put back the clock of. economic progress. 
National well-being, price-levels, profits, employment and 
purchasing power of wages are of essential importance. Their 
control by a sound banking policy under the capable leader
ship of a nationally managed Central Bank would secure
the welfare and happiness of the. teeming millions of this 
country. 

To sum up, this sUl'vey reveals much that is defective in 
the present-day situation of the Indian Joint-Stock Banks. 
To increase their- usefulness, ·self-improvement, external aid 
and thorough reorganisation of the entire banking structUl'&. 

10 Even the English Joint-Stock Banks which are cons:dered as -.. paragons of 
conservatism" have changed their policy towards industries. Even in America 
the banks have followed a liberal lending policy. Extended loans and less rigorou& 
insistence in the matter of repayment are evidently a proof of their sincerity that 
they do not hold a too detached view towards industries as in the past. This elasti
city in the matter of lending has to be noticed. See H. W. Macrosty ... Trade and the. 
Cold Standard "-Paper read at the Royal Statistical Society of London. Decem!: 
ber 18. 1926-Quoted from the London E_mial. December 25. 1926. p. 117. 

8 



..-e pointed out as the proper measUl'es which can guard them 
~a1nat further deterioration. AD parties should co.operate 
in thIs endeavour as it ia a problem of na.tional importance. 
The present Joint-Stock Banking aystem muat be made Mfe, 
-economical, adequate and effioi~nt at the lIame time so as to 
.afford ma.ximuDl utility to all sections of the community. 
Incidentally it can beremarked that the present.day absence 
-oi definUe trustworthy informa.tion or banking statistics baa 
w be remedied as early as possible and such figures as would 
-furnish real informat.ion or artfully unfold the tale of banking 
progres8should be published by the different units of our 
banking system. 



APPENDIX VB 
THE FUTURE OF OUR ]'OREIGN EXCHANGE 

BANKS* 

EARLY BEGINNINGS. 

Prior to the starting of the organised exchange ba.nks and 
the exchange markets, the indigenous bankers.Iooked after the 
internal and external exchange .requirements of the people.' 
The .balance of international payments. being in favour of th& 
country gold and silver flowed' in freely. Such intrioa.t& 
economic pro bleme as trade adversity fluotuations did not. 
l.U'ise on any important scale. 

With the advent of the British East India Company and 
the foreign trading companies of the western nations foreign 
exchange business be~an to develop and an insignifica.nt part 

• Thi. was part of the written evidence before the C. B. Inquiry Committee. 
It was allo published in the Calcutta RevlerJl, Nov.-Dec •• 1930. 

1 Until 1796-97 the Governmenti of the Provinces used to enter into contraeta 
with the .hroffs or the indigenous bankers for the securing of resources in the 
di/fere~t centres. Due to the Accountant-General Mr. T. Myers the practice of 
the lale of billa and the inviting of open competition was adopted sotliat this competi
tion tended to .ecure more favourable rates than before. See the Public ConaultlP 
t ona, Fort William. Public Department. Government Manuscript Records. Imperial 
Record Ollice. 7th January 1800, No. 47. The Bombay Govemml>nt adopted tbi& 
practice so that by selling bills on the General Treasury at Calcutta it could secure 
the additional revenue needed to meet its requirements. 

I Bengal. for instance. not only paid for all its imports but could finance the 
requirements of other provinces and the China trade at the same time. This led 
to the drain of .pecie but gradually it was condoned by a development of the export 
trad.;, the founding of banks and a thorough organisation of the currency .ystem. 
See the Public Department Records-The general Public Letter written in April, 
1809 to the Court of Directors so as to convince them ohhe necessity to grant a chaf\er 
of incorporation to the Bank of Calcutta. It was only after receiving this charter 
that the name wal changed to the .. Bank of Bengal." Up till 1809 the Bank 01 
Calcutta Wal alwaya referred to as the Government Bank in the index of the GOTefll'l 

ment records. 
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oof it might have been conducted by the Indian cont'erna and 
... black merchants .. as the Indian people 1I'eI'8 styled in the 
.records. of the East India Company. It W88 not until the 
Agency Houses happened to conduct money exchanging, 
Lmking and commission businel!s. eto.. that there W88 any 
.vent of the orglUlised banking system into the country. 
The first large scale moffuaiI b&nka were the Union Bank of 
OtJcutta (1829), the Agra and the United Service Bank (1833) 
~d the Bank 0.1 Western India (1842) and the Oommercial 
llaDk of India (IStS). These were unlimited co.partnership 
banks and their avowed object Y88, of course, intern&l re
mittance and banking business. But as the heirs of the 
goodwill of the Agency Houses they BOOn began to acquire 
foreign exchange busin~ and the prohibition On the part of 
the Presidency Banks helped them a good deal in this 
direction.' 

ADVDT O~ 'DIll: FOBKIGlf ExCBANO. BUD. 

-From 1851 the entry of the exchange banks into India 
IIecomea notiCeable.· More ba.nka would have ~n started 
if the F..ast India Oompany had been more tok-.rant towards 
them.1 During 1858 to 1862 the Oomptoir Escompte de 
Paris gained entry into this country. GraduaDy the British, 
Am.erican. German. Dutch, Japanese and the Portuguese 
banks began to conduct foreign exchange business in this 
country. 

• The domestio banking system being insignificant and the 
few major beuks being restricted largt-Iy by statutory rt'gUla
tioD, these foreign exchange banks. though few, BOOn acqU-iftd 

• At the iIISImce 01 the Director CacleldI this praL.ibitic. _ euc:IIfd. S. 
~ Pr-t-D.y BauIDnt ia India. 3n1 Editi_ AppeadilIIIIL 
. & ne Oriental Banling Corporatic. _ the 6nt cMrIeftd t.alol L.dae to 

... eD~ iato Iudi. • 
• See the oppoeitiClll 01 the Eatt In&. CAnpulJ" the Itartiaa of • s.u .. 

t.ia ia 1836. the Sm. 01 AU. ia 1840 ad the a.m-l Baal of AU. ia 185 I. 
S-.... Bal of AU. Comspaadmce iaaaed ... Par6. m ..". p..- ia 180. 
VeL XXXV. 
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prominence. They secured monopoly over the exchange and 
remittance functions. So late as in 1875 the Anglo-Indian 
Exchange Banks were hardly considered as " baclcing 
institutions." I Working in an uncongenial atmosphere and 
subject to the deterrent disabilities of controlling branches 
stationed thousands of miles away from the head office the 
administrative capacity of the eXChange banks might have 
had been seriously undermined hut for several helpful factors. 
Their commanding resources, the lack of effective competition 
on the part of the sma.l1 Joint-Stock banks at the time of their 
entry into this country and their implicitly follovdng the 
unwritten rules of sound banking soouearned for them the 
respect and confidence of the public and gave them an oppor
tunity to/succeed and outdistance the local banks in spite of a.l1 
benefits which the latter could derive from the patronage of 
local people and merchants. 

By the time the exchange troubles of 1872 to 1802 began 
to appear the Indian Exchange Banks wisely succeeded in 
sending back the whole or a large part of their capital to their 
head office.? At present about 19 such foreign eXChange 
banks exist. All these are foreign-owned banks with their 
head office outside India. They do not deal with the financing 
of internal trade or industries quite on a large 8cale even in the 

Bhcl: season 8 when they find plenty of loana.ble resources 
in their hand. They are unhampered by any di3:Jriminatory 

OS" tho Evideaco of the Deputy C3vomor of the Bank of England before the. 

Se~ect Committee on the Banle of I.sue of 1875. 

, See the Evidence 01 Sir Alfred Dent before the 1898 Committee on Indian 
Currency, Qn. 1959 • 

• Mr. Manu Subelar says that it is internal banking that i. more important 

of their work. He does not quote facts and figures in support of his statement and 

it i. a matter of reSfet that his attemp. tolccure detailed information fail;,a ill 
every respect. See Annexure I of the Minority Report, 
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laws as is the case in America or in the foreign countries.' 
Spreading their operations over a wide area these banks have 
succeeded, in minimising the risks arising from local trade 
fluctuations. As in Japan where a. number of important 
private Japanese banks exist with extensive foreign depart. 
ments both at home and abroad we have no such domestio 
institutions on any important scale. They are conspicuous 
by their absence. It has been an oft.repeated cry On the 
part of the nationalist economjsts that locally directed 
exchange banks do not exist. 

EXClIANGlII BRooRs. 

Although there are exchange brokers in the important 
money centres, yet they do not exist in such numbers as in 
the case of the well. developed exchange markets of London 
or NewYork.1° There are also finance brokers who are some· 
times interested in .bonds and shares but their exchange 
business is little. Exchange brokers can be defined a8 those 
whose sole business is broking exchange bills and conductin; 
deals in future . 

• See Willi. and Edward. .. Banking and Businea .... New York. 1925 Edn., 
. p. 28. See also Willi. and Steiner, Federal Reaerve Banking Practice, New Y .. k. 
1926 Edn., p. 552. France, Denmark, Turkey, Japan, andSpainhaveapecialn.,. 
trictions imposed on foreign banks but wh~rever ,och regulations have prevu1ed 
it has become the habitual practice on their part to afliliate themlelv .. with domestic 
capitalista and start institutions working under local laws. Even England i •• upposed 
to have scented dangen in this matter and the. Cunliffe Committee recommends an 
·ehmination of the situation with reference to the" open door policy" maintained 

- by the United Kingdom as regards the entry of foreign bank.. But 10 long as the 
United Kingdom invests abroad and i. anmous to retain the world' 86nancialleader
ship the London money market must be wide enough to allow operation. in divene 
currencies and foreign benks must be Allowed to conduct their operation.. h. 
guarantee against repudiation the investment of tbe foreign benks in London would 
be of .ome use. 

10 When an Indian Exchange broker dies hi. place is left vacant 10 that me~ 
ben might be limited. There ia no single Asaociation including European u 
well u Indian exchange broken either at Bombay or Calcutta. Eurofean hanL. 
piefer to· have dealings with tbe J.,pCli' 'rc~(11 wbo defosit RI. 10,000 .. 
coatentee of ratilicetion of ~ontr8cta. See p •. 429 C. B. Enquiry Committee 
Report. 
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AOOREGA.TE FOREIGN EXOlIANGE BILLS, 

The aggrega.te a.xnount of foreign exchange hillsll whioh 
oan be drawn through the foreign exchange banks ~oan be 
arranged roughly under-

(1) Imports a.nd exports, 
(2) Gold and silver. 
(3) Invisible trade. 
(4) Capital movements, 

But as no acourate figures can indeed be available under 
all the above headings specially three and four being purely 
oonjeotural it is only a rough idea. that can be gained of. the 
aotual exohange business transactions. To these must of 
course be added pure exoha.nge speculations which can only 
be left to wild conjecture or happy guess. After the recent 
war this business has inoreased enormously but it is not yet 
the usual praotioe on the part of the Indian merchants to 
cover aU exchange transactions of theirs. 

EXCHANGE RATES. 

Orthodox foreign excha.nge theory asks us to analyse 
the foroes of supply and demand for understanding the 
fluctuations in the exchange rates. The modem exponents 
of this theory like Cassel, Keynes and others consider the 
purchasing power parity as the true indicator of the trend of 
()hanges in the foreign exchange rates at least in the long run.I1 

During the short period speculation, budgetary situation, 
and capital movements, exercise their influence. Due to 
the fact that the Government of India pursues a policy of 
stabilising exchanges the deviations from the artificially 

U See the Memorandum of the League of Nations on International Trade 
and Balance of Payments, 1913-1927, pp. 143-150. 

11 See Gustav eassel, the World's Monetary Problems, J. M. Keynes, Tract on 
Monetary Reform, p. 88. See Angen, Theory of International Prices, pp. 188-90: 
Nogaro, The Modem Monetary System: De Bordes. The Austrian Crown. 
pp. 198-200; U. S. Commission. Gold and Silver Inquiry Series. 9(1925). 
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established par ~annot be very wide nor laating for 8. long 
time. During the sIa.ck aeaeon the exchange rates would be 
at the lower level or the gold expo~ point and onleea mone. 
tllo17 stringency were to act as 8. buoy exchange practically 
would be only roughly -I.". or .\4. above the gold export 
point from the country, viz., 11. 5114. Within these limite 
it is the exchange banks which receive exchange news from 
the chief important centres of the world that determine the 
rates every day on the foreign countries. These are published 
in the local newspapers on the next day. The other Indian 
J9int-Stock Ba.nka who conceivably conduct foreign exchange 
on 8. limited scale for their own customers adjust their rates 
on 'the foreign exchange bank rates. Though there is not much 
brisk activity on the part of the Indian EXChange broken 
some amount of arbitraging in exchanges and dealings in 
futures are. entered into on their own account. They are 
undoubtedly busy ma.king aJ?d receiving quotations of ratea 
from merchants and banks and it is not germane to this 
topic to discuss their activity and bustle at the telephone.11 

Their anticipations however do contribute something toward4 
levelling the exchange rates. 

CRA:a.A.CTElUSTIO FEATUBES OJ' EXOlIABGB FLUCTUATIONS. 

A scientific study of the exchange rates points out that. 
there are two distinct features, viz., the strengthening of th& 
e~hange rate in the busy season and the alackening of the 
exchange rate in the monsoon season when it is at the lowest. 
level. This general movement is usually smooth and J1() 

wide range and spread of fluctuations presents itself. Th& 
lack of trade or export bills, the abundance of money in the 
alack season which is usuaJIy in the first half of the official 
year (April to Septembe~) and the floating of the rapee loa.na 

11 For a comparison and contrat of the work of out Eschange Broken with 
those o( the W cst. lee F. T. Ruahforth. the Indian Escbange Prohlem and Phillip'. 
Moderia Foreip Escbange. 
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whose sole proceeds have to be converted into foreign cur·. 
rency to fina.nce capital expenditure on goods explain the 
low exchange rate of the rupee. This is the period of weak 
exchange. Expanding trade increases export bills and tight 
money conditions raise the exchange rate to the gold import 
point of the country. This is the period of strong exchange. 
Each sUccessive season these features are reproduced with 
almost clock·like regularity. Under the Gold Exchange Sta.nd· 
ard system there was a literal pegging of the excha.nge rates 
of the silver rupee and no great devitaions or spread of the 
rates could be noticed in either of the seasons. The releasing 
of gold or gold exchange from the Gold Standard Reserve at 
the gold export p~int from the country and the purchasing 
of unlimited quantities of sterling or gold exchange whether 
r~quired for immediate bona:fide expenditure use of the Govern· 
ment or not when the exchange rate is fast rising. are the 
present. day methods to curb , the exchange fluctuations. 
Acting as the currenoy authority the Government ha.ve been 
in a position to have tolerable control over the exchange 
ma.rket: On the whole the system ha.s worked fa.irly well. 
At certa.in times the Government did not resort to the relea.se 
of gold from the Gold Standard Reserve at the gold export 
point but have used the .. Defence Treasury Bills" to con
tract currency and steady exchange at -hd. higher than the 
gold export point from the country. Similarly gold might 
not have been permitted to enter the country by unlimited 
sale of purchase of sterling at a lower ra.te than the gold im
port point of the country. According to SODle measure or 
()ther the oherished object of stability of exchange has been 
realised. The statutory obligation under the .. Indian . 
Currenoy Aot of 1927 is being fulfilled. Exchange remafus 
pegged at the Is. 6d. ratio. The Bankers who dislike the 
treasury bills floated a.t oompetitive rates or even higher 
rates might have noticed a. few malpractioes. The Govern
ment are undoubtedly feeling the strain to maintain exohange 
a burdensome one but the net result that the ratio has been 
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obserVed must be conceded. The ,latus quo haa alwayabeen 
maintained .and there. was no' seriouaexchange slump at any 
time during these two years 1927 April to 1929 April, under 
the. regime of I,. 6d. ratio. 

PRESENT.DAY CluBACTEBISTICS OJ'THB EXClLUtOB :M.umzT • 

. Throughoutthia vast continent there is not one important. 
city that can be called the II New York" or ff London II of 
India. The position of either the Clive Street of Calcutta 
or the wider money market of Bombay cannot be compared 
witb. that of the Wall Street in America. or that of the 
Lomba.rd Street in the United Kingdom. Though Bombay 
hasgrea.tersha.re of exchange dealings than either Calcutta 
or Madras it would be entirelyerroneoua to minimise the 

. importance Of Karachi a.nd Rangoon as important exchange 
markets." 

Compared with the dim early beginning of the exchange 
markets the first salient characteristic is the close competition 
that exists· in the market. This can be easily discerned by 
noting "the narrowing" of the exchange pointa.I ' While 

1, The following quotation from tbe BomIo, C",tk Go.'" uplei .. the 
excbmge operations of tbe Oriental Bank. tbe 6ftt really atronl' foreip eschau .. 
bank of tbis coountry u Benjamin White pula it: 

Exchmge On Loudon at sill montbs' ,ilht ahove £50 at .... 10 aud 1-4.1. per Re. 
" at three II t20 at .... 9 and 7-&1 •. 
II .i one II .. t20 at .... 9 and 5-&1. 

II II at one day', eight ,hove {S.t .... 9 and I.U. II 

See the noti6ation oftbe Oriental Bank in the 80"..60, Cell" c-ttc. Runpat 
Row, 12th ~pt., 1849. 

A_parison Of the above with modera exchange rete quotations mUes thie 
plain. On Od. 51A. 1929. eJ:change rates in Calcutta were u foDows: 

. - T.T. .. .. 5W. 
on Demand .... 5W. 

Banb buying _ 
three months'sight bill" 
four month,' ~ight bills 
• iIlDlonths' .. .. 
eight bills 
T.T. 

"Md. 
.. ...6Id • 
1 • ..6Hl. 
1t.-6J.' 
I ... stll. 
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formerly the difIerence used to be ranging from i to 14. on a 
rupee the present.day difference is only hd. on the average. 
Ditlerence in exchange might sometimes be as low all M. or 
even worse as compared with the fair difference of the earlier 
days.1Ii Direct rates between Ca.lcutt&arid the foreign money 
centres other than London have also been esta.blished under the 
stress of free competition. But such firm connection as exists 
with London is not to be met with in the case of the foreign 
monetary centres. 

Nextly, many eXChange bills D/A and DfP have arisen 
under the documentary credit principle. With the growth 
of the volume of trade the excha.nge market has become wide 
as well as steady. Ba.nker's clean bills have also arisen to a 
certain extent.. A clean continuing letter of credit is not 
genera.lly issued to the Indian importer as yet. So far as the 
time-length of the bills is considered thirty, sixty and ninety 
days' bills have come into vogue. Sterling bills are predomi. 
nant and there are not very many ru pee bills even in the matter 
of our tra.de with the Eastern countries.1S The Ia.ck of an open 
discount market precludes the early development of t~e rupee 
bills and the absence of the latter has been rendering it difficult 
to create a short term money market where these can be dis. 
counted. This is the vicious circle facing the banking reform. 
ers a.t the present da.y. The habits of the merchants and the 

15 Se. the Speech of the Chairman of the Chartered Bank of India. annual 
meeting. March 1928. 

18 Caring solely for profit the Exchange Banles do nol allow the import bilI. 
to be rediscounted. Though they are drawn for small amounts they can form the 
nucleus of a discount market in this country. The bulk of the Indian import trade 
i. linaneed by 60 days' sight D.P. dr.fts drawn on the Indian importer and the 
latter has to pay interest usually 6 per cent. from the date of the Bill to the approxi:' 
mate date of the arrival of the proceeds of the bill in London. This rate is raised a. 
loon as the Bank of England rate rises above 5 per cent. IE thl: Exchange Bank. were 
to accept bill. instead of purchasing them the benefits of the cheap London di •• 
count msrket could accrue to the importers. But as .oon as low interest rates were 
to continue in the Indian money market the rupee bill can easily become popular. 
Before the starting of the Central Bank this plan cannot however be realiled. 
sue. B. E!lquiryCommittee Report, pp.316-318. 
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industrialists also must change before tho bills of exchange can 
become more abundant. "Manufactured bills" for emergency 
currency purposes arise in the busy season and practically 
disappear when the ImperialBank realises no such necessity." 
~e market for the exchange bills consists practically of the 
exchange brokers and the exchange banks. There are not &. 

lar~e number of buyers of hundies in the native bazar even, as 
in the case of the newly created bill market in the Federal 
Reserve ~anking system.18 The sole burden of financing ex
ports and imports consequently falls on these foreign exchange 
banks and the'London money market in so far as the latter 
rediscounts the export bills of the Exchange Banks. 

Again there is not much of bank acceptance by the Indian 
'Joint·Stock Banks as in the case of the London Acceptance 
Credit or the' Federal Reserve Banking system of America. 
Unless an extensive use of bank acceptances is forthcoming 
and an adequate discount market exists there would be no 
proper co·ordination between the activities of the two kinds 
of banks, viz., the exchange and the commercial banks. The 
absence of rupee bills in the import trade is still &. marked 
feature~ If the exchange banks need adequate funds for their 
operationS in India there is at present no means of redis
counting or disposing of their import bills in this country. 
They faJl back on the Imperial Bank and secure advances 
'!on securities or rediscount their D/A export bills in London 
and send their resources to finance their Indian business. 

TaD IMI'EJUAL BANK AND THE EXCBANOB BANKS. 

The old historical error that the exchange banks financed 
foreign trade solely with the help of their own capitAl re&OUfCe8 

l'Sec A. C. McWatten, Memorandum before the Hilton Younl c-. 
lIIillion. 

,18 Sec W. R. Burgest', the Federal Reter.. Banb and the Money MarIret. 
Chapter on th~ Bill Market. 
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. during the years 1860 to 1900 needs no refutation at all.liThe
Imperial Bankof Indiafinances foreign trade onJy when it helps. 
the exchange banks who might feel reluctant to move fonda 
from London if better money rates were to prevail there or if 
rapidly fluctuating exchange rates would threaten to involve
them in heavy losses if they were to resort to London. H Indian. 
rates are not high enough the same result would happen. The
Exchange Banks would secure advances on securities from the
Imperial Ba.nk and dependence on the Imperial Bank 
becomes a marked feature at such times. Thus it indirectly 
contributes a.t such times towards the financing of foreign trade. 
But if the Government were to force the Imperial Bank to 
raise the bank rate to 8 per cent. as it was done in February. 
1929, it might tempt the exchange banks to remove funds to 
India but much depends on the prospects of the money rates. 
in London and India than anything else. The fluidity of capi
tal depends more on interest rates prevailing at the time than 
a.ny administrative measure;!. It would not be far wrong to 
say that under certain circumstances the Imperial Bank 
might be forced to finance foreign trade also: It must aJsc. 
be remembered that the Imperial Bank is allowed to conduct. 
foreign exchange business to meet the personal requirements 
of its customers alone. This amounts on an average to about. 
six crores of rupees. 

A CENTBAL BANK Olr IssUlil .AND . ITS CONTROL OVER 

EXCllANOlll. 

Now that the long·operating gold exchange standard 
system haa pra.ctically re~oved. wide exchange fluctuationa 
a1together, it remains to see how the same desirable feature
can be obtained under the Central Bank management of a gold 
standard. The BOle purpose of the gold standard is to a.chieve-

18 See the Memori.1 of the Esc ...... Banles to the Viceroy lent on the3rd 
February. 1900. quoted in the Appendix XV. p.409. ChamberlainCommiosioa• 
Interim Report. and the Letter of the Government of Indi. aent to tbe Sec:retup 
of State on the 3rd December 1900. 16itl .. Appendix XV. p. 407. 
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.stability of foreign exchange. Free gold export lhipmentl 

.and due contraction of credit would restore the exchange rate 
l>ack to its old moorings. SimUa.rly free gold importl and a 
'liberal oredit polioy would raise the domestio price.level and 
~heck e~port8 with thereault that unportswould increase and 
,goldwonld flow ba.ck so that the unduly favourable ba.la.noe 
.'Of payments would tend to correct itself.llu This is the oon. 
-caption of the automatio gold standard which however is not 
the standard that has been adopted of late by the import
-~t countries. The new gold st&olldard does not solely aim 
.at creating devices for stabilising exohanges alone but it seeks 
to stabilise the value of gold and thus prevent long.term. 
llpward or downward movements in the value of gold or prioe 
levels. An _ effort is thus being made to attain general 
!ltability of the world prioe-level, over short as well as long
herm periods. It-is not necessary to disouss the further 
aspects of the new gold standard whioh is now being uniform
ly aooepted by almost all other countries. 

It is apparent then that if the Reserve Bank were to be 
started in this country this control over the exohange value of 
the currency can be secured by its policy. With the disap
pearance of the Govermnent 80S the" Onrrenoy authority" or 
its dominance 'over the Central Bank which we have witnessed 
in the case of the Imperial Bank, the Central Bank haa to 
ma.inta.in the exchange level. Opera.ting the new gold Itand
a.rd whose important features would be the absence of a gold 
currenoy and international co-operation with the other new 
gold standard countries, the procedure of parting with actual 
gold or gold exchange can be 'resorted to as in the case of 

10 See Taussig.lntemational Trade. Part 3 (1927). AD advene trade balance 
is eet right by altered exc~ge rates and thi, would lead to the buildinr up of • 
fayourable trade balance. Thi. correctiYe would be eIIK:ac:ioas if ~c _cfi.. 
bona da not change, /liz .• that the 'Volume of domestic currency i. not being inflattd. 
that budgetl are being balanced. that .pec:ulation does not enter the ache,. 
suket. that invisible items do lIot alter the balance of payments udlbat no 
arbitrary restrictions are imposed on the movanent of trade and 01 nc:hm .. rat .. 
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the Reichebank of Germany. It might even adopt the obliga.
tion to sell gold or gold exchange only when the -gold .export.. 
point is reached as .is the ca.se now . with the Nederla.nda 
Bank to those countries which would permit the free Dlove
ments of gold. The administrative technique might be. 
difIerent but the principle is always to be the restoring of 
excha.nge conditions to stability. Its' control over the. price-. 
level would be aiming at stability, internal as well as exter
naJ, .. e., .. within as well as without" as Montagu Norman.. 
the Governor of the Bank of England, would put it.1l 

The main probleJl1 ahead is not the maintenance of the
stable eXChange alone, which can however be realised as a part 
of the Central Bank management of the new gold standard, bufi 
our attention should be riveted on the immediate problem of 
financing foreign trade with domestio resources. Exports and: 
imports have reached the pre-war levei only in the year 1927. 
1928.11 They are bound to expand in. the near future. The
financing of this huge foreign trade at home is essential. An
other part of the duty would be the facilitating of the transfer 
of the net balance of payments to India proper. 

THB DEJl'BOTS OF THE PRESENT-DA.Y FORl!lIGN EXOBANGB 

BA.NKS. 

The chief counts of indictment against the powerful 
foreign exchange banks as they exist now are that they 
com~te with the Indian Joint-Stock Banks not only in 
the matter of securing deposits but in financing borrowe1'8 
in the slack season. tha.t they drain away resources from 
this country for services which can be performed equally 
efficiently by progressive domestio banks, that they promote
trade in raw ma.terials and the industrialisation Of the country 
is no definite policy of their own, that they refuse to adapt.. 
themselves to the requirements of a great agricultural 

11 See the Evidence before the Hilton Young Commillion. 
·See the Review of the Trade of India. 1927-28. 
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eG1lntry like India where produce advanoee are more nee ... 
.eary and should be made freely, that they do not teach the 
principles of foreign inveetDlent banking. that they stoop to 
unfair tactic8 against budding rivals, that they &1'8 tending 
to &Dla1g&Dlate with the big London Joint-Stock B&nka and 
future eoonoDlio deve10PDlent Dlight be served well or ill by 
these huge financieJ leviathans, that they do not give U8 an 
.adequate return for the "open-door policy II we maintain, 
that they form. a oompact hODlogeneou8 group and give no 
positive encouragement to the Indian Bank oftiC8l'll to rise to 
positions of responsibility, tha~ they tend to drain away funds 
frODl up-country centres to the porta in the busy aea.aon there
by leading to better financial facilities to exporters rather than 
the cultivators and industrialista, that they have not set up 
'8OonoDlio standards of bank management and organisation 
~ore the Indian J oint~Stook B&nka who are financing inter
'11&1 trade requirements and that they will not fit in in a 
~tionally managed banking service which Dl&y be planned 
in the near future to develop our na.tional resources and create 
productive industry. II In. ahort, they refuse to be instru. 
ments of national progreaa. In view of their paat opposition 
to the Central Bank proposals, it is likely that, when the 
Central Bank would be atarted they would certainly refuse to 
eo-operate with it.l& Ita resolute leadership Dlight be opposed 
by theae banks and Central Bank control Dlight becODle a mere 
fantaatio drea:01. Almoat a deafening and tuDluJtuous roar of 
eritioiam would be levelled against their uncharitable . and 
uninspiring conduot before the Central Banking Committee. 
No one need be surprised at the particular anim.u8 that JIlight 
~ displayed by the oriticI but the ebullition of nationAl feeling , 

.. AQOthei COIIDt of indictmeat i. that they d, not p .... ti.fadorJ referencee 
to aveneu merchaota reprdins their Indian cuatomeh. The uchanse Bub 
_pel the merchaot Lorrowen to iuaure with foreip 1._ c-.pani. in 
.-.Ierenco to .trODS and well-manqed Indian 1IDes. 

MSeetheE'lidencoof c.NicoU beloreHilton Y,uns Canun"ion. 9N-14148. 
Vol. V. 
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is suoh that many unjust accusations would be levelled and 
little foibles would be m.agnified into serious mistakes. 

The above formidable list of their shortcomings and de· 
fects does not mean that they are not of anyuse to this oountry. 
As models of sound finance the Indian banking institutions can 
of course learn something from them. The Indian depositors 
would also have to be grateful to them and every fa.ilure of 
an Indian Bank has indirectly added to their prestige and de· 
posit·attracting capacity. Their skill, freedom from dishonest 
manipulation of bank funds for Director's pet schemes and 
the maintenance of liquidity of their resources are indeed 
objects which ought to be the subject of proper emulation 
.on the part of the Indian Joint·Stock Banks. These have 
contributed much to raise the level of their steady profits 
which the Exchange Banks declare at present. 

In view of the fact that the World Economic Conferencel6 

bas passed resolutions to the effect tha.t "no discriminatory 
legislation" against foreigners should be passed and in view of 
1ilie powerful influence the exchange bankers wield in the 
London financial circles it would be impossible to enact any 
punitive or provocative taxation measures against them so 
long as they confine their activities to internationa}:cODlmerce 
alone. Similar ",ell-drafted laws which can be applied to our 
-domestio banks can be imposed on them. A slight return for 
the trading privileges can be socured. The systematic training 
·of Indian apprentices in the art of banking can be secured out· 
·of these refractory exchange banks. But if any further penal 
measures aretobe thought of, such as increased taxation or the 
withdrawing of the right to attract deposits or the right to open 
branches in)he interior of the country they can easily evade 
them by registering themselves with Rupee capital 80S local 

116 See the Report of the War IdEconomic Conference, pu bli, hed by the LealW' 
of Nations, Vol. II, p. 42. 

See also the Proceedings of the Intemational Conference on the Treatment of 
ForeiBII~n, held in Pa~. in 1929. 
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banks. Such has been the case in Spain.'1 As the Indian field 
is wide' enough to permit the suceessful working of • number' 
of banking institutions they would not lose this opportunity 
to defea.t the real intentions ot a.ny pena.l legialatiori that ca~ 
be ena.cted. But a.S I have stated elsewhere if these local 
banks are forced to maintain an up. to-date register of share. 
holderss7 there would be no possibility to eacapethislegialation. 
For the purposes of this a.ct it ca.n be enacted that all banking
compa.nies whose shareholders' list has more than two· thirds. 
of its members from outside the country should be considered
as foreign banking companies. 

Without a. real change of hea.rtit would be difticult to make
them realise out requirements. Our a ppea.l to them to &ct .... 
indispensa.ble 80djuncts to • nation-wide banking system would 
be vain. The -real remedy then is to proceed cautiously and 

, though our policy should be based on the justifiable motive of 
destroying aJl vested interests, the retention of these banks a,8-

useful compleD1ents in our banking organisation is the only 
wise alternative that is left to us. In the beginning, we will 
have to supplement their services and it is only after. time 
that we can hope to counteract their in1luence. Our local ex· 
change Banks. mu st be helped by the Central Bank torea.lise this. 
aspiration. As in Japan, we should retain them. in the banking. 
sptem as willing helpma.tes, Jl80ful brethren, and subsidiary
iDstruments. They D1ust becODl.e a cog in the banking wheel. 
Their present.day uncontrollable and 1;1nassimi.la.ble part in the. 
baDkmg system and theiractlng as the chief controllers of our 
economic progress must be remedied. 

- . . . 

Ie Sell the Chairman's Speech, Westminster Bank', Annual Medin .. 1923~ 
Sell Sykes, The Present Positioia of English Joint-Stock Banking, p,28, 

~ The newly enacied Company Law of 1929 of the United Kingdom _tai .. 
this provision. A penalty i. alao imposed if the indes to theregiater 01 the .har .. 
holder. i. not kept up to date. See .ectione ~entioned in Part IV of the New 
Companies Ad of 1929. -
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~B FINANOING OJ' OtrB FORBIGN TBADB WITH- DOMESTIC 

RESOtrBOES. 

It has already been pointed out how under certaincir-
·cumstances the Imperial Bank's funds might be utilised by 
the Exchange banks to finance our export trade. The lack 

-of co-ordination between internal and foreign tra.de financing 
breaks down under these circumstances. If the Centra.! 
Bank or the Reserve Bank were to lend its exchange funds 
at low rates of interest after ta.king proper security' f:t.,om the 

-domestio exchange banks the financing of foreign tra.de with 
home funds can be accomplished. Under oertain circum· 
-stances such as abnormal exports these resources might be 
reduced or tightened. But 80 Syndicate of bankers can then 
be formed to ease the situation, if the Bank of England refuses 
to help the Central Bank by rediscounting its bill &Bsets in 
London. A Syndicate of bankers speciaJIy formed for the 
purpose can be utilised in financing the export bills. It might
-so happen that the local exchange banks might become saddled 
with huge London _ credits arising out of the purcha.se of 
export bills, '.e., too Dlany London oredits than are necessary 
might be oreated. The Central Bank can however, purcha.se 
thelie exohange funds by issuing an equal amount of notes at 
.home, if such an abnormaJIy one-sided export trade were to 
lead to the piling up of exchange funds a.broad. This is how 
.general trade prosperity fluctuations can be financed by t~e 
help of the Central Bank's rellources. 

In the case of genera.! traaeadversity fluctuations When 
India. has to pay the foreign countries the Centra.! Bank can 
mobilise the foreign investments held by the Indian people. 
These can be sold a.broad while it pays the Indian owners of 
the aa.me in rupees. It can float temporary loans abroad to 
have exchange funds for the purpose of meeting drafts on the 
same at the gold export point from this country. The undue 
slUDlp of the exchange can be rectified by this method if 
ellpecially the ~ce movement tends to be relatively stable 
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or constant. There would be no "fer'1 great &lteratiOnl from 
the purchasing power parity unleaa t~e exohange dealera be 
all oonfidenoe in the early revival of trade. AI theee tend tc) 
watch the dr&iniDg away of the exchange funda kept abroad 
by the Central Bank their gloom tenda to inoreaae. Thee& 
speculative fiuotuatiODB might complicate the situation and 
retard the process of recovery, but their bia. would lOOn 

become corrected if trade folloWi the norm.al course and gina 
rise t..o the net balanoe of payment. &I in nOl'Dl&1 :yet.rL 

The aea.aonal exchange fiuctuatioDB due to IeUOnal 
va.riatioDB confine them.Belvea to the r&Dge of a few pointe. 
ne Central Bank can eaaiJy continue the pegging of exchange 
between the specie points by aelling gold or foreign exchange 
at the gold export point and check the rise in exchAnge above 
the gold import point by mobiliBiDg gold or gold exohange 
in its vaults and introducing note. agaiDBt the lame at the 
gold import point. Mere gold movements would correct the 
situation. The Ricardian theory of outflow and in1I.ow of 
gold would preserve the exchange level intact within the gold 
specie points. A programme of comparative ltabiliaation of 
internal prices by the Central Bank would tend to ltabili.ee 
exchanges at the lame time and the du&l objeoti'f'e of rela
tively stable prices and tolerably ett.ble exchangea can be 
secured without aArgrea.t friction either to buaineal or bank· 

• ~ under an inteDigeut control and management of the new 
gold standard. 

All this presupposes the existence of the Indian Exchange 
Banks and a Central Bank willing to help them 10 .. to finance 
India'. foreign trade at home with domestio reaourcea. Sine_ 
thediamal experienoe of the Tata Industrial Bank it fa becom· 
ing pra.ctica1ly impossible to oreate strong Indian Joint-Stock 
Banks for conduotini foreign exChange busineal alone. Pr0-
posals have been made that an Indian Exchange Bank would 
have to be started or the present Imperial Bank can be con
verted into an Indian Exchange Be.nk.CoDBideriDg the 
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impossibility of raising large capital for banking business 
at least on this side of India, it would be far better to create 
an Indian Overseas Bank which would have a part of its 
capital raised out of the subscriptions of the individual capi. 
talists and the remainder contributed by the present Indian 
J oint·Stock Banks. It would easily be possible to raise • 
large amount of capital according to tbis method for con· 
ducting exchange business at a remunerative scale. If the 
Indian exporters command better prices for their export bills 
at the hands of the Indian Overseas Bank the businesa of 

financing export trade would easily be attracted by it. The 
Indian Overseas Bank should maintain always in its initial 
stages rates about one or two points more favourable than 
those of the foreign excha.nge banks in this country. If the 
exporters secure greater resources by selling their export bills 
to the Indian Overseas Bank than it would be the case when 
they sell them to the foreign exchange banks they would flock 
to the standard of the new bank. If the Central Bank were 
to help it with funds for this purpose at a low rate of interest 
more export bills can be financed by the Indian Overseas 
Bank. More rupees should be granted by the Indian Oversees 
Bank when purchasing the export bills at difIerential rates. 
Of course, rate.cutting would ensue and for quite a long period 
the foreign exchange banks would prove to be effective com. 
petitors. Similar should be the treatment shown towards 
the importers. They should be securing greater return in' 
foreign currency by flocking to the standard of the Indian 
Overseas Bank than when they resort to the foreign exchange 
bank. It is only by tbis way that we can hope to create an 
institution meant for conducting foreign exchange businesa 
with domestic resources. This is the only way of defeating 
the present monopolistic character of the foreign exchange 
banks over the exchange situation. TWs does not mean that 
the rupee.sterling exchange would not rule the day in the near 
future. All foreign exchange rates would be resting on the 
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.rupee-sterling rate for, as in the ca.se of most other countries, 
we pay our indebtedness in London. We hold foreign balances 
.in London and any exchange rate would be depending on the 
.1'ate of exchange on London and adjusted by a ourrent rate of 
.other country-'7"London Exchange. 

ITS ADvANTAGES. 

It remains to point out the main advantages of financing 
'OUr trade entirely with the help of our domestic resources. 
An unnecessary tribute is being paid to the London Bankers 
who a.ccept our bills and discount them in the London Money 
"Market. PayD1ent in sterling would be avoided and exchange 
risks need not be thought of. Though the Gold Exchange 
-standard gives some amount of protection agtUnst fluctuations 
-the resulting inconvenience to the Indian exporters in receiv. 
ing a. sterling bill and selling them to Indian Exchange Banks 
to receive rupees for them can be a.voided. The Indian 
"Importer likewise suffers in having to pay a. sterling bill drawn 
.against him. Dealings in future can eliminate aJ1 exchange 
-risks. 

The priva.cy of a. discount market and the keeping of trade 
. informa.tion would be achieved under this system. II The 
-newly arising national pride resents the financing of our trade 
.801ely by means of sterling bills. 

" Free opportunity for a. safe and sound employment of 
.short.tel'Il1 liquid resources would be found in the discount 
market. The unwholesome over·inveStment of funds by the 
present.day Indian .Toint·Stoc~ Banks in gilt.edged securities 

·(lsn be checked. The immobilising of the bank funds arising 
..()ut of excessive investment is a. grave evU to the existing 
Indian Joint-Stock Banks for it leads to an unwholesome 
.concentration of funds in one direction wbich is bad finance • 

• It is on this ground that the United States of America Leaan to mcounp 
-the deYelopmentof bank acceptances and banee ita for~1IIl trade with the help of 

~ ·.ill own reaonrces. 
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The discounting of internaJ and external bills drawn in the
course of trading would diminish the opportunities in the 
above' direction of over-investment in Government securities. 

Nextly, the Central Reserve Bank would be powerless and 
ineffective to control credit if the discount market does not 
exist. Under the new banking conditions that would exist if 
a Central Reserve Bank were to be created, this active parti
oipation of the Central Banker would have a beneficialinfluence. 
on the market. To guide and control the other banks and to
regulate interest rates and money conditions the Central Bank 
must have liquid resources to efficiently discharge its publio 
trust of checking undue credit expansion and easing credit. 
when it is unwisely restricted. The smooth and gradual con· 
trol over the discount and the money market is possible only 
if the Central Bank can have these bills m&rsha.lled in a steady 
succession of maturities. As a recent writer ll{Lys29 bills dis
counted and bought in the open market offer an ideal current 
of maturities. Certificates of Government indebtedness are a. 
poor second. Government bonds and treasury notes have no
liquidity at all on the basis of early and successive maturities. 
Their value as instruments of. credit control must depend 
entirely on their ready sa.Ieability, a quality which they for~ 
tunately have to a high degree. It might indeed be true that 
the Federal Reserve Banks conduct. open market operations 
with the help of Government' securities rather than ba.nker'a. 
bills.' As the open market ope.rations are undoubtedly bene- . 
ficial to a certain extent these would have to be pursued by 
any Central Bank and an organised money n:1a.rket would be·· 
essential for the success of its zD.ea.sures. It is admitted even 
by Mr. J. S. Lawrence that" these open market operations 
would be very helpful at the tin:1e of gold m.ovements, quarter
day adjustments, the attraction and discouragement of in-· 
ternationa.I commercia.! financing and the removal of un
desirable items from the:ba.nk balance sheets." The larger-

• J. S. Lawr~~ ... TIe StabililatioD of Prica.·o p.2)4. 
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ideals of price control and business stabilisation ma.y not be 
&chie~ed by this "delicate touch II or lever of the Central 
B~. ConsideriDg the manifold advantages that wOuld &rise 
by the creation of a' discount market and the financing of Our 
foreign trade ~ith the help of domestio funds and realising 
that hoth Japan and America have organised similar attempts 
t'o remo~etheirdependence on London, our objective should 
be in this direction:. It is indeed true that in both these ca.ses 
the attempts are not very successful a.s yet. But they point 
out unmistakably which way the banking progress lies. A 
sustained endeavoUr has to be made by the Indian bankers in 
this direction. Nothing is so 1mporla.nt in the Whole field of 
banking reconstruction as this. 

'One fundamental fea.ture of this banking reconstruction 
shOuld aim at diverting the surplus home or domestic funds for ' 
the fina.ncing of foreign trade and vice verSIJ, i.e., surplus 
foreign funds for financing home tra.de and industries. The 
more exte~ive' use of bank acceptanceslO and an adequate 
discount market would facilitate the financing of foreign trade. 
In fuia.ncing imports rupee bills ought to be developed. Spe
cialised discount houses ought to conduct this operation. It 
is foreign interest-bearing bills tha.t predominate in the import 
trade. No foreign exchange bank furnishes us with a. report 
()D. this situation and most of the bills are drawn in sterling and 
are kept till maturity in. this country and are not rediscounted 
ill this country. 

, III Bill ac:ceptanc:e and discount market CAn Lardl, be created 110 Iem. II 

businesS is run on old ways of cash credit; 10 Ionl II DO buaiDell organisationl 
ellist for gauging credit and the credit standing of tbe firms ; 10 lonlll .pecisli.inl 
a~pt.nce houses are not in existence II in London: and 10 lonl al the Indian 
Joint-Stock Bank. are very cOnservative and refute to educate people in the UN 

of bills. Thf:Se CAn be remedied only by more education for banlcen and busi. 
nessmen concerning the advantaies and disadvantagel of bin.' of nchange 
and carefully enacted regulation. regarding the UN of .ucIa iJlllrumena. The 
Conti.l Bank itself .hould buy ,and lOll such bills of nchanae in the opea 
marht just to popularilO these hill .... hort-term iDvatmenta. . 
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OTHEB ANCiLLARY lliAsUBF..'3. 

Nextly, the initiation of a programme which involves 
thorough. going co-operation between the Central Bank of this 
country and the Bank of England would be eBSentia!. Other. 
wise the Anglo.Indian Exchange Banks will refuse to obey 
the pena.I rates of rediscounting imposed by the Central Bank 
and resort to the Bank of England or the London Money 
Market. An independent monetary policy on the part of 
the Central Bank would never be effective if the powerful 
foreign exchange banks with their rich shareholders, intelli. 
gent direction and financial support from London wish to run 
oounter to the oourse of action proposed by the Central Bank 
of IBSue of this country. 

Finally, the Central Bank of the country should be in· 
telligent enough to understand the drift of monetary condi. 
tions in London. If high money rates were to prevail in 
London the use of the exchange funds on the call market. 
would enable the Central Bank to secure greater return than 
before and consequently induce it to lower the Indian rates. 
The Indian Exchange Banks would do it, if the Central Bank 
does not pursue this method. Thus it has to co· operate with 
the London money ma.rket and the Bank of England. Their 
mutual'policies should not normally create disturbing influ. 
ences in the different centres. The question of securing 
adequate funds can be solved easily by allowing the Central 
Bank of this country to secure access to the London Money 
Market and rediscount its billa at the Bank of England. It 
would a.lso facilitate the stabilising of the money market in 
this country and with lower rates prevailing in this country 
India.n funds can even be removed to London. Tha.t this 
can be accomplished in due course of time need not bellI 
doubted. 

1I1 This was the idea of the I"te Sir Edward Holden when he advocated ~ 
Central Bank for India. See his speech at the Annual General Meetins of the 
London City and Midland Bank, the 24th January. 1913. 
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Although the chief m~ritorioua chAracteristio of pres 
d&y financing of foreign trade lies in our possessing apeci 
ing exchange banks which do not usually tie up their reeourc ' 
in long.term investmenta i4 industries or agrioulture atill.t 
ma;n improvement needed is the financing of foreign tr I 

with domestio resources. It should be done by funds raia I 
inside the country. The would.be ,Central Bank can acoODj~ 
plish much in this direction. Besides a;eouring exohan~i 

stability within the specie pointa ita endeavour should be ~i 
the direction of helping the Indian Overseas Bank whiol, 
would have to be created with.th~ co.operative action on t~i 
part of the public and the present.IndianJQint.Stock Bjl 
Acting aa the central co·ordinator of banking funds it can t . 
up an active part in controlling credit not only by lowering 
raising discount ratea but by buying and selling exchange bj~ 
a.t the time the excha.nge rates deviate from the normal pointe' 
Finanoial co.operation between all these agencies would ea.si1~ 
enable ua to finance our foreign trade. The Ose of bank a.ccep 
tances and the development of a discount market have mad, 
been pointed out as the other necessary meaBurea to popula.ris~ 
the rupee bills and they can be drawn in our import trade 
The use of bills in place of cash credita in the matter 01 financ
ing the merchant's requirements ought to take place. Regular 
8pecialising discount houses .would ease the situation greatly. 
They can buy bills at banks and act aa intermediaries between 
-exchange dealers. and bankers and between merchants and 
bankers. H the Indian Joint·Stock Banks give up other 
-entanglements and specialise in foreign eXChange business 
they can easily succeed if t~ey conduct BOund exchange bank
ing. 

CoNCLUSION. 

A comparative price-steadying programme, .. proper 
external borrowing policy on the part of the Government, 
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individuals and paai.public bodies, a carefully framed note
laauing privilege and the extension of loans by the Reserve 
Bank on commercial paper or billa or notes instead of Govern
ment bonds and shares thus restricting the scope for atock. 
exchange speculation, are some of the most important 
measures which our Central Bank would h.ave to bear ill mind. 
These ancillary reforms are essential if the vital qneeUoll or 
financing foreign trade with domestic funds can sncceed.. 
With the prosperity of her great exporting industries such a8 

cotton, jute, tea, hides and akins, increasing efficiency or 
labonr, a mercantile marine of her own, which reduces the 
invisible payments under this head,ing and the prosperity or 
Indian people emigrating abroad which would tend to an. 
increase of remittances into the country. the net balance or 
payments would always be in her favour and this fundamental 
factor would greatly facilitate the task which the Central Bank 
would have to take up in right earnest. Facilit.ating fre& 
gold movementa in normal times and making provision for 
meeting extraordinary situations as slumps and general 
trade prosperity fluctuations. the exchan.,ae situation can. 
always be controlled by the Central Bank. Under an enlight
ened and consciOUsly controlled Central Bank, which carefully 
manages its foreign portfolio, the present·day Government 
arrangements for gold exchange funds would disappear. 
The sncceesful management of the new gold standard by the 
Central Bank would tackle the situation and eliminate an 
exchange fluctuations which are very demoralising either to-

, business or finance. The resumption of the new gold standard 
without exchan.,.ae-pegging devices will limit the posaibilitie& 
of exchange speculation at any time. Its liberal help to'the 
Indian Overseas Bank or the Indian Excha.n.,ae Banks alone 
can hope to do something in this direction of financing foreign 
trade with domt'6tic funds. The present·day tendency or 
maint.aining an Imperi1un in im~Erio would be checked and 
the Foreign Exchange Banks recognising the different or 
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obanged Political situation might reeort to· the tactful method 
of offering a portion of their increased capital for subscription 
in this country.so as to placate public opinion, but the stigma 
attached to the II foreign banks" would always remain and 
the local· people wouldsecnrely support .and favour the local 
banks. Thu8 the attempt of the foreign exchange banb 
would become futile if an intelligent and persistent effort is 
made by the local banks to finlUl~e foreign ~rade. Entrench. 
ed strongly in the favour of the loca.l people those local bank. 
can with the minimum of legisla.tive interference undermine 
the position of the foreign and Anglo-Indian Exchange Banks. 
This is the only rationoJ. way of providing an effective aolut·ion 
for a potentially inconvenient banking monopoly. The for. 
Dl.uIa.tion of such a well-conceived plan would . be far more 
advisable than the enacting of futile and mischievous pro· 
grammes to . limit the services of the present·day foreign 
exchange banks of this country. in the direction of financing 
our growing foreign trade. The cry that the present Dumber 
of foreign exchange banks is already in excess of legitimate 
requirements will of course be raised but it ought Dot to be 
allowed to side-track our efforts in solving the main problem 
of this country. Political independence without financial 
ind~peDdeDce is a. misnomer and a will·o'.the wisp. It is like 

-grasping the shadow ~tead of the real subst.nc~. 



APPENDIX vm 
THE FUTURE OF THE IMPERUL BANK OF INDIA· 

Unable to appreciably lower the bank rate or stabilize 
it all throughout the year at a more equitable level than at 
present, and subject to the dictation of the financial advisors 
of the Government and deprived of the privilege of note
issue, the Imperial Bank of India has failed to develop into 
•• a real national institution." 

In spite of its humble services which should on no account 
be belittled or ignored,t it has not given s!l.tisfaction to any
body except perhaps its shareholders. The general, public 
feel sorely disa.ppointed at the slow progress of the Indianiza
~on s()heme of its officers and apprentices. The Indian Joint· 
Stock Banks have no love lost for this "State-aided com· 
petitor." The Exchange Banks are apprehen~ive that their 
exchange monopoly would be jeopardized by making the 
Imperia.l Bank of Iniia. an ordinary Joint·Stock Bank and 
granting it full freedom to conduct any bus!ness which its 
shareholders would determ5ne DoS soon as it sheds its semi
Oentral Banking character. It would excite the envy and 
dissatisfaction of the existing banks whose business would 
have to be encroached upon to maintain its present high rate 
of dividend, viz., l'6 per cent. They would surely cOn8!der 
it as a millstone tied round their peck. 

As it is, it is a commercial bank with about 200 branches 
extending far and wide over the Whole country. As a com. 
mercial bank it has come into open competition with the 
other kinds of banks tra.nsa.cting J>usiness in the interior. Its 
anxiety to extend banking facilities has forced it to spread a 

• This was 6rst puhlishe.i in the MT/fIIR Eamomic Jorn.d. Sept .. 1930. 
t See !D'Pr.-d Dog B~b, '" Intlit!, Third Edition. Chapter on • The 

I nperial Bank of India: 
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Detwork of commercial branches &nd they are alowly buDdiug 
up business oonnecti0D8 at these different centree. 

Now that the idea of ita being developed into • Central 
~,M"been disapproved by the HiliOll Young CommiaaiOll 
itself, a Dew Central Bank would have to be oreated. With 
'the' forpr,atiOll 'ot a DeW Central Bank all irksome reatrictiou 
on the (lhara~ter of, ita' business would be removed. P~hapa 
it would'be one among the different, banka selected to act ... 
a . G~yeinm.ent' 'Depository. With it. London Oftioe free to: 
conduct com.m.erciaJ banking. exchange business would 
naturally he thought of. The technique of 'exohange banking 
is Dot, ditlicult for it tom.a.stel' an~ 8JI it haa best experts iD it. 
hands and branoh .. all.over the country. it wOllld prove the 

"m.os\ formidable cOmpetit~ to the existing Exchange Ba.nka. 
'But excl'umge. 'business is being already sa.tiafactorily diacharg. 
oed by about 18 banks who i.refinding it difficult to ma.intain 
, their eXiSting. ~te of dividei:u:l 808 .. result of exceasive CODl. 

petition am.ongat themaeIves. 'The advent of the Imperial 
Bank intO the ring'would. m.&keDla.ttera woree. Nobody 
knOWI the exact' strength of the Indian'shareholders of the 
Imperial Bank:: Granted that it isaboat 45 pel' cent., it 
clwly followa that the Im.perial Bank would loon join the 
ranka of the Exchange Ba.nks. When it attracts London 
deposits, • as do' the present' ~xCJwige Banb, it would be 
London"money that 'WOuld' be finanoing our foreign trade. 
The main problem ~ conducting the 1ina.ncing of foreign trade 
with domestio funds would. be defeated. ' It can easily frater· 
• with the existing Exchange Banks. By becoming • 
me:rnber of the Exchange Banks Assoc.ia.tioa it would doubt. 
less'follow the l&JDepolicy a8 that of. th;res£ ~ the Exchange 
Ba.nks. At present there is • 101; of diasa.tiBfaction at the 
trea.tDlent meted out to the Indian cuatomera by the foreign 
Excha.nge Banke." ~ a ,Dlem.ber of the &aD1e Association it 

t S. EvidenCe 01 M:".,.;iDI Ccwemoi. Imperial Ban~ before the C. a 
Enquiry Commitlei' 
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'Would undoubtedly continue the best traditions of these 
Excha.nge Ba.nks. 

It must be remembered. that 80S soon a.s the Central Bank 
is started with branches at the regional centres sucp. as Ca.wn
'pore, Lahore. Rangoon, Bombay, Calcutta and Madras, the 
bulk of the GovernIQ.ent interest-free deposit money would be 
withdrawn. The olearing accounts of the other banks '\1ould. 
also 1>0 withdrawn if the Reserve Bank undertakes to act ali 

a Settling Bank fOl; clea.cing purposes. Becoming an ordinary 
ba.nk it would have to pay current accounts a.j; the rates 'which 
the other cOn1.peting banks are pa.ying. The maintenance of 
branches and the necessity to pay the depositors point out 
that its suocess would depend on ~ constant. and 8teady turn
~ver oj ita capital resource8. So the suggestion that it should. 
be oonverted into a big Industrial Bank, for it has expert 
management at its back, business connections With industries 
and a regional character to enable it to initiate the policy of the 
finanoing of industries, is not based on sourid rea.soning.§ 
Non·terminable loans and continuous. Ioclting up of capital for 
·80 lengthy period would reduce ~ts turnover of capital and it 
would be unable to n1.aintain the existing rate of dividend to 
the shareholders. It would require 80 lot of inequita.ble sacri
fices on the part of the shareholders. 1\fter all it is not the 
mere lack of financial resources and facilities that is standing 
in the way of the industrial progress ~ this country. 

With 80 long recol·d of honoura.ble service the Imperial 
Bank ought to excel all other blllUks in its depos!t business,' 
:security dealings and trade credits a.n~ be behind the Exchange 
Banks iIi respect of its vigour in pursuit of the foreign exchange 
business. For the unique distinction of being a bank' for 
industry, par excellence, to which all other bra.ncheaof activity' 

.are to be subordina.ted, the Imperial Bank cannot hope to 
aspire on account of its excessive capital and present-da.yhigh 
-dividends. 

§ See the Banking nU'n~er of the InJi<'ll Fin"flCl!, January 8, 1930. 
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Aoting_as th~chief provider of short·term. capital for the 
eo.operative banks,' and holding th~ debentures tha.t would be 
floated. by the provinoia,llan~ mortgag~ b&nks u part of ita 
lnveetm.ents, it oan ea.sily . afford to continue ita present 
cio~ oha.raoter whioh does not' however preclude it 
'ithet from fina.ncing the existing .indnstries In' ,which it 
. might '~ve confidenoe or conduoting .exchange businesa to 
satisfy ·all· the requirements of its existing customers .• But 
it must bear in mind that it should not be saddled with heavy 
external depositS attracted hi ~ndo~ The collection of these 
'heavy e~ eJeposits for use in this oonntry might cement 
the finanoial ties between London and this country. but thia 
policy needs very judioious handling on the pa.r~ of the Imperial 
Bank. London ~eposits might be lying in its hl'nds for along 
time but these, must be oovered suffioiently by quiok London 
assets. Heavy Indian assets would not 'help the London 
branc~ in case of a drain on the ¥>ndon branCh. So if it were 
td develop into an Industrial Bank its London branch would 
be" cOBtlylu~.Long.term capital can indeed be tapped 
by floating debentures and if these a!'6 to be floated for 10 to 

• 20 times its 'present capital the demand for industrial capital 
'would not arise't? Bucll an.extent as to absorb a part of the 
industrial capital supplycrea.ted by the Imperial Bank. 

Thus the, future business of the Im.perlal Ba.Dk may bo 
.extraordinarily wide or, r~cted. It ~epends on its own 
choice. It oan'oarry on banking buBiness.a.oquire de,POBits,make 
advanoes, discount bills, iSsue drafts, deal in exohanges, specie 
~ and precious meti.IJs. It would be empowered to borrow 
K:m~~y and do an~hing incidental to h.y of its powers and it 
li:wouldcontinue thepolioyOf opening new branches as in the 

past. It may oompete more vigoroullly than at present 
~ with the existing Banks. If it were to continue holding
, Government deposits" though to a limited. extent than at 
r: present, it has to'maintain a' very liquid position and this alone 

will enable it to maintain the finanoial prestige which it hall 
built· up out of a long' and honourable record of service. 
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It; is quite fit to conduct ~chJ1.nge banking orindus~al 
banking h\volvinga large turllOv~r of funds into JoCk-up 
adva.nc~_ But the exigencies of the situation . "deD,land its 
continuance ~ a. true commercial ba.nk~.all ~.l>e.~ .cf. 
deposit, cpacount and. exchange. 'Ita savings B~ De~t
ment sholJld continue.· It~ can llkewille inainta~ a separa.te 
Ind~strra.l ~t department where long-term 10&llil ba.Ilbe 
given to co-operative baili; industries ~ud.other ba.llk.~ .. ' 4ny 
a.dditional money needed for this business' call be secured by 
floating debentures. This must be defuaitelynndenitoodasnon. 
bommtll"Cial busineaa and not allowed to du>ectlyel8.sh with its 
commercial business. ThuS envisaged its future 8~ms ·to, be 
of a big comm6l"Cial bank combining Within itself miseella.neou!l 
functions of all sorts which would 1)e kept entirely apart froD\ 
the pure functions of & commetqi&lbBoIik and should on 
no seore be allowed to distraotthe r~ponsible administra,tio~, 
oi the Imperial Ba.nk. EnOUgh. has been st~t!'ld to stre8f the 
pOints tha.t it would be da.Ilo~roull a.nd suicida.lto convert 
the present Imperial Bank of India. 'into an ~ective Indus
trial Bank or a sole Excha.nge Bank operating on a' competi
tive basis with. the existing exchange bankiliginBtitutions. 

Considering the laot that the m.ost crying need of India is the 
extension of modern . banking . facilities "'to the interior, 
the Imperial Bank should continue this useful service in the 
near future. It Whether su bsidisedto the amount recommended 

by the Hilton-Yoc~g.'~~~~.f:sot, it should continue to 
act 80S a comme~'h~;..QQ,'b6~-&Cknowledged head of the 
commercial b~"'~d'i~.".,aea.dy ·to tap the central 
reaervo~ of credit by rediacountinga.grieulturaJ, industrial and 
COU1m6l"Cial paper .md passing on theae funds to the '00. 

operative societies w,hich would be finaIioing the agricultural 
industries,- the oottage inlustries and other existing indus. 
tries so far as their current finanoial requirements might be 
concerned. . , 

• There illio advantage gained by allowing it to continue as a " hybrid inlti. 
tution trying painfully to combine incompatible function'··.1 Sir Basil Blackett 
delcribc. it. Se~ hi, addr ... before Delhi Univcnity. 1926. 
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